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Description 

displacements along coordinate directions at point (x, y, zj 

components of body force per unit volume, at point (x, y. z) 

components of traction force per unit area, at point (x, y,z) on the surface 

strain eomponents;t: are normal strains and}' are engineering shear strains 

stress components; u are normal stresses and T are engineering shear stresses 

Potential energy = U + W P, where U == strain energy, W P = work potential 

vector of displacements of the nodes (degrees of freedom or DOF) of an 

element, dimension (NDN·NEN,l)---see next Table for explanation of 
NDNand NEN 

vector of displacements of ALL the nodes of an element, dimension 

(NN·NDN, I)-see next Table for explanation of NN and NDN 

element stiffne~ matrix: strain energy in element, U, == !qTkq 

glohal stiffness matrix for entire structure: n = I Q1 KQ _ Q IF 

body force in element e distributed to the nodes of the element 

traction fOfce in element e distributed to the nodes of the element 

virtual displacement variable: counterpart of the real displacement u(x, y, z) 

vector of vinual displacements of the nodes in an element; cOWlterpart of q 

shape functions in t1)( coordinates, material matrix, strain-displacement 
malril. respectively. u = Nq, € = Bq and (J' = DBq 
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION (*) 
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81 i 82 

0.3 O. 
B3 (Multipoint constraint: Bl*Qi+B2*Qj=B3) 

} ---NMPC Lines of data, 5 entries 
j (OJ 

tHEATlD and HEATID Programs need extra boundary data about flux and convection. (See Chapter 10.) 
(~) = DUMMY LINE - necessary 
No/eo' No Blank Lines must be present in the input file 
t'See below for desCription of element characteristics and material properties 

Main Program Variables 
NN = Number of Nodes; NE = Number of Elements; NM = Number of Different Materials 
NDIM = Number ofCoordinales per Node (e.g..NDlM = Uor 2·D.or = 3for3.D): NEN = Number of Nodes per 

Element (e.g., NEN '" 3 for 3-noded trianguJar element, or = 4 for a 4-noded quadrilateral) 
NDN '" Number of Degrees of Freedom per Node (e.g., NDN '" 2 for a CiT element, or '" 6 for 3-D beam element) 

ND = Number of Degrees of Freedom along which Displacement is Specified'" No. of Boundary Conditions 

NL = Number of Applied Component Loads (along Degrees of Freedom) 
NMPC = Number of Multipoint Constraints; NO '" Total Number of Degrees of Freedom = NN ~ NDN 

.......... Element Cbancterisdcs Mlterial PToperties 

FEMlD, TRUSS, TRUSSKY Area, Temperature Rise E 

CST,QUAD Thickness, Temperature Rise E,II,a 

AXISYM Temperature Rise E. ". Ct 

FRAME2D Area, Inertia, Distributed liJad E 

FRAME3D Area, 3·ioertias, 2-Distr. Loads E 

TETRA, HEXAFNT Temperature Rise E,II,a 

HEATID Element Heat Source Thermal Conductivity, k 

BEAMKM Inertia,Area E,p 

CSTKM Thickness E,I',a,p 
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Preface 

The first edition of this book appeared over 10 years ago and the second edition fol· 
lowed a few years later. We received positive feedback from professors who taught 
from the book and from students and practicing engineers who used the book. We 
also benefited from the feedback received from the students in our courses for the 
past 20 years. We have incorporated several suggestions in this edition. The underly
ing philosophy of the book is to provide a clear presentation of theory, modeling, and 
implementation into computer programs. The pedagogy of earlier editions has been 
retained in this edition. 

New material has been introduced in several chapters. Worked examples and 
exercise problems have been added to supplement the learning process. Exercise prob
lems stress both fundamental understanding and practical considerations. Theory and 
computer programs have been added to cover acoustics. axisymmetric quadrilateral 
elements, conjugate gradient approach, and eigenvalue evaluation. Three additional pro
grams have now been introduced in this edition. All the programs have been developed 
to work in the Windows environment. The programs have a common structure that 
should enable the users to follow the development easily. The programs have been pro
vided in Visual Basic, Microsoft Excel/Visual Basic, MATLAB, together with those pro
vided earlier in QBASIC, FORTRAN and C. The Solutions Manual has also been 
updated. 

Chapter 1 gives a brief historical background and develops the fundamental con
cepts. Equations of equilibrium, stress-strain relations, strain-displacement relations, 
and the principles of potential energy are reviewed. The concept of Galerkin's method 
is introduced. 

Properties of matrices and determinants are reviewed in Chapter 2. The Gaussian 
elimination method is presented, and its relationship to the solution of symmetric band
ed matrix equations and the skyline solution is discussed. Cholesky decomposition and 
conjugate gradient method are discussed. 

Chapter 3 develops the key concepts of finite element formulation by consider
ing one-dimensional problems. The steps include development of shape functions, 
derivation of element stiffness, fonnation of global stiffness, treatment of boundary 
conditions, solution of equations, and stress calculations. Both the potential energy 
approach and Galerkin's formulations are presented. Consideration of temperature 
effects is included. 

xv 



xvi Preface 

Finite element fonnulation for plane and three-dimensional trusses is developed 
in Chapter 4. The assembly of global stiffness in banded and skyline fonns is explained. 
Computer programs for both banded and skyline soluti?ns are given.. . 

Chapter 5 introduces the finite element fonnulatIon for two-dimensional plane 
stress and plane strain problems using constant strain triangle (CST) ele~ents. Probl~m 
modeling and treatment of boundary conditions are presented ~n detail. Fonnul.atton 
for orthotropic materials is provided. Chapter 6 treats the modeling aspects ofaxlsym
metric solids subjected to axisymmetric loading. Formulation using triangular elements 
is presented. Several real-world problems are included in this chapter. 

Chapter 7 introduces the concepts of isoparametric quadrilateral and higher order 
elements and numerical integration using Gaussian quadrature. Fonnulation for axi
symmetric quadrilateral element and implementation of conjugate gradient method for 
quadrilateral element are given. 

Beams and application of Hermite shape functions are presented in Chapter 8. 
The chapter covers two-dimensional and three-dimensional frames. 

Chapter 9 presents three-dimensional stress analysis. Tetrahedral and hexahe
dral elements are presented. The frontal method and its implementation aspects are 
discussed. 

Scalar field problems are treated in detail in Chapter 10. While Galerkin as well 
as energy approaches have been used in every chapter, with equal importance, only 
Galerkin's approach is used in this chapter. This approach directly applies to the given 
differential equation without the need of identifying an equivalent functional to mini
mize. Galerkin fonnulation for steady-state heat transfer, torsion, potential flow, seep
age flow, electric and magnetic fields, fluid flow in ducts, and acoustics are presented. 

Chapter 11 introduces dynamic considerations. Element mass matrices are given. 
Techniques for evaluation of eigenvalues (natural frequencies) and eigenvectors (mode 
shapes) of the generalized eigenvalue problem are discussed. Methods of inverse itera
tion, Jacobi, tridiagonalization and implicit shift approaches are presented. 

Preprocessing and postprocessing concepts are developed in Chapter 12. Theory 
and implementation aspects of two-dimensional mesh generation, least-squares ap
proach to obtain nodal stresses from element values for triangles and quadrilaterals, 
and contour plotting are presented. 

At the undergraduate level some topics may be dropped or delivered in a differ
ent order without breaking the continuity of presentation. We encourage the introduc
tion of the Chapter 12 programs at the end of Chapter 5. This helps the students to 
prepare the data in an efficient manner. 

" We thank Nels Ma.dsen,.Auburn University; Arif Masud, University of Illinois, 
Chl~ago; Robert L Rankm,Anzona State University; John S. Strenkowsi, NC State Uni~ 
v.erslty; and Hormoz Zareh. ~ortland State University, who reviewed our second edi~ 
hon an? gave ~any constructive suggestions that helped us improve the book. 

Tlfupathl Chandrupatla expresses his gratitude to 1. Tinsley Oden, whose teaching 
and encourag(:n~ent have been a source of inspiration to him throughout his career. He 
a.lso expresses h.IS thanks to many students at Rowan University and Kettering Univer
sity who took hIs courses. He expresses his thanks to his colleague Paris vonLockette. 
who gave valuable feedback after teaching a Course from the second edition. We thank 
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our production editor Fran Daniele for her meticulous approach in the final produc
tion of the book. 

Ashok Belegundu thanks his students at Penn State for their feedback on the 
course material and programs. He expresses his gratitude to Richard C. Benson, chair
man of mechanical and nuclear engineering, for his encouragement and appreciation. He 
also expresses his thanks to Professor Victor W. Sparrow in the acoustics department and 
to Dongjai Lee, doctoral student, for discussions and help with some of the material in 
the book. His late father's encouragement with the first two editions of this book are an 
ever present inspiration. 

We thank our acquisitions editor at Prentice Hall, Laura Fischer, who has made this 
a pleasant project for us. 

TIRUPATHI R. CHANORUPATLA 

ASHOK D. BELEGUNDU 
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CHAPTER 1 

Fundamental Concepts 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The finite element method has become a powerful tool for the numerical solution of a 
wide range of engineering problems. Applications range from deformation and stress 
analysis of automotive, aircraft, building, and bridge structures to field analysis of beat 
flux, fluid flow, magnetic flux, seepage, and other flow problems. With the advances in 
computer technology and CAD systems, complex problems can be modeled with rela
tive ease. Several alternative configurations can be tested on a computer before the first 
prototype is built. All of this suggests that we need to keep pace with these develop
ments by understanding the basic theory, modeling techniques., and computational as
pects of the finite element method. In this method of analysis., a complex region defining 
a continuum is discretized into simple geometric shapes called finite elements. The ma
terial properties and the governing relationships are considered over these elements 
and expressed in terms of unknown values at element comers. An assembly process, 
duly considering the loading and constraints, results in a set of equations. Solution of 
these equations gives us the approximate behavior of the continuum. 

1.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Basic ideas of the finite element method originated from advances in aircraft structur
al analysis. In 1941, Hrenikoff presented a solution of elasticity problems using the 
"frame work method." Courant's paper, which used piecewise polynomial interpolation 
over triangular subregions to model torsion problems, appeared in 1943. Turner, et al. 
derived stiffness matrices for truss, beam, and other elements and presented their find
ings in 1956. The tennfinite element was first coined and used by Clough in 1960. 

In the early 1960s, engineers used the method for approximate solution of prob
lems in stress analysis, fluid flow, heat transfer, and other areas. A book by Argyris in 1955 
on energy theorems and matrix methods laid a foundation for further developments in 
finite element studies. The first book on finite elements by Zienkiewicz and Cheung was 
published in 1967. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, finite element analysis was applied 
to nonlinear problems and large deformations. Oden's book on nonlinear continua ap
peared in 1972. 

1 



2 Chapter 1 Fundamental Concepts 

Mathematical foundations were laid in the 19705. New element development, con
vergence studies, and other related areas fall in this category. 

Today, the developments in mainframe computers and availability of powerful mi
crocomputers has brought this method within reach of students and engineers working 
in small industries. 

1.3 OUTUNE OF PRESENT AnON 

In this book, we adopt the potential energy and the Galerkin approaches for the pre
sentation of the finite element method. The area of solids and structures is where the 
method originated, and we start our study with these ideas to solidify understanding. For 
this reason, several early chapters deal with rods. beams, and elastic deformation prob
lems. The same steps are used in the development of material throughout the book, so 
that the similarity of approach is retained in every chapter. The finite element ideas are 
then extended to field problems in Chapter 10. Every chapter includes a set of problems 
and computer programs for interaction. 

We now recall some fundamental concepts needed in the development of the fi
nite element method. 

1.4 STRESSES AND EQUIUBRIUM 

~ three-di~ens~onal body occupying a volume V and having a surface S is shown in 
FIg.,1.l. POlDtS III th~ body are l~cated by x, y, Z coordinates. The boundary is con
stramed on some regIOn, where displacement is specified, On part of the boundary, dis-

, 

• 

, 
fxdV 

" 

Q=O s 
)----y 

FIGURE 1.1 Three-dimensional bn '" 
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tributed force per unit area T, also called traction, is applied. Under the force, the body 
deforms. The deformation of a point x ( = [x,y, zF) is given by the three components 
of its displacement: 

u = [u,v,wY (1.1) 

The distributed force per unit volume, for example. the weight per unit volume, is the vec
tor f given by 

f ~ [I" I,'/X (1.2) 

The body force acting on the elemental volume dV is shown in Fig. 1.1. The surface trac
tion T may be given by its component values at points on the surface: 

T ~ [T" T,. T,]T (1.3) 

Examples of traction are distributed contact force and action of pressure. A load P act
ing at a point i is represented by its three components: 

P, ~ [P"P,.p,]T (1.4) 

The stresses acting on the elemental volume dVare shown in Fig. 1.2. When the volume 
dV shrinks to a point, the stress tensor is represented by placing its components in a 

--

FIGURE 1.2 Equilibrium of elemental volume. 

dry, d ayY 

---

dV 
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(3 x 3) symmetric matrix. However, we represent stress by the six independent com
ponents as in 

(1.5) 

where u u u are normal stresses and T y:, T "Z' T .. y, are shear stresses. Let us consid
er equilibri;~ of the elemental volwne shown in Fig. 1.2. First we get forces on faces by 
multiplying the stresses by the corresponding areas. W?~in~ 'i.F .. = ~, YFy = 0, and 
'i.F: = 0 and recognizing dV = dx dy dz, we get the equilibnwn equatlons 

1.5 BOUNDARY CONDmONS 

OfT .. + iJ1xy + 01n + I .. = 0 
ax ay az 

aT .. y aUy aTy: 
-+-+-+/ ~O 
axayaZ Y 

aT .. z aTy: aCT: 
-+-+-+f ~O 
aXiJyaZ Z 

(1.6) 

Referring to Fig.l.1, we find that there are displacement boundary conditions and sur
face-loading conditions. If u is specified on part of the boundary denoted by Su, we have 

(1.7) 

We can also consider boundary conditions such as u = a, where 8 is a given displacement. 
We now consider the equilibrium of an elemental tetrahedron ABCD, shown in 

Fig. 1.3, where DA, DB, and DC are parallel to the X-, y-, and z-axes, respectively, and 
area ABC, denoted by dA, lies on the surface. If n = [n.., ny, nzF is the unit normal to 
dA, then area BDC = n .. dA, areaADC = nydA, and areaADB = nzdA. Considera
tion of equilibrium along the three axes directions gives 

CT .. n~ + T ... yny + Tx:n: = Tx 

Txynx + uyny + TYZn Z = Ty 

Tnn~ + TYZny + uznz = T< 
(1.8) 

These conditions must be satisfied on the boundary, S7, where the tractions are applied. 
In this description, the point loads must be treated as loads distributed over small, but 
finite areas. 

1.6 STRAIN-DISPLACEMENT RELAnONS 

We represent the strains in a vector form that corresponds to the stresses in Eq. 1.5, 

(1.9) 
where E ~'''Y' and ~z are normal strain~ and "}'yz, y xz' and y ~y are the engineering shear strains. 

Fi~ure 1.4 gives the de.fo~atlOn of the dx-dy face for small deformations, which 
we conSider here. Also consldenng other faces, we can write 
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FIGURE 1.3 An elemental volume al surface. 
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FIGURE 1.4 Defonned elemental surface. 
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• _ [ou oV oW oV + oW oU + oW au + OvlT 

~'~.~.~ ~'oz ~'~ ~ 

These strain relations hold for small deformations. 

1.7 STRESS-STRAIN RELAnONS 

(1.10) 

For linear elastic materials, the stress-strain relations come from the generalized Hooke's 
law. For isotropic materials, the two material properties are Young's modulus (or mod
ulus of elasticity) E and Poisson's ratio v. Considering an elemental cube inside the 
body, Hooke's law gives 

U x (1'y (1'z 
€. = -v- - v- + -

E E E 

TXi' 

Yxy = G 
The shear modulus (or modulus of rigidity), G, is given by 

G- E 
2(1 + p) 

From Hooke's law relationships (Eq.l.11), note that 

(I - 2p) 
€;x; + €y + €z = (u + (1' + ..... ) E x y "z 

Substituting for ((1' u + (1' J and so on into Eq III we get th . I . 
J • • , e IDverse re atlOns 

(J' = DE 

D is the symmetric (6 x 6) material matrix given by 

I - P P P 0 0 0 
P I - P P 0 0 0 

D- E P P 1- P 0 0 0 
(I + p)(1 - 2p) 0 0 0 0.5 - v 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0.5 - II 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0.5 - II 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 
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Special Cases 

One dimension. In one dimension, we have normal stress u along x and the 
corresponding normal strain E, Stress-strain relations (Eq.1.14) are simply 

q = EE (L16) 

1\No dimensions. In two dimensions, the problems are modeled as plane stress 
and plane strain. 

Plane Stress. A thin planar body subjected to in-plane loading on its edge sur
face is said to be in plane stress.A ring press fitted on a shaft, Fig.1.5a, is an example. Here 
stresses (T z, T."<<:, and T yz are set as zero. The Hooke's law relations (Eq. 1.11) then give us 

u" try 
fEy = -v"E + E 

2(1 + v) 
'Yxy = E 'rxy 

(.) 

o 
(b) 

E, = 0 
')'y::= 0 
Yx,= 0 

FIGURE 1.5 (a) Plane stress and (b) plane strain. 

u::=o 
1" .. := 0-
1"y:: =0 

(1.17) 
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1.8 

The mve"e relations ar{e ~:v}en :y~[~ ~ ~]{ :: } 
y I-v2 1-v 

Txy 0 0 -2- Y., 

(1.18) 

which is used as (J' = DE. 

Plane StraiB. If a long body of uniform cross section is subjected to transverse 
loading along its length, a small thickness in the loaded area, as shown in Fig.1.5b, can 
be treated as subjected to plane strain. Here Ez , )'ZX, )'yz are taken as zero. Stress U z 

may not be zero in this case. The stress-strain relations can be obtained directly from 
Eqs.1.14 and 1.15: 

{ u.} E 
u, ~ (1 + p)(1 T., [

1 - v v 0 ]{ <. } 
2v) v 1 - JI ? Ey 

o 0:2 - v 'Yxy 

(1.19) 

D here is a (3 X 3) matrix, which relates three stresses and three strains. 
Anisotropic bodies, with uniform orientation, can be considered by using the ap

propriate 0 matrix for the material. 

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 

If the temperature rise aT(x, y, z) with respect to the original state is known, then the 
associated deformation can be considered easily. For isotropic materials, the tempera
ture rise 6.T results in a unifonn strain, which depends on the coefficient of linear ex
pansion a of the material. a, which represents the change in length per unit temperature 
rise, is assumed to be a constant within the range of variation of the temperature. Also, 
this strain does not cause any stresses when the body is free to defonn. The temperature 
strain is represented as an initial strain: 

EO = [uAT,aAT,aIlT,Q,Q,O]T 

The stress-strain relations then become 

In plane stress, we have 

EO = [a.6.T,aIlT,Or 

In plane strain, the constraint that Eo: = ° results in a different Eo, 

(1.20) 

(1.21) 

(1.22) 

'0 ~ (1 + v)[aH,aaT,O]T (1.23) 

For plane stress. and plane ~trai~, note that (T = [U I' U Y' TIyF and E = [E
I

, E
y

, ,}'xy]T, 
and that D matnces are as given In Eqs.1.18 and 1.19, respectively. 
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7.9 POTENnAL ENERGY AND EQUILIBRIUM; 
THE RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD 

In mechanics of solids, our problem is to determine the displacement u of the body shown 
in Fig. 1.1, satisfying the equilibrium equations 1.6.Note that stresses are related to strains, 
which, in turn, are related to displacements. This leads to requiring solution of second
order partial differential equations. Solution of this set of equations is generally referred 
to as an exact solution. Such exact solutions are available for simple geometries and load
ing conditions, and one may refer to publications in theory of elasticity. For problems of 
complex geometries and general boundary and loading conditions, obtaining such solutions 
is an almost impossible task. Approximate solution methods usually employ potential en
ergy or variational methods, which place less stringent conditions on the functions. 

Potential Energy, n 
The total potential energy IT of an elastic body, is defined as the sum of total strain 
energy (U) and the work potential: 

n = Strain energy + Work potential 

(U) (WP) (1.24) 

For linear elastic materials., the strain energy per unit volume in the body is ~(J'TE. For 
the elastic body shown in Fig. 1.1, the total strain energy U is given by 

U =! 1 (J'TEdV 
2 Ii 

The work potential WP is given by 

wp=-luTfdv-juTTds- 2: u;P; 
v s 

The total potential for the general elastic body shown in Fig. 1.1 is 

IT = !l(J'TE dV -luTfdV -juTTdS - L u,rp; 
2 v v S I 

(1.25) 

(1.26) 

(1.27) 

We consider conservative systems here, where the work potential is independent 
of the path taken. In other words, if the system is displaced from a given configuration 
and brought back to this state, the forces do zero work regardless of the path. The po
tential energy principle is now stated as follows: 

Principle of Minimum Potential Energy 

For conservative systems, of all the kinematically admissible displacement fields, 
those corresponding to equilibrium extremize the total potential energy. If the 
extremum condition is a minimum. the equilibrium state is stable. 
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Kinematically admissible displacements are those that satisfy the single-valued 
nature of displacements (compatibility) and the boWldary conditions. In problems where 
displacements are the unknowns, which is the approach in this book, compatibility is 
automatically satisfied. 

To illustrate the ideas, let us consider an example of a discrete connected system. 

Example L1 

Figure ELla shows a system of springs. The total potential energy is given by 

n "" !k]8i + lk2~ + lk38j + ~k48~ - F]q] - F3q3 

where 8), 82 , 83 , and 84 are extensions of the four springs. Since 81 = ql - q2, 82 = Q2, 
83 = qJ - qh and 84 = -Q3, we have 

[l = ~kl(ql - qd2 + !k2q~ + !k3(q3 - q2)2 + lk4q~ - F]q] - F}q} 

where q], q2, and q} are the displacements of nodes 1,2, and 3, respectively, 

k, F, 

CD ---~ 
k, 2 

q, 
--~ 

CD q, 
q, k, 

---~ 
k, 

CD 3 0 
(,) F, 

FIGURE E1.1a 

For equilibrium of this three degrees of freedom system, we need to minimize n with 
respect to q1, q2' and Q), The three equations are given by 

which are 

an 

an 
-~O 
aq, i = 1,2,3 

i'!q] = k](ql - q2) - FI "" 0 

an 
i'!q2 = -k](q] - q2} + ~q2 - k3(qj - q2) == 0 

an 
i'!q3 = k3(q, - q2) + k4% - F.1 = 0 

These equilibrium equations can be put in the form of K - F f q - as ollows: 

[ k, -k, 0] {q, } {F' } -:1 k] +':2 + k} -k3 q2 "" 0 

k3 k3+k4 q3 F3 

(1.28) 

(1.29) 

If, on the other hand, we proceed to write the e 'lib' . 
side ring the equilibrium of each se t d qUI hum. eq~ations of the system by con-

para e no e, as shown m FIg. E1.1b, we can write 

..... -;.' ............ ------------
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k 1!S\ = FI 

k2~ - k/>I - k3!S] = 0 

k3!S3 - k4!S4 = F3 

which is precisely the set of equations represented in Eq. 1.29. 

1 
k18\~Fl 

.. , 
k\8\ .. , 

k 282 
( 

2 J' 

., 

.,' 
k3!S3 

l. 3 
k3 li3 j L'F;' k4li4 

(b) 

FIGURE E1.1b 

We see clearly that the set of equations 1.29 is obtained in a routine manner using the 
potential energy approach, without any reference to the free-body diagrams. This makes the 
potential energy approach attractive for large and complex problems. • 

Rayleigh-Ritz Method 

For continua, the total potential energy II in Eq. 1.27 can be used for finding an ap
proximate solution. The Rayleigh-Ritz method involves the construction of an assumed 
displacement field, say, 

u- ~a,,,,,(x.y.z) i=1to€ 

p- ~aA(x.y.z) j=€+ltom (1.30) 

w- ~a,,,,,(x.y.z) k=m+lton 

n > m > € 

The functions cPi are usually taken as polynomials. Displacements u, v, w must be kine
matically admissible. That is, u, v, w must satisfy specified boundary conditions. Intro
ducing stress-strain and strain-displacement relations, and substituting Eq. 1.30 into 
Eq.1.27 gives 

(1.31) 

where r = number of independent unknowns. Now, the extremum with respect to a" 
(i = 1 to r) yields the set of r equations 

oll_O i-1.2 .... " (1.32) va, 
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ExampleU 

The potential energy for the linear elastic one-dimensionaJ rod (Fig. El.2), with body fore 
neglected, is 

1 /.' (dU)' n=20 EA dx fix-2u1 

where U 1 = u(x = 1). 
Let us consider a polynomial function 

u=aj+a2X + 03X' 

This must satisfy u = 0 at x = 0 and u = 0 at x = 2. Thus, 

0"" Q 1 

0=Q1 + 2a2 + 4a) 

Hence, 

02 = -2a3 

U = Q3{-2x + Xl) 

Approximate 
solution 

Solution from 
mechanics 

u 

0.75 

+1.5 

Solution from 

T mechanics 

Stress from Stress +1 + 

-L approximate 
solution 

-1 

-L 
-1.5 

FIGURE El.2 
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Thendujfix = 2a,(-1 + x) and 

1£' n = - 4aj{-1 + x)2dx - 2(-a3) 
2 0 

= 2aj [2 (1 _ 2x + x 2 )dx + 2a, 

= 2a~m + 2a3 

We set a njaa3 = 4a.'1m + 2 = 0, resulting in 

a} = -0.75 

The stress in the bar is given by 

Ul = -aJ = 0.75 

du 
t7 = E fix = 1.5(1 - x) • 

We note here that an exact solution is obtained if piecewise polynomial interpo
lation is used in the construction of u. 

The finite element method provides a systematic way of constructing the basis 
functions 4>, used in Eq. 1.30. 

1.10 GALERKIN'S METHOD 

Galerkin's method uses the set of governing equations in the development of an inte
gral fonn.1t is usually presented as one of the weighted residual methods. For our dis
cussion, let us consider a general representation of a governing equation on a region V: 

Lu = P (1.33) 

For the one-dimensional rod considered in Example 1.2, the governing equation is the 
differential equation 

We may consider L as the operator 

d d 
~EA~() 
dx dx 

operating on u. 
The exact solution needs to satisfy (1.33) at every point x. If we seek an approxi

mate solution Ii, it introduces an error ~(x), called the residual: 

E(X) = LI1 - P (1.34) 

The approximate methods revolve around setting the residual relative to a weighting 
function w" to zero: 

1 W,(LU - P)dV ~ 0 i = 1 ton (1.35) 

,. 
" 

.1 

I 
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The choice of the weighting function Wi leads to various approximation methods. In the 
Galerkin method, the weighting functions W; are chosen from the basis functions used for 
constructing U. Let 'i1 be represented by 

" u=2:Q,G, (1.36) 
j~1 

where G;, i = 1 to n, are basis functions (usually polynomials of x, y, z). Here, we choose 
the weighting functions to be a linear combination of the basis functions G j • Specifical
ly, consider an arbitrary function 4> given by 

(1.37) 

where the coefficients 4>i are arbitrary, except for requiring that 4> satisfy homogeneous 
(zero) boundary conditions where u is prescribed. The fact that 4> in Eq.1.37 is constructed 
in a similar manner as Ii in Eq.1.361eads to simplified derivations in later chapters. 

Galerkin's method can be stated as follows: 

" Choose basis functions Gi · Determine the coefficients Qj in u = :L QiGi such that 
1=1 

1 q,(LU - P) dV = 0 (1.38) 

" for every cP of the type 4> = :L 4>,G" where coefficients 4>, are arbitrary except 
i~1 

for requiring that 4> satisfy homogeneous (zero) boundary conditions. The so
lution of the resulting equations for Qi then yields the approximate solution V. 

USUally, in the treatment of Eq.l.38 an integration by parts is involved. The order of the 
derivatives is reduced and the natural boundary conditions, such as surface-force con
ditions, are introduced. 

~alerki~'S met.h~d in elas~i~ity. Let us turn our attention to the equilibrium 
equations 1.6 In elasticity. Galerkm s method requires 

1 [(au, + aT," + aT" + t)q, (aT" au, aT" ) 
v ax cry ilz .. ~+ ilx + ay +az-+fv 4>} 

+ (aT" + aT" + au, + to)q, ] dV = 0 (1.39) 
ilx ily ilz" 

where 
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is an arbitrary displacement consistent with the boundary conditions ofu. If n = [n x' n", n:::Y 
is a unit normal at a point x on the surface, the integration by parts fonnula is 

l
aoodV=-laaodv+ r n,dfJds 

vax vax is (1.40) 

where a and (J are functions of (x, y, z). For multidimensional problems, Eq.1.40 is usu
ally referred to as the Green-Gauss theorem or the divergence theorem. Using this for
mula, integrating Eq. 1.39 by parts, and rearranging terms, we get 

where 

-luTE(¢)dV + l fjJT fdV + r [(n,lfc + n"T,y + n;:'TxJ¢. 
v v is 

+ (nxT,_,. + n"lf,. + n~T,J1>y + (nxTxz + nyT_,,::: + nolfJ</Jc]dS = 0 

[.~.~.~.q, • • ~.~ .~.~ .~JT «q,) ~ -- - - -+- -+- -+-
~'~'b'b ~'b ~'~ ~ 

is the strain corresponding to the arbitrary displacement field t/J. 

(1.41) 

(1.42) 

On the boundary, from Eq. 1.8, we have (n,O"x + n"T xv + n/T ,J = T" and so on. 
At point loads (n,lfx + n,.Tq + ncTxJ dS is equivalent to P" and so on. These are the 
natural boundary conditions in the problem. Thus, Eq. 1.41 yields the Galerkin's "vari
ational form" or "weak form·· for three-dimensional stress analysis: 

l u'«q,)dV - r q,'fdV - r q,TTdS - 2: q,Tp ~ 0 
v .Iv ], I 

(1.43) 

where fjJ is an arbitrary displacement consistent with the specified boundary conditions 
of u. We may now use Eq. 1.43 to provide us with an approximate solution. 

For problems of linear elasticity, Eq. 1.43 is precisely the principle of virtual work. 
t/J is the kinematically admissible virtual displacement. The principle of virtual work may 
be stated as follows: 

Principle of Virtual Work 

A body is in equilibrium if the internal virtual work equals the external virtu
al work for every kinematically admissible displacement field (t/J, E( ¢) J. 

We note that Galerkin's method and the principle of virtual work result in the 
same set of equations for problems of elasticity when same basis or coordinate func~ 
tions are used. Galerkin's method is more general since the variational form of the typc 
Eq.l.43 can be developed for other governing equations defining boundary-value prob
lems. Galerkin's method works directly from the differential equation and is preferred 
to the Rayleigh-Ritz method for problems where a corresponding function to be min
imized is not obtainable. 
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Example 1.3 a1 k" h The equi-
Let us consider the problem of Example 1.2 and solve it by G er m s approac . 
librium equation is 

u = 0 atx = 0 
u = 0 atx = 2 

Multiplying this differential equation by r/J, and integrating by parts, we get 

(2 _ EA du dq, dx + (rPEA dU)' + (~EA ~)2 = 0 
Jo dxdx dx o 1 

where tP is zero at x = 0 and x = 2. EA (dujdx) is the tension in the rod, which takes a 
jump of magnitude 2 at x = 1 (Fig. E1.2). Thus, 

/.

2 du deb 
- EA~-dx + 24>1 = 0 

" dxdx 

Now we use the same polynomial (basis) for u and cP. If u\ and "'1 are the values at 
x = 1, we have 

u = (2x - x2)Ut 

4> = (2x - Xl)q..\ 

Substituting these and E = 1, A := 1 in the previous integral yields 

¢,[ -u, t (2 - 2x)' dx + 2] ~ 0 

cPl{-~Ul + 2) = 0 

lhls is to be satisfied for every cPl' We get 

1,11 SAINT VENA NT'S PRINCIPLE 

• 

We often have to make approximations in defining boundary conditions to represent a 
support-structure interface. For instance, consider a cantilever beam, free at one end 
and attached to a column with rivets at the other end. Questions arise as to whether the 
riveted joint is totally rigid or partially rigid, and as to whether each point on the croSS 
section at the fixed end is specified to have the same boundary conditions. Saint Venant 
considered the effect of different approximations on the solution to the total problem. 
Saint Venant's principle states that as long as the different approximations are statica~
Iy equivalent, the resulting solutions will be valid provided we focus on regions sufft
ciently far away from the support. That is, the solutions may significantly differ onlY 
within the immediate vicinity of the support . 

.... 1.iiII-____ _ 
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1.12 VONMISESSTRESS 

Von Mises stress is used as a criterion in determining the onset of failure in ductile ma
terials. The failure criterion states that the von Mises stress UVM should be less than the 
yield stress Uy of the material. In the inequality form, the criterion may be put as 

(1.44) 

The von Mises stress UVM is given by 

UVM = y'Ii - 312 (1.45) 

where I, and 12 are the first two invariants of the stress tensor. For the general state of 
stress given by Eq.l.5, II and 12 are given by 

11 = U x + u y + U z 

12 = UxUy + UyUZ + UzUx - T;z - -Gz - T;y (1.46) 

In terms of the principal stresses UI, U2, and U3, the two invariants can be written as 

II = Ul + U2 + U] 

12 = UIU2 + U2U3 + U]UI 

It is easy to check that von Mises stress given in Eq.l.45 can be expressed in the form 

UVM = ~ Y(UI - (2)2 + (U2 - U])2 + (u] - uil2 

For the state of plane stress, we have 

and for plane strain 

1.13 COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

II = U x + u y 

I - , 
2 - uxuy - Txy 

11 = U x + u y + U z 

12 = UxUy + UyUZ + UzUx - T~y 

(1.47) 

(1.48) 

(1.49) 

Computer use is an essential part of the finite element analysis. Well-developed, weIl
maintained, and well-supported computer programs are necessary in solving engineer
ing problems and interpreting results. Many available commercial finite element 
packages fulfill these needs. It is also the trend in industry that the results are acceptable 
only when solved using certain standard computer program packages. The commercial 
packages provide user-friendly data-input platforms and elegant and easy to follow dis
play formats. However, the packages do not provide an insight into the formulations 
and solution methods. Specially developed computer programs with available source 
codes enhance the learning process. We follow this philosophy in the development of this 
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book. Every chapter is provided with computer programs that parallel the theory. The 
curious student should make an effort to see how the steps given in the theoretical de
velopment are implemented in the programs. Source codes are provided in QBASIC, 
FORTRAN, C, VISUALBASIC, Excel Visual Basic, and MATLAB. Example input and 
output files are provided at the end of every chapter. We encourage the use of com
mercial packages to supplement the learning process. 

1.14 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, we have discussed the necessary background for the finite element 
method. We devote the next chapter to discussing matrix algebra and techniques for 
solving a set of linear algebraic equations. 
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PROBLEMS 

1.1. Obtain the D matrix given by Eq. 1.15 using the generalized Hooke's law relations 
(Eq.1.11). 

1.2. In a plane strain problem, we have 

(J' x =: 20000 psi, (Ty '" -10 000 psi 

E =: 30 x 1Cf>psi,v = 0.3 

Detennine the value of the stress (T z' 

1.3. If a displacement field is described by 

u =: (-x 2 + 2y2 + 6xy)10-4 

V =: (3x + 6y - yl)1O-4 

determineE~,E .. 'Yxyatthepointx =: 1,y =: O. 

1.4. Dlevelo
p 

ahdeformation ~eld u(x.,Y), v(x, y) that describes the deformation of the finite 
e ement s own. From thiS detennme IE E "\I Int. t 

x' .'" IXy' rpre your answer . 

... 10--. _____ _ 
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(0, 10) 

(0,0) 

1.5. A displacement field 

(5,10) (5,10) 

(5,0) (4,0) 

FIGURE PT.4 

u=I+3x+4x3 +6xy2 

v = xy - 7x2 

(9,0) 

Problems 19 

is imposed on the square element shown in Fig. PI.5. 

y 

~ __ + __ ~(1,1) 

L ___ ~_x 

(-I, -1) 

FIGURE P1.S 

(a) Write down the expressions for Ex, Ey and 'Yxv' 
(b) Plot contours of Ex, Ey, and 'Y"y using, say,MATLAB software. 
(e) Find where E" is a maximum within the square. 

L6. In a solid body, the six components of the stress at a point are given by u" = 40 MPa, 
u y = 20MPa,u" = 30MPa,'T}l = -30MPa,'Tx, = 15MPa,and'Txy = 10 MPa. Determine 
the normal stress at the point, on a plane for which the nonna! is (nx• ny, n~) = G,~, 1/v'2). 
(Hint: Note tbatnonnal stressu" = T~" + Tyny + T"n;:.) 

1.7. For isotropic materials, the stress--strain relations can also be expressed using Lame's con-
stants A and p" as follows: 

(1 x = A€v + 2p,Ex 

(1y = AEv + 4;.€y 

(1, = A€v + Zp.E, 

'Ty. = P,Y"",Tx" = P,y""T"xy = ILY"y 

Here Ev "" E .. + Ey + E,. Find expressions for A and IL in terms of E and v. 

--------------
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1.8. 

1.9. 

A long rod is subjected to loading and a temperature increase of 30°C The total strain at 
a point is measured to be 1.2 X 10-5. If E = 200 GPa and a == 12 X 1O-{; re, determine 
the stress at the point. 

Consider the rod shown in Fig. P1.9, where the strain at any point x is given by 
Ex ::=: 1 + 2x2

• Find the tip displacement~. 

"='l-===~==::==ir-' F- 3 -x 

1--1· -~L.------I.I 
FIGURE Pl.9 

1.10. Determine the displacements of nodes of the spring system shown in Fig. PI.lO. 

4ON/mm 

~N--~~1 __ ~~~ __ ~2-->50N 
BON/mm 

50N/mm 

FIGURE P1.l0 

1.IL Use the Rayleigh~Ritz method to find the displacement of the midpoint of the rod shown 
in Fig. PU1. 

I 
I 

I , 

I , 

I 

T 
~ 

x 

x=O 

Body force per unit volume, pg '" 1 

E= 1 
A=l 

x=2 

FIGURE Pl.11 

L12. A rod fixed at its ends is subjected 10 a varying body force as shown. Use the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method with an assumed displacement field u = an + a 1x + a2x2 to detennine displace
mentu(x) andstressiT(x). 

L13. Use the Rayleigh-Ritz method to find the displacement field u(x) of the rod in Fig. P1.13. 
Element 1 is made of aluminum, and element 2 is made of steel. The properties are 

E.1 := 70 GPa, Al = 900nun1.Ll == 200mm 

Est == 200 OPa, A2 = 1200 nun2, L2 == 300 mm 



- - - -
i=x 3 Nfm 

FIGURE P1.12 

-
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E=1 
A= 1 
L= I 

~~E'p~~-,X 
FIGURE P1.13 

Load P = 10,000 N. Assume a piecewise linear displacement field u := 01 + 02X for 
o :s: x s 200 mm and u = 03 + 04X for 200 s x s 500 mm. Compare the Rayleigh-Ritz 
solution with the analytical strength-of-materials solution. 

1.14. Use Galerkin's method to find the displacement at the midpoint of the rod (Figure Pt.II). 

1.IS. Solve Example 1.2 using the potential energy approach with the polynomial u = 01 + O,X 

+ 03X2 + a4x 3. 

1.16. A steel rod is attached to rigid walls at each end and is subjected to a distributed load 
T(x) as shown in Fig. P1.16. 
(8) Write the expression for the potential energy, fl. 

E=3O x Hi'psi A=2in.2 

FIGURE Pl.16 

(b) Determine the displacement u(x) using the Rayleigh-Ritz method. Assume a dis
pJacementfield u(x) = 00 + alx + 02X'. Plot u versus x. 

(c) Plot u versus x. 
1.17. Consider the functional! for minimization given by 

1= lL ~k(:~y dx + !h(ao - 800)2 

with y = 20 at x = 60. Given k = 20, h = 25, and L = 60, determine alh 01, and a: using 
the polynomial approximation y(x) = ao + Q1X + Q,X

2 in the Rayleigh-Ritz method. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Matrix Algebra and Gaussian 
Elimination 

2.1 MATRIX ALGEBRA 

22 

The study of matrices here is largely motivated from the need to solve systems of si
multaneous equations of the form 

QI1X l + a12x Z + ... + a'nxn = bl 

(2.1.) 

........................ _-. __ ....... _-- ......... . 

anlx1 + °nZxZ + ... + 0nnx" = btl 

where Xl, Xl>" " Xn are the unknowns. Equations 2.1 can be conveniently expressed in 
matrix form as 

Ax = b (2.1b) 

where A is a square matrix of dimensions (n X n), and x and b are vectors of dimen
sion (n xl), given as 

From this information, we see that a matrix is simply an array of elements. The matrix 
A is also denoted as [A]. An element located at the ith row and jth column of A is de
noted by air 

The multiplication of two matrices, A and x, is also implicitly defined: The dot 
product of the ith row of A with the vector x is equated to hi> resulting in the ith equ~
tion of Eq. 2.1a. The multiplication operation and other operations will be discussed 10 
detail in this chapter. 

The analysis of engineering problems by the finite element method involves a se
quence of matr.ix operat~ons, This fa,! allows us to solve large-scale problems because 
c.omputers,are Ideally swted for, matrix operations. In this chapter, basic matrix opera
tions are given as needed later m the text. The Gaussian elimination method for soIv-
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ing linear simultaneous equations is also discussed, and a variant of the Gaussian elim
ination approach, the skyline approach, is presented. 

Rowand Column Vectors 

A matrix of dimension (1 X n) is called a row vector, while a matrix of dimension 
(m x 1) is called a column vector. For example, 

d ~ [1 -1 2J 

is a (1 x 3) row vector, and 

is a (4 x 1) column vector. 

Addition and Subtraction 

ConsidertwomatricesAandB,bothofdimension(m x n).Then,thesumC = A + B 
is defined as 

(2.2) 
That is, the (ij)th component of C is obtained by adding the (ij)th component of A to 
the (ij)th component of B. For example, 

[ 2 -3] + [2 1] ~ [ 4 -2] 
-3 5 0 4 -3 9 

Subtraction is similarly defined. 

Multiplication by a Scalar 

The multiplication of a matrix A by a scalar c is defined as 

cA = [ea;J 

For example, we can write 

[
10000 

4500 
4500] ~ 10'[ 10 4.5] 

-6000 4.5-6 

Matrix Multiplication 

(2.3) 

The product of an (m X n) matrix A and an (n x p) matrix Bresults in an (m x p) ma
trix C. That is, 

A B c 
(m x n) (n X p) (m x p) 

The (ij)th component of C is obtained by taking the dot product 

e,j = (itb row of A) . (jth column of B) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 
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For example, 

[2 1 3] 
o -2 1 [

1 _4]: [ 7 15] 
5 2 -10 7 
o 3 

(2 x 3) (3X2) (2x2) 

It should be noted that AD #- DA; in fact, BA may not even be dermed, since the num
ber of columns of B may not equal the number of rows of A. 

Transposition 

If A = [aij], then the transpose of A, denoted as AT, is given by A.r = [aj"]' ThUs, the 
rows of A are the columns of AT. For example, if 

then 

: [ ~ -~l A -2 3 

4 2 

AT: [ 1 0 -2 4] 
-5 6 3 2 

In general, if A is of dimension (m X n), then AT is of dimension (n x m). 
The transpose of a product is given as the product of the transposes in reverse 

order: 

(2.6) 

Differentiation and Integration 

The components of a matrix do not have to be scalars; they may also be functions. 
For example, 

B : [x + y X2 - Xy] 
6+ x y 

In this regard, matrices may be differentiated and integrated. The derivative (or integral) 
of a matrix is simply the derivative (or integral) of each component of the matrix. ThUS, 

~B(x) : [~J (2.7) dx dx 

J Bdxdy: [J b,jdxdy ] (2.8) 

The f0n.nula in Eq. 2.7 will now be specialized to an important case. Let A be an 
(n x n) matr~x o~ constants, ~nd x = [x" x2, •.•• Xn]T be a column vector of n variables. 
Then, the denvattve of Ax WIth respect to variable xp is given by 
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d 
~(Ax) ~.' dx, (2.9) 

where aP is the pth column of A. 1his result follows from the fact that the vector (Ax) 
can be written out in full as 

allxl + a12x2 + ... + a]pxp + ... + aj"X" 

a2'x, + anX2 + ... + a2 px p + ... + a2"x" 
Ax ~ ....................................................................... . (2.10) 

a,,]Xj + a,,2x2 + ... + a"pxp + ... + a""X" 

Now, we see clearly that the derivative of Ax with respect to xp yields the pth column 
of A as stated in Eq. 2.9. 

Square Matrix 

A matrix whose number of rows equals the number of columns is called a square matrix. 

Diagonal Matrix 

A diagonal matrix is a square matrix with nonzero elements only along the principal 
diagonal. For example, 

A~r~~~J o 0-3 

Identity Matrix 

The identity (or unit) matrix is a diagonal matrix with 1 's along the principal diagonal. 
For example, 

I ~ [~ ~ r fJ 
If I is of dimension (n X n) and x is an (n Xl) vector, then 

Ix = x 

Symmetric Matrix 

A symmetric matrix is a square matrix whose elements satisfy 

or equivalently, 

(2.11a) 

(2.11b) 
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That is, elements located symmetrically with respect to the principal diagonal are equal. 
For example, 

A = [~ 1 0] 
6 -2 

-2 8 

Upper Triangular Matrix 

An upper triangular matrix is one whose elements below the principal diagonal are alI 
zero. For example, 

-1 6 q 0 4 8 
U= 

0 0 5 
0 0 0 

Determinant of a Matrix 

The detenninant of a square matrix A is a scalar quantity denoted as det A. The determi
nants of a (2 x 2) and a (3 x 3) matrix are given by the method ohofactors as follows: 

Matrix Inversion 

[

al1 an 

det an a22 
a31 a]2 

:~:] "'" all(a22a33 - a32a23) 
a33 - ada21aH - a31 a23) 

+ a/3(a21a32 - a31 a22) 

(2,12) 

(2.13) 

Consider a square matrix A.1f det A ::p 0, then A has an inverse denoted by AI. The 
inverse satisfies the relations ' 

(2.14) 
If det A .p. 0: then "'.'e say t~at A is oODSingular.1f det A "" 0, then we say that A is sin
gular, for which the mverse IS not defined. The minor M ,of a sq are matrix A is the de-

, f h (1 ' "u 
t.ermmant 0 ten - X n - 1) matnx obtained by eliminating the ith row and the 
Jth column of A. The cofactor Cij of matrix A is given by 

C = (-l)HjM, 
'I 'i 

Matrix C with elements Cij is called the cofactor mat' Th d" t f atrix A is 
df'd fiX. eaJom 0 m e me as 

AdjA = Cr 

The inverse of a square matrix A is given as 

A~I"",~ 
detA 

"'~r ______________ __ 
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For example, the inverse of a (2 X 2) matrix A is given by 

-a,,] 
a" 

QuodrancForms LetAbean(n X n)matrixandxbean(n X 1) vector. Then, 
the scalar quantity 

(2.15) 

is called a quadratic form, since upon expansion we obtain the quadratic expression 

X1allXI + Xlal2x2 + ... + Xlal"X" 

TA + X2a21 x I + x2an x 2 + ... + X2a2"X" x x = 

As an example, the quantity 

u = 3xi - 4x1X2 + 6xlxJ - xi + 5x~ 

can be expressed in matrix form as 

u ~ [x, x, x,{-~ 

Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 

Consider the eigenvalue problem 

Ay ~ Ay 

(2.16) 

(2.17.) 

where A is a square matrix, (n X n). We wish to find a nontrivial solution. That is, we 
wish to find a nonzero eigenvector y and the corresponding eigenvalue A that satisfy 
Eq. 2.17a. If we rewrite Eq. 2.17a as 

(A - A1)y ~ 0 (2.17b) 

we see that a nonzero solution for y will occur when A - AI is a singular matrix or 

det(A - AI) ~ 0 (2.18) 

Equation 2.18 is called the characteristic equation. We can solve Eq. 2.18 for the n roots 
or eigenvalues AI, A2, ... , All" For each eigenvalue A,. the associated eigenvector y' is 
then obtained from Eq. 2.17b: 

(A - Ail)y' ~ 0 (2.19) 

Note that the eigenvector yi is determined only to within a multiplicative constant since 
(A - Ail) is a singular matrix. 
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Esamplel.l 

Consider the matrix 

[ 
4 -2.236] 

A = -2.236 8 

The characteristic equation is 

[ 
4 - A -2.236]- 0 

del -2.236 8 _ A -

which yields 

(4 - A)(8 - A) - 5 ~ 0 

Solving this above equation, we get 

To get the eigenvector yl = [Yl, y!JT conesponding to the eigenvalue AI, we substitute 
Al = 3 into Eq. 2.19: 

[(4 - 3) -2.236]{yl} _ {O} 
-2.236 (8 - 3) Y1 - ° 

Thus, the components of yl satisfy the equation 

yl - 2.236y~ = ° 
We may now normalize the eigenvector, say, by making yl a unit vector. This is done by set· 
ting Y1 = 1, resulting in yl = [2.236,1]. Dividing yl by its length yields 

yl = [O.913,O.408JT 

Now, y2 is obtained in a similar manner by substituting ""2 into Eq. 2.19.After normalization 

y2 = [-O.408,O.913]T • 
Eigenvalue problems in finite element analysis are of the type Ay = ADy. Solution 

techniques for these problems are discussed in Chapter 11. 

Positive Definite Matrix 

A symmetric matrix is said to be positive de6nite if all its eigenvalues are strictly posi
tive (greater than zero). In the previous example, the symmetric matrix 

A ~ [4 -2.236] 
-2.236 8 

had eigenvalues AI = 3 > 0 and '\2 = 9 > 0 and, hence, is positive definite. An alter
native definition of a positive definite matrix is as follows: 

A symmetric matrix A of dimension (n X n) is positive definite if, for any nonzero 
vector x = [Xl, X2>" ., x"y, 

x
T 
Ax> 0 (2.20) 

..... -------
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Cholesky Decomposition 

A positive definite symmetric matrix A can be decomposed into the form 

A = LLT (2.21) 

where L is a lower triangular matrix, and its transpose LT is upper triangular. This is Cholesky 
decomposition. The elements of L are calculated using the following steps: The evaluation 
of elements in row k does not affect the elements in the previously evaluated k - 1 rows. 
The decomposition is performed by evaluating rows from k = 1 to n as follows: 

j=ltok-l 
(2.22) 

In this evaluation, the summation is not carried out when the upper limit is less than the 
lower limit. 

The inverse of a lower triangular matrix is a lower triangular matrix. The diagonal 
elements of the inverse L- I are inverse of the diagonal elements of L. Noting this, for a 
given A, its decomposition L can be stored in the lower triangular part of A and the el
ements below the diagonal of L -! can be stored above the diagonal in A. Tbis is imple
mented in the program CHOLESKY. 

2.2 GAUSSIAN EUMINAnON 

L 

Consider a linear system of simultaneous equations in matrix form as 

where A is (n X n) and b and x are (n xl). If det A t:. 0, then we can premultiply both 
sides of the equation by A-I to write the unique solution fors: as s: = A-lb. However, the 
explicit construction of A-!, say, by the cofactor approach, is computationally expensive 
and prone to round-off errors. Instead, an elimination scheme is better. The powerful 
Gaussian elimination approach for solving Ax "'" b is discussed in the following pages. 

Gaussian elimination is the name given to a well-known method of solving simul
taneous equations by successively eliminating unknowns. We will first present the method 
by means of an example, followed by a general solution and algorithm. Consider the si
multaneous equations 

x! - 2xz + 6x] = 0 
2x! + 2X2 + 3X3 = 3 
-Xl+3x2 =2 

(I) 
(II) 

(III) 
(2.23) 

The equations are labeled as I, II, and III. Now, we wish to eliminate x I from II and III. 
We have, from Eq. I, Xl = +2X2 - 6X3. Substituting for Xl into Eqs.1I and III yields 
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XI - 2X2 + 6X3 = 0 
O+6X2-9x3::3 

0+ X2 + 6x3 = 2 

(I) 
(",0) 

(III'°) 

(2.24) 

It is important to realize that Eq. 2.24 can also be obtained from Eq. 2.23 by row oper· 
ations. Specifically, in Eq. 2.23, to eliminate Xl from II, we subtract 2 times I from II, and 
to eliminate XI from III we subtract -1 times I from II!. The result is Eq. 2.24. Notice the 
zeroes below the main diagonal in column 1, representing the fact that XI has been elim· 
inated from Eqs. II and III. The superscript (1) on the labels in Eqs. 2.24 denotes the fact 
that the equations have been modified once. 

We now proceed to eliminate X2 from III in Eqs. 2.24. For this, we subtract ~ times 
II from III. The resulting system is 

[

X, - 2x, + 6x, ~ 0] (I) 
o + 6X2 - 9X3 :: 3 (11(1») 
o 0 ¥ X3 :: ~ (111(2») 

(225) 

The coefficient matrix on the left side of Eqs. 2.25 is upper triangular. The solution noW 
is virtually complete, since the last equation yields X3 = ~, which, upon substitution into 
the second equation, yields X2 = ~,and then XI "" ~ from the first equation. This process 
of obtaining the unknowns in reverse order is called back-substitution. 

These operations can be expressed more concisely in matrix fonn as follows:Work
ing with the augmented matrix [A, b J, the Gaussian elimination process is 

[ ~ -~ : ~] ~ [~ -~ -~ 
-1 3 0 2 0 1 6 

which, upon back-substitution, yields 

X3 = ~ 

General Algorithm for Gaussian Elimination 

6 0] 
-9 3 

15/2 3/2 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

W,e just discussed the Gaussia~ elimin~tion process by means of an example. This process 
WIll now be stat.e~ as an algonthm, s~table for computer implementation. 

Let the ongmal system of equallons be as given in Eqs.2.1, which can be restated as 

a" au aD alj a,. x, b, 
a" an a2J a2j a,. x, b, 
a" an aD a" a,. X, b, 

~ (2.28) 
Rowi ail ail ai3 ai, b, ai " X; 

aliI a,,2 a,,3 a"j a .. x. b" 
Column 

j 
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Gaussian elimination is a systematic approach to successively eliminate variables XI, X2, 

X3, ... , X,,_I until only one variable, X"' is left. This results in an upper triangular ma
trix with reduced coefficients and reduced right side. This process is called forward 
elimination. It is then easy to determine Xn , X,,_l1 ... ' X3, X2,Xl successively by the 
process of back-substitution. Let us consider the start of step 1, with A and b written 
as follows: 

au a" an alj a,. b, 

a" a2l 
, 

a" tlzi a,. Start b, 
. ~ of step . 

(2.29) 
ail ai2 QiJ ail ai,. k ~ 1 b, 

a., a" a,.j a,., a .. b, 

The idea at step 1 is to use equation 1 (the first row) in eliminating XI from remaining 
equations. We denote the step number as a superscript set in parentheses. The reduction 
process at step 1 is 

and (2.30) 

b(1} = b. - !!.!l.. b, , , 
au 

We note that the ratios a,l/all are simply the row multipliers that were referred to in the 
example discussed previously. Also, all is referred to as a pivot. The reduction is carried 
out for all the elements in the shaded area in Eq. (2.29) for which i and j range from 2 
to n. The elements in rows 2 to n of the first column are zeroes since XI is eliminated. In 
the computer implementation, we need not set them to zero, but they are zeroes for our 
consideration. At the start of step 2, we thus have 

a" •.. '!.\J. ..... ~.I.~ .... :.:: ..... ~J.i ..... al" .......................... b, 

0 
: (I) 11) 11) 111 bil) 
a" a" a" a2" 

0 
(1) 

a32 
(I) 

a" 
(I) 

a3; 
(1) 

OJ. Start of b~l) 

stepk ~2 (2.31) 

0 (1) (1) (I) a{l) a b(l) 
a" aiJ aii " 

, 

0 : (1) (I) [I) (I) btl) 
: a n2 .. , ani a .. • 

The elements in the shaded area in Eq. 2.31 are reduced at step 2. We now show the 
start of step k and the operations at step k in 
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au 
0 
0 

0 

Rowi 0 

0 

Matrix Algebra and Gaussian Elimination 

a" aD p, 
a" 

(" 
a23 

0 
p, 

a33 
............. 

0 0 

0 0 
.................. 

0 0 

a" p, 
a" 

(" a3, 

" (~~lt.,": ~ '~(l"t)·· "(t-I) 
'~.l:t1,Hl :'.:'> ~1I:.'lfl<J: ~ •• ~+l.fI 
'. ; -';" '; : . 

(k-<;l): "",(J:~ii ,,:, .. --.11-1) 
, 1l',kH "r' -""il; i - , -'i .. 
< .'.,. -' ", - " 

---··· ... -7.;.~;..:.+"':"+,.~.;,.-"'!-t--... "'T" ....... ----:-. 
;;t~~r<:;~;';./(tti)-· '(*-1) 
{j:l",~t;, _:.~ ~ _ ~41fij~' ~!, t. ': """ 

Column 

J 

Start of 
stepk 

(2.32) 

At step k, elements in the shaded area are reduced. The general reduction scheme with 
limits on indices may be put as follows: 

In step k, 
(k-l) 

(k) _ (k-l) _ ~ (k-l) 
ali - a;j (k_l)akj 

a" 
(k-l) 

b{k) = b(k-l) _ ~b(k-l) 
I I (k-l) k 

au 
After (n - 1) steps, we get 

au an aD a" a" 
(I) 'I) I" "' a" a23 a" a" 

'" '" '" a33 a" a 3n 
(3' (3, 

a" a" 
0 

i,j = k + 1, ... ,n 

i=k+l, ... ,n (2.33) 

x, b, 
x, bi!) 

b(2) x, , 
~ bi3

) x, 
(2.34) 

The superscripts are for the convenience of presentation. In the computer implemen
tation, these superscripts can be avoided. We now drop the superscripts for convenience, 
and the back-substitution process is given by 

(2.35) 
and then 

i=n-l,n-2, ... ,1 (2.36) 

This completes the Gauss elimination algorithm. 

The algorithm discussed earlier is given next in the fonn of computer logic. 
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Algorithm 1: General Matrix 

Forward elimination (reduction of A, b) 

DO k-l, n-l 

DO i=k+I,n 

Back-substitution 

j=k+l,n 

aij = aij - Cakj 

b;=b;-cbk 

DO ii = l,n - 1 

i=n-ii 

sum = 0 

[
DO j = i + I,n 

sum = sum + a'ibj 

b_=bi-sum 
, au 

[Note: b contains the solution to Ax = b.] 

Symmetric Matrix 

Gaussian Elimination 33 

If A is symmetric, then the previous algorithm needs two modifications. One is that the 
multiplier is defined as 

(2.37) 

The other modification is related to the DO LOOP index (the third DO LOOP in the 
previous algorithm): 

DO j = i,n (2.38) 

Symmetric Banded Matrices 

In a banded matrix. aU of the nonzero elements are contained within a band; outside of 
the band all elements are zero. The stiffness matrix that we will come across in subse
quent chapters is a symmetric and banded matrix. 
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Consider an (n x n) symmetric banded matrix: 

b"X1x 
xxxxx 0 

xxxxx 
xxxxx 

xxxxx 
Symmetric X X X X X 

xxxxx 
xxx X 

X X 

Znd diagonal 

Main (1st) diagonal 

(2.39) 

In Eq. 2.39, nbw is called the half-bandwidth. Since oruy the nonzero elements need ~o 
be stored, the elements of this matrix are compactly stored in the (n X nbw) matn! 
as follows: 

If ~nd "'i" xxxxx 
xxxxx 
xxxxx 
xxxxx 
xxxxx 

(2.4D) xxxxx 
xxxxx 
xxx x 
XXX 
XX 0 
X 

The principal diagonal or 1st diagonal ofEq. 2.39 is the first column of Eq. 2.40.]n gen
eral, the pth diagonal of Eq. 2.39 is stored as the pth column of Eq. 2.40 as shown. The 
correspondence between the elements of Eqs. 2.39 and 2.40 is given by 

(2.41) 
(2.39) 

(2.40) 

Also, we note that aij ;:: aji in Eq. 2.39, and that the number of elements in the kth roW 
of Eq. 2.40 is min(n - k + 1, nbw). We can DOW present the Gaussian elimination al
gorithm for symmetric banded matrix. 

I..IiiiI-JL, -----
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Algorithm 2: Symmetric Banded Matrix 

Forward elimination 

Back·substitution 

DO k~l,n-l 

nbk ~ min(n - k + l,nbw) 

DO i ~ k + 1, nbk + k - 1 

il=i-k+l 

l 
DO j ~ i, nbk + k - 1 

jl=j-i+l 

j2~j-k+l 

ai,jl = ai,jl - cak.j2 

DO ii=l,n-l 

i=n-ii 

obi = min(n - i + 1,nbw) 

sum = 0 

[DO j = 2,nbi 

sum = sum + Qi,jbi +i- 1 

bi - sum 
b; ~ ='-----"'CO 

Q"l 
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[Note: The DO LOOP indices are based on the original matrix as in Eq. 2.39; the 
correspondence in Eq. 2.41 is then used while referring to elements of the banded rna· 
trix A. Alternatively, it is possible to express the DO LOOP indices directly as they refer 
to the banded A matrix. Both approaches are used in the computer programs.] 

Solution with Multiple Right Sides 

Often, we need to solve Ax = b with the same A, but with different b's. This happens 
in the finite element method when we wish to analyze the same structure for different 
loading conditions. In this situation, it is computationally more economical to separate 
the calculations associated with A from those associated with b. The reason for this is 
that the number of operations in reduction of an (n X ,,) matrix A to its triangular form 
is proportional to ,,3, while the number of operations for reduction of b and back~sub~ 
stitution is proportional only to n2

• For large n, this difference is significant. 
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The prevIous algonthm or a symm . . f etric banded matrix is modified accordingly 
as follows: 

Algorithm 3: Symmetric Banded, Multiple Right Sides 

Forward elimination for A 

DO k~I,.-1 

nbk = min(n - k + 1, nbw) 

DO i~k+l,nbk+k-1 

il=i-k+l 

c = ak,ill at, I 

[

DO j~j,nbk+k-I 

jl=j-i+l 

J2~j-k+1 

a"jl = a;,jl - cak,j2 

Forward elimination of each b 

DO k ~ I,. - I 

nbk = min(n - k + 1,nbw) 

[

DO j ~ k + I, nbk + k - I 

i1=i-k+l 

c = ak,;dak,\ 

bj=bj-cbk 

Back-substitution This algorithm is the same as in Algorithm 2. 

Gaussian Elimination with Column Reduction 

A careful observation of the Gaussian elimination process shows us a way to reduce 
the coefficients column after column. This process leads to the simplest procedure for 
skyline solution, which we present later. We consider the column.reduction procedure 
for symmetric matrices. Let the coefficients in the upper triangular matrix and the veCtor b be stored. 
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We can understand the motivation behind the column approach by referring back 
to Eq. 2.41, which is 

an au au a" a," x, b, 
O} 

a" 
(I) a" I'} 

a" 
I'} a," x, bil

} 

.(~ 

"'33 
I') 

"" 
(2) 

"3" x, b12
} 

13} 
a" 

13} 
ah x, b~3} 

{n-l} 
x" 

b(n-I) 
a"" " 

Let us focus our attention on, say, column 3 of the reduced matrix. The first element in 
this column is unmodified, the second element is modified once, and the third element 
is modified twice. Further, from Eq. 2.33, and using the fact that ail = ajl since A is as
sumed to be symmetric, we have 

(2.42) 

From these equations, we make the critical observation that the reduction of column 3 
can be done using only the elements in columns 1 and 2 and the already reduced elements 
in column 3. This idea whereby column 3 is obtained using only elements in previous 
columns that have already been reduced is shown schematically: 

[

an ~,,~ a,,~ [an 
an a23 _ 

an 

an 
O} an a, ~ [a" (l) 

23 ~ 
(l) 
33 

an 
I>} 

a" (2.43) 

The reduction of other columns is similarly completed. For instance, the reduction 
of column 4 can be done in three steps as shown schematically in 

(2.44) 
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We now discuss the reduction of columnj,2 S j :-:;; n, assuming that columns to the 
left of j have been fully reduced. The coefficients can be represented in the following form: 

Column 

(j~2) 
aj~lj~1 

j 

"1' ........ . 

tl'lj •. :::,j---.. -.",.St",et = 2 

t = 

Step....k. i =j 3 to} 

i 1 k+ 1 

J to j 
~iJ _______ j-_'--__ 

(2.45) 

The reduction of column j requires only elements from columns to the left of j and ap
propriately reduced elements from column j. We note that for column j, the number of 
steps needed are j - 1. Also, since all is not reduced, we need to reduce columns 2 to 
n only. The logic is now given as 

(2.46) 

Interestingly, the reduction of the right side b can be considered as the reduction of one 
more column. Thus, we have 

(2.47) 

From Eq. 2.46, we observe that if there are a set of zeroes at the t f I the op. 
'. opo acoumn, 

eratlons need t.o be carne? out only on the elements ranging from the first nonzero el
ement to the diagonal. This leads naturally to the skyline solution. 

Skyline Solution 

If there are zeroes at the top of a column only the I . f h f.,st 
I b . ' e ements startmg rom tel nonzero va ue need e stored. The lme separating the t fr h· ,0 

I . I' op zeroes om t e first nonze cement IS cal ed the skyline. Consider the example 

I; I. ' ......... Mliil1lj,o' ___________ _ 
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-Column height I 1 4 3 5 

an an 0 0 

a" 0 0 

a33 a" a" 0 0 Skyline 

a" 0 a" 0 a" 
(2.48) 

a" a,. a" 0 

a" a" a" 
an a" 

a88 

For efficiency, only the active columns need be stored. These can be stored in a column 
vector A and a diagonal pointer vector ID as 

an Diagonal pointer (ID) 
~I 

an 
1 

a" ~3 3 
a" 5 
a:B 

~5 9 
A~ a" ID~ (2.49) 

13 
a" 17 
a34 

20 
a" ~9 25 , 
a" ~25 

The height of column / is given by ID(/) - ID(J - 1). The right side,b, is stored in a 
separate colunm. The column reduction scheme of the Gauss elimination method can 
be applied for solution of a set of equations. A skyline solver program is given. 

Frontal Solution 

Frontal method is a variation of the Gaussian elimination method that uses the struc
ture of the finite element problem. The elimination process is handled by writing the 
eliminated equation to the computer hard disk, thus reducing the need for a large amount 
of memory. Large finite element problems can thus be solved using small computers. The 
frontal method is presented in Chapter 9 and implemented for the hexahedral element. 

2.3 CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD FOR EQUAnON SOLVING 

L 

The conjugate gradient method is an iterative method for the solution of equations. This 
method is becoming increasingly popular and is implemented in several computer codes. 
We present here the Fletcher-Reeves version of the algorithm for symmetric matrices. 
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Consider the solution of the set of equations 

Ax - b 

where A is a symmetric positive definite (n x n) matrix and band :l are (n xl). The 
conjugate gradient method uses the following steps for symmetric A. 

Conjugate Gradient Algorithm 

Start at point Xjj: 

go=Axo-b, , do = -10 

KkRk a ----
k dIAdk 

Xk+ 1 = :lk + tlkdk 

Kk+ 1 == Kk + tlkAdk 
T 

Q _ Kktlgk+! 
Ilk - T 

gd!:k 

dk+l = -gk+l + Pkdk 

(2.50) 

Here k = 0, 1,2, .... The iterations are continued until xI gk reaches a small value. This 
method is robust and converges in n iterations. 'This procedure is implemented in the pro
gram CGSOLVE, which is included on the disk. This procedure is adaptable to parallel 
processing in finite element applications and can be accelerated by using precondition
ing strategies. The program input and output are as follows: 

INPUT I'OR. GAUSS, CGSOLVZ 
EIGHT EQUATIONS 

'--- Number of Equations , 
'--- Matrix AI) in Ax" B 
6 0 1 2 002 1 
o 5 1 1 0 0 3 0 
1 1 612 012 
21171211 
00216021 
o 0 0 2 0 4 1 0 
2 3 1 1 2 151 
10211 013 
'--- Right hand side Bil in Ax = B __ _ 
I 1 1 1 1 111 

Program Gauss - CHANDRUPATLA & BELEGUNDU 
EIGHT EQUATIONS 
XI 1 1= 3.9255E-Ol 
XI 2 J= 6.3974E-Ol 
XI 3 J= -1.4303E-01 
XI 4 )= -2.1723E-01 
XI 5 )= 3.8019E-01 
XI 6 )= 5.1182E-01 
XI 7 )= -6.1281E-01 
XI 8 )= 4.4779E-Ol 



PROBLEMS 

2.1. Given that 

determine the following: 

(a) I - ddT 

(b) det A 

A~[-~ -! -~] d~{-~} 
o -3 3 3 

(e) the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A.1s A positive definite? 

Problems 41 

(d) the solution to Ax = d using Algorithms 1 and 2. by hand calculation. 

2.2. Given that 

N ~ [<.1 - i'J 
find 

(a) 111 N dg 

(b) 111NTN dg 

2.3. Expressq = Xl - 6X2 + 3xt + 5xlx2inthematrixfonn~ XTQX + CT •. 

2.4. Implement Algorithm 3 in BASIC. Hence, solve Ax = b with A as in Problem 2.1, and 
each of the following bs: 

b ~ [5, -1O,3JT 

b ~ [2.2, -1, 3JT 

2.5. Using the cofactor approach, detennine the inverse of the matrix 

2.6. Given that the area of a triangle with comers at (XI. YJ)' (X2' >'2). and (X3. Yl) can be writ· 
ten in the form 

1 [1 x, y,] 
Area = z-det I X2 Y2 

I X3 y~ 

detennine the area of the triangle with comers at (I, I). (4.2), and (2,4). 
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1..7. For e trian em g. .• , th . gJ . Fi P27 the interior point Pat (2 2) divides it into three areas,A],A2• 

and A3 , as shown. Detennine AdA, AJA, and AJA. 

3(2.5,5) 

Az P (2, 2) 

2(3.15) 

fiGURE P2.7 

2.8. A symmetric matrix [A lnxII has a bandwidth nbw and is stored in the matrix [8 ]~xnbw' 
(a> Find the location in B that corresponds to A

ll
,14' 

(b) Fmd the location in A that corresponds to B6,I' 

2.9. For a symmetric (10 x 10) matrix with all nonzero elements,determine the number oClo
cations needed for banded and skyline storage methods. 

2.10. Perform the Cholesky decomposition of the positive definite matrix 

2.11 A square matrix A can be decomposed into A : LV where L is lower triangular and U 
is upper triangular. Let 

Determine L and U. 

[

5 3 
2 4 
2 1 



Program Listings 

••••••• ~.. PROGRAM GAUSS •• ~.**.**~. 
'. GAUSS ELIMINATION METHOD * 
" GENERAL M1I.TRIX • 
I. T,R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Belegundu * 
, ••• *~.**.*.****.*.*.*****.~*.**.*~* •• * 
'============ ~N PROGRAM =============== 
Private Sub cmdStart Click() 

Call InputData -
Call GaussRow 
Call Output 
cmdView.Enabled ~ True 
cmdStart.Enabled = False 

End Sub 

,------------ INPUT DA~ ------------=-= 
Private Sub InputData{) 

Problems 43 

Filel = InputBox(~Input File d:\dir\fileName.ext", "Name of File") 
Open File1 For Input As #1 
Line Input #1, Title: Line Input #1, Dummy 
Input #1, N 
Line Input #1, Dummy 
ReDim A(N, N), B(N) 
'====~~~~===== READ DATA =============== 
For I = 1 To N 

For J = I To N: Input #1, A(I, J): Next J 

Next I 
Line Input #1, Dummy 
For I = 1 To N: Input #1, B(I): Next I 
Close #1 

End Sub 

-- GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION -----------=--
Private Sub GaussRow{) 

,----- Forward Elimination ----
For K = 1 To N - 1 

For I ~ K + 1 To N 
C = A(I, X) / A(X, X) 
For J = X + 1 To N 

A(I, J) = A(I, J) - C ~ A(K, J) 
Next J 
B(I) = B(I) - C * B(K) 

Next I 
Next X 
.----- Back-substitution ----
BIN) = B{N) / A(N, N) 
For II ~ 1 To N - 1 

I = N - II 
C = 1 / A(I, I): B(I) = C • B{I) 
For X = I + 1 To N 

B(!) = B(I) - C ~ A(I, K) • S(X) 

Next K 
Next II 

End Sub 
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, ".*** .......... PROGRAK CGSOL *** ....... . 
" CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD • '. FOR SOLVING AX-B, A Synanetric • 
'* T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Belequndu .. 

'============ MAIN ~ =============== 
Private Sub cmdStart_Click{) 

Call InputData 
Call CqSol 
Call Output 
cmdView.Enabled = True 
cmdStart.Enabled = False 

End Sub 

, - - - CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD 
'============ FOR SOLVING EQUATIONS 
Private Sub CgSol{) 

DIM GjN). DIN), AD(N) 
FORI=lTOlf 

XII) = 0 
GIl) "" -B(I) 
0(1) = B(I) 

NEXT I 
GGI = 0 
FOR I = 1 TO N 

GGl = GGI + GIl} .. G(I) 
NEXT I 

DO WHILE GGI > .OOOCOI 
ITER = ITER + 1 
DAD =< 0 

LOQ, 

End Sub 

FOR I "" 1 TO N 
C = 0 

FORJ=lTON 
C = C + All, J) .. D(J) 

NEXT J 
ADII) = c 
DAD = DAD + C .. 011) 

NEXT I 
AL = GGI / DAD 
GG2 = 0 
FOR I = 1 TO N 

X (I) . X (I) 

GIll . GIl) 
GG2 = GG2 + 

NEXT 1 
BT = GG2 / GGI 
FOR 1 = 1 TO N 

+AL • o (I) 
+AL • ADI!) 
GIl) • GIl) 

Oil) = -Gil) + BT * 011) 
NEXT 1 
GGI = GG2 

ERASE G, D, AD 

- -- -=-----== 
====""======="'== 



CHAPTER 3 

One-Dimensional Problems 

3.1 INTRODUCriON 

The total potential energy and the stress-strain and strain-dispiacement relationships 
are now used in developing the finite element method for a one-dimensional problem. 
The basic procedure is the same for two- and three-dimensional problems discussed 
later in the book. For the one-dimensional problem, the stress, strain, displacement, and 
loading depend only on the variable x. That is, the vectors D, u, E, T, and fin Chapter 1 
now reduce to 

u ~ u(x) " ~ O"(x) € ~ u(x) 

T~T(x) r~f(x) (3.1) 

Furthermore, the stress-strain and strain-displacement relations are 

u = EE 
du , ~-
dx 

(3.2) 

For one-dimensional problems, the differential volume dV can be written as 

(3.3) 

The loading consists of three types: the body force t, the traction forte T, and the point 
load p;. These forces are shown acting on a body in Fig. 3.1. A body force is a distributed 
force acting on every elemental volume of the body and has the units of force per unit 
volume. The self-weight due to gravity is an example of a body force. A traction force is 
a distributed load acting on the surface of the body. In Chapter 1, the traction force 
is defined as force per unit area. For the one-dimensional problem considered here, 
however, the traction force is defined as force per unit length. This is done by taking the 
traction force to be the product of the force per unit area with the perimeter of the cross 
section. Frictional resistance, viscous drag, and surface shear are examples of traction 
forces in one-dimensional problems. Finally, P; is a force acting at a point i and u, is the 
x displacement at that point. 

The finite element modeling of a one-dimensional body is considered in Section 
3.2. The basic idea is to discretize the region and express the displacement field in terms 

45 
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z 
I 1 

l l l 1 p,l ~ 1 l r 1 I 

f 

l 
l 

I 

~ l I 
11 l p, l II 

11~ II 
J 

~T 

x 
FIGURE 3.1 One-dimensional bar loaded by traction, body, and point loads. 

of values at discrete points. Linear elements are introduced first. Stiffness and load co~
cepts are developed using potential energy and Galerkin app~oaches. Boundar"?' condI
tions are then considered. Temperature effects and quadratIc elements are discussed 
later in this chapter. 

3.2 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 

The steps of element division and node numbering are discussed here. 

Element Division 

Consider the bar in Fig. 3.1. The rust step is to model the bar as a stepped shaft, consist
ing of a discrete number of elements, each having a unifonn cross section. Specificall~, 
let us model the bar using four finite elements. A simple scheme for doing this is to di
vide the bar into four regions, as shown in FIg. 3.2a. The average cross-sectional area 
within each region is evaluated and then used to define an element with uniform croSS 
section. The resulting four-element, five-node finite element model is shown in Fig. 3.2b. 
In the finite element model, every element connects to two nodes. In Fig. 3.2b, the ele
ment numbers are circled to distinguish them from node numbers. In addition to the 
cross section, traction and body forces are also (normally) treated as constant within 
each element. However, cross-sectional area, traction, and body forces can differ in mag
nitude from element to element. Better approximations are obtained by increasing the 
number of elements. It is convenient to define a node at each location where a point load 
is applied. 
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1 
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3 

4 

5 

x 
(b) 

FIGURE 3.2 Finite element modeling of a bar. 

We have shown how a rather complicated looking bar has been modeled using a discrete 
number of elements, each element having a simple geometry. The similarity of the var
ious elements is one reason why the finite element method is easily amenable to com
puter implementation. For easy implementation, an orderly numbering scheme for the 
model has to be adopted. 

In a one-dimensional problem, every node is permitted to displace only in the ±x 
direction. TIlliS, each node has only one degree o/freedom (do/). The five-node finite 
element model in Fig. 3.2b has five dofs. The displacements along each dof are denoted 
by Q" Q2>"" Qs. In fact, the column vector Q = [Q,. Q2 ••.. ' QS]T is called the global 
displacement vector. The global load vector is denoted by F = [F" F2, ... I F5]T. The vec
tors Q and F are shown in Fig. 3.3. The sign convention used is that a displacement or 
load has a positive value if acting along the + x direction. At this stage, conditions at the 
boundary are not imposed. For example, node 1 in Fig. 3.3 is fixed, which implies Ql = O. 
These conditions are discussed later. 

Each element has two nodes; therefore, the element connectivity information can 
be conveniently represented as shown in Fig. 3.4. Further, the element connectivity table 
is also given. In the connectivity table, the headings 1 and 2 refer to local node numbers 
of an element, and the corresponding node numbers on the body are called global num
bers. Connectivity thus establishes the local-global correspondence. In this simple ex
ample, the connectivity can be easily generated since local node 1 is the same as the 
element number e, and local node 2 is e + 1. Other ways of numbering nodes or more 
complex geometries suggest the need for a connectivity table. The connectivity is intro
duced in the program using the array NOC. 
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~Q"F, 

~ Q,F, 

~ Q"F, 

~ Q4,F4 

~ Q;,F; 

X 

Q'IQ"Q 
p"" F F 

z, Qy Q4> Qsf 
[ 1> z,FJoF",Fsf 

FIGURE 3.3 Q and F vectors. 

Elements Nodes 

0 2 ¢::::::J Local 
numbers 0 2 CD 2 • • 

CD - - 2 3 )0I0b'l 
q, q, 

CD 3 4 numbers Local numbering 

0 4 5 

FIGURE 3.4 Element connectivity. 

The concepts of do~ nodal displacements, nodal loads. and element connectivity are 
central to the finite element method and should be clearly understood. 

3.3 COORDINATES AND SHAPE FUNCTIONS 

Consider a typical finite element e in Fig. 3.5a. In the local number scheme, the first 
node will be numbered 1 and the second node 2. The notation Xl == x-coordinate of 
node 1. X2 = x-coordinate of node 2 is used. We define a natural or intrinsic coordinate system, denoted by g, as 

~~j'~L __________ oo-o-_ 
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1 o 2 2 
• 
f-+-1 

~= -1 ~= +1 

(.) (b) 

FIGURE 3.5 lYpical element in x- and ~-coordinates. 

(3.4) 

From Fig. 3.5b, we see that g = -1 at node 1 and g = 1 at node 2. The length of an 
element is covered when g changes from -1 to 1. We use this system of coordinates in 
defining shape functions, which are used in interpolating the displacement field. 

Now the unknown displacement field within an element will be interpolated by a 
linear distribution (Fig. 3.6). This approximation becomes increasingly accurate as more 
elements are considered in the model. To implement this linear interpolation, linear 
shape functions will be introduced as 

1 - I' 
N,(!,) ~ -2-

1 + I' 
N,(!,) ~ -2-

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

The shape functions Nt and N2 are shown in Figs. 3.7a and b, respectively. The graph of 
the shape function Nt in Fig. 3.7a is obtained from Eq. 3.5 by noting that Nl = 1 at 
g = -1, Nt = 0 at g = 1, and Nt is a straight line between the two points. Similarly, the 
graph of N2 in Fig. 3.7b is obtained from Eq. 3.6. Once the shape functions are defined, 
the linear displacement field within the element can be written in terms of the nodal 
displacements q] and q2 as 

(3.70) 

UUnknown UUnear 

., 
q, 

1 be ===:0o===d, 
", 

1 o 2 

FIGURE 3.6 Linear interpolation of the displacement field within an element. 
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T: 
1 , 

~i -f 
1 '-I --/ f-. o-~12 

f="-l g="+l 

(.) " (b) 

q, 

q, 

Ll---L---~2 _/ 

(e) 

FIGURE 3.7 (a) Shape function Nl , (b) shape function N
1

• and (C) linear interpolation using 
N] and N2 • 

or, in matrix notation, as 

U =Nq (3.7b) 
where 

(3.8) 

In these equations, q is referred to as the element displacement vector. It is readily ve~
fied from Eq. 3.7a that U = q, at node 1, U = q2 at node 2, and that u varies linear Y 
(Fig.3.7c). . 'n 

It may be noted that the transformation from x to { in Eq. 3.4 can be wntten 1 
terms of N j and N2 as 

N ~ IN"N,] and q ~ Iq"q,]T 

Comparing Eqs. 3.7a and 3.9, we see that both the displacement u and the coordina~e.x 
are interpolated within the element using the same shape functions N

j 

and N
2

. 11ns IS 
referred to as the isoparametric fonnulation in the literature. 

Though linear shape functions have been used previously other choices afe pos
sible. Quadratic shape functions are diSCUSsed in Section 3.9. In ~eneral, shape functions 
need to satisfy the following: 

(3.9) 

1. First derivatives must be finite within an element. 

2. Displacements must be continuous across the element boundary. 

Rigid body motion should not introduce any stresses in the element. 
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E:umple3.1 
Referring to Fig. ID.l, do the following: 

(a) Evaluate~, Nt, and N2 at point P. 
(b) If ql = 0.003 in. and q2 = -0.005 in., determine the value of the displacement q at 

point P. 

1-_",:,'==~P~==========2~ ____ •• X 

Xl = 20 in. X = 24 in. xz=36in. 

FIGURE E3.1 

Solution 

(a) Using Eq. 3.4, the ~ coordinate of point P is given by 

~p = k(24 - 20) - 1 

~ -0.5 

Now Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 yield 

N\ = 0.75 and N2 = 0.25 

(b) Using Eq. 3.7a, we get 

u, ~ 0.75(0.003) + 0.25( -0.005) 

= 0.001 in. 

The strain--displacement relation in Eq. 3.2 is 

du 
E~-

dx 

Upon using the chain rule of differentiation, we obtain 

du d!; 
E~--

d!; dx 

From the relation between x and g in Eq. 3.4, we have 

d!; 2 
-~ 

Also, since 

we have 

• 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 
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Thus, Eq. 3.10 yields 

(3.13) 

The Eq. 3.13 can be written as 

E = Bq (3.14) 

where the (1 x 2) matrix B, called the element strain-displacement matrix, is given by 

(3.15) 

Note: Use of linear shape functions results in a constant B matrix and, hence, in a 
constant strain within the element. The stress, from Hooke's law, is 

(T = EBq (3.16) 

The stress given by this equation is also constant within the element. For interpolation 
purposes, however, the stress obtained from Eq. 3.16 can be considered to be the value 
at the centroid of the element. 

The expressions u = Nq, e = Bq, and (T = EBq relate the displacement, strain 
and stress, respectively, in terms of nodal values. These expressions will now be substi
tuted into the potential-energy expression for the bar to obtain the element stiffness 
and load matrices. 

3.4 THE POTENnAL-ENERGY APPROACH 

The general expression for the potential energy given in Chapter 1 is 

n = ~ 1 uTeAdx -1 uTfAdx -jUTTdX - ~ u;P, 
I. L t ; 

(3.17) 

The quantities u, E, U, f, and T in Eq. 3.17 are discussed at the beginning of this 
chapter. In the ~ast term, P; rep~esents.a ~orce acting at point i, and u, is the x displace
ment a~ that pomt. ~e summatIOn on I gIves the potential energy due to all point loads. 

Smce the contmuUIn has been discretized into finite elements, the expression for 
IT becomes 

IT ~ ~~ f u"Adx - ~ 1 u'fAdx - ~ 1 uTTdx - ~Q,P; (3.18a) 

The last. term in Eq. 3.18a assum~s t~at P?int loads P; are applied at the nodes. This 
assumptIOn ma~es the p~esent denvalion Simpler with respect to notation and is also a 
common modelmg practice. Equation 3.18a can be written as 

IT ~ ~ U, - ~ 1 u'fA dx - ~ f uTT dx - ~ Q,P; (3.18b) 
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where 

is the element strain energy. 

Element Stiffness Matrix 

Consider the strain energy term 

Substituting for a = EBq and E = Bq into Eq. 3.19 yields 

Ue = ~ 1 qTBTEBqAdx 

or 

u, ~ .!.qT j [BTEBAdx jq 
2 , 

(3.19) 

(3.20a) 

(3.l0b) 

In the finite element model (Section 3.2), the cross-sectional area of element e, denot
ed by Ae, is constant. Also, B is a constant matrix. Further, the transformation from x 
to ~ in Eq. 3.4 yields 

x - x 
dx= 2 ld~ 

2 
(3.21a) 

or 

{, 
dx ~ "2d{ (3.2Ib) 

where -1 :5 ~ :5 1, and €e = IX2 - xtl is the length of the element. 
The element strain energy U~ is now written as 

U, ~ ~qf A, i E,BTB l d{ } (3.22) 

where Ee is Young's modulus of element e. Noting that II d~ = 2 and substituting for 
B from Eq. 3.15, we get 

(3.23) 

which results in 

(3.24) 
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This equation is of the form 

1 
Ve = 2qT~q 

where the element stiB'ness matrix ke is given by 

E,A,[ 1 
I(=-e- -1 , 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

We note here the similarity of the strain energy expression in Eq. 3.26 with the strain 
energy in a simple spring, which is given as U = ! kQ2. Also, observe that II;" is linearly 
proportional to the product AeEe and inversely proportional to the length f~. 

Force Terms 

The element body force term 1. uTfA dx appearing in the total potential energy is con
sidered first. Substituting u = NI ql + N 2Q2, we have 

i uTfAdx = A,f i (N,q, + N,q,)dx (3.27) 

Recall that the body force f has units of force per unit volume. In the Eq. 3.27, Ae and 
f are constant within the element and were consequently brought outside the integral. 
This equation can be written as 

1 [
AJiN'dX) 

<' u1fAdx = qT e 

A,t [ N2 dx 

(3.28) 

The integrals of the shape functions described earlier can be readily evaluated by mak
ing the substitution dx = (feI2) df Thus, 

I t, l' 1 - g f, N1dx=- --d€=
e 2 -I 2 2 

i { 1'1 + g e N 2 dx = -..:. --d€ =--.! 
" 2 -I 2 2 

(3.29) 

AJtern~tively, i" Nt dx is simply the area under the NI curve as shown in Fig. 3.8, which 

equals 2' lo'l = lJ2. Similarly, i N2 d.x = ~. Ce'l = f.eI2. The body force term in Eq.3.28 
reduces to 

N, 

Area'" L Nl dx '" t· t,.· 1 

" 2 

FIGURE 3.8 Integral of a shape function. 
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(3.30a) 

which is of the form 

(3.30b) 

The right side of this equation is of the form Displacement X Force. Thus, the element 
body force vedor, f", is identified as 

f' ~ A,;,[ g} (3.31) 

The element body force vector above has a simple physical explanation. Since Aete is the 
volume of the element and! is the body force per unit volume, we see that Ai!e! gives 
the total body force acting on the element. The factor! in Eq. 3.31 tells us that this total 
body force is equally distributed to the two nodes of the element. 

The element traction force term .£ uTT dx appearing in the total potential energy 
is now considered. We have 

1 uTT dx = 1 (N1ql + NZQ2)T dx (3.32) 

Since the traction force T is constant within the element, we have 

i uTTdx ~) T i N1dx) 
, lTiN,dx 

(3.33) 

We have already shown that .£ NI dx = .£ N2 dx = t ef2.Thus, Eq. 3.33 is of the form 

1 uTTdx = qTye 

where the element traction-force vector is given by 

T' ~ T;, g} 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

We can provide a physical explanation for this equation as was given for the element 
body force vector. 

At this stage, element matrices ke, f", and T have been obtained. After we account 
for the element convectivity (in Fig. 3.3, for example, q = [QI,Q2F for element 1, 
q = [Q2. Q3F for element 2,etc.), the total potential energy in Eq.3.18b can be written as 

n ~ lQTKQ - QTF (3.36) 

where K is the global stiffness matrix, F is the global load vector, and Q is the global 
displacement vector. For example,in the finite element model in Fig. 3.2b,K is a (5 x 5) 
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matrix, and Q and F are each (5 xl) vectors. K is obtained as f~llows: Using th~ element 
connectivity information, the elements of each ke are placed m the appropnate loca
tions in the larger K matrix, and overlapping elements are then summed. ~e F vector 
is similarly assembled. This process of assembling K and F from element stiffness and 
force matrices is discussed in detail in Section 3.6. 

3.5 THE GALERKIN APPROACH 

Following the concepts introduced in Chapter 1, we introduce a virtual displacement field 

<I> ~ </>(x) (3.37) 

and associated virtual strain 

d<l> «<I» ~ -
dx 

(3.38) 

where </I is an arbitrary or virtual displacement consistent with the boundary conditions. 
Galerkin's variational form, given in Eq. 1.43, for the one-dimensional problem consid
ered here, is 

l
uT«<I»Adx-l<1>TfAdx -l<1>TTdx - "L,<I>;lj ~ 0 

L L L , 
(3.390) 

This equation should hold for every </I consistent with the boundary conditions. The first 
term represents the internal virtual work, while the load terms represent the external 
virtual work. 

On the discretized region, Eq. 3.39a becomes 

(3.39b) 

Not~ th~t : is the str~in due to. the actual loads in the problem, while E(</I) is a virtual 
stram. Similar to the mterpolatlon steps in Eqs. 3.7b, 3.14, and 3.16, we express 

</> ~ NIf-

«<I» ~ BIf- (3.40) 

where r/J. = [1/11: Yt2F represents the arbitrary nodal displacements of element e.A1so, the 
global Virtual displacements at the nodes are represented by 

'i' ~ [~"~"""~NY (3.41) 

Element Stiffness 

Consider the first term, representing internal virtual work in E 3 39b S bstituting 
Eq. 3.40 into Eq. 3.39b, and noting that E = Bq, we get ' q.. . u 

l<TE«<I»Adx~ 1 qTBTEBlf-Adx (3.42) 
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In the finite element model (Section 3.2), the cross-sectional area of element e, denot
ed by A~, is constant. Also, B is a constant matrix. Further, dx = (ttlZ) d~. Thus, 

1 .TEe(,,)Adx - qT[ E,A, iDTD l d§ J", (3.430) 

- qTk'''' (3.43b) 

- ",'k'q 

where k" is the (symmetric) element stiffness matrix given by 

ke = EeAefeBT8 

Substituting B from Eq. 3.15, we have 

k' _ E,A, [ 1 -11] 
Ce -1 

Force Terms 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

Consider the second term in Eq. 3.39a, representing the virtual work done by the body 
force in an element. Using tP = Nr/I and dx = CJ2 di • and noting that the body force in 
the element is assumed constant, we have 

1 "TfA dx -1' '" TNTfA/' d(; 
r -I 2 

(3.460) 

(3.46b) 

where 

(3.470) 

III N2d~ 
is called the element body force vector. Substituting for NI = (1 - f)/2 and 

N2 = (1 + €)/2, we obtain f, NJ d€ = 1. Alternatively, /-1, NI d€ is the area under the 

NI curve = ! X 2 X 1 = 1 and II N2 d4 = 1. Thus, 

H __ A'2fJ{',} , (3.47b) 

The element traction term then reduces to 

1 <l>TT dx - '" TT' 

where the element traction-force vector is given by 

T' _ T;'{:} 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 
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At this stage, the element matrices 1<,"', and yo have been obtained. J\fter accounting 
for the element connectivity (in Fig. 3.3, for example,,,, = [1/11, I/12f for element 1, 
1/1 = ['1'2, qr 3JT for element 2, etc.), the variational form 

(3.50) 

can be written as 

'i'T(KQ - F) ~ 0 (3.51) 

which should hold for every 'I" consistent with the boundary conditions. Methods for han
dling boundary conditions are discussed shortly. The global stiffness matrix K is assem
bled from element matrices k' using element connectivity information. Likewise, F is 
assembled from element matrices f< and yeo This assembly is discussed in detail in the 
next section. 

3.6 ASSEMBLY OF THE GLOBAL SnFFNESS MATRIX AND LOAD VECTOR 

We noted earlier that the total potential energy written in the form 

1 
IT ~ 2: zqTk'q - 2: qTf' - 2: qTT' - 2: P'Q, 

• e • I 

can be written in the form 

IT ~ IQTKQ - QTF 

by taking e.lement connectivity in~o account. Th.is step involves assembling K and F froJll 
element stIffness and force matnces. The assembly of the structural stiffness matrix K 
from element stiffness matrices k< will first be shown here. 

. Referring to the finite element model in Fig. 3.2b, let us consider the strain ener
gy tn, say, element 3. We have 

(3.52a) 
or, substituting for k3, 

u - 1 r E3A 3 [ 1 3 - -q--
2 £3 -1 -:]q (3.52b) 

For element 3, we have q = [Q~ Q4Y Thus we . U .' . , canwnte .las 

UJ ~ HQ"Q"Q,.Q"QJ] 0 0 0 0 0 Q, 
0 0 0 0 0 Q2 
0 0 E3A .1 -E.lA 3 

0 QJ (3.53) 
f J f J 

0 0 
-E3A 1 E.1A 3 ~ 

0 Q, f, fJ 
0 0 0 0 0 QJ 
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From the previous equations, we see that elements of the matrix ~ occupy the third and 
fourth rows and columns of the K matrix. Consequently, when adding element-strain 
energies, the elements of ke are placed in the appropriate locations of the global K ma
trix, based on the element connectivity; overlapping elements are simply added. We can 
denote this assembly symbolically as 

(3.540) 

Similarly, the global load vector F is assembled from element-force vectors and 
point loads as 

F~ ~ (I" + T') + P (3.54b) , 
The Galerkin approach also gives us the same assembly procedure. An example is now 
given to illustrate this assembly procedure in detail. In actual computation, K is stored 
in banded or skyline form to take advantage of symmetry and sparsity. This aspect is 
discussed in Section 3.7 and in greater detail in Chapter 4. 

Example 3.2 

Consider the bar as shown in Fig. E3.2. For each element i, A, and f; are the cross-sectional 
area and length, respectively. Each element i is sUbjected to a traction force T, per unit 
length and a body force t per unit volume. The units of 7i, t, Ai, and so on are assumed to 
be consistent. The Young's modulus of the material is E. A concentrated load Pz is applied 
at node 2. The structural stiffness matrix and nodaJload vector wiU now be assembled. 

/. 

1 [, 
1 A T'I 

12 1 
I 

T, 1 t, A,. 

1 i, 
1 T 

T,I 
14 

A),LJ 

1 
1 

1 T,I A4,L4 

1 5 
E,f ~ constant 

X 

FIGURE El.2 
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The element stiffness matrix for each element j is obtained from Eq. 3.26 as 

[k"'] : EA, [ 1 -1] 
f, -1 1 

The element connectivity table is the following: 

Element 1 2 

1 1 2 
2 2 3 
3 3 4 
4 4 5 

The element stiffness matrices can be "expanded" using the connectivity table and then 
summed (or assembled) to obtain the structural stiffness matrix as follows:. 

1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EA, -1 1 0 0 0 EA, 0 1 -1 0 0 
K:- 0 0 0 0 0 +- 0 -1 1 0 0 e, 

0 0 0 0 0 
e, 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

EA, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 EA. +- 0 0 1 -1 0 +- 0 0 0 0 0 e, 
0 0 -1 1 0 

e, 
0 0 0 1 -1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 
which gives 

A, A, 
e, 

(A, :'A') 
0 0 0 

A, _ A, 
e, fl f2 

( A, :'A') 
0 0 

K=:£ 0 
A, A, 
e, f2 e" 

( A, :'A') 
0 

0 0 _ A, A, 
e, (3 f4 e, 

0 0 0 _ A, A, 
e, e, 

"This ",expansion" of element stiffness matrices as shown in E . . Icalioo 
purposes and IS never explicitly canied out in the com ul' ~ample 3.2 IS merely for IUUS . 
assembled directly from k' using the connectivity tabl/ er, smce stonng zeroes is inefficient. Instead, K is 
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The global load vector is assembled as 

AltJ tlTI 
~~+- 0 

2 2 

(A~J + t~l) + (A2;J + t~T2) P, 

F~ (A2;ti + t~2) + (A3;J + t;3) + 0 

(A3;J + (;3) + (A~4 + C:4) 0 

A4C4 C4T4 
~~+- 0 

2 2 

• 
3.7 PROPERTIES OF K 

Several important comments will now be made regarding the global stiffness matrix for 
the linear one-dimensional problem discussed earlier: 

1. The dimension of the global stiffness K is (N x N), where N is the number of 
nodes. This follows from the fact that each node has only one degree of freedom. 

2. K is symmetric. 

3. K is a banded matrix. That is. all elements outside of the band are zero. This can 
be seen in Example 3.2,just considered. In this example, K can be compactly 
represented in banded form as 

AI AI 
(I (I 

AI A2 A, 
~+-
(I (2 (, 

K banded = E 
A z A3 A, 
-+-

(, (2 (3 

A3 A4 A. -+-
(. (3 (4 

A, 
f. 

0 

Note that K banded is of dimension (N X NBW], where NBW is the half-bandwidth. In 
many one-dimensional problems such as the example just considered. the -connectivity 
of element i is i, i + 1. In such cases, the banded matrix has only two columns 
(NBW = 2). In two and three dimensions, the direct formation of K in banded or skyline 
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•• --•• ---~.~~.-;. NBW = 4 
4 5 3 2 

(.) 

•• --•• ---~.-~.-;. NBW=2 
2 3 4 5 

(h) 

FIGURE 3.9 Node numbering and its effect on the half-bandwidth. 

fonn from the element matrices involves some bookkeeping.1his is discussed in detail 
at the end of Chapter 4. The reader should verify the following general formula for the 
half-bandwidth: 

(
Difference between dOfnumbers) + 1 

NBW = max connecting an element (3.55) 

For example, consider a four-element model of a bar that is numbered as shown in 
Fig. 3.9a. Using Eq. 3.55, we have 

NBW ~ max(4 -1,5 - 4,5 - 3,3 - 2) + 1 ~ 4 

The numbering scheme in Fig. 3.9a is bad since K is almost "filled up" and consequently 
requires more computer storage and computation. Figure 3.9b shows the optimum 
numbering for minimum NBW. 

Now the potential energy or Galerkin's approach has to be applied, noting the 
boundary conditions of the problem, to yield the finite element (equilibrium) equa
tions. Solution of these equations yields the global displacement vector Q. The stresses 
and reaction forces can then be recovered. These steps will now be discussed in the 
next section. 

3.8 THE FINITE ELEMENT EQUAnONS; TREATMENT OF BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS 

Finite element equations are now developed after a consistent treatment of the bound
ary conditions. 

Types of Boundary Conditions 

After using a discretization scheme to model the continuum we have obtained an 
expression for the total potential energy in the body as ' 

IT 0 IQTKQ _ QTF 

where K is the structural stiffness matrix,F is the global load vector and Q is the global 
displacement vector. As discussed previously, K and F are assembled from element stiff
ness and forc~ matrices, respectively. We now mUst arrive at the equations of equilibri
um, f~om which we can determine nodal displacements, element stresses, and support 
reactIons . 

... ~.~ .... ------------------
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The minimum potential·energy theorem (Chapter 1) is now invoked. This theorem 
is stated as follows: Of all possible displacements that satisfy the boundary conditions of 
a structural system, those co"esponding to equilibrium configurations make the total po
tential energy assume a minimum value. Consequently. the equations of equilibrium can 
be obtained by minimizing, with respect to Q. the potential energy IT = ~ Q TKQ - Q TF 
subject to boundary conditions. Boundary conditions are usually of the type 

QPl = al,QP2 = az"."Qp, = ar (3.56) 

That is, the displacements along dofs Pl. Pz •.•. , Pr are specified to be equal to ai, 
a2 •... , ar> respectively. In other words, there are r number of supports in the structure, 
with each support node given a specified displacement. For example, consider the bar 
in Fig. 3.2b. There is only one boundary condition in this problem, QI = 0, 

It is noted here that the treatment of boundary conditions in this section is applicable 
to two- and three-dimensional problems as well. For this reason, the tenn dof is used 
here instead of node, since a two-dimensional stress problem will have two degrees of 
freedom per node. The steps described in this section will be used in all subsequent chap
ters. Furthermore, a Galerkin-based argument leads to the same steps for handling 
boundary conditions as the energy approach used subsequently. 

There are multipoint constraints of the type 

(3.57) 

where {3o, f31. and f32 are known constants.These types of boundary conditions are used 
in modeling inclined roller supports, rigid connections., or shrink fits. 

It should be emphasized that improper specification of boundary conditions can 
lead to erroneous results. Boundary conditions eliminate the possibility of the structure 
moving as a rigid body. Further, boundary conditions should accurately model the phys
ical system. Two approaches will now be discussed for handling specified displacement 
boundary conditions of the type given in Eq. 3.56: the elimioatioo approach and the 
penalty approach. For multipoint constraints in Eq. 3.57, only the penalty approach will 
be given, because it is simpler to implement. 

Elimination Approach 

To illustrate the basic idea, consider the single boundary condition QI == al' The equi
librium equations are obtained by minimizing IT with respect to Q. subject to the boundary 
condition Ql = al' For an N - dof structure, we have 

Q ~ [Q"Q" ... ,Q,j' 

]
T F == [Fj>Fz, ... ,F:." 

The global stiffness matrix is of the fonn 

[

K" 

K = X,21 

K!tII 

K" 
K" 

K.V2 

(3.58) 
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Note that K is a symmetric matrix. The potential energy Il = !QTKQ - Q rF can be 
written in expanded fOfm as 

Il = !(Q1K l1QI + Q,K12Q2 + ... + Q1 K 'NQI', 
+ Q2K21Q, + Q2KnQ2 + ... + Q2K2NQ . ..,· 

+ QNKN,Q, + QNK!V2Q2 + ... + Q,"JK .... ,'1Q,,·) 

- (Q1F1 + Q2F2 + ... + QNF,,) 

(3.59) 

If we now substitute the bOWldary condition Q, = a, into this expression fOf IT, we obtain 

n = !(a,Kl1a, + a,K12Q2 + ... + alK1vQII 

+ Q2K2,a, + QzKnQ2 + ... + Q2K2,..,·Q,.,. 

+ QI';"KNla, + QNK!V2Q2 + ... + QNK .... ·NQ"') 
- (alFI + Q2F2 + ... + QNFN) 

(3.60) 

Note that the displacement Ql has been eliminated in the potential-energy expression. 
Consequently, the requirement that Il take on a minimum value implies that 

d[] 
-~O 
dQ, 

i=2,3, ... ,N 

We thus obtain, from Eqs. 3.60 and 3.61, 

KnQ2 + K23Q3 +." + KU"QN = F2 - K 21 a l 

KnQ2 + K33Q3 + ." + K3NQN = F, - K 31 a , 
.............. ..... ... .... ... ................ 

These finite element equations can be expressed in matrix form as 

[ K" 
K23 'J') r ".) K" K.,:. K,N Q., _ F] - K.qa l 

K:
V2 KNV ~N - ~~ - K\"]a] K.".~ 

(3.61) 

(3.62) 

(3.631 

Wenowobservethatthe(N-lXN_l) ·ff· dl t-. . . '. sh ness rnatnx is obtained simply by e e 
mg or ellmmatlng the flTSt row and column (in' f Q _ h 'ginal 
(N x N) stiffness matrix. Equation 3 63 may b d

Vlew 
0 1 - a 1) from t e on 

. e eooted as 

(3.641 
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where K is a reduced stiffness matrix obtained by eliminating the row and column 
corresponding to the specified or "support" dof. Equation 3.64 can be solved for the 
displacement vector Q using Gaussian elimination. Note that the reduced K matrix is 
nonsingular, provided the boundary conditions have been specified properly; the orig
inal K matrix, on the other hand, is a singular matrix. Once Q has been detennined, the 
element stress can be evaluated using Eq. 3.16: (T = EBq. where q for each element is 
extracted from Q using element connectivity information. 

Assume that displacements and stresses have been detennined.1t is now necessary 
to calculate the readi.OD force Rl at the support. This reaction force can be obtained 
from the finite element equation (or equilibrium equation) for node 1: 

(3.65) 

Here, Ql, Q2,"" QN are known. FI , which equals the load applied at the support 
(if any), is also known. Consequently, the reaction force at the node that maintains 
equilibrium, is 

(3.66) 

Note that the elements KII , K12, ••• ,KIN, which form the first row of K, need to be 
stored separately. This is because K in Eq. 3.64 is obtained by deleting this row and col
umn from the original K. 

The modifications to K and F discussed earlier are also derivable using Galerkin's 
variational formulation. We have Eq. 3.51 in which 

'i'T(KQ - F) = 0 (3.67) 

for every 'P' consistent with the boundary conditions of the problem. Specifically, con
sider the constraint 

(3.68) 

Then, we require 

'\fIl = ° (3.69) 

Choosing virtual displacements qt = [0,1. 0, ... ,0], 't' = (0,0,1,0, ... ,oy, ... , 
'I" = [0,0, ... ,0, lY, and substituting each of these into Eq.3.67, we obtain precisely the 
equilibrium equations given in Eqs. 3.63. 

The preceding discussion addressed the bOlmdary condition Q I = a I . This procedure 
can readily be generalized to handle multiple boundary conditions. The general proce
dure is summarized subsequently. Again, this procedure is also applicable to two- and 
three-dimensional problems. 
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Summary: Elimination Approach 

Consider the boundary conditions 

Step 1. Store the p,th, p2th, ... , and p,th rows of the global stiffness matrix K 
and force vector F. These rows will be used subsequently. 

Step 2. Delete the p,th row and column, the P2th row and column, ... , and the 
Prth row and column from the K matrix. The resulting stiffness matrix 
K is of dimension (N - r, N - r). Similarly. the corresponding load vec
tor F is of dimension (N - r, 1). Modify each load component as 

F; = Fj - (K;,p,a, + Kj,p,a2 + ... + Ki,p,a,) 

for each dof j that is not a support. Solve 

for the displacement vector Q. 

(3.70) 

Step 3. For each element, extract the element displacement vector q from 
the Q vector, using element connectivity, and determine element 
stresses. 

Step 4. Using the information stored in step 1, evaluate the reaction forces at 
each support dof from 

Rpt '= Kp"O, + Kp,202 + ... + Kp,NON - Fp, 
Rp, '= Kp"O, + Kp,2Q2 + ... + Kp,NON - Fp, (3.71) ....................... ................... 

RPr = Kp"O, + Kp,102 ;·:·:·.-·~··Kp~·Q·~··=·Fp:· 

Example 3.3 

Consi~er the thin (steel) plate in Fig. E3.3a. The plate has a uniform thickness t '" 1 in., 
Young ~ modulus E "". 30 ~ 1Q6 psi, and weight density p "" O.2836Ib/in.'. In addition wits 
self·welght, the plate IS subjected to a point load P - 100 Ib . :d. 

- at Its ml pomt. 
(a) Model the plate with two finite elements. 

(b) Wf rite down expressions for the element stiffness matrices and element body orce vectors. . 

(c) AssemblethestructuralstiffnessmatrixK,nd I b II d F 
. goa oa vector . (d) Usmg the elimination approach I f 

,so ve or the global displacement vector Q. 
(e) Evaluate the stresses in each element. 

(f) Determine the reaction force at th 
e support. 

·7 
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FIGURE E3.3 

SoIutiOD 

(a) Using two elements, each of 12 in. in length, we obtain the finite element model in 
Fig. E3.3b. Nodes and elements are numbered as shown. Note that the area at tbe 
midpoint of the plate in Fig. E3.3a is 4.5 in.2• Consequently, the average area of 
element 1 is AI == (6 + 4.5)/2 = 5.25in.2, and the average area of element 2 is 
A2 == (4.5 + 3)/2 == 3.75 in.2.The boundary condition for this model is QI == O. 

(b) From Eq. 3.26, we can write down expressions for the element stiffness matrices of 
tbe two elements as 

and 

1 

I _ 30 X 106 x 5.25 [ 1 
k - 12 -1 

2 

2_30XH1X3.75[ 1 
k - 12 -1 

2 +-! Global dot 

-1J 1 
1 2 

3 

-1J 2 
1 3 

Using Eq. 3.31, tbe element body force vectors are 

and 

1== 5.25 x 12 x 0.2836{1} 
r 2 1 

f2 == 3.75 x 1~ x 0.2836 {~} 

Global dof 
I 
1 
2 

2 

3 

.. ,~-~---------------
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(c) The global stiffness matrix K is assembled from kl and k~ as 

123 

K = 30 X 10 -5.25 9.00 -3.75 2 
,[ 5.25 -5.25 0] 1 

12 0 -3.75 3.75 3 

The externally applied giobalload vector Fis assembled from fl, r~, and the point load 
P=IOOlb;as 

F ~ {~:.~~~ + lOO} 
6.3810 

(d) In the elimination approach, the stiffness matrix K is obtained by deleting rows and 
columns corresponding to fixed dofs. In this problem, dof I is fixed. ThUs, K is ob
tained by deleting the first row and column of the original K. Also. F is obtained by 
deleting the first component of the original F. The resulting equations are 

2 3 

30 X 10
6 
[ 9.00 -3.75]{Q,} ~ {115.3144} 

12 -3.75 3.75 Q3 6.3810 

Solution of these equations yields 

Q2 '" 0.9272 X 10-5 in. 

Q3 '" 0.9953 X 10-5 in. 

Thus, Q = [0,0.9272 X 10-5, 0.9953 x 1O-5f in. 

(e) Using Eqs. 3.15 and 3.16, we obtain the stress in each element: 

(J"1=30x106X~[_1 IJ{O } 
0.9272 X 10-1 

= 23.18 psi 

0'2 = 30 X 106 X 6[-1 ll{o.9272 x 1O-'} 
0.9953 X 10-1 

= 1.70psi 

(D Thh e ~eaction force RI at node 1 is obtained from Eq. 3.71. This calculation requires 
t e fust row of K from P'" (oJ AI f f d 
1 d(d h . . so, rom part (c),notethat the extcmally apr Ie 
oa ue to t e self-weight) at note 1 is PI = 8.9334 lb. Thus, 

R _ 30 x lot' 
I - 12 [5.25 -5.25 OJ{O }-S.9334 

0.9272 x 10-' 
0.9953 x 10 ~ 

= -130.6Ib 

Evidently, the reaction is equ I d . h 
plate. a an oPPOSite to the total downward load on t ~ 

........... _------
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Penalty Approach 

A second approach for handling boundary conditions will now be discussed. This ap
proach is easy to implement in a computer program and retains its simplicity even when 
considering general boundary conditions as given in Eq. 3.57. Specified displacement 
boundary conditions will first be discussed. The method will then be shown to apply to 
problems with multipoint constraints. 

Specified displacement boundary conditions. Consider the boundary condition 

Ql = 01 

where al is a known specified displacement along dof 1 of the support. The penalty 
approach for handling this boundary condition is now presented. 

A spring with a large stiffness C is used to model the support. The magnitude of 
C is discussed subsequently. In this case, one end of the spring is displaced by an amount 
01, as shown in Fig. 3.10. The displacement QI along dof 1 will be approximately equal 
to a., owing to the relatively small resistance offered by the structure. Consequently, the 
net extension of the spring is equal to (Ql - al)' The strain energy in the spring equals 

Uj = ~C(QI - a))2 

This strain energy contributes to the total potential energy. As a result, 

TIM = ~QTKQ + ~C(Q) - al)2 - QTF 

(3.72) 

(3.73) 

The minimization of TIM caD be carried out bysettingallMiaQi = 0, i = 1,2",. ,N.The 
resulting finite element equations are 

Structure 

L Spring 

G~d 

FIGURE 3.10 The penalty approach, where a 5pring with a large stiffness is used to model 

the boundary condition Qt = at· 
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[~:' + C) ~:: ~:: 11~:) ~ 1~: + C

a

,) 

KNl KN2 ... K""N Q,.,. F" 

(3.74) 

Here, we see that the only modifications to handle QI =: 01 are that a large number C 
gets added on to the first diagonal element of K and that Cal gets added on to Fl' So
lution of Eqs. 3.74 yields the displacement vector Q. 

The reaction force at node 1 equals the force exerted by the spring on the struc
ture. Since the net extension of the spring is (QI - 01)' and the spring stiffness is C, the 
reaction force is given by 

R, ~ -C(Q, - a,) (3.75) 

The modifications to K and F given in Eqs. 3.74 are also derivable using Galerkin's 
approach. Consider the boundary condition QJ =: 01' To handle this, we introduce a 
spring with a large stiffness C with the support given a displacement equal to a j (Fig. 3.10). 
The virtual work done by the spring as a result of an arbitrary displacement 'I' is 

6W, = virtual displacement X force in spring 

or 

(3.76) 

ThUs, the variational form is 

'i'T(KQ - F) + 'i',C(Q, - a,) ~ 0 (3.77) 

WhichShould~validfora~y!,.Choos.ing'Y = [l,O, ... ,oy,'I' = [O,l,O, ... ,OJT, ... ~ 
= [?, ... ,0,1 J .and substltutmg each In tum into Eq. 3.77, we obtain precisely the modI

ficatIOns shown III Eqs. 3.74. The general procedure is now summarized as follows: 

Summary: Penalty Approach 

Consider the boundary conditions 

o ~ a, 0 - a 0 PI ' Pl - 2.···, p, == a, 

Step 1. Modify the structural stiffness matrix K by adding a large number (to 
~ach ofthe P1th, P2th, "', and p,th diagonal elements of K. Also, mod
Ify the global load vector F by adding Cal to Fp" Ca2 to Fp •... , and Car 
to Fp.,.. Solv: KQ = F for the displacement Q, where K ~nd F are the 
modified stiffness and load matrices. 

Step 2. For each ~Iement, extract the element displacement vector q from the Q 
vector, uSing element connectiVity, and determine the element stresses. 

Step 3. Evaluate the reaction force at each support from 

R" ~ -C(O,. - a;) i ~ 1,2, ... " (3.78) 

... ~-----
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It should be noted that the penalty approach presented herein is an approximate 
approach. The accuracy of the solution. particularly the reaction forces., depends on the 
choice of C. 

Choice of C. Let us expand the first equation in Eq.3.74. We have 

(Ku + C)Qt + K12Q2 + ... + K'NQN = Ft + Cal 

Upon dividing by C, we get 

(
Kll ) K12 KtN Fl C + 1 Qt + C Q2 + ... + C QN = C + at 

(3.790) 

(3.79b) 

From this equation, we see that if C is chosen large enough, then Qt R; at. Specifically, 
we see that if C is large compared to the stiffness coefficients K11 , KIl ••••• KIN. then 
Qt R; al. Note that ~ is a load applied at the support (if any), and that FtfC is general
ly of small magnitude. 

for 

A simple scheme suggests itself for choosing the magnitude of C: 

C ~ maxIK,,I x 10" 

1 sis N 

1s.js.N 

(3.80) 

The choice of 10" has been found to be satisfactory on most computers. The reader may 
wish to choose a sample problem and experiment with this (using, say, lOS or 106) to 
check whether the reaction forces differ by much. 

Example 3.4 
Consider the bar shown in Fig. E3.4. An axial load P = 200 x HP N is applied as shown. 
Using the penalty approach for handling boundary conditions, do the following: 

(a) Determine the nodal displacements. 
(b) Detennine the stress in each material. 
(c) Determine the reaction forces. 

Aluminum 

AI= 2400nun2 

E,= 70 X 109 Nfm2 

Steel 

A2= 6OOmm2 

£2= 200 X 109 N/m2 

FIGURE E3.4 
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SOIUtiOD 

(a) The element stiffness matrices are 

and 

1 
1 _ 70 x llP x 2400 [ 1 

k- 300 -1 

2 

2_2ooXllPX600[ 1 
k - 400 -1 

2 -- Global dof 

-:] 

3 

-:] 
The structural stiffness matrix that is assembled from kl and k2 is 

The global load vector is 

2 3 

-0.56 0] 
0.86 -0.30 

-0.30 0.30 

F ~ [0, 200 x 10', 0]' 

Now dofs 1 and 3 are fixed. When using the penalty approach, therefore, a large num
ber C is added to the first aDd third diagonal elements of K. Choosing C based on 
Eq, 3.80, we get 

c ~ [0.86 x 10'] x 10' 

Thus, the modified stiffness matrix is 

-0.56 

0.86 
-0.30 

The finite element equations are given by 

o ] -0.30 

8600.30 

[

8600.56 -0.56 
1(1' -0.56 0.86 

o -0.30 -~30]{~;} ~ {~oo x !D'} 
8600.30 Q3 0 

which yields the solution 

(b) The element stresses (Eq. 3.16) are 

Q ~ [15.1432 X 10-6, 0.23257, 81 7 " .12 x lO-lmm 

IT1:= 70 x l(p x _'_[-1 ll{15.1432 x 1O-6} 
300 0.23257 

== 54.27MPa 

~.l.Ft~! ____________________ _ 
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where IMPa = lq;N/m2 = IN/mm2.Also. 

q ~ 200 X 10' X _1_[-1 Il{0.23257 } 
2 400 8.1127 X 10--.6 

= -11629MPa 

(c) The reaction forces are obtained from Eq. 3.78 as 

RJ = -CQt 

Also. 

E ...... ie3.S 

= -[0.86 X 1010] X 15.1432 X lr 
~ -130.23 X 10' 

R3 = -CQ3 

= -[0.86 X lotO] X 8.1127 X 10--.6 

= -69.n X l£fN • 
In Fig. E3.5a, a load P = 60 X 1£f N is applied as shown. Determine the displacement field, 
stress, and support reactions in the body. Take E = 20 X IIPN/mm2. 

1.2mm 

250mm2 H \ I I-woll 
~" _p B'! B--_, X 

r--l50mm-+-150mm---! 

(.) 

~ Ep rl---' X 

1--'0"1 ,-----1-, -'0"" ---+L 
1.2mm 

(b) 

FIGURE E3.5 

Solution In this problem, we should first detennme whether contact occurs between the bar 
and the wall, B. To do this, assume that the wall does not exist. Then, the solution to the 

problem can be verified to be 

QR = 1.8mm 

where QB' is the displacement of point B'. From this result, we see that contact does occur. The 
problem has to be re-solved, since the boundary conditions are now different The displacement 
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at B' is specified to be 1.2 mm. Consider the two-element finite element model in Fig. 3.5b. 
The boundary conditions are QI = 0 and Q3 = 1.2 mm, The structural stiffness matrix K is 

K = 20 x UP x 250[_: 
150 0 

-1 0] 
2 -1 

-1 1 

and the global load vector F is 

F = [0, 60 X 103, oy 
In the penalty approach,tbe boundary conditionsQ] = 0 and Q3 = 1,2 imply the following 
modifications: A large number C chosen here as C -= (2/3) X 1010

, is added on to the lsi 
and 3rd diagonal elements of K. Also, the number (C x 1.2) gets added on to the 3rd 
component of F. Thus, the modified equations are 

The solution is 

105 [2(x)(}1 -1 
~ -1 2 
3 0 -1 

o ]{Q'} {O } -1 Q2 = 6O.0Xlfr' 
20001 Q3 80.0 x 107 

Q = [7.49985 X 10-" 1.500045, 1.200015]1" mm 

The element stresses are 

0"] = 200 X 103 x _1_[-1 
150 

= 199,996 MPa 

1 [-1 
0"2 = 200 x lQ-l x -

150 

= -40.004 MPa 

The reaction forces are 

1]f 7.49985 x lO-S} 
11.500045 

lJJ 1.500045} 
11.200015 

R] = -C x 7.49985 X 10-5 

= -49.999 x lcP N 

R) = -C x (1.200015 - 1.2) 

= -10.001 x l(}' N 

The results obtained from the penait h h 
th fl 'bi.. f h Y approac ave a smaJl approximation error due to 

e ex\ t y
: Idl~ sUbPart introduc~~. In fact, the reader may verify that the elimination 

'PPd'Roac or an mg\ oundary condItIOns yields the cxact reactions R = -500 x 10·lN 
an 1 = -10.0 x 1(} N. ,1 . • 

Multipoint Constraints 

In problems where, for example, inclined rollers or ri id con . d 
the boundary conditions take the form g nechons are to be modele, 

f3]QPl + /32Qp, = f30 

"~'i ______________ _ 
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where Po. PI. and f32 are known constants. Such boundary conditions are referred to as 
multipoint constraints in the literature. The penalty approach will now be shown to apply 
to this type of boundary condition. 

Consider the modified total potential-energy expression 

11M ~ lQTKQ + lC(Il,Qp, + fl,Q" - flo)' - QTF (3.81) 

where C is a large number. Since C is large, nM takes on a minimum value only when 
({J,QPl + P2QP2 - Po)isverysmaU-thatis,whenp,QP1 + f32QP2 I'::! f3o,asdesired.Set~ 
ting anMiilQi = 0, i = 1, ... , N yields the modified stiffnC$s and force matrices. These 
modifications are given as 

~ (3.82) 
[

KI'II'I KP1P2] ~ [KPiPI + CPr KPiP2. + CP1{J2] 
KP2P1 KP2J12 KPZPl + CPt!32 KP2P2. + Cf3~ 

and 

(3.83) 

If we consider the equilibrium equations aITMlaQpl = 0 and aITMlaQP2 = 0 and rearrange 
these in the form 

~ Kp1,Qj - Fpl = Rpl and ~ K P2lQj - Fpl = Rpl 
j i 

we obtain the reaction forces Rpl and RPl , which are the reaction components along dofs 

PI and 1'2. respectively, as 

R" ~ -:, [lc(fl,Q" + fl,Q" - flo)'] (3.840) 
""p, 

and 

Rp2 = - a~P2 UC(PIQPl + f32QPl - PO)2] 

Upon simplification, Eqs. 3.84 yield 

Rpl = -CP,(P,QPl + P2QP2 - Po) 

and 

(3.84b) 

(3.85a) 

(3.85b) 

We see that the penalty approach allows us to handle multipoint constraints and is 
again easy to implement in a computer program. A nonphysical argument is used here to 
arrive at the modified (X)tential energy in Eq. 3.81. Multipoint constraints are the most gen~ 
eral types of boundary conditions, from which other types can be treated as special cases. 

Example 3.6 
Consider the structure shown in FIg. E3.6a.A rigid bar of negligible mass, pinned at one end, 
is supported by a steel rod and an aluminum rod.A load P = 30 x 10-"' N is applied 8S shown. 
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(a) Model the structure using two finite elements. What are the boundary conditions for 
your model? 

(b) Develop the modified stiffness matrix and modified load vector. Solve the equations 
for Q. Then determine element stresses. 

Steel 
A = 12oomm2 3 
E = 200 x 1<P N/mm2 

e =4.5m 

Solution 

CD 
4 

(.) 

2 5 

Q, 

(b) 

FIGURE E3.6 

(a) The problem is modeled using two elements as shown in the following connectivity 
table: 

CONNECTIVITY TABLE 

Element no. 

1 
2 

Node 1 

3 
4 

Node 2 

2 

~e bound.a~y conditions at no~es 3 and 4 are obvious: Q.1 = 0 and Q4 = O. Now. 
since the ngld bar has to remam straighl Q Q d Q 1 d h .• 
Fig E36bTh If' . ' 1> I., an 'i are re ate as s ownl 

. . . emu lpomt constramts due to the rigid bar configuration are given by 

Ql - 0.333Q5 "" 0 

Q2 - 0.833Q~ "" 0 

(b) First, the element stiffness matrices are given by 

kl == 200 x to-' x 1200[ 1 -IJ _,[ 53~33 
4500 -1 1 - 10 . 

-53.33 

k2",,70XWX900[ 1 
3000 -1 

~.r.I~ .......... __________ __ 

4 

-IJ = lcr[ 21 
1 -21 

1 

-53.~3J 3 
53.33 1 

2 

-21J 4 
21 2 
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10' 

The global stiffness matrix K is 

1 2 3 4 5 
53.33 0 -53.33 0 0 1 

0 21 0 -21 0 2 
K ~ 10' -53.33 0 53.33 0 0 3 

0 -21 0 21 0 4 
0 0 0 0 0 5 

The K matrix is modified as follows: a number C :::: [53.33 x 1()l] x Ift4, large in 
comparison to the stiffness values. is chosen. Since Q3 = Q4 Ie 0, C is added on to 
the (3,3) and (4,4) locations of K. Next, mUltipoint constraints given in part (a) are 
considered. For the first constraint,Qt - 0.33305 = 0, we note that Po = 0, PI = 1. 
and P2 = -0.333. The addition to the stiffness matrix is obtained from Eqs. 3.82 as 

1 5 

[ cpl cP'~'J ~ 10'[ 5333. -17.77 ] 1 
Cf3dJ2 C/32 -17.77 5.925926 5 

The force addition is zero since Po = O. Similarly, the consideration of the second 
multipoint constraint Q2 - 0.833Q5 = 0 yields the stiffness addition 

2 5 

,[ 53.33 -44.44 ] 2 
10 -44.44 37.037037 5 

On addition of all the precedingstiffnesses, we obtain the final modified equations as 

533386.7 0 -53.33 0 -177777.7 Q, 0 
0 533354.3 0 -21.0 -444444.4 Q, 0 

-53.33 0 533386.7 0 0 Q, - 0 
0 -21.0 0 533354.3 0 Q. 0 

-177777.7 -444444.4 0 0 429629.6 Q, 30 X 10' 

The solution, obtained from a computer program that solves matrix equations, sucll 
as the one given in Chapter 2, is 

Q "" [0.486 1.215 4.85 x lcr5 4.78 x 10-5 1.457] mm 

The element stresses are now recovered from Eqs. 3.15 and 3.16 as 

O't = ~5~11P[-1 1]{4.8~.~0-S} 
= 21.60MPa 

and 

0'2 = 28.35 MPa • 
In this problem, we note that the introduction of the multipoint constraints by the 

penalty approach makes all the diagonal stiffness values large. Thus, the results become 
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sensitive to errors in the calculations. Double-precision arithmetic on the computer is rec
ommended when there are several multipoint constraints. 

3.9 QUADRATIC SHAPE FUNCTIONS 

So far, the unknown displacement field was interpolated by linear shape functions within 
each element. In some problems, however, use of quadratic interpolation leads to far 
more accurate results. In this section, quadratic shape functions will be introduced, and 
the corresponding element stiffness matrix and load vectors will be derived. The reader 
should note that the basic procedure is the same as that used in the linear one-dimensional 
element earlier. 

Consider a typical three-node quadratic element, as shown in Fig. 3.11a. In 
the local numbering scheme, the left node will be numbeted 1, the right node 2, and the 
midpoint 3. Node 3 has been introduced for the purposes of passing a quadratic fit and 
is called an internal node. The notation x, =: x-coordinate of node i, i = L 2, 3, is used. 
Further, q = [qj, Q2, q3V, where q" q2, and q3 are the displacements of nodes 1,2, 
and 3, respectively. The x-coordinate system is mapped onto a §-coordinate system, 
which is given by the transformation 

(3.86) 

From.Eq. 3.86, ,:e see that § =. -1, 0, and + 1 at nodes 1,3, and 2 (Fig. 3.11b). 
Now, III §-coordmates, quadratic shape functions N] , N

2
, and Nl will be introduced as 

N.(t) = -lw - [) 
N,(O = lw + [) 
N,([) = (1 + 0(1 - [) 

(3.87,) 

(3.87b) 

(3.87c) 

The shape fu~ction N] is equal to unity at node 1 and zero at nodes 2 and 3. Similarly, 
N2 equals umty at node 2 and equals zero at the other two nodes: N, equals unity al 
node 3 and equals zero at nodes 1 and 2. The shape functions N N d· N . raphe<! 
. F 312 Th . l' 2,an larcg 
I? Ig. . . e exp.resslons for these shape functions can be written do";"'n by inspec
tIOn. For example, smce Nl = 0 at § =: 0 and N = 0 at ' - I k h N must 

• j !> - • we now t at 1 con tam the product §(1 - §). That is, N, is of the form 

(at 

FIGURE 3.11 

Coc-==~3=c==2 
h-..j 

~ '" 0 

(b) 

Quadratic element in x- and ~,coordinates, 

~ '" + 1 

(3.88) 

' .. 7-. __________________ _ 
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iT 
, 1 

i.L 1~~~~3~----~2 i 

L __ -1 ___ --'_i 
1 3 2 

FIGURE 3.12 Shape functions Nl'~' and Nl " 

The constant c is now obtained from the condition Nt = 1 at e = -1, which yields 
c = -t, resulting in the formula given in Eq. 3.87a. These shape functions are called 
Lagrange shape functions. 

Now the displacement field within the element is written in terms of the nodal 
displacements as 

(3.890) 

or 
u = Nq (3.89b) 

whereN = [NloNz,N3Jisa(1 X 3) vector of shape functions andq = [ql>lh,f/3JT isthe 
(3 X 1) element displacement vector. At node 1, we see that Nt = 1, N2 = N3 = 0, and 
hence u = ql' Similarly, u = q2 at node 2 and u = q3 at node 3. Thus, u in Eq. 3.89a is a 
quadratic interpolation passing through ql, qz, and q3 (Fig. 3.13). 
The strain E is now given by 

du 
E~-

dx 

dudg 
~ dg dx 

2 du 
~ 

X2 Xl d~ 

2 [<IN, dN" dMJ 
~X2-X, d€'dg'd€ 'q 

(strain-displacement relation) 

(chain rule) 

(using Eq. 3.86) (3.90) 

(using Eq. 3.89) 
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" 

q, 
q, 

FIGURE 3.13 Interpoiation using quadratic shape functions. 

Using Eqs. 3.87, we have 

(3.91) 

which is of the form 

IE = Bq (3.92) 

where B is given by 

B~ 2 [_1-21;,1+2<,_2<] 
Xl - Xl 2 2 (3.93) 

Using Hooke's law, we can write the stress as 

t7 = EBq (3.94) 

Note that since Nj are quadratic shape functions, Bin Eq. 3.93 is linear in~. This means 
that the strain and stress can vary linearly within the element. Recall that when using lin
ear shape functions, the strain and stress came out to be constant within the element. 

We now have expressions for u, E, and (j in Eqs. 3.89b,3.n, and 3.94, respectively. 
Also, we have dx = (C./2) dg from Eq. 3.86. 

Again, in the finite element model considered here, it will be assumed that crOSS
sectional area A e, body force F, and traction force T are constant within the element. 
Substituting for u, E, a, and dx into the potential-energy expression yields 

IT ~ ~~! ~T,Adx - ~! uTIAd.< - ~! u'Tdx _ ~ Q,P, 

" ~ ~qT( E.Ae~ 1,' [BTB] d<)q - ~ qT( A,~ I 1>' d<) (3.95) 

-~ qT(~T l' NT d<) - ~ Q,P, 
• -I , 

Comparing the above equation with the general fonn 

'" 1 , '" IT ~ "" -q k'q - "" qTF _ '" q'ye _ '" Q P 
e 2 .t:..J ~ I, 

e e ; 

1.., ______________ _ 

r 
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yields 

11.' = E.,4,t, r' [BT B] dt 
2 J-t 

which, upon substituting for B in Sq. 3.93, yields 

1 2 3 -~ lDcal dof 

t' = E,A,[ ~ 
3(, -8 

~ =:] ~ 
-8 16 3 

The element body force vector r is given by 

A tfl' f' = -'-'- NT dt 
2 _, 

which, upon substituting for N in Eqs. 3.87, yields 

f' = A,tJ { ~;:} ~ Local dof 

2/3 3 

Similarly, the element traction-force vector r is given by 

T' = t,T r' NT dE 
2 J-I 

which results in 

T' = t'T{ ~;:} ! local dof 

2/3 3 

(3.960) 

(3.96b) 

(3.970) 

(3.97b) 

(3.980) 

(3.98b) 

The total potential energy is again of the form n = !QTKQ - QTF, where the 
structural stiffness matrix K and nodal load vector F are assembled from element stiff
ness matrices and load vectors, respectively. 

EDlllple 3.7 
Consider the rod (a robot arm) in Fig. ID.7a, which is rotating at constant angular velocity 
Cd :: 30 rad/s. Determine the axial stress distribution in the rod. using two quadratic ele
ments. Consider only the centrifugal force. Ignore bending of the rod. 

SOIUtlOD A finite element model of the rod, with two quadratic elements, is shown in 
Fig. E3.7b. The model has a total of five degrees of freedom. The element stiffness matrices 

are (from Eq.3.96b) 

1 ! =:]-! Global dol 

-8 16 2 

, [7 kl "'" 10 x 0.6 1 
3x21 -8 
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. , 

w 

A = 0.610. 

? E=107psi 
Weighl densil.y, 3 

- o 2836 Ib/m. p- " 

/"'X (a) /' 

[) 
• 5 

"\ 546 /",X 437 255 

583 - -~O=~\-"-"-"-~;~l~"-"--"--_""': 

1 

K~ 

2 

4 
3 

(0) 

FIGURE E3.7 

3 

lO'X06[ ; 
k

2 
= 21 

3 X -8 

2 
7 -8 

107 X 0.6 -8 16 

3 X 21 1 -8 
0 0 
0 0 

5 4 
1 -T 7 -8 5 

16 4 -8 

3 4 5 
1 0 0 

-8 0 0 
14 -8 1 
-8 16 -8 

1 -8 7 

2 
3 
4 

5 

I 

~ 
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The body force f(lb/in.3 ) is given by 

n.w' f ~ -'·-Ibjin' 
g 

where p = weight density and g = 32.2ft/s2• Note that f is a function of the distance r 
from the pin. Thking average values of f over each element, we have 

f 
- 0.2836 x 10.5 x 30' 

1- 32.2x12 

~ 6.94 

and 

f 
_ 0.2836 x 31.5 x 30' 

2- 322 X 12 

~ 20.81 

Thus, the element body force vectors are (from Eq. 3.97b) 

{

'} : G'ob., dol 

f' ~0.6x21 XI>: : 

and 

{
!} i Global dof 

f'~0.6X21Xf': : 

Assembling f1 and fl, we obtain 

F = [14.57, 58.26, 58.26. 174.79. 43.70]T 

Using the elimination method. the finite element equations are 

10' X 0.6[~: ~: -~ ~]{~:}: { ;:~} 
63 0 -8 16 -8 Q4 174.79 

o 1 -8 7 Qs 43.7 

which yields 

Q = 10-3[0 •. 5735. 1.0706. 1.4147, 1.5294Y mm 

The stresses can now be evaluated from Eqs. 3.93 and 3.94. The element connectivity table 

is as follows: 

Element Number 

1 
2 

1 

1 
3 

2 

3 , 
3 

2 
4 

_ Loca1 Node Nos. 

I Global Node Nos. 
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Thu<, 

for element 1, while 

q = [Q3,QS,Q4]T 

for element 2. Using Eqs. 3.93 and 3.94, we get 

2 [ 1 - 2{ 1 + 2{ J{Q'} " ~ 10' x 21 - 2-'-2-' -21 ~: 

. t de 1 in element where-l:s;,:s; l,anduldenotesthestressmel:mentl.~estre~sa no . 
1 is obtained by substituting, = -1 into the preVIous equatIOn, which results In 

0"111 = 107 
X ~ X 1O-3[-L5'-0.5'+2.01{~.0706} 

.5735 

= 583psi 

. . . b . dbysub· The stress at node 2 (which corresponds to the mldpomt of element 1) IS 0 tame 
stituting for' = 0: 

= 510psi 

Similarly, we obtain 

0"1b = 0"211 = 437 psi 

The axial distribution is shown in Fig. E3.7c. The stresses obtained from the finite element 
model can be compared with the exact solution, given by 

, 
() _PW 2 2 

u.XOC! X - 2i(L - x ) 

The exact stress distribution based on this equation is also shown in Fig. E3.7c. • 

3,10 TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 

In this section, the stresses induced by temperature changes in an isotropic linearly 
elastic material will be considered. That is, the thennal stress problem will be considered. 
If the distribution of the change in temperature, AT(x), is known, then the strain due 
to this temperature change can be treated as an initial strain, Eo, given as 

EO = a.4.T (3.99) 
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a 

--+. 
FIGURE 3.14 Stress-strain law in the presence of an initial strain. 

where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion. Note that a positive I:J. T implies a rise 
in temperature. The stress--strain law in the presence of !eo is shown in Fig. 3.14. From this 
figure, we see that the stress-strain relation is given by 

IT ~ E(. - ") (3.100) 

The strain energy per unit volume, uo, is equal to the shaded area in Fig. 3.14 and is given by 

.. ~ lu(. - ") (3.101) 

By using Eq. 3.100, we find that Eq. 3.101 yields 

(3.102a) 

The total strain energy U in the structure is obtained by integrating Uo over the volume 
of the structure: 

(3.!02b) 

For a structure modeled using one-dimensional linear elements, this equation becomes 

I e 11 u ~ ~2A,; _I (. - .,)TE,(. - .,)dt 

Noting that!e = Bq, we get 

U ~ ~~qT(E,A,; L'BTBdf)q - ~qTE,A,;., L'BTdt 
~ I e, 2 + ~-E~A~2!eo 
, 2 

(3.102c) 

(3.102d) 

Examining the strain energy expression, we see that the first term on the right side yields 
the element stiffness matrix: derived earlier in Section 3.4; the last tenn is a constant 
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term and is of no consequence since it drops out of the equilibrium equations, which 
are obtained by setting dnj dQ = O. The second term yields the desired element load 
vector a f

, as a result of the temperature change: 

e I' ee = EeAe;EO _1 8Tdf (3.103a) 

This equation can be simplified by substituting for B = [-1 1 ]/(X2 - XI) and noting 
that EO = a ~T. Thus, 

9' = E,A,e,.~T{-l} (3.103b) 
X2 Xl 1 

In Eq. 3.103b, .6. T is the average change in temperature within the element. The 
temperature load vector in Eq. 3.103b can be assembled along with the body force, 
traction-force, and point load vectors to yield the global load vector F, for the structure. 
This assembly can be denoted as 

F = L (f' + T' + 9') + P (3.104) , 
After solving the finite element equations KQ = F for the displacements Q, the stress 
in each element can be obtained from Eq, (3.100) as 

<T ~ E(Bq - .~T) (3.105,) 

1Iq-E.~T (3.105b) 

Example 3.8 

An axiall,oad P = ,300 X 1<P N is applied at 20°C to the rod as shown in Fig. E3.S. The tem
perature IS then raised 10 600 e. 

(a) Assemble the K and F matrices. 

(b) Determine the nodal displacements and element stresses, 

Aluminum 

EI eo 70 X 109 N/m2 

Al = 9O'Jmm2 

<ll =: 23 x 10-6 per·C 

Steel 

£2 =: 200 X 109 N/m2 
A2 =: 1200 mm2 

()l =: 11.7 x 10-oper'C 

FIGURE E3.8 

..... 111.-____ _ 
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Solution 

(a) The element stiffness matrices are 

tl = 70 x loJ X 900[ 1 -l]N/ 
200 -1 1 mm 

k' = 200 x 10' x 1200[ 1 -l]N/ 
300 -1 1 mm 

Thus, 

K = 10'[~~5 ~::; -~] N/mm 
o -800 800 

Now, in assembling F, both temperature and point load effects have to be considered. 
The element temperature forces due to.1T = 4O"C are obtained from Eq. 3.103b as 

~ Global dof 

6 t = 70 X loJ x 900 X 23 X 10--6 X 40{ ~1}~ N 

and 

6 2 = 200 X loJ X 1200 X 11.7 X 10--6 X 40{ ~1}~ N 

Upon assembling 6t, 6 2, and the point load, we get 

F = 10'{ ~i.~~ 112.32 + 300} 
112.32 

F = 10'[ -57.96, 245.64, 112.32]TN 

(b) The elimination approach will now be used to solve for the displacements. Since dofs 
1 and 3 are fixed. the first and third rows and columns of K., together with the first and 
third components of F, are deleted. This results in the scalar equation 

10'[1115]Q, = 10' x 245.64 

yielding 

Q2 = 0.220mm. 

Q = [0, 0.220, O]T mm 

In evaluating element stresses, we have to use Eq. 3.105b: 

0"1= 7O~1(f[_1 11{0~}-70Xl()lX23X10-ilX40 

:::I: 12.60MPa 
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and 

_ 200 x 10'[_1 
(7'2 - 300 

~ -240.27 MPa • 
Input Data File 

« 10 STRESS ANALYSIS USING BAR £LEHEN'l' » 
EXAMPLE 3.3 
NN NE NM NOIM NEN NDN 

3 2 1 1 2 1 
NO NL NMPC 

1 3 0 
Nodel X-Coordinate 

1 0 
2 12 
3 24 

Elemf N1 N2 ... to Are • TempRise 
1 1 2 1 5.25 0 
2 2 3 1 3.75 0 

DO" Displacement 
1 0 

DOFt Load 
1 8.9334 
2 115.3144 
3 6.3810 

MATO E Alpha 
1 30£6 0 

B1 i B2 j B3 (Multi-point constr. 51 *Ql+B2*Qj"S3) 

EX»G'LZ 3. 3 
NODE NO. DISPLACEMENT 

1 5.8057E-10 
2 9.2726E-06 
3 9. 9532E-06 

ELEM NO. STRESS 
1 2.3180E+01 
2 1.7016E+00 

NODE NO. REACTION 
1 -1.3063£+02 

PROBLEMS 

3.1. Consider the bar in Fig. P3.1. Cross-sectional area A, = 1.2io,2, and Young's modulus 
E = 30 X 10

6 
psi. If qj = 0,02 in. and ql = O.Q2S in., detennine the following (by hand 

calculation); 
(a) the displacement at point P, 
Cb) the strain E and stress u. 
(e) the element stiffness matrix, and 
Cd) the strain energy in the element. 

a.~,! ____________ __ 

= , 
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q, q, - p -+ • +_x 

l' x=20in. 12 
Xl = 15 in. X2 = 23 in. 

FIGURE P3.1 

3.l. Find the bandwidth NBW for the one-dimensional model whose nodes are numbered as 
shown in Fig. P3.2. 

• • 
1 3 

0) 8) 
• 
4 

FIGURE P3.2 

• 
5 

• 
2 

3.3. A finite element solution using one-dimensional. two-noded elements has been obtained 
for a rod as shown in fig. P33: 

• 1 
• • • -_. X 

2 3 4 

FIGURE P3.3 

Displacements areas follows: Q = [-0.2, 0, 0.6, -O.l]Tmm,E;: 1 N/mm2, Area of 
each element;: 1 nun2• L I_2 = 50mm, L2•3 = BOmm., L3-4 = lOOmm. 
(i) According to the finite element theory, plot displacement u(x) vs x. 
(0) According to the finite element theory,plot strain E(X) vs x. 
(lH) Determine the B matrix for element 2·3. 
(iv) Determine the strain energy in element 1·2 using U = !qTkq. 

3.4. Consider a finite element with shape functions NIC,) and N2(t) used to interpolate the 
displacement field within the element (Fig. P3.4) . 

• • 
1 , 2 

ql --> q2--> 

~= -1 t= +1 

FIGURE P3.4 

Derive an expression for the strain-displacement matrix B. where strain E -= B q, in terms 
of NI and N.!. (Do Dot assume any specific fonn for NI or N2·) (Note: q "" [qhql]T.) 
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3.5. It is desired to attach a spring to node 22 of a structure modeled using 1-0 e1em~~ts, as 
shown in Fig. P3.5. The banded stiffness matrix S in program FEMID can be modified to 
attach the spring as follows: 

S( __ , __ ) ~ S( __ ,_ ) + __ 

(Fill in the blanks.) 

F~'" ~ll===~===:J1 - X 

• ;--- ( Node 22 "'= 1-0 Structure 
Spring,k= 150N/m 

FIGURE P3.S 

3.6. Consider the 1-D model of the structure shown in Fig. P3.6. 
(a) Show that the assembled stiffness matrix K is singular. 
(b) Give a sample displacement vector Qo "* 0 that satisfies K Qo = F = O. With the help 

of a sketch. discuss the significance of this displacement. What is the strain energy in 
the structure? 

(c) Prove, in general, that any nonzero solution Q to a system of equations K Q = 0 im
plies that K is singular. 

--, X 
1 2 ] 

FIGURE P3.6 

3.7. Consider the bar in Fig. 3.7 loaded as shown. Determine the nodal displacements, element 
stresses, and support reactions. Solve this problem by hand calculation, adopting the elim. 
ination method for handling boundary conditions. Verify your results using program 
FEMID. 

3.8. 

~ I P~'l 
1}50 rom, 1.150 mm,] , 

400 nun2 

E "" 200 x 1O~ N/m2 
(1 kN = 1000 N) 

FIGURE P3.7 

Rep~a.t Example 3.5 in the text, but use the elimination approach for handling boundary 
conditIOns. Solve by hand calculation. 
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3.9. An axial load P = 38S kN is applied to the composite block shown in Fig. P3.9. Determine 
the stress in each material. (Hint: You may name the nodes 1-2 for both the elements.) 

FIGURE P3.9 

B"" 
30mm 3Omm. E=l05000MPa 
I I 

SectioDa-a 

3.10. Consider the bar in Fig. P3.10. Determine the DOdai displacements, element stresses, and 

support reactions. 

2S0mm2 

E = 200 X 109 Nlm2 

FIGURE P3.10 

3.11. Complete Example 3.7 in the text using: 
(a) two linear finite elements and 
(b) four linear finite elements. 
Plot the stress distributions on Fig. E3.7c. 

3.u. A tapered rod is subjected to a body force f = x2 acting in the x-direction and ruso a point 

load p = 2 as shown in Ftg. 3.12. 
(8) usetheRayleigb-Ritzmethodwithan&'lSUlJlCddispIacementfieldu "" ao + QIX + a2

x2 

to determine expressions for displacement u( x) and stress a( x). 
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(b) Solve this problem using a finite element solution with two (2) ~,:noded eleme.nts. 
Show all work such as element matrices, assembly, boundary condItions, and solutIOn. 
Compare finite element and Rayleigh-Ritz solutions by providing plots of u( x) vs. x 
and u(x) vs. x by the two methods. 

I 
3m 

L 

body force, 
fx = x 2 Nlm' 

------- ------.>-_____ po_2~llm 

11--'--4m~ 
Thickness" 0.2 m, E = SO Nlm2 

FIGURE P3.12 

3.13. Consider the multipoint constraint 3Qp - Qq := 0, where p and q are the degree of free
dom numbers. Indicate what modifications need to be made to the banded stiffness ma
trix S to implement this constraint. Also, if the bandwidth of the structure is n

1
, what will 

be the new bandwidth when the constraint is introduced? 

3.14. The rigid beam in Fig.P3.14 was level before the load was applied. Find the stress in each 
vertical member. (Hint: The boundary condition is of the mUltipoint constraint type.) 

3.15. 

"-' 
Steel

n 

-----0 r-- A1uminu 1 x 1 in, IXltin. 
E = 30 x 106 psi 

£=10><106 

CD CD 

m 

psi 

36 in. r 15in. 12 in. 9i'1 lq Rigid and weightless 
~ 

15000 Ib 
FIGURE P3.14 

A brass bolt is fitted inside an aluminum tube, as shown in Fi P3 15 Aft th t has been 
d I ··· h Ig. .. er enu fi~le snug y, It .IS t1g tened .one-quarter o.f a full turn. Given that the bolt is single tbreaded 

with a 2-mm pitch, detennme the stress m bolt and tube (H· t- Th b d condition 
j·h I'" . m. e oun ary is 0 t emu tlpomt constramt type.) 

L"'il ___ , _____ _ 



• 

Aluminum tube 
(Area = 140 mm1, 
E = 70000 MPa) 

Brass bolt 
(10 mm diam, 

E= lOSOOOMPa) 

FIGURE P3.1S 
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3.16. This problem reinforces the fact that once the shape functions are assumed. then all other 
element matrices can be derived. Certain arbitrary shape functions are given. and the 
reader is asked to derive the B and k matrices. 
Consider the one..(jimensionai element shown in Fig. P3.16. The transformation 

2 € = (x - Xl) - 1 
Xz - Xl 

is used to relate x and € coordinates. Let the displacement field be interpolated as 

u(t) = N1ql + /Vzqz 

where shape functions NI and Nz are assumed to be 
,,(1 + tl ,,(1 - El 

Nt = cos Nz = cos 
4 4 

(8) Develop the relation E = 8q. That is, develop the B matrix. 
(b) Develop the stiffness matrix, to. (You need not evaluate the integrals.) 

u 

u = N1q, +NZQ2 

...---'\'---1-----/ 
q, 

q, 

,===::!===:===:=I- i 

'I 12 
E=-l E=+l 

FIGURE P3.16 

3.17. Derive the element stiffness matrix II; for the one..<fim.ensional tapered elements shown in 
Fig. P3.17a and P3.17b. (Hint: Introduce the linearity of width for part a and diameter for 
part b using the shape functions used for the displacement interpolation.) 
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T r dioJ, 

l 1 
Ct----+l.1 

(b) 

FIGURE P3.17 

3.18. For plotting and extrapolation purposes (see Chapter 12), it is sometimes necessary to 
obtain nodal stress values from element stress values that are obtained from a computer 
run. Specifically,consider the element stresses, (TI, Uz, and U3. which are constant within 
each element, as shown in fig. P3.18.1t is desired to obtain nodal stresses Si. i = 1,2,3,4, 
which best fit the elemental values. Obtain Si from the least-squares criterion. 

Minimize! = L l~(u -u,)2dx , , 
where u is expressed in tenns of the nodal values Sj, using linear shape functions as 

u = NISI + Nzsz 
where 1 and 2 are the local numbers. 

Plot the distribution of stress from the nodal values. 

Stress 

u,=LMPa 
2 =90MPa 

u 3 =80MPa 

j 
I 2 

4 CD (2) 3 CD 
r--200mm - 4'1-' SOmm __ ,.I· __ 3llOmm'--4'1 

FIGURE Plt8 

I..IL-I ___ _ 

if 
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3.19. Determine the stresses in the 4 in. long bar in Fig. P3.19. using the following models: 
(a) One linear element. 
(b) '!\vo linear elements. (Note: x in, T kipsfm.) 

T 

1 ~ ii'_X 

A = 2in.2 
E"" 30 X 106psi 

FIGURE P3.19 

3.10. For the vertical rod shown in Fig. P3.20, find the deflection at A and the stress distribution. 
Use E:::: lOOMPa and weight per unit volume = O.06Njcm? (Hint: Introduce weight 
contribution to the nodal loads into the program and solve using two elements and four 
elements.) Comment on the stress distribution. 

I 

T 
, 

I , 
I ! L6m , 

I 

A 

Area = 2500 cm2 

• 

i B , 

I , 
1m I L i 

·////N//.;-: C 

Area = 1500 cm2 

FIGURE P3.20 

3.l1. For Fig. P321, find the deflection at the free end under its own weight, using divisioDs of 

(a) 1 element, 
(b) 2 elements, 
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3.22. 

(e) 4 elements, 
(d) 8 elements, and 
(e) 16 elements. . 
Then plot number of elements vs. deflecbon. 

r-'00mm---1 z 

lOOOmm 

25mm-i I--
100 

25 

FIGURE P3.21 

E=200GPa 

f =TIkN/m3 

100 

Consider the quadratic element shown in Fig. P3.22, subjected to a quadratically varying 
traction force (which is defined as force per unit length). . 

(II) Express the traction force as a function of ~,T], T
2

, and T
3

, using the shape functIOns 
Nj ,N2 ,andN.l' 

(b) Derive,from the poten~al term J.uTT dx, an expression for the element traction force, 
r. Leave your answer In terms ofT), T

2
, T

J
• and f

e
• 
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(c) Re-solve Problem 3.19 using the exact traction load derived previously, with one qua
dratic element, by hand calcuJ.ations. 

T Quadratic T2 

T'~IIIIIII~_x 
1 , , 

T per unit length 

---------------------/ • • t_X 

11 'I 'I 
1=-1 1=0 1=+1 

1--1. --<,-----1-1 

FIGURE P3.22 

3.Z3. The structure in Fig. P3.23 is subjected to an increase in temperature,!J.T = SO"c. Deter
mine the displacements, stresses, and support reactions. Solve this problem by hand cal
culation, using the eIimination method for handling boundary conditions. 

."""" A =2400mm2 

E=83GPa 
IX = 18.9 x 10-6rc 

Aluminum 
1200mm2 

70GPa 

Steel 
6OOmm' 
200GPa 

23 x lO-6/"C 11.1 x 1O-6/"C 

FIGURE P3.23 
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Program Listing 

, •••• ** ••• * ••• *** •••••••••••••• ** ••••••• 
I .. PROGRAM FBMlD • 
'* 1-0 BAR ELEMENT • 
'. WITH MULTI-POINT CONSTRAINTS • 
'* T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Belequndu .. 
,********.** •••• **** •••••••••••••••• ** •• 
DefInt I-N 
DefOb! A-H, O-Z 
Dim NN, NE, NM, NDIM, NEN, NON 
Dim NO, NL, NMPC, NBW 
Dim X(), NOC(), F()t AREA(), MA.T(), DT(), S() 
Dim PM!), NU(), U(), MPC(), BT(), Stress(), React() 
Dim CNST 
Dim Title As String, File! As String. File2 As String 
Dim Dummy As String 
Private Sub cmdEnd_Click() 

End 
End Sub 

'==~~=======~ ~ ~ ======~==~==:== 
Private Sub cmdStart_Click() 

Call InputData 
Call Bandwidth 
Call Stiffness 
Call ModifyForBC 
Call BandSol vex 
Call StressCalc 
Call ReactionCalc 
Call Output 
cmdView.Enabled - True 
crndStart.Enabled = False 

End Sub 

\----=----=a========2======~====:=~=~===~~= 

_.-
Private Sub InputData() 

Fi~.l .. IzzputBcur("Izzput F,tl. d:\di.r\.t'ileN_.a.t", "N_ o.t' Til.") 
Open File1 For Input As *1 
Line Input *1, Dummy: Input il, Title 
Line Input '1, Dummy: Input il, NN, NE, NM, NDIM, NEN, NON 
Line Input '1, Dummy: Input il, NO, NL, NMPC 
ReDim X(NN), NOC(NE, NEN) , F(NN), AREA (NE), MAT(NE), DT(NE) 
ReDim PM (NM, 2), NO (NO), U (NO), MPC (NMPC, 2), BT (NMPC, 3) 
,~~~---------~ REAO DATA ~=-~_~ ___ _ 
,----- Coor~.t.a - ___ _ 
Line Input H, Dummy 
For I ,., 1 To NN 

Input fl, N 
Input fl, X(N) 

Next I 

F 



cont.:inued 
,----- CoaIIeot:1",.ff:y -----
Line Input tl, Dummy 
For I-I To HE 

Input 11, N 
Input tl, NOe(N, 1), NOC(N, 2) 
Input tl, MAT(N), AREA(N). Dr(N) 

Next I 
,----- ~.fed Df..IIJ'h_c. ----
Line Input tl, Dummy 
ForI-lToND 

Input tl, NU(I), U(I) 
Next I 
,----- 'C'c ......... ,.. •• t: .r.o.M ----- . 
Line Input tl, Dummy 
For I .. 1 To NL 

Input 11, N 
Input 11, F (N) 

Next I 
,----- ~~lal ~~ ----
Line Input tl, Dummy 
For I .. 1 To NH 

Input 11, N 
For J .. 1 To 2 

Input tl, PH(N, J) 
Next J 

Next I 
, _____ .HUJ.ti-po.fJ:lt: Cc:IiD8t:ra.fnc. BlotQ10fB2~ -----

If NMPC > 0 Then 
Line Input tl, Dunlny 
For I .. 1 To NHPC 
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Input fl, BT(I, 1), MPC(I, I), BT(I, 2), MPC(I, 2), BT(I, 3) 
Next I 

End If 
Close fl 

End Sub 

'-- --
'= __ ~ ___ a~=-_~~_ BANDWIDTH ~Ioa --------------------
Private Sub Bandwidth () 

,----- .a.adw1cft:b ~_t:.fQD 
NBW" 0 
For N - 1 To NE 

NABS .. NDN • Abs(NOC(N, 11 - NOC(N, 2» + 1 
If NBW < NABS Then NBW .. NABS 

Next N 
For I-I To NMPC 

NABS .. Abs(MPC(I, 1) - MPC(I, 2» + 1 
If NBW < NABS Then NBW m NABS 

Next I 
End Sub 
'- ------
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'===~_~===~s_== ELZHBNT S~IFFNESS AND ASSEMBLY _~===S_===2~= 
Private Sub Stiffness() 

ReDim S (NN, NBW) 
,----- SciflD ••• Hatriz .---
For N .. 1 To NE 

Nl .. NOC(N, 1): N2 = NoetN, 2): N3 MAT(N) 
X2I .. X(N2) - X(Nl): EL = Abs(X21J 
EAL .. PM(N3, 1) .. ARBA(N) / EL 
TL .. PM(N3, 1) .. PM(N3, 2) " OT(N) .. AREA(N) .. EL I X2I 
,----- r.qperature Loads ---•• 
F(Nl) .. F(Nl) - TL 
F(N2) E F(N2) + TL 
.----- El~t BtiftD ••• in Glab.l Locations ----
S(Nl, 1) .. sna, 1) + E:AL 
S(Nl, 1) .. 5(NZ, 1) + EAL 
IR E Nl: If IR > N2 Then IR = N2 
Ie .. Ab$(N2 - Nl) + 1 
S(IR, Ie) .. S(IR, Ie) - EAL 

Next N 
End Sub 

'==s=_~a=_=E MCDIFI~ION FOR BOUNDARy CONDITIONS 
Private Sub ModifyFcrSC() 

,----- Decide Pen~lty Parameter eNST ____ _ 
CNST .. 0 
ForI-lToNN 

If eNST < S (I, 1) Then CNST .. 5(1, 1) 
Next I 
CNST .. CNST .. 10000 
,----- Modify for Boundary Conditions 

'--- Di..,u.~t 1IC --
ForI=1ToNO 

End Sub 

N .. NU(I) 

SIN, 1) .. SIN, 1) .. CNST 
F(N) .. F(N) .. CNST * 0(1) 

Next I 
'--- Hulti-point Constraints __ _ 
For I .. 1 To NMPC 

11 .. HPC(I, 1): 12 .. MPC(1, 2) 
SIll, 1) ~ S(l1, 1) .. CNST * BT(I, 1) * 
S(I2, 1) .. S(12, 1) .. CNST * BT(I, 2) .. 
IR .. ll: If IR > 12 Then IR .. 12 
IC .. Abs(I2 - II) .. 1 
S(IR, IC) .. S(1R, IC) + CNST * BT(I, 1) 
F(ll) .. F(ll) + CNST * BT(I, 1) * BT(1, 
F(I2) .. F(I2) .. CNST .. BT(I, 2) * BT(I, 

Next I 

BT (I, 1) 
BT(I, 2) 

* BT(I, 2) 
3) 
3) 

'':''" 
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',.----===-== SOLtJ'l'IOW 01' BQtJA2'IORS B&RD8Olo'VJlll .... - ____ .. """"'" 
Private Sub BanciSolver() 

,----- Equation Solvinq using Band Solver ----
N - NN 

,----- ,~ .Jt.tD4tiaa ----
For K - 1 To N 1 

NBK-N-K+l 
If N - K + 1 > NBW Tben NBK - NBN 
For I .. K + 1 To NBK + K - 1 

Il-I-K+1 
C - S(K, III I S(K, 11 
For J .. I To NBK + K - 1 

J1 .. J - I + 1 
J2-J-K+1 
SCI, J11 - SII, Jll - C * S(K. J2) 

Next J 
F(I) - F(I) - C * F{K) 

Next I 
Next K 
,----- Baok BuZ.e:.icutioa. ----
F{N) - F(N) I SeN, 1) 
For II .. 1 To N - 1 

I-N-II 
NBI _ N - I + 1 
If N - I + 1 > NBW Tben NBI - NBW 
Sum - O! 
For J - 2 To NBI 

Sum .. Sum + SCI, Jj * F(I + J - 1) 
Next J 
F(ll .. (F(I) - Sum) I SII, 1) 

Next II 
End Sub ,-------------
._ .... ". ______ "" STDSa c:aLCUJ.A!'IClfS """"==--""""----
Private Sub StreasCaIc() 

ReDim Streas(NE) 
,----- B~ Calaulattaa ----
ForN-1ToNE 

NI - NOC(N, 11: N2 - NOC(N, 2): H3 - MAT(H) 
EPS .. (F(N2) - F(Nll) I IXIH2j - XINl) j 
Stress{Nj _ PM(N3, 1) * (EPS - PM(N3, 2) * OT(N)} 

Next N 
End Sub 

,---------------------------------_ .. ---------------------------
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'-="" -=-= :RBAC~IOH CALCDLA'l'IOHS 
Private Sub ReactionCalc() 

ReDim React (ND) 
, _____ a.action Calculation -----

For I '" 1 To NO 
N .. NU(I) 
React (I) .. eNS! .. (U(I) - FIN») 

Next I 
End Sub 

Private Sub Output() 

O:U •• ,,= 

'z .. ___ Print Displacements, Stresses, and aeactions 
rile2 .. InputBQx(~OutPUt File d:\dir\fileName,ext", "Name of FileD) 
Open File2 For Output As +2 
Print 112, "Program fEMID - CHANDRUPATLA & BELEGUNDU" 
Print 112, Title 
,----- Displacements -----
Print .2, "NODE NO.", "DISPLACEMENT" 
For I ., 1 To NN 

Print 112, I, Format(F(I), "O.OOOOE+OO") 
Next I 
,----- Stresses -----
Print 112, HELEM NO.", "STRESS" 
ForN .. lToNE 

Print f2, N, Format (Stress(N), "O.OOOOE+OO") 
Next N 
,----- Reactions -----
Print '2, "NODE NO.", "REACTION" 
ForI~IToND 

N - NU(I) 
Print 12, N, Format (React (I), ~O.OOOOE+OO.) 

Next I 
Close 12 
picBox.Print nRESULTS ARE IN FILE "; File2 

End Sub 

Private Sub cmdView_Click() 
Dim ALine As String, CRLF As String, Filel As String 
CRLF = Chr$(l3) t Chr$(lO) 
picBox.Visible - False 
txtView.Visible a True 
txtView.Text ~ .6 
Open File2 For Input As *1 
Do While Not EOF(l) 

Line Input tl, ALine 
txtView.Text = txtView.Text + ALine t CRLF 

Loop 
Close tl 

End Sub 



CHAPTER 4 

Trusses 

4.1 INTRODUcnON 

The finite element analysis of truss structures is presented in this chapter. Two
dimensional trusses (or plane trusses) are treated in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, this treat
ment is readily generalized to handle three-dimensional trusses. A typical plane truss is 
shown in Fig. 4.1. A truss structure consists only of two-force members. That is, every truss 
element is in direct tension or compression (Fig. 4.2). In a truss, it is required that all loads 
and reactions are applied only at the joints and that all members are connected togeth
er at their ends by frictionless pin joints. Every engineering student has, in a course on 
statics. analyzed trusses using the method of joints and the method of sections. These 
methods. while illustrating the fundamentals of statics. become tedious when applied to 
large-scale statically indeterminate truss structures. Further,joint displacements are not 
readily obtainable. The finite element method on the other hand is applicable to stati
cally detenninate or indeterminate structures alike. The finite element method also pr0-

vides joint deflections. Effects of temperature changes and support settlements can also 
be routinely bandied. 

Q, Q, Q. Q. 

1 -Q, LQ, Q, LQ, 
1 2~ 3~ '! " 

P, P, P, 

FIGURE 4.1 A two-dimensional truSS. 
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104 Chapter 4 Trusses 

FIGURE 4.2 A two-force member. 

4.2 PLANE TRUSSES 

Modeling aspects discussed in Chapter 3 are now extended to the two~dimensional truss. 
The steps involved are discussed here. 

Local and Global Coordinate Systems 

The main difference between the one-dimensional structures considered in Chapter 3 
and trusses is that the elements of a truss have various orientations. To account for these 
different orientations, local and global coordinate systems are introduced as follows: 

A typical plane-truss element is shown in local and global coordinate systems in 
Fig. 4.3. In the local numbering scheme, the two nodes of the element are numbered 1 
and 2. The local coordinate system consists of the x' -axis, which runs along the element 
from node 1 toward node 2. All quantities in the local coordinate system will be denot
ed by a prime (').The global x-,y~coordinate system is fixed and does not depend on 
the orientation of the element. Note that x,y, and z form a right -handed coordinate sys
tem with the z-axis coming straight out of the paper. In the global coordinate system, 

q, 

('J 
(b) 

Deformed 
-- element 

q'] '" q] co;o + q2 sinO 

q2 = q.l cosO + q. sinO 

FIGURE 4.3 A two-dimensional truss element in (,) , l~'l d' d (b) 
. '"'" COor mate system an a glohal coordmate system. 

l 
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every node has two degrees of freedom (dofs).A systematic numbering scheme is adopt
ed here: A node whose global node number is j has associated with it dofs 2j - 1 and 
2j. Further, the global displacements associated with node j are Q2i-l and Q2i' as shown 
in Fig. 4.1. 

Let qi and q2 be the displacements of nodes 1 and 2, respectively, in the local 
coordinate system. Thus, the element displacement vector in the local coordinate system 
is denoted by 

(4.1) 

The element displacement vector in the global coordinate system is a (4 xl) vec
tor denoted by 

(4.2) 

The relationship between q' and q is developed as follows: In Fig. 4.3b, we see that q; 
equals the sum of the projections of ql and q2 onto the x'-axis. Thus, 

(4.3.) 

Similarly, 

(4.3b) 

At this stage, the direction cosines e and m are introduced as e = cos (J and m = cos t/J 
(= sin 6). These direction cosines are the cosines of the angles that the local x'-axis 
makes with the globaIx-,y-axes, respectively. Equations 4.3a and 4.3b can now be writ
ten in matrix fonn as 

q' = Lq 

where the transformation matrix L is given by 

L=[~~~~J 
Formulas for Calculating t and m 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

Simple formulas are now given for calculating the direction cosines t and m from nodal 
coordinate data. Referring to Fig. 4.4, let (Xl' yd and (X2,)7) be the coordinates of nodes 
1 and 2, respectively. We then have 

2 
. (.%2,Y2) , , , 
: (Y2- Y\) , , , -------_. 

(X2- xI) 

X2 -Xl 
(=coSJ =--

" Y2-Yl( . ) m '" cos4>= -- = sm9 

" 

FIGURE 4.4 Direction cosines. 
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e ~ ~X,-2 ,,--,x"-' 
e, e, 

where the length Ce is obtained from 
C------,,--,-;-~0 e, ~ V(x, x,)' + (y, y,)' 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

The expressions in Eqs. 4.6 and 4.7 are obtained from nodal coordinate data and can 
readily be implemented in a computer program. 

Element Stiffness Matrix 

An important observation will now be made: The truss element is a one-dimensional 
element when viewed in the local coordinate system. 1his observation aUows us to use pre
viously developed results in Chapter 3 for one-dimensional elements. Consequently, 
from Eq. 3.26, the element stiffness matrix for a truss element in the local coordinate sys
tem is given by 

k ~ E,A,[ 1 -IIJ 
Ce -1 

(4.8) 

where Ae is the element cross-sectional area and Eo is Young's modulus. The problem 
at hand is to develop an expression for the element stiffness matrix in the global coor
dinate system. This is obtainable by considering the strain energy in the element. Specif
ically, the element strain energy in local coordinates is given by 

Ve = ~q'Tk'q' 

Substituting for q' = Lq into Eq. 4.9, we get 

V, ~ lqT[Uk'L]q 

The strain energy in global coordinates can be written as 

Vf = ~qTkq 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

,:,here k is th~ element stiffne~s matrix in global coordinates. From the previous equa
tion, we obtam the element stiffness matrix in global coordinates as 

(4.12) 

Substituting for L from Eq. 4.5 and for k' from Eq. 4.8, we get 

k ~ E,A, [:~ ~~ =:~ =~~l e ' (4.13) {. -f -Cm e2 em 
-em -m2 em m2 

The element stiffness matrices are assembled in the usual I bl' Ih struC-I ·ff .. manner 00 am e 
'rurad.stl n, ess, m.atnx,.l111s ass~mbly is illustrated in Example 4.1. The computer logic 
or Irect y p acmg e ement stiffness matrices into global m " f b d d d sky-

I· ,. . ,. d· a flees or an e an lOe so ullons IS exp alOe ill Section 4.4. 

~~'.i~l ________________________ __ 
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The derivation of the result k = LTk'L also follows from Galerkin's variational 
principle. The virtual work 6W as a result of virtual displacement lJr' is 

8W ~ ",'T(k'q') 

Since lJr' = LlJr and q' = Lq. we have 

Stress Calculations 

8W ~ ",T[LTk'L]q 

~ ",'kg 

(4.140) 

(4.14b) 

Expressions for the element stresses can be obtained by noting that a truss element in 
local coordinates is a simple two-force member (Fig. 4.2). Thus. the stress u in a truss 
element is given by 

u = EeE (4.150) 

Since the strain E is the change in length per unit original length, 

_E q2 - q1 
u - • l , 

~E'[_1 1]{q:} 
Ce q2 

(4.15b) 

This equation can be written in tenns of the global displacements q using the transfor
mation q' == Lq as 

E, 
u~~[-1 I]Lq 

€, 

Substituting for L from Eq. 4.5 yields 

E, 
u ~ ~[-€ -m 

€, 

(4.15c) 

m]q (4.16) 

Once the displacements are determined by solving the finite element equations, the 
stresses can be recovered from Eq. 4.16 for each element. Note that a positive stress im
plies that the element is in tension and a negative stress implies compression. 

Example 4.1 

Consider the four-bar truss shown in Fig. E4.1a. It is given that E == 29.5 x 106 psi and 
A. == 1 in.2 for all elements. Complete the following: 

(a) Determine the element stiffness matrix for each element. 
(b) Assemble the structural stiffuess maw K for the entire truss. 
(c) Using the elimination approach, solve for the nodal displacement. 
(d) Recover the stresses in each element. 
(e) Calculate the reaction forces. 
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y 

t 
Q. 25000lb 

Q, 

LQ, 3 LQ; r 4 

CD E == 29.5 X 10" psi 
A = 1.0 in~ lOin. Q, 

Q, l L 200001b 
Q3 ---+- --- X 

(,) 

o 25000 

4167 

Forces: Ib 

15~3~r-~----__________ ~ __ _ 
20000 

3126 21879 

(b) 

FIGURE E4.1 

Solution 

(a) It is recommended that a tabular form be used for representing nodal coordinate 
data and element information. The nodal coordinate data are as follows: 

Nod, 

1 
2 
3 
4 

, 
o 

40 
40 
o 

y 

o 
o 

30 
30 
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The element connectivity table is 

Element 1 2 

1 1 2 
2 3 2 
3 1 3 
4 4 3 

Note that the user has a choice in defining element connectivity. For example, the con
nectivity of element 2 can be defined as 2-3 instead of 3-2 as in the previous table. How
ever, ca1culations of the direction cosines will be consistent with the adopted connectivity 
scheme. Using formulas in Eqs. 4.6 and 4.7, together with the nodal coordinate data and 
the given element connectivity infonnation, we obtain the direction cosines table: 

Element t, t m 

1 40 1 0 
2 30 0 -1 
3 50 0.' 0.6 
4 40 1 0 

For example, the direction cosines of elements 3 are obtained as .e = 
(x, - x,)lt, ~ (40 - 0)150 ~ 0.8 and m ~ (y, - y,)lt. ~ (30 - 0)150 ~ 0.6. 
Now, using Eq. 4.13, the element stiffness matrices for element 1 can be written as 
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(b) The structural stiffness matrix K is now assembled from the element stiffness matrices. 
By adding the element stiffness contributions, noting the element connectivity, we get 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
22.68 5.76 -15.0 0 -7.68 -5.76 0 0 

5.76 4.32 0 0 -5.76 -4.32 0 0 2 

-15.0 0 15.0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
K~ 

29.5 X 106 

0 0 0 20.0 0 -20.0 0 0 4 
600 -7.68 -5.76 0 0 22.68 5.76 -15.0 0 5 

-5.76 -4.32 0 -20.0 5.76 24.32 0 0 6 

0 0 0 0 -15.0 0 15.0 0 7 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 

(c) The structural stiffness matrix K given above needs to be modified to account fOf 

the boundary conditions. The elimination approach discussed in Chapter 3 will be 
used here. The rows and columns corresponding to dofs 1,2,4,7, and 8, which corre
spond to fixed supports, are deleted from the K matrix. The reduced finite element 
equations are given as 

29.5 x '0,['5 0 ° ]{Q'} {20ooo} 600 0 22.68 5.76 Q5 = 0 
o 5.76 24.32 Q. -25000 

Solution of these equations yields the displacements 

{Q'} {27.12 X 1O-'} 
Qs = 5.65 X 10-3 in. 
Q6 -22.25 x 10-3 

The nodal displacement vector for the entire structure can therefore be written as 

Q = [0,0,27.12 x 10-3,0,5.65 x 10-3,-22.25 x 1O-3,0,0(in. 

(d) The stress in each e.le.ment can now be determined from Eq. 4.16, as shown below. 
The connectIVIty o~ el~ment 1 is 1 - 2. Consequently, the nodal displace

ment vectorfor element 1 IS given byq = [0,0,27.12 X lO-\O]T, and Eq. 4.16 yields 

0"1 = 40 [-1 0 1 0] 0 29.5 x lit {O} 
27.12 ~ 10-' 

= 20000.0 psi 

The stress in member 2 is given by 

{ 
5.65 x 1O-'} 29.5 x Hf -3 

U2 = [0 1 0 -1J -22.25 x 10 
30 +27.12 X 10-3 

o 
= -2ISSO.Opsi 

.. -._,-----------------------

'1 , 

1 
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R, 
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Following similar steps. we get 

0'3 = -5208.0 psi 

0'" = 4167.0psi 

Plane Trusses 111 

(e) The final step is to determine the support reactions. We need to determine the reac
tion forces along dois 1, 2,4, 7,and 8, which correspond to fixed supports. These are 
obtained by substituting for Q into the original finite element equation R = KQ - F. 
In this substitution, only those rows of K corresponding to the support dois are need· 
ed, and F = 0 for these dois. Thus, we have 

0 

22.68 5.76 -15.0 0 -7.68 -5.76 0 0 
0 

5.76 4.32 0 0 -5.76 -4.32 0 0 
27.12 X 10-3 

29.5 x lcr 
0 0 0 

0 
= 20.0 0 -20.0 0 0 

600 5.65 X 10-3 
0 0 0 0 -15.0 0 15.0 0 

-22.25 x 10-3 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 
0 

which results in 

R, -15833.0 

R, 3126.0 

R, 21879.0 Ib 

R, -4167.0 

R. 0 

A free body diagram of the truss with reaction forces and applied loads is shown 
in Fig. E4.1b. • 

Temperature Effects 

The thermal stress problem is considered here. Since a truss element is simply a one· 
dimensional element when viewed in the local coordinate system, the element temper
ature load in the local coordinate system is given by (see Eq.3.103b) 

e' = E.A,<o{ -:} (4.17) 

where the initial strain EO associated with a temperature change is given by 

EO = a4T (4.18) 

in which a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and tJ. T is the average change in tem
perature in the element. It may be noted that the initial strain lEo can also be induced by 
forcing members into places that are either too long or too short, due to fabrication errors. 

We will now express the load vector in Eq. 4.17 in the global coordinate system. 
Since the potential energy associated with this load is the same in magnitude whether 
measured in the local or global roordinate systems. we have 

(4.19) 



I 

-
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where e is the load vector in the global coordinate system. Substituting for q' = Lq 
into Eq. 4.19, we get 

qTLT6' ~ qT6 (4.20) 

Comparing the left and right sides of this equation, we obtain 

6 ~ P6' (4.21) 

Substituting for L from Eq. 4.5, we can write down the expression for the element tem
perature load as 

(4.22) 

The temperature loads, along with other externally applied loads, are assembled in the 
usual manner to obtain the nodal load vector F. Once the displacements are obtained 
by solving the finite element equations, the stress in each truss element is obtained from 
(see Eq. 3.100) 

(4.23) 

This equation for the element stress can be simplified by using Eq. 4.16 and noting that 
jOo = a a T, to obtain 

(4.24) 

Exampie4.2 

The four-bar truss of Example 4.1 is considered here, but the loading is different. Take 
E = 29.5 X 106 psi and a = 1/150 000 per oF. 

(a) There is an increase in temperature of 5QoF in ban; 2 and 3 only (Fig. E4.2a). There 
are no other loads on the structure. Determine the nodal displacements and element 
stresses as a result of this temperature increase. Use the elimination approach. 

(b) A support settlement effect is considered here. Node 2 settles bv 0.l2 in. vertically 
do",:n, and in a~dition, tw.o point loads are applied on the stru~ture (Fig. E4.2b). 
Wnte down .(-:Vlthoul solvmg) the equilibrium equations KQ = F. wherc K and F 
are the modified slructural stiffness matrix and load vector, respectively. Use the 
penalty approach. 

(c) Use the program TRUSS2 to obtain the solution to part (b). 

Solutioo 

(a) The stiffness matrix for the truss structure ha< al d b did' E ample 
I ~ rea y een eve ope III x 

4.1. Onlv the oad vector needs to be assembl d d h . crease . • e ue to I e temperature III . 
Usmg Eg. 4.22, the temperature load as a result ft· . I ments 
2 and 3 are. respectively, 0 emperature mcreases III e e 

....... ~---
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2S OOOlb 

" >f,~--~",~------k 
\!; 'E 20OOOlb 

i 0.12 in . 

• , " -(.) (b) 

FIGURE E4.2 

1 Global dof 

9' = 29.5 x 10' x 50{ ~} ~ 
150,000 ° 3 

-I 4 

and 

9' = 29.5 x 10' x 50{=~':} ! 
150,000 0.8 5 

0.6 6 

The 6 2 and 6 3 vectors contribute to the global load vector F. Using the elimination 
approach, we can delete all roW! and columns corresponding to support dofs in K 
and F. The resulting finite element equations are 

29.5 X IO'[I~'O 22~ 5'~6]{~:} = { 78~.7} 
600 0 5.76 24.32 Q6 15733.3 

which yield 

{ ~:} = {0.OO~951} in, 
Q6 0.01222 

The element stresses can now be obtained from Eq. 4.24. For example, the 

stress in element 2 is given as 

_ 29,5 x 10'[0 I 
iT2 - 30 {

0'003951 } ° -I] 0,01222 _ 29.5 x 10' x 50 ° 150,000 

° = -8631.7psi 
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The complete stress solution is 

{
::} = { 2~83} . 
UJ -3643 psi 

174 2914 

(b) Support 2 settles by 0.12 in. vertically down, and two concentrated forces are applied 
(Fig. E4.2b). In the penalty approach for handling boundary conditions (Chapter 3), 
recall that a large spring constant C is added to the diagonal elements in the struc
tural stiffness matrix at those dofs where the displacements are specified. Typically, 
C may be chosen 104 times the largest diagonal element of the unmodified stiffness 
matrix (see Eq. 3.80). Further, a force Ca is added to the force vector, where a is the 
specified displacement. In this example, for dof 4, a = -0.12 in., and consequently, a 
force equal to -D.12e gets added to the fourth location in the force vector. Conse
quently, the modified finite element equations are given by 

22.68 + C 5.76 -15.0 0 -7.68 -5.76 0 0 Q, 0 
4,32 + C 0 0 -5,76 -4.32 0 0 Q, 0 

15.0 0 0 0 0 0 Q, 20000 
29.5 x Ic1i 20.0 + C 0 -20.0 0 0 Q, -0.12e 

4.3 

600 22.68 5.76 -15.0 0 
= 

Q, 0 
24.32 0 0 Q, -25000.0 

15.0+CO Q, 0 
Symmetric C Q, 0 

(c) Obviously, the equations in (b) are too large for hand calculations. In the program 
TRUSS, that is provided, these equations are automatically generated and solved 
from the user's input data. The output from the program is 

{ ~:} = {-~~~~~1} in. 

Q6 -0.1272606 

{

",} {20000.0} 172 -7125.3 
173 = -29791.7 psi 

174 23833.3 
• 

THREE-DIMENSIONAL TRUSSES 

The 3·D truss element can be treated as a straightforw d I" f Ih 2 D '. ar genera Izatlon 0 e-
truss element discussed earher. The local and global coo d' t f 3 D lruss . . r IDa e systems or a -
element are shown m Fig. 4.5. Note that the local coord' I I . . h 'axis . 1 hI' maesysemlsagamt ex-
runnlOg a oog tee ement, smce a truss element l'S sun' 1 I I b C se-. pya wo- orce mem er. 00 
queotly, the nodal displacement vector in local coordinates is -

I._,.IL.. _____________ q' ~ [q"q,]T (4.25) 
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/ 
X' 

2 

1 

(d + mj + nk) , 

~",-__ Deformed 
element 

qj = (qll + q1J + q3k)· (li + mj + nk) 
=tq, +mqZ+nq3 

qi=tq4+ mqs+nQ6 
t = cos (x',X) m = cos (x', Y) It = cos (x',Z) 

=X:!-x, ='l-YI =tZ-ZI 
t. t. t. 

(.) (b) 

FIGURE 4.5 A three-dimensional truss element in local and global coordinate systems. 

The nodal displacement vector in global coordinates is now (Fig. 4.5b) 

q = [Qt>Q2,Q3,Q4,qS,Q6Y (4,26) 

Referring to Fig. 4.5, we find that the transformation between local and global C04 

ordinates is 

q' = Lq 

where the transformation matrix L is given by 

L~[tmno 
o 0 0 ( 

o OJ 
m n 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

in which t, m, and n are the direction cosines of the local x' -axis with respect to the 
global X-, y-, and z-axes, respectively. The element stiffness matrix in global coordinates 
is given by Eq. 4.12, which yields 
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4.4 

The formulas for calculating e, m, and n are 

m~ 
Y2 - Yl 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

Generalizations of the element stress and element temperature load expressions are 
left as an exercise. 

ASSEMBLY OF GLOBAL SnFFNESS MATRIX FOR THE BANDED 
AND SKYLINE SOLUTIONS 

The solution of the finite element equations should take advantage of symmetry and 
sparsity of the global stiffness matrix. Two methods, the banded approach and the sky
line approach, are discussed in Chapter 2. In the banded approach, the elements of each 
element stiffness matrix k e are directly placed in a banded matrix S. In the skyline 
approach, the elements of ke are placed in a vector form with certain identification 
pointers. The bookkeeping aspects of this assembly procedure for banded and skyline 
solution are discussed in the sections that follow. 

Assembly for Banded Solution 

The assembly of elements of Ie" into a banded global stiffness matrix S is now discussed 
for a two-dimensional truss element. Consider an element e whose connectivity is indi
cated as follows: 

Element 1 2 .... l.ocal Node Nos. 

, 
j .... Global Node Nos. 

The element stiffness with its associated degrees of freedom are 

2; - 1 2i 2j - 1 2j -l Global don 

[ 

k" k" k" k"]2i - 1 
k' == kn k23 k24 2i 

k33 k34 2j - 1 
Symmetric k44 2j 

(4.32) 

The principal diagonal of kt> is placed in the first column of S th t.t . rincipai 
d" i"id"h d ,enexop 

lagona IS pace 10 t e secon column, and so on. Thus the C d between 
"k' "" b ' orrespon ence elements III and S IS given y (see Eq. 2.39) 

ke -s a,fj P.Q-p+l (4.33) 
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where a and f3 are the local dofs taking on values 1,2,3, and 4, while p and q are global 
dofs taking on values of 2i - 1, 2i, 2j - 1, 2j. For instance, 

and 
ki,J -- SZi-l,2(j-i)+1 

/c4,4 - S2/, 1 (4.34) 

This assembly is done only for elements in the upper triangle owing to symmetry. Thus, 
Eq. 4.33 is valid only for q ~ p. We can now follow the assembly steps given in pro~ 
gram TRUSS2D. 

A fonnula for the half~bandwidth, NBW, in 2~D truss structures can be readily 
derived. Consider a truss element e connected to, say, nodes 4 and 6. The degrees of 
freedom for the element are 7, 8, 11, and 12. Thus, the entries in the global stiffness 
matrix for this element will be 

1 2 ... 7 8 11 12 ... N 

1 

I' m 'I 2 

X X X X 7 
X X X 8 (4.35) 

Symmetric X X 11 
X 12 

N 

We see that the span m of nonzero entries is equal to 6, which also follows from the con~ 
necting node numbers: m = 2[6 - 4 + 1]. In general, the span associated with an ele~ 
ment e connecting nodes i and j is 

m, - 2[1i - il + 1] (4.36) 

Thus, the maximum span or half~bandwidth is 

NBW = max m" 
IsesNE 

(4.37) 

In the banded approach, we see that differences in node numbers connecting an ele~ 
ment should be kept to a minimum for computational efficiency. 

Skyline Assembly As discussed in Chapter 2, the first step in skyline assembly 
involves the evaluation of the skyline height or the colunm height for each diagonallo~ 
cation. Consider the element e with the end nodes j andj shown in Fig. 4.6. Without loss 
of generality, let i be the smaller node number; that is, i < j. Then, starting with a vec~ 
tor of identifiers, ID, we look at the four degrees of freedom 2i - 1, 2i, 2j - 1, and 2j. 
At the location corresponding to one of these four dofs represented by 1, the previous 
value is replaced by the larger of the two numbers ID(I) and I - (U - 1) + 1. This is 
precisely represented in the table given in Fig. 4.6.1be process is repeated over all the 
elements. At this stage all the skyline heights have been determined and placed in 
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2j 

2j - 1 Element e 
j Location No. Skyline Height 

I ID(I) 

2i - 1 max (tOLD) 

, 2i max (2,OLD) 
2i 2j - 1 max (2j - 2; + 1, OLD) 

2j max (2j - 2i +2, OLD) 

B max (X, OLD) "" REPLACE by XlfX> OLD 
Lowest dof (Slart value of OLD = 0) 

i <j 

FIGURE 4.6 Skyline heights. 

the vector ID. Then, starting from location I = 2, replacing the location at Iby the sum 
ID(I) + ID(J - 1) gives the pointer numbers as discussed in Chapter 2. 

The next step involves assembling the element stiffness values into the column 
vector A. The correspondence of the global locations of the square stiffness matrix com
ing from an element shown in Fig. 4.6 are clearly presented in Fig. 4.7, using the diago
nal pointers discussed previously. The details presented earlier have been implemented 
in program TRUSSKY. Other programs provided may be similarly modified for skyline 
solution instead of banded solution. 

Column 

U-l 2i 

Column [=:::'; vector A A[ID(U - 1)] A[JD(2i) -1] 

A(ID(2i)] 

2j - I 

A[ID(2} - 1) 
- (2j - U)l 

A[JD(2j - 1) 
-(2j-1-2i)] 

2j 

A[ID(2j) 
(2j-2i+ 

Row 

2i - 1 

A[ID(2j) 2i 
-(2j-2i)] 

A[ID(2j - 1)] A[ID(2j) - 2j - 1 

A[ID(2j)] 2j 

FIGURE 4.7 Stiffness locations in column vector form for skyline solution. 
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Input Data File 

« 2D ~S ANALYSIS » 
KXMIPLJ: '.1 
NN N& NH NOIH N£N NDN 
441222 

NO NL NMPC 
5 2 0 

Node' X Y 
1 0 0 
2 40 0 
3 40 30 
4 0 30 

&lem' N1 N2 Hatt 
1 1 2 1 

Ar •• 
1 

TempRise 
o 

2 3 2 1 
3 3 1 1 
4 4 3 1 

DOFf Displacement 
1 0 
2 0 
• 0 
7 0 
8 0 

DOFf Load 
3 20000 
6 -25000 

HAT' E Alpha 
12&-6 

1 o 
1 o 
1 o 

1 29.5E6 
B1iB2j B3 (Hulti-point constr. B1*Oi+B2*0;-B3) 

Progr.a ~rua.m -~ " BELIlGDNDU 
OUtput 
EXAMPLE 4. 1 
NODEi X-Oispl 

1 1. 3241&-06 
2 2.7120£-02 
3 5.6507£-03 
4 3.4850£-07 

Elem' Stress 
1 2.0000£+04 
2 -2.1875£+04 
3 -5.2089E+03 
4 4.1671£+03 

Y-Oisp1 
-2.6138£-07 
-1.8294£-06 
-2.2247&-02 
0.0000£+00 

DOFf Reaction 
1 -1.5833£+04 
2 3.1254£+03 
4 2.1875£+04 
7 -4.1671£+03 
8 0.0000£+00 

" j 
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PROBLEMS 

4.1. Consider the truss element shown in Fig, P4.1. The x-,y-coordinates of the two nodes are 
indicated in the figure. If q = [1.5,1.0, 2.1,4.3]T x 10-2 in .. determine the following: 
(a) the vector q', 
(b) the stress in the element, 
(c) the k matrix, and 
(d) the strain energy in the element. 

y 

E>= 30x 106 psi 
A >= 2.1 in.2 

1 (10.0,10.0) 

FIGURE P4.1 

y 
2 (50.0,40.0) 

4.2. A truss element, with local node numbers 1 and 2, is shown in Fig. P4.2. 
(a) What are the direction cosines e and m. 

4.3. 

(b) Show the x' -axis, ql, Q2, qJ, q4, q;, q; on the figure. 
(e) If q = [0.,0.01, -0.m5, -0.05]T, determine q;, qi. 

(2,14) 

2 

y 

FIGURE P4.2 

(5,S) 

For the pin-jointed configuration shown in Fig. P4.3, determine the stiffness values 
KII , K ll , and Kn of the global stiffness matrix. 

p 
Q" 

/ 2 t 1000 rnm2 

T 
, 

1 '-Q I 2/-1 

500mm 

l' 3 
1250 mm 2 

E == 2oo GPa 

FIGURE P4.3 

"_i~ ____ _ 
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4.4. For the truss in Fig. P4.4, a horizontal load of P = 4000 Ib is applied in the x direction at 
node 2. 
(a) Write down the element stiffness matrix k for each element. 
(b) Assemble the K matrix. 
(e) Using the elimination approach, solve for Q. 
(d) Evaluate the stress in elements 2 and 3. 
(e) Determine the reaction force at node 2 in the y direction. 

z 4 0 3 

® 
] 
] y 

1 XCi) 

~30". ., 
E = 30 x 106psi 
A = 1.S in.. 2 for each member 

FIGURE P4.4 

4.5. For Fig. P4.4, determine the stresses in each element due to the following support move
ment: support at node 2, 0.24 in. down. 

4.6. For the two-bar truss shown in Fig. P4.6, determine the displacements of node 1 and the 
stress in element 1-3. 

~ 
12~ 

500 mm'-----l 
1 

, 2 

E=70GPa } 
A=200mm2 

for both 
members 

, , , , 
300mm : , , , 

~-------------- 3 
400mm 

FIGURE P4.6 
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4.7. For the three-bar truss shown in Fig. P4.7, detennine the displacements of node I and the 
stress in element 3. 

~ 1--45°_1450~ 
2 ~~~~~~~~~~r~~~~~~~~ 4~~~~~~~ T 

Area of cross 
section of 
each member"" 250 mm 2 

E "" 200GPa 

I '"2' 600mm 

i ~ 1 
1'1"=----------'-

18kN 

FIGURE P4.7 

4.8. For the two-dimensional truss configuration shown in Fig. P4.S, determine the bandwidth 
for stiffness storage in a banded form. Choose an alternative numbering scheme and 
determine the corresponding bandwidth. Comment on the strategy that you use for 
decreasing the bandwidth. 

;t\tINIh 
4 5 10 2 11 8 7 

FIGURE P4.8 

1._1.-----------------
I 

J. 
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4.9. A small railroad bridge is constructed of steel members, all of which have a cross-sectional 
area of3250 mm2.A train stops on the bridge., and the loads applied to the truss on one side 
of the bridge are as shown in Fig. P4.9. Estimate how much the point R moves horizontally 
because of this loading. Also determine the nodal displacements and element stresses. 

1 
3.118m 

P'----~-------l!------~R~ 
FIGURE P4.9 

4.10. Consider the truss in Fig. P4.1O loaded as shoWD. Cross-sectional areas in square inches are 
shown in parentheses. Consider symmetry and model only one-baH of the truss shoWD
Determine displacements and element stresses. Let E = 30 x 1!1i psi. 

30 000 Ib 

I Wft 

(10) 

20ft 1 
(10) 

I 
~~ s ~'" 15 ft C I> 

(10) 
(10) 

15 ft I>~' ~ 
L 

/ 

FIGURE P4.10 

4.1L Determine the nodal displacements and element stresses in the truss in Fig. P4.11, due to 
each of the following conditions: 
(a) Increase of temperature of 50°F in elements 1,3,7, and 8. 
(b) Elements 9 and 10 are iin. too short and element 6is kin. too long, owing to errors in 

fabrication, and it was necessary to force them into place. 
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T 
'160 in. Y CD 

?j/ :)t-_~0"'-----'''7----,0",4 '-------'>I _ x 
6 4 2 

FIGURE P4.11 

(c) Support at node 6 moves 0.12 in. down. Dara:Take E = 30 X 106 psi, a = 1/150000 
per OF. Cross-sectional areas for each element are as follows: 

Element Area (in.2
) 

I,' 25 
2,4 12 
5 1 
6 4 

7,8,9 17 
10 5 

4.u, A two-member truss is subjected to a load P = 8000 N. Member 1-2 is 400 mm long. 
Member 1-3 was manufactured to be 505 mm long instead of 500 nun. However, it was 
forced into place. Determine 

(a) the stresses in the members assuming that member 1-3 was manufactured to its correct 
length of 5(1) mm and 

(b) the stresses in the members as a result of member 1-3 being forced into place (and the 
load P, of course). 

(Hint: Treat this as an initial strain problem and use the temperature load vector 
expression in the text.) Take cross-sectional areas = 750 nun', E = 200 OPa. 

I- 400mm • / ///./ 

T 2 P 

300mm 

1/ 3 

FIGURE P4.12 
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4.lJ. Expressions for the element stress (Eq. 4.16), and element temperature load (Eq.4.22) 
were derived for a two-dimensional truss element. Generalize these expressions for a 
three-dimensional truss element. 

4.14. Fmd deflections at nodes, stresses in members, and reactions at supports for the truss shown 
in Fig. P4.14 when the iSO-kip load is applied. 

18 in.! 

18in.2 18 in.2 f 6ft 18in.2 18in.2 

~~--~~~~41 
l::1-,ft L,ft X,:'-1 ~ 

ISO kips (kip = lOOOlb) E = 30 X 106psi 

FIGURE P4.14 

4.1S. Find the deflections at the nodes for the truss configuration shown in Fig. P4.1S. Area = 8 in. 2 

for each member. 

10 kips 

, 20 ft -~·-f.I·- 20 ft-----l 
10 I 

1O>;PO t 15ft 
6 7 ,1 

20ft 

3 }----t----7\ 

AGURE P4.15 
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4.16. Modify program TRUSS2D to handle 3-D trusses and solve the problem in Fig. P4.16. 

y 

P '" 5280 Ib ,1:-___ 
11 (uniform along ~ 

z direction) 

, 
L=lX1X 4 

(Area = 0.438 in.2) 

, 
L= 3X3X16 

(Area = 2.43 in.2) 

T 
13ft 

13ft 
3 L=6x6x
T 

(Area = 8.44 in.2) t 
11ft 

1 
, 

~~!~a:~::e~~e; -I[]----------IT 
on all four: I 

sides of the 3-D truss. i L = 6 x 6 x t i 9

1
·8fl 

, , 
I : X 1 ______ -----

j9.8ft---j 
Z 

EL 
1-,"-1 

L=aXaXl 

FIGURE P4.16 3-D truss model of a steel tower, supporting a water tank, and subjected to 
wind loads. 

, 4.17. If the members in the truss in Problem 4.9 have a moment of inertia I of 8.4 X WI rom 
about the axis perpendicular to the plane of the truss, check the compression members 
for Euler buckling. The Euler buckling load PCI is given by (7T2 EI)! f2. If f7 c is the com
pressive stress in a member, then the factor of safety for buckling may be taken as Perl Ao:,. 
Introduce this into the computer program TRUSS2D to calculate the factors of safety 10 
compression members and print them in the output file. 

1. 1 .. 1111 ___________ _ 
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4.18. <a) Analyze the three-dimensional truss shown in FIg. P4.18. Identify the tetrahedral pat
terns in the truss. 

(b) Generate the coordinates and connectivity if the two-stage truss shown is extended to 
10 stages. 

, 

, , , , , , , , -' 
7 I~""" _____ _ 

z/ 

Conn ti"tv " ~ 
1- 2 4-5 7-8 
1- 3 4-6 7-' 
2-3 , -6 8-' 
1-4 4-7 
2-5 5-8 
3·6 6-' 
2-4 5-7 
3-4 6-7 
2-6 ,-, 

y 

" , , , , 
/ ' , , , , , , , , , , 

3 

1 ' 

............. ;;:;;;.---------
---------

All members 

--------- 5 ---
cros&-sectionai area 900 mm2 

E =< 200GPa ---

8 ~ 
Coo din te , • , ' .. Un< :meers 

5kN 
Nod. X Y Z 

1 0 0 0 
2 0.25 0 0 

--~-- _!L_ -QJ?- -!'--
4 0 0 ,o.s 
5 0.25 0 0.5 
6 0 0.25 fiS --,-- -0-- --0-- To-
8 025 0 1.0 , 0 0.25 1.0 

FIGURE P4.18 

' .. 
id;I<" 
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Program Listing 

'. PllOGBAIII nuSS2D • 
,., TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRUSSES • 
'. T.R.Chandrupatla ana A.D.Belegundu ., 
,.**** •• ***.* •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** 

'==~~======== ~N ~ =============== 
Private Sub cmdStart_Click() 

Call InputData 
Call Bandwidth 
Call Stiffness 
Call ModifyForBC 
Call BandSolver 
Call StressCalc 
Call ReactionCalc 
Call Output 
cmdView.Enabled ~ True 
cmdStart.Enabled = False 

End Sub 

'--======================================== 

ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND ASSEMBLY 
Private Sub Stiffness() 

ReDim 5 (NQ, NEW) 
,----- Global Stiffness Matrix ----
For N = 1 To ME 

picBox.Print "Forming Stiffness Matrix of Element n
l 

N 
Il "" NOC(N, 1): 12 = MaC(N, 2) 
13 ~ MAT (N) 
X2I = X(I2, 1) - X(ll, 1) 
Y21 = X(12, 2) - X(ll, 2) 
EL = Sqr(X21 ., X21 + Y21 * Y21) 
EAL ~ PM(I3, 1) * AREA.(N) I EL 
CS = X21 I EL: SN = Y21 I EL 

,----------- Z~~ s~i~. ~tziz sr(J __________ _ 
SE(l, 1) '"' CS .. CS * EA.L 
SE(l, 2) CS * SN .. &AL: SE(2, 1) = SEll, 2) 
SE(l, 3) -CS * CS .. EAl.: SEI3, 1) SEll, 3) 
SEn, 4) -CS" SN * EAl.: SEI4., .1) SEn, 4) 
SEI2, 2) SN" SN .. EAt 

SE(2, 3) -CS * SN * EAl.: SEI3, 2) ., SEI2, 3) 
SEI2, 4.) -SN" SN * EAl.: SEI4., 2) SEI2, 4.) 
SEI3, 3) CS * CS .. EA.L 
SEI3, 4.) CS" SN * &IU.: SEI4., 3) = 5E(3, 4) 
SEI4., 4.) SN" SN .. E:i\L 

-------------- T~r.~. Load ~L() ______________ _ 
EEO = PMII3, 2) .. OTIN) .. PMII3, 1) .. AAEJo.(N) 
TLII) -EEO" cs: TL(2) = -EEO * SN 
TL(3) ~ EEO .. CS: TLI4.) = EEO .. SN 

-,.. 



cont.inued 
picBox.Print ••••• plaoiDw iA GlQb&l ~~" 
For II - 1 To HEN 

NRT .. NDB • {NOC{N, II} - 1) 
For IT .. 1 To NDB 

NR""NRT-+IT 
I - NDN * (II - 1) -+ IT 
For JJ = 1 To HEN 

NCT = NDN * (NOC{N, JJ) - 1) 
For JT .. 1 To NDB 

J .. NON * (JJ - 1) -+ JT 
MC .. NCT + JT - Nil. -+ 1 
If NC > 0 Then 

S{RR, NC} ~ S{NR, NC} + SEll, J) 
End If 

Next JT 
Next JJ 
F{NR) = F{NR} + TL(I) 

Next IT 
Next II 

Next N 
End Sub 

_C=~== STRESS CALCULATIONS - _ _ ___ cc __ 

Private Sub StressC&lc() 
ReDim. Stress (HE) 
,----- Stress Calculations 
For 1""1 To NE 

Il c NOCII, 1) 
12 = NOC{I, 2) 
13 = MAT(I) 
X21 .. K(l2, 1) - X(Il, 1): Y21 = K(I2, 2) - X(Il, 2) 
EL = Sqr(X21 * X21 + Y21 * Y21) 
CS .. X21 I EL 
SM = Y21 I EL 
J2=2*Il 
Jl=J2-1 
K2 '" 2 * 12 
Kl"'K2-1 
DL'l' = (F(Kl) - F(J1}) * CS + (F(K2) - F(J2)) .. SN 
Stress (I) .. PM(13, 1) * (DLT I EL - PM{13, 21 .. Dr,l)) 

Next I 
End Sub 

'.' , 
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CHAPTER 5 

Two-Dimensional Problems 
Using Constant Strain Triangles 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

130 

The two-dimensional finite element formulation in this chapter follows the steps used 
in the one-dimensional problem. The displacements, traction components, and distrib
uted body force values are functions of the position indicated by (X, y). The displacement 
vector n is given as 

n= [U,V]T (5.1) 

where u and v are the x and y components of u, respectively. The stresses and strains 
are given by 

0' = [u-",uy,'Txy]T 

E = [€x, Ey.)'xy]T 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

From Fig. ~.1. representing the two-dimensional problem in a general setting. the body 
force, tractIon vector, and elemental volume are given by 

L 

, 

1 0_" 
(x.y) 

y 

'------, 

P, 
0-, 

A 

t'= thickness at (x,y) 
f~,f} '= body force CQmponents 

per unit volume at (x.y) 

FIGURE 5.1 1\vo-dimensional problem. 
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f - [/nt,]T (5.4) 

where t is the thickness along the z direction. The body force f has the units force/unit 
volume, while the traction force T has the units force/unit area.1be strain-dispiacement 
relations are given by 

• _ [au,av,(au + av)]T 
ax ay ay ax 

Stresses and strains are related by (see Eqs.1.18 and 1.19) 

0" = De 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

The region is discretized with the idea of expressing the displacements in terms of 
values at discrete points. 1liangular elements are introduced first. Stiffness and load 
concepts are then developed using energy and Galerkin approaches. 

5.2 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING 

The tw<Hlimensional region is divided into straight-sided triangles. Figure 5.2 shows a 
typical triangulation. The points where the comers of the triangles meet are ca1led nodes, 
and each triangle formed by three nodes and three sides is called an element. The ele
ments fill the entire region except a small region at the boundary.1his unfilled region 
exists for curved boundaries, and it can be reduced by choosing smaller elements or el
ements with curved boundaries.1be idea of the finite element method is to solve the con
tinuous problem approximately, and this unfilled region contributes to some part of this 

Q" 

y 

1 Q, 

L... ____ 
x 

FtGURE 5.2 HnitcoIemeatdiscretiUtion. 
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approximation. For the triangulation shown in Fig. 5.2, the node numben; are indicated 
at the corners and element numbers are circled. 

In the two-dimensional problem discussed here, each node is permitted to displace 
in the two directions x andy. Thus, each node has two degrees of freedom (dofs).As seen 
from the numbering scheme used in trusses, the displacement components of node j are 
taken as Q2j-l in the x direction and Q2j in the y direction. We denote the global dis
placement vector as 

(5.7) 

where N is the number of degrees of freedom. 
Computationally, the information on the triangulation is to be represented in the 

form of nodal coordinates and connectivity. The nodal coordinates are stored in a two
dimensional array represented by the total nwnber of nodes and the two coordinates per 
node. The connectivity may be clearly seen by isolating a typical element, as shown in 
Fig. 5.3. For the three nodes designated locally as 1,2, and 3, the corresponding globaJ 
node numbers are defined in Fig. 5.2. This element connectivity information becomes an 
array of the size and number of elements and three nodes per element. A typical con
nectivity representation is shown in Table 5.1. Most standard fmite element codes use 
the convention of going around the element in a counterclockwise direction to avoid cal
culating a negative area. However, in the program that accompanies this chapter, 
ordering is not necessary. 

Table 5.1 establishes the correspondence of local and global node numbers and the 
corresponding degrees of freedom. The displacement components of a local node j in 
Fig. 5.3 are represented as q2j-l and q2j in the x and y directions, respectively. We denote 
the element displacement vector as 

(5.8) 

Note that from the connect:ivity matrix in Table 5.1, we can extract the q vector from the 
global Q vector, an operatIOn performed frequently in a finite element program. Also, 

y q, 

t 
L ___ ~x 

q, 

I (X3,Y3) 
3_ 

'-" (x,y) 

q, 

FIGURE 5.3 Triangular element. 
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TASLE 5.1 Element Connectivity 

Three nodes 
Element number , 1 2 3 

1 1 2 4 
2 4 2 7 

11 6 7 I. 
20 13 16 IS 

the nodal coordinates designated by (Xl. Yt) (X2. Y2) and (X3' Y3) have the global corre
spondence established through Thble 5.1. The local representation of nodal coordinates 
and degrees of freedom provides a setting for a simple and clear representation of ele
ment characteristics. 

5.3 CONSTANT·STRAIN 11IlANGLE (CSn 

il. 
IIoI.i...-

The displacements at points inside an element need to be represented in terms of the 
nodal displacements of the element. As discussed earlier, the finite element method uses 
the concept of shape functions in systematically developing these interpolations. For 
the constant strain triangle. the shape functions are linear over the element. The three 
shape functions Nt. N2, and N3 corresponding to nodes I, 2, and 3, respectively. are shown 
in Fig. 5.4. Shape function Nt is 1 at node 1 and linearly reduces to 0 at nodes 2 and 3. 
The values of shape function Nt thus define a plane surface shown shaded in Fig. 5.4a. 
N2 and N3 are represented by similar surfaces having values of 1 at nodes 2 and 3, re· 
spectively, and dropping to 0 at the opposite edges. Any linear combination of these 
shape functions also represents a plane surface. In particular, Nt + N2 + N3 represents 
a plane at a height of 1 at nodes 1,2, and 3, and, thus, it is parallel to the triangle 123. Con· 
sequently,for every Nt, Nz• and N3 • 

(5.9) 

Nt. N2, and N3 are therefore not linearly independent; only two of these are indepen
dent. The independent shape functions are conveniently represented by the pair t. ,., as 

N, ~ { N, ~ " N, ~ 1 - f - " (5.10) 

where t.,., are natural coordinates (Fig. 5.4). At this stage, the similarity with the one
dimensional element (Chapter 3) should be noted: in the one-dimensional problem the 
x-coordinates were mapped onto the t coordinates, and shape functions were defined 
as functions of ~. Here, in the two-dimensional problem. the x-.y-coordinates are mapped 
onto the t-, ,.,-coordinates, and shape functions are defined as functions of € and,.,. 

The shape functions can be physicaUy represented by area coonIinates. A point 
(x, y) in a triangle divides it into three areas, AI. A 2 , and A l , as shown in Fig, 5.5. The 
shape functions Nl , N2 , and N3 are precisely represented by 
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1 

~= 0 

r-"N-"T,-,-,--,-=L--- 1/= 0 
3 

N] at (x,y) 

(,) 

~=1 

1 / -----L 

/ 

«) 
FIGURE 5.4 Shape functions. 

1/ = 0 

~I, 

FIGURE 5.5 Area COOrdinates. 

~ -;2 

1/ = I 

12 
I~ 

(b) 

~ '" 0 

1/= 1 
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.., _ At ",- A 
A, 

Nz =-
A (5.11) 

where A is the area of the element. Clearly, Nt + N2 + N3 = 1 at every point inside 
the triangle. 

Isoparametric Representation 

The displacements inside the element are now written using the shape functions and 
the nodal values of the unknown displacement field. We have 

or, using Eq. 5.10, 

u = Nlql + Nzq3 + N 3q5 

u ~ (q,-q,)E + (q,-q,)~ + q, 

v ~ (q, - q,)§ + (q, - q,)~ + q, 

(5.120) 

(5.12b) 

The relations 5.12a can be expressed in a matrix form by defining a shape function matrix 

N ~ [N, 0 N, 0 N, 0 ] (5.13) 
ON1 0Nz ON3 

and 

u ~ Nq (5.14) 

For the triangular element, the coordinates x,y can also be represented in terms of nodal 
coordinates using the same shape functions. This is isoparametric representation. This ap
proach lends to simplicity of development and retains the uniformity with other com
plex elements. We have 

or 

x = NlXl + N2X2 + N3X3 

Y = NlYl + NzY2 + N3Y3 

x = (XI - X3)~ + (X2 - X3)11 + X3 

Y ~ (y, - y,)§ + (y, - y,)~ + y, 

Using the notation, Xlj = Xi - Xj and Yij = Yi - Yj. we can write Eq. 5.1Sb as 

x = XI3~ + X23'1 + X3 

Y = YI3~ + }2311 + Yl 

(5.150) 

(5.15b) 

(5.15c) 

This equation relates x- and y-coordinates to the ~- and 11-coordinates. Equation 5.12 
expresses u and v as functions of ~ and 11. 

Example 5.1 
Evruuate the shape functions Nl'~' and IV, at the interior point P for the trianguJar eleo. 
ment shown in Fig. ES.1. 
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y 

3 (4, 7) 

• 
P (3.85, 4.8) 

2(7,3.5) 

1 (1.5,2) 

L-_____ , 

FIGURE ES.l Examples 5.1 and 5.2. 

Solution Using the isoparametric representation (Eqs. 5.15), we have 

3.85 = 1.5N! + 7N2 + 4N3 = -2.Sg + 3"1) + 4 

4.8 = 2N! + 3.SN2 + 7N3 = -sg - 3.5"1) + 7 

These two equations are rearranged in tbe form 

2.Sg - 31/ = 0.15 

5g + 3.51/ = 2.2 

Solving tbe equations, we obtain g = 0.3 and 1/ = 0.2, which implies that 

• 
In evaluating the strains, partial derivatives of u and v are to be taken with respect 

tox andy. From Eqs. 5.12 and 5.15, we see that u, v andx,y are functions of; and 1j.1bat 
is., u = u(x(;, 1j), y(;, 1])) and similarly v = v(x(;, 1j), y(;, 11))' Using the chain rule for 
partial derivatives of u, we have 

au auiJx iJuay 
-~---+---

a~ ax a~ oy a~ 
au iJUdX auiJy 
-~---+--

a1j iJx 01j a y iJ1j 

which can be written in matrix notation as 

(5.16) 
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where the (2 X 2) square matrix is denoted as the Jacobian of the transformation, J: 

J ~ [:: ~;l (5.17) ax ay - -
a~ a~ 

Some additional properties of the Jacobian are given in the appendix. On taking the 
derivative ofx andy, 

J ~ [X" y,,] 
X23 Y.z3 

Also, from Eq. 5.16, 

where ,-1 is the inverse of the Jacobian I, given by 

s-' ~ _I [ y" -y,,] 
detJ - X23 Xu 

detJ = XU>'23 - X23Yt3 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

(5.21) 

From the knowledge of the area of the triangle, it can be seen that the magnitude of 
det J is twice the area of the triangle. H the points 1,2, and 3 are ordered in a counter
clockwise manner,det J is positive in sign. We have 

A ~ IldetJI (5.22) 

where II represents the magnitude. Most computer codes use a counterclockwise order 
for the nodes and use det J for evaluating the area. 

Eumple5.1 
Detennine the Jacobian of the transformation J for the triangular element shown in Fig. E5.1. 

Solution We have 

I = [~~: ~:J = [-~ =~:~J 
Thus, detl = 23.75 units. This is twice the area of the triangle. If 1, 2,3 are in a clockwise 
order, then det I will be negative. • 

From Eqs. 5.19 and 5.20, it follows that 

lau) I au au ) ax = _1_ )123 af - Yl3 m, 
au detJ au au 
- -XH- + X]3-
ay af ~ 

(5.230) 
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Replacing u by the displacement v, we get a similar expression 

1
::) 1 1 h':~ -}\':~ ) 
av = detl av av 
- -X23 + Xl3 ay at a~ 

Using the strain-displacement relations (5.5) and Eqs. 5.12b and 5.23, we get 

au 
ax 
av 
oy 

(5.23b) 

(5.24,) 

From the definition of xii and Yij, we can write Y31 = -Y13 and Y12 = Yi3 - Y23, 
and so on. The foregoing equation can be written in the form 

1 {h,q, + y"q, + y"q, } 
E ="d""J x32q2 + x13Q4 + x21Q6 

et x32Ql + Y23Q2 + x13Q3 + Y:HQ4 + x21Q5 + YIZQ6 

(5.24b) 

This equation can be written in matrix form as 

E = 8q (5.25) 

where B is a (3 X 6) element strain-displacement matrix relating the three strains to the 
six nodal displacements and is given by 

1 [Y23 0 Y31 0 Y12 
B = detJ 0 X32 0 X I3 0 

xn Y.!3 xi3 Y31 X21 

x~,] 
y" 

(5.26) 

It may be noted that all the elements of the B matrix are constants expressed in terms 
of the nodal coordinates. 

ExampleS.3 

Find the strain-nodal displacement matricesB' for the elements shown in Fig. E5.3. Use local 
numbers given at the corners. 
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1 
3 2 T 

e=2 

2m. 

3 11 
~I. ~~===-'m-.~~==-j·1 

e=l 

2 

FIGURE ES.3 

Solution We have 

81 "" _1_[~' 0 ", 0 
", 0] 

x" 0 Xu o "', dell 
x" ", Xu ", X21 )Ill 

=!p 0 0 0 -2 j] -, 0 , 0 
6 -3 2 3 0 0 

where detJ is obtained from x13Yn - X21Yt3 "" (3)(2) - (3)(0) = 6. Using the local uum
hers at the corners, 8 2 can be written using the relationship as 

82 
= .!.[-~ ~ ~ -~ ~ 2~] • 

6 3 -2 -3 0 0 

Potential-Energy Approach 

The potential energy of the system, II, is given by 

n = ~ 1 ETDEtdA - 1 uTftdA - 1 u1'Ttdl - ~ uJp, (527) 

In the last tenn in Eq. 5.27, i indicates the point of application of a point load Pj and 
Pj = [Pz, pyJf . 1he summation in i gives the potential energy due to all point loads. 

Using the triangulation shown in Fig. 5.2, the total potential energy can be written 
in the fonn 

II = ~.!.j.TDEtdA - ~ juTftdA -luTTtd!- ~uJp; 
t2~ ~~ L • 

(5.28a) 

or 

II = ~ U, - ~ jUTftdA - ~f .TTtdl- ~ uJp; 
~ ~ t L • 

(5.28b) 

where Ut = ! .£ E TDEt ciA is the element strain energy. 
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Element StiHness 

We now substitute for the strain from the element strain-displacement relationship in 
Eq. 5.25 into the element strain energy Ve in Eq. 5.28b, to obtain 

V,: !j<TDEtdA (5.29a) 
2 , 

= ! jqTBTDBqtdA 
2 , 

Taking the element thickness Ie as constant over the element and remembering that all 
terms in the D and B matrices are constants., we have 

Now 1. dA = A., where Ae is the area of the element. Thus, , , 

or 

Ue = ~qTkeq 

where ke is the element stiffness matrix given by 

ke = teAeBTDB 

(5.29b) 

(5.29c) 

(5.29d) 

(5.30) 

For plane stress or plane strain, the element stiffness matrix can be obtained by tak
ing the appropriate material property matrix D defined in Chapter 1 and carrying o~t 
the previous multiplication on the computer. We note that ke is symmetric since D IS 

symmetric. The element connectivity as established in Table 5.1 is now used to add the 
element stiffness values in k

e into the corresponding global locations in the global stiff
ness matrix K, so that 

1 
V: L-qTk'q 

, 2 

: !QTKQ 
2 

(5.31) 

The global stiffness matrix K is symmetric and banded or sparse. The stiffness value Ki! 
is zero when the degrees of freedom [ and j are not connected through an element. If t 
and j are connected through one or more elements, stiffness values accumulate from 
these elements. For the global dof numbering shown in Fig. 5.2, the bandwidth is relat
ed to the maximum difference in node numbers of an element over all the elements. If 
ii' [2, and i) are node numbers of an element e, the maximum eiement node number dif
ference is given by 

(5.32') 
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The half-bandwidth is then given by 

NBW ~ 2( max (m,) + 1) 
l,.;",.;NE 

(5.32b) 

where NE is the number of elements and 2 is the number of degrees of freedom per node. 
The global stiffness K is in a fann where all the degrees of freedom Q are free. It 

needs to be modified to account for the boundary conditions. 

Force Terms 

The body force tenn J. uTft dA appearing in the total potential energy in Eq. 5.28b is con· 
sidered first. We have 

1 uTftdA ~ t, 1 (uf. + vf,)dA 

Using the interpolation relations given in Eq. 5.12a, we find that 

1 uTftdA ~q'(',f. 1 N1dA) +q,('J, 1 N1dA) 
+ q,(tJ. 1 N,dA) + q.(tJ, 1 N,dA) (5.33) 

+ q,(',f. 1 N,dA) + q,('J, 1 N,dA) 
From the definition of shape functions on a triangle, shown in FIg. 5.4, J.. N, dA represents 
the volume of a tetrahedron with base area A" and height of comer equal to 1 (nondi
mensional). The volume of this tetrahedron is given by ~ x Base area X Height (FIg. 5.6) 
as in 

1 NtdA = ~A" (5.34) 

Similarly, feN2 dA = feN3 dA = ~At, Equation 5.33 can now be written in the form 

(5.35) 

where f" is the element body force vector, given as 

(5.36) 

These element nodal forces contribute to the global load vector F. The connectivity in 
Table 5.1 needs to be used again to add f" to the global force vector F. The vector f" is 
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h=l 

""+-----;7, 

Tj=O 

L f' f>-< f' f' -, , 
or eNJdA=Jo Jo N\detJdTjde=2Ae Jo Jo tdTjde="3 'A~ 

FIGURE 5.6 Integral of a shape function. 

of dimension (6 x 1), whereas F is (N X 1). This assembly procedure is discussed in 
Chapters 3 and 4. Stating this symbolically, 

(5.37) 

A traction force is a distributed load acting on the surface of the body. Such a force 
acts on edges connecting boundary nodes. A traction force acting on the edge of an el
ement contributes to the global load vector F. This contribution can be determined by 
considering the traction force term J uTT/de. Consider an edge e

l
-
2
, acted on by a 

traction Tx, Ty in units of force per unit surface area, shown in Fig. 5.7a. We have 

1 uTT/de ~ 1 (uT. + vT,)/ de (5.38) 
L (1_2 

Using the interpolation relations involving the shape functions 

u "" N1q\ + N2q) 

V = N}q2 + N2q4 

Tx = N1Tx\ + N2Tx2 

Ty = N}Ty\ + N2Ty2 

(5.39) 
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T" 

2 , , , , 
" '~J:r~;;;:':~:-T, I Ty = 

YL,'~------- $" ~ --___ !'yl 
---

1 T.d 
x 

(a) Component distribution 

f l - Z = -J(X2-xl'1 +(yz Yl)2 

2 

/1 8 , , , , 

L
y l__ '" 

--------------
x 

1 

(b) Normal pressure 

FIGURE 5.7 1i"action load. 

and noting that 

1 Nide = ~t'I_Z' 1 N~df = ~el-2' 
(1_2 '1_2 

il-2 = v'(x, - x,)' + (y, J,)' 

we get 

where r is given by 

xl-x2 
s = f

l
_

2 

T.,Z:' -cPz 
Ty2 = -IIPZ 

T" = t"f1
-

Z [2T.d + Tx202Tyl + T,z,Td + 2Tx2.Tyl + 2T"zF 
6 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 

(5.42) 
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If PI and P2 are pressures acting normal to the line directed to the right as we move 
from 1 to 2, as shown in Fig. 5.7b, then 

where 

d 
_ (y, - y,) 

an C - I? • 

"1-2 

In Eq. 5.42, both normal and tangential distributed loads can be considered. The trac
tion load contributions need to be added to the global force vector F. 

The programs given in this book expect the loads in component point load form. 
For distributed loads, we need to determine the equivalent point load components as 
illustrated in the following example. 

Example 5.4 

A two-dimensional plate is shown in the Fig. E5.4. Determine the equivalent point loads at 
nodes 7,8, and 9 for the linearly distributed pressure load acting on the edge 7-8-9. 

'MP, 

y 

r 
-F17 

9 

1 L~~--"~~~~71t 1 MP, 

Lx (100,20) 

TItickness "'" 10 mm 

FIGURE E5.4 

-Ell 
7 

Solution We consider the two edges 7--8 and 8-9 separately and then merge them. 

For edge 7-8 

PI = 1 MPa. pz "'" 2 MPa. XI '= lOOmm, Yl = 20mm, X z = 85mrn. }'2 = 40mm, 

fl_Z""V(x l X2)'+(YI y,)2""25mm 

c=_Y2-YI=08 
t· . , 

1-2 

Xl - x2 
s=~=O.6 f

l
_, 

T>t = -PIS = -0.6. 
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T y1 ::: -1'23 = -12 

1_10x25 T 
T - 6 [2Td + T,d,2Ty1 + Ty1,T"1 + 2Td ,Tyl + 2T,z] 

~ [-133.3, -100, -166.7, -125]TN 

These loads add to Fil, Fa, Fis, and Fi" respectively. 

For edge 8-9 

PI = 2MPa, P2 = 3MPa. Xl = 85mm. Y1 = 4Omm. Xz::: 70DlIll, »= 6ODlIIl, 

t l _2 = V(x! - Xl)l + (YI )'2)z::: 25mm 

y,-Yo. 
c~--=o.8. t

l
_

1 

Td = -Ptc '" -1.6, 

Ty1 ::: -P2S = -1.8 

XI - Xl 
s::: = 0.6 

tt-2 

Ty1 ::: -Pts = -1.2, T,,2 = -P2C = -2.4. 

__ 10x25 T 
.- - 6 (2Td + Td .2TYI + T,z.T.d + 2Td ,T,l + 2Ty1] 

~ [-233.3, -175, -266.7, _200]TN 

These loads add to F15 • Fa, F17 • and F18• respectively. Thus, 

(F13 P14 Fis F16 Fn F18 ] = (-133.3 -100 -400 -300 -266.7 -200]N 

• 
The point load term is easily considered by having a node at the point of applica

tion of the point load. If i is the node at which P j "'" [P", p,.JT is applied, then 

.!Pj = Q2i-lP" + Q2iP,. (5.43) 

Thus, P" and P,.. the x and y components of Pi> get added to the (2i - l)th and (li)th 
components of the global force F. 

The contribution of body forces, traction forces, and point loads to the global force 

F can be represented asF+- ~(f" + T") + P . 
• 

Consideration of the strain energy and the force terms gives us the total potential 
energy in the form 

(5.44) 

The stiffness and force modifications are made to account for the boundary con
ditions. Using the methods presented in Chapters 3 and 4, we have 

KQ ~ F (5.45) 

where K and F are modified stiffness matrix and force vector. respectively. These equa
tions are solved by Gaussian elimination or other techniqueSt to yield the displace
ment vector Q. 

ExampleS,! 
A CST element is shown in Fig. £55. The element is subjected to a body force Ix "" Xl N/ml. 
Determine the nodal force vector r. Take element thickness "" 1 m. 
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3 (0,3) 

, 

1 (0,0) 2 (4,0) 

FIGURE ES.5 

The work potential is - ;; (rudV, where (T = [! .. , 0]. Substituting for u = Nq. we obtain 

the work potenti2lin the form _qT£", where f' = 1 NTrdV, where Nis given in Eq. 5.13. 

All Y components of f' are zero. Thex components at nodes 1,2,3 are given, respectively, by 

1 if,dV, l,[,dV, 1 (1 -, - ,l[,dV 

We now make the following substitutions: ! .. = x2,x = {Xl + T/X2 + (1 - {- T/)X3 = 41), 
dV = detJ d1)d{, det J = 2A" and A, = 6. Now, integration over a triangle is illustrated 
in Fig. 5.6. Thus, 

Similarly, the other integrations result in 9.6 Nand 3.2 N. Thus, 

f" = [3.2,O,9.6,O,3.2,OjTN • 
Galerkin Approach 

Following the steps presented in Chapter 1, we introduce 

'" ~ [<1>,,<1>,]' (5.46) 
and 

o("'l ~ [a<l>"a<l>" a <1>, + a<l>'J' 
ax uy ay ax (5.47) 

where t/J is an arbitrary (virtual) displacement vector, consistent with the boundary con
ditions. The variational form is given by 

.£ "To("')ldA - (1 ",TIldA + 1 ",TTl de + ~ ",;p,) ~ 0 (5.48) 

where tbe first term represe~ts the internal virtual work. The expression in parenthe-
s~s represents the external virtual work. On the discretized region, the previous equa
tion becomes 
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Using the interpolation steps of Eqs. 5.12-5.14, we express 

where 

(550) 

(5.51) 

(5.52) 

represents the arbitrary nodal displacements of element e. The global nodal displacement 
variations 'I' are represented by 

'I' = ["lito '1"2.··· , "P' N F (5.53) 

The element internal work term in Eq. 5.49 can be expressed as 

l·TDE(of»tdA ~ 1 qTBTDBof>tdA 

Noting that all terms of Band D are constant and denoting te and Ae as thickness and 
area of element, respectively, we find that 

lETDE(of»tdA ~ qTBTDBt.l dA", 

= qTt~AeBTDB+ 

~ qTk'''' 

where k" is the element stiffness matrix given by 

k' ~ t,A,BmB 

(5.54) 

(5.55) 

The material property matrix D is symmetric, and, hence, the element stiffness matrix 
is also symmetric. The element connectivity as presented in Table 5.1 is used in adding 
the stiffness values of ke to the global locations. Thus., 

~ l ETDE(of»tdA ~ ~qTk'''' ~ ~",Tk'q 
~ 'ilTKQ (5.56) 

The global stiffness matrix K is symmetric and banded. The treabnent of external vir· 
tual work terms follows the steps involved in the treabnent of force terms in the potential 
energy fonnulation, where u is replaced by 4t. Tbus, 

1 of>Tft dA ~ ",T!, (5.57) 

which follows from Eq. 5.33, with re given by Eq. 5.36. Similarly, the traction and point load 
treabnent follows from Eqs. 5.38 and 5.43. The terms in the variational form are given by 

Internal virtual work = 9'TKQ 

External virtual work = 'l"lF 

(5.580) 

(5.58b) 
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The stiffness and force matrices are modified to use the full size (all degrees of free
dom), using methods suggested in Chapter 3. From the GaIerkin form (Eq. 5.49), the ar
bitrariness of oqr gives 

(5.59) 

where K and F are modified to account for boundary conditions. Equation 5.59 turns out 
to be the same as Eq. 5.45, obtained in the potential-energy fonnulation. 

Stress Calculations 

Since strains are constant in a constant-strain triangle (CST) element, the correspond
ing stresses are constant. The stress values need to be calculated for each element. Using 
the stress-strain relations in Eq. 5.6 and element strain--dispiacement relations in 
Eq. 5.25, we have 

.. ~ DBq (5.60) 

The connectivity in Table 5.1 is once again needed to extract the element nodal dis
placements q from the global displacements vector Q. Equation 5.60 is used to calculate 
the element stresses. For interpolation purposes, the calculated stress may be used as the 
value at the centroid of the element. 

Principal stresses and their directions are calculated using Mohr's circle relation
ships. The program at the end of the chapter includes the principal stress calculations. 

Detailed calculations in Example 5.6 illustrate the steps involved. However, it is ex
pected that the exercise problems at the end of the chapter will be solved using a computer. 

Example 5.6 

For the two·dimensionalloaded plate shown in FIg. E5.6, determine the displacements of 
nodes 1 and 2 and the element stresses using plane stress conditions. Body force may be 
neglected in comparison with the external forces. 

y 1000 Ib 

e"'2 

Thickness I '" 0.5 m., 
E '" 30 x Itr psi, V = 0.25 

FIGURE ES.6 

L....J _____ _ 
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Solation For plane stress conditions, the material property matrix is given by 

[
,vo.J[' , ] E 1 0 3.2xl0 0.8xlO 0 

D""l_,;z v I-v"" 0.sxI07 3.2 X 107 0 
0. 0. -2- 0 0 1.2 X 107 

Using the local numbering pattern used in FIg. ES.3, we establish the connectivity as 
follows: 

1 
2 

1 

1 
3 

N""~ 

2 

2 
4 

3 

4 
2 

On performing the matrix multiplication mr, we get 

[ 1.067 -0..4 0. 0..4 -1.067 

-LJ 
DBI = 107 0.267 -1.6 0. 1.6 -0.2.67 

-0..6 0..4 0.6 0 0. 

and 

[ 

-1.067 0.4 0 
DB2 = 107 -0.'}Jj7 1.6 0 

0.6 -0.4 -0.6 

-0.4 1.067 0] 
-1.6 0.267 0 
o 0 0.4 

These two relationships will be used later in calculating stresses using fT E:> Dr •. The muJ
tiplication t~AeB~TDB~ gives the element stiffness matrices, 

1 2 3 4 7 8- Globaldof 
0.983 -0.5 -0.45 0.2 -0.533 0.3 

1.4 0.3 -1.2 0..2 -0.2 
kl = 107 0.45 0 0 -0.3 

1.2 -0.2. 0. 
Symmetric 0.533 0. 

02. 

5 6 7 8 3 4- Global dof 
0..983 -0.5 -0.45 0.2 -0.533 0.3 

1.4 0.3 -12. 02. -0.2 

12 = 107 0.45 0 0 -0.3 
1.2 -02 0 

Symmetric 0.533 0 
0.2 

In the previous element matrices, the global dol association is shown on top. In the 
problem under consideration, Q2. Q5. Q6. Q7. and Qs, are allzern. Using the eUmination ap
proach discussed in Chapter 3,it is now sufficient to coDSider tlte stiffness&J associated with 
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the degrees of freedom Ql, QJ' and Q4' Since the body forces are neglecte?, the frrst ve~or 
has the component F4 = -1000 lb. The set of equations is given by the matnx representabon 

[

0.983 -0.45 
107 -0.45 0.983 

0.2 0 

O.2]{Q'} { ° } 
1~4 ~: = -1~ 

Solving for Qj, Q3, and Q4, we get 

QJ = 1.913 X 10-5 in. Q3 = 0.8-75 x 10-5 in. Q4 = -7.436 x 1O-5 jo. 

For element 1, the element nodal displacement vector is given by 

ql = 10-5[1.913,0,0.875, -7.436, D,oF 
The element stresses 0'1 are calculated from DBlq as 

Similarly, 

0'1 = [-93.3, ~ 1138.7, -62.3JT psi 

q2 = 10-5[0,0,0,0,0.875, -7.436? 

0-
2 = [93.4,23.4, -297.4JT psi 

The computer results may differ slightly since the penalty approach for handling boundary 
conditions is used in the computer program. • 

Temperature Effects 

If the distribution of the change in temperature ~T(x, y} is known, the strain due to 
this change in temperature can be treated as an initial strain Eo. From the theory of me
chanics of solids, Eo can be represented by 

EO = [a~T,a~T,Oy 

for plane stress and 

EO = (1 + 'liuH,uH,O]T 

for plane strain. The stresses and strains are related by 

0' = D(E - Eo) 

(5.61) 

(5.62) 

(5.63) 

The effect of temperature can be accounted for by considering the strain energy 
term. We have 

u = ~ f (E - Eo)TD(E - EO)tdA 

= ~ f (ETDE - 2e:TDEo + E~DEO)tdA (5.64) 

The first term in the previous expansion gives the stiffness matrix derived earlier. The 
last term. is a .constant, which has no effect on the minimization process. The middle 
term, which Yields the temperature load, is now considered in detail. Using the strain
displacement relationship E = Bq, 

..J ___ _ 
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(5.65) 

This step is directly obtained in the Galerkin approach where.,T will be e;T(+) and qT 
will be +T. 

It is convenient to designate the element temperature load as 

(5.66) 

where 

(5.67) 

The vector Eo is the strain in Eq. 5.61 or 5.62 due to the average temperature change in 
the element. ae represents the element nodal load contributions that must be added 
to the global force vector using the connectivity. 

The stresses in an element are then obtained by using Eq.5.63 in the form 

a ~ D(Bq - ") (5.68) 

Example 5.7 

Consider the two-dimensional loaded plate shown in Fig. E5.6. In addition to the condi
tions defined in Example 5.6, there is an increase in temperature of the plate of BOOR The 
coefficient of linear expansion of the material Q' is 7 X 10-6;oF. Determine the additional 
displacements due to temperature. Also, calculate the stresses in element 1. 

Solution We have a = 7 X 10-6/"F and l!r..T = 80°F. So 

Eo = [:;~] ~ 10~[~~:] 
Thicknesc; I equals o.s,and the area of the elementA is 3 iftZ. The element temperature loads are 

9' = tA(DBI)T£o 

where OBI is calculated in the solution of Example 5.5. On evaluation, we get 

(a,)T = [11206 -16800 0 16800 -1121l6 OJ' 
with associated dofs 1,2,3,4,7,8, and 

(a,)T = [-1121l6 16800 0 -16800 112116 OJT 

with associated dofs 5,6, 7,8,3,and 4. 
Picking the forces for dofs 1,3, and 4 from the previous equations, we have 

FT::= [fi. F3 F41 = [11206 11206 16800] 

On solving KQ ::= F, we get 

[Ql Q3 Q4]::= [1.862 X 10-3 1.992 X 10-3 0.934 x 10-3
] in 

The displacements of element 1 due to temperature are 

q' = [1.862 X 10-3 0 1.992 X 10"'" 0.934 X 10-3 0 O]T 
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The stresses are calculated using Eq. 5.68 as 

a 1 = (DB1)Tql - DEo 

On substituting for the tenus on the right-hand side, we get 

at = lcf[1.204 -2.484 0.78]T psi 

We note that the displacements and stresses just calculated are due to temperature change .• 

5.4 PROBLEM MODELING AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The finite element method is used for computing displacements and stresses for a wide 
variety of problems. The physical dimensions, loading, and boundary conditions are 
clearly defined in some problems, similar to what we discussed in Example 5.4.1n other 
problems, these are not clear at the outset. 

An example is the problem illustrated in Fig. 5.8a.A plate with such a loading can 
exist anywhere in space. Since we are interested in the deformation of the body, the 
symmetry of the geometry and the symmetry of the loading can be used effectively. Let 
x and y represent the axes of symmetry as shown in Fig. 5.8b. The points along the x-axis 
move along x and are constrained in the y direction and points along the y-axis are con
strained along the x direction. This suggests that the part, which is one-quarter of the full 
area, with the loading and boundary conditions as shown is all that is needed to solve 
the deformation and stresses. 

As another example, consider an octagonal pipe under internal pressure, shown in 
Fig. 5.9a. By symmetry, we observe that it is sufficient to consider the 22S segment 
shown in Fig. 5.9b. The boundary conditions require that points along x and n are con
strained normal to the two lines, respectively. Note that for a circular pipe under inter
nal or external pressure, by symmetry, all points move radially. In this case, any radial 
segment may be considered. The boundary conditions for points along the x-axis in 
Fig. 5.9b are easily considered by using the penalty approach discussed in Chapter 3. 
The boundary conditions for points along the inclined direction n, which are considered 
perpendicular to n, are now treated in detail. If node i with degrees of freedom Q21-1 and 

I. 6Dmm 
(,) 

30MPa 

y 

~30mm-130MP' 
i---~5E-IFS_, 
: ~I 
, ' , 
-------------------~----~ 

(b) 

FIGURE 5.8 Rectangular plate . 
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(.) 

FIGURE 5.9 Octagonal pipe. 

Q. • 

;..' "I1s..:·_. Q1i _ I 

• -<'----''----- x 

" 

FIGURE S.10 Inclined roller support. 

(b) 

QZi moves along n as seen in Fig. 5.10 and 8 is the angle of inclination of n with respect 
to x-axis, we have 

Q2i_lsin8 - Q21cos6 = 0 (5.69) 

This boundary condition is seen to be a multipoint constraint, which is discussed in 
Chapter 3. Using the penalty approach presented in Otapter 3, this amounts to adding 
a tenn to the potential energy as in 

n -IQTKQ - QTF + ICCQ,,-,sinO - Q"oosO)' (5,70) 

where C is a large number. 
The squared tenn in Eq. 5.70 can be written in the form 

" )'-'[Q J[ Csin'O 2"C(QU_I SID6 - Qu cos 8 - 2 21-}' Q2i -Csin8cos8 
-C SinOooSO]{Q,,_,} 

Ccos2 6 Q2, 

(5,71) 

The terms C sin2 8, -C sin 8 cos 8, and C cos2 8 get added to the global stiffness matrix, 
for every node on the incline, and the new stiffness matrix is used to solve for the dis
placements. Note that these modifications can also be directly obtained from Eq. 3.82 
by substituting f30 = 0, /31 = sin 8, and /32 = -cos 6. The contributions to the banded 
stiffness matrix S are made in the locations (U - 1, I), (U - 1,2), aod (U, 1) by adding 
C sin2 6, -C sin 6 cos 8, and C cos28, respectively. 
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Some General Comments on Dividing into Elements 

When dividing an area into triangles, avoid large aspect ratios. Aspect ratio is defined 
as the ratio of maximum to minimum characteristic dimensions. Observe that the best 
elements are those that approach an equilateral triangular configuration. Such config
urations are not usually possible. A good practice may be to choose corner angles in the 
range of 30° to 1200

• 

In problems where the stresses change widely over an area, such as in notches and 
fillets, it is good practice to decrease the size of elements in that area to capture the stress 
variations. The constant-strain triangle (CST), in particular, gives constant stresses on the 
element. This suggests that smaller elements will better represent the distribution. Bet
ter estimates of maximum stress may be obtained even with coarser meshes by plotting 
and extrapolating. For this purpose, the constant element stresses may be interpreted as 
the values at centroids of the triangle. A method for evaluating nodal values from con
stant element values is presented in the postprocessing section of Chapter 12. 

Coarse meshes are recommended for initial trials to check data and reasonable
ness of results. Errors may be fixed at this stage, before running larger numbers of ele
ments. Increasing the number of elements in those regions where stress variations are 
high should give better results. This is called convergence. One should get a feel for con
vergence by successively increasing the number of elements in finite element meshes. 

5.5 ORTHOTROPIC MATERIALS 

Certain naturally occurring materials such as crystals of topaz and barite are orthotropic. 
Wood may also be considered to be orthotropic as a first approximation. Unidirection
al fiber-reinforced composites also exhibit orthotropic behavior. Orthotropic materials 
have three mutually perpendicular planes of elastic symmetry. We will denote 1,2, and 
3.as the principal material ax.es that are normal to the planes of symmetry. For example, 
Flg. 5.11 shows a cross sectJOn of a tree, with 1 being the axis along the wood fibers 
(gra~n),2 being the ~is tangenti~l to the annual rings, and 3 the axis along the radial di
re~tlon. The generalized Hooke s law as referred to coordinate system 1,2,3 can be 
wntten as* 

€2 = v" --<r 
E, ' (5.72) 

1 
"Y12 '= -C TI2 

" wh.ere ~l. E~, and E3 are the. Young's moduli along the principal material axes; "12 is the 
POisson s raho that charactenzes the decrease in the 2-direction d . t' plied in 
h 1 d · . . . Po· , . unng ensJOn ap 

t e - uectlOn, "21 IS the Isson s rabo that characterizes the decrease in the I_direction 

* S. G. Lekhnitskji, Anisotropic Plates, Gordon and Brea<;h Sdence P bl" h 1968 (trans-
lated by S. W. Tsal and T. Cheron). U IS ers, New York, 

...,. 
! 
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(Thngential) 1 (Along the grain) 
2 

3 (Radial) 

FIGURE 5.11 Wood as an orthotropic material. 

2 1 (Longitudinal) 

--5:"::::"- 2 (TI:aIlIlvene) 

Slices Fiber Matrix 

(.) (b) 

FIGURE 5.12 Plane stress orthotropic bodies. (a) wood planks, (b) unidirectional composites. 

due to tension in the 2-direction, and so on; and (;,.3, 0 13 , and G12 are the shear moduli 
that characterize changes of angles between principal directions 2 and 3, 1 and 3,and 1 and 
2, respectively. Due to symmetry of Eqs. 5.72, the following relations obtain: 

(5.73) 

Thus, there are nine independent material constants. In this chapter, we will con· 
sider only the problem of plane stress. Thus, we consider a thin body that lies in the 1,2 
plane. Examples of such thin bodies are shown in Figs. 5.12a and b. Figure 5.12a shows 
how thin planks are obtained from a tree. Figure 5.12b shows a unidirectional compos· 
ite that can be modeled as a plane stress orthotropic problem. In actual design, many lay· 
ers of these unidirectional composites are stacked at different fiber orientations to form 
a laminate. A single-layer composite may be viewed as a building block for laminate 
constructions. In a unidirectional composite, the Young's modulus along the fibers 
is greater than that across. That is, El > E2· The axis 1 is often referred to as the 
longitudinal axis, and 2 is referred to as the transverse axis, In plane stress. aU stresses and 
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displacements are assumed to be averaged across the thickness and are consequently 
only functions of 1, 2. The loading is confined to be in the 1,2 plane. 

Neglecting the I-component stresses, we have, from (5.72), 

1 1'2\ 1'12 1 
IE! = E10'\ - E20'2, E2 = - E,171 + E2 0'2 , 

1 
Y12 = -G T12 

n 

These equations can be inverted to express stress in terms of strain as 

E, E,1I21 
0 

{ ::} ~ 1 1'121'21 1 - ).1\21'21 t:J E2V 12 E2 
0 

Tn 1 11121121 1 V12P21 

0 0 G" 

(5.74) 

(5.75) 

The 3 X 3 coefficient matrix in expression 5.75 will be denoted by Dm, the super
script m denoting the material axes. Thus, Do = E1/(1 - ).112"21), Dj3 = Gil, and so 
on. D m is symmetric since E,Jl21 = E21'12_ Four independent constants are involved here. 

When an orthotropic plate is loaded parallel to its material axes, it results only in 
normal strains and not in shear strains. When the load is not parallel to any of its mate
rial axes, it results in both normal and shear strains. To be able to analyze general prob
lems of this sort, we will consider an orthotropic material with its material axes oriented 
at an angle 8 with the global x-,y-axes as shown in Fig. 5.13. Note that 8 is measured coun
terclockwise from the x-axis to the l-axis. A transformation matrix T is introduced as 

[ 

coo28 sin2
8 2Sin8COS8] 

T = sin2 8 cos2
() -2sin()cos8 

-sin8cos9 sin8cos8 cos2 () - sin2 () 

(5.76) 

The relations between the stresses (strains) in the material coordinate system and the 
global coordinate system are 

(5.77) 

FIGURE 5.13 Orientation of material axes with res""'''', "' b I· k 
., ,..-'-' 0 &,0 a axes· /1 IS the counterdoc -

wise angle from x-axiS 10 I-allis. NOIe: II '" 33()° is equivalent to /1 = -300. 
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The important relation we need is the D matrix, which relates stress and strain in the 
global system as 

{ U,} _ [DII D" D"]{"} u y - 1>,,2 D:z2 Dz3 E)' 

'tzy .0.3 Dz3 ~3 'Yzy 

It can be shown. that the D matrix is related to the D m matrix as 

Dtl = Dflcos4 8 + 2(Di2 + 2D33)sur8cos28 + Dr2sin49 

1>,,2 = (DTt + DT2 - 4D33)Sin28cos29 + DiHsin4 9 + 0064 8) 

1>,,3 = (Dil- Di'2 - 2Dj'3) sin 9 00538 + (Di'2 - Di'2 + 2Dj'3)Sur9cos8 

Dz2 = Dil sin4 8 + 2( Di'2 + 2Dj3) sin2 8 cos2 9 + DT2 cos4 8 

~3 = (Dil - Di'2 - 2Dj3)Sin38cos8 + (Di'2 - Di2 + 2Dj'3) sin 9 cos 38 

~3 = (Dil + Di'2 - 2Di2 - 2DT3) sur 8 cos2 8 + D3'3(sin4 8 + 0054 9) 

(5.78) 

(5.79) 

Implementation of (5.79) into the finite element program csn is straightforward. The 
existing isotropic D matrix is replaced by that given in Eq. (5.79).1he angle 9 will be as
sumed to be constant within each finite element, although the angle can vary from one 
element to another. This variation in 9 makes it possible to tailor the material so as to 
be most effective in resisting the loads.After equation solving and obtaining the stress· 
es in the global coordinate system, the stresses in the material coordinate system can be 
obtained using Eqs. 5.77 and then inserted into an appropriate failure theory to deter· 
mine the factor of safety. 

Temperature Effects 

We have studied how temperature strains are handled for isotropic materials. The 
stress-strain law is of the form (J' = D(E - En). This same relation also holds for or· 
thotropic materials. In material coordinates, an increase in temperature fJ.T will cause 
normal strains. but no shearing strain. ThUS,E? = alAT and ~ = «:lAT. The T·matrix in 
Eq. 5.76 can be used to transform the coefficients of thermal expansion as 

! a,! {} a, 
a 

Y = T 0'2 

~aZy 0 

(5.80) 

The initial strain vector En is now given by 

aT} aT 
aT 

(5.81) 

.. B. D.AgarWli and L.1. Broutman.AnalY.fil end PtrfoT71l4ltt% of flbter Compo.rita, John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc.,NewYork, 1980. 
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TABLE 5.1 'IypicaJ Properties for Some Orthotropic Materials 

Material E,.lO"psi EIfEl "" EdGll a l .I04>/"F O'~, 1O--<>;oF 

Balsa wood 0.125 20.0 0.30 29.0 
Pine wood 1.423 23.8 0.24 13.3 
Plywood 1.707 2.0 0.07 17.1 
Boron Epoxy 33.00 1.571 0.23 4.714 3.20 11.0 
S·glas5 epoxy 7.50 4.412 0.25 9.375 3.50 1}.0 

Graphite 23.06 14.587 0.38 24.844 0.G25 11.2 

(Thome1300) 
Kevlar-49 12.04 14.820 0.34 39.500 -1.22 to -1.28 19.4 

Typical values of the elastic constants for some orthotropic materials, that is, wood 
materials and unidirectional composites, are given in Table 5.1. The unidirectional com
posites are made from embedding fibers in a matrix. In the table, the matrix is an epoxy 
resin with E :::0 0.5 X 10° psi, JJ == 0.3. 

Example 5.8 

This example shows how more detailed models can be analyzed using program CST with 
pre- and postprocessing programs of Chapter 12. . 

Consider the problem shown in Fig.ES.8a.1t is necessary to determine the locanon 
and magnitude of the maximum y stress in the plate. 

Use of the mesh generation program MESHGEN requires mapping the region into 
a checkerboard and specifying the number of subdivisions for discretization. The detailed 
explanation of using MESHGEN is given in Chapter 12. Here. the emphasis is only on using 
the program to generate input data for CST. Thus, using the checkerboard in Fig. ES.8b, a 
36-node, 48-element mesh is created as shown in Fig. ES.8c. Program PLOT2D has been used 
to generate the plot after executing MESHGEN. A text editor is then used to define the 
boundary conditions, loads, and material properties. The MESHGEN input file is listed 
subsequently. MESHGEN is run using this input file. The output of MESHGEN is then 
edited using any text editor. The changes and additions are shown in bold face in the CST 
input file, which follows the MESHGEN input file listing. Note that the structure of input 
files is shown in the inside front cover of the book.The resulting data file is input into CS~. 
In summary. the order in which programs are executed is MESHGEN, PLOTID. text edt
tor, and CST. 

From the output we note the maximum y stress to be 1768.0 psi occurring in the 
hatched region in Fig. E5.8c. 

The reader is urged to follow these steps, which will help in the solution of complex 
problems with less effort. Programs BESlFlT and CONTOURA or CONTOURB can be 
used at this stage for obtaining nodal stresses and contour plots, as discussed in Chapter 12. 
Contour plotting with programs BESTFlT and CONTOUR is shown schematicallY in 
Fig. E5.8d. Also, the stresses in the dements may be considered to be accurate at the centroids 
of the elements and can be extrapolated to obtain the maximum stresses. See Figs. E6.3c or 
E7.2b for examples of such extrapolation. • 
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2. Create a block diagram 
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S. Create input file and run MESHGEN.BAS 
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Critically stressed 
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CONIUURA. BAS and CONTOURRBAS 

STEP! 

Mesh data file 
Element stress file 

STEP 2 

Mesh data file 
NodaJ stress file 

(c) F'mite element mesh viewed using PLOT2D.BAS 

Pm"""" 
BESTFTI 

Nodal stress file 

Program Contour plots 
CONTOURA 

or CON'IOURB 

(d) Contour plotting using programs BESI'FIT and CONTOUR 

FIGURE E5.8 
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Input Data File 

Mll:SBI3EN Input Fi.le 
b~l. 85.8 
Number of Nodes per Element <3 or 4> 

3 
BLOCK DATA 
liS-Spans (NS) 

1 
SPAN DATA 

#W-Spans (W) 

4 

S-Span/f Num-Divisions (for 

1 3 
W-Span# Num-Divisions (for 

1 2 
2 2 
3 2 
4 2 

#PairsOfEdgesMergedNSJ) 
o 

mh S-Span/ Single division 

•• d> W-Span/ Sinqle division 

BLOCK MATERIAL DATA (for Material Number other than 1) 

-11 

11 

Block#! Material (Void => 0 Block#! - 0 completes this data) 
o 

BLOCK CORNER DATA 
Corner# X-Coord 'i-Coord (Corner#! o completes this data) 

1 0 4 

2 0 0 
3 1.4142 4.5858 
4 5 0 
5 2 6 
6 5 6 
7 1.4142 7.4142 
B 5 12 , 0 B 

10 0 12 
0 

MID POINT DATA 'OR CURVED OR GRADED SIDES 
S-Side# X-Coord Y-Coord (Side#! -o completes this data) 

0 
W-Side# X-Coord Y-Coord (Sidell o c~letes this data) 

1 .7654 4.1522 
3 1.8478 5.2346 
5 1.6476 6.7654 
7 .7654 7.8478 
0 

MERGING SIDES (Nadel is the lower number) 
Pair# SidelNodel SidelNode2 Side2Nodel Side2node2 



Rzappl. 25.B 
NN NE NM NOlM NEN 

36 4B 1 2 3 2 
ND NL HMPC 

• , 0 
Node# X Y 

1 0 4 
2 0 2.666667 

35 0 10.66667 
36 0 12 
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'DN'~.I-___ _ 

Enter data 

• 

Elem# Nodel Node2 Node3 Materiall Thickness 
1 1 2 5 1.4 0 

TempChanq. 

2 6 5 2 1.4 0 
3 2 3 6 1.4 0 

46 35 34 30 1.4 0 
47 31 32 36 1.4 0 
48 36 35 31 1.4 0 
DOl', 8pecined Dhpl __ t 
55 0 
56 0 
.. 0 
.. 0 

TIlICKNESS, 
AND TEMP. 
CHANGE 

71 0 
72 0 f>" Data Added 
DOl" Load. 
8 -200 
16 -400 
24 -200 
IllAT' I: 
1 30.6 

no 
.3 

C'1'.O 
o 

« SmESS ANALYSIS USING OONftM'T SDADI ~ » 
I:X»IPLB 5.5 
NN NE NH NDIM NEN NDN 

4 2 1 2 
ND NL NMPC 

5 1 0 
Nodef x y 

1 3 0 
2 3 2 
3 0 2 
• 0 0 

3 , 

Elem. N1 N2 N3 Matt 
1 4 1 2 1 
2 3 4 2 1 

DOFf Displacement 
, 0 
s 0 
6 0 
7 0 
, 0 

DaF' Load 
4 -1000 

Thickness 
.S 
.S 

MATt E Nu 
1 30E6 .25 

B1iB2jB3 

Alpha 
12£-6 

(Multi-point 

TempRise 
o 
o 
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Progr_ c.t2D - CBANDROPArLA , UY·BGUNDU 

0._' 
EXAMPLE 5.5 
Plane Stress Analysis 
NODe, X-Oispl Y-Displ 

1 1.9076E-05 -5.8618E-09 
2 8.7326E-06 -7.4160£-05 
3 1.9216£-09 -1.1840£-09 
4 -1.9216£-09 -9.7090£-11 

ELEMt SX 5Y Txt 51 52 ANGLE SX->Sl 
1 -9.3122E+01 -1.1356E+03 -6.2082E+01 -8.94)8E+01 -1.1393£+03 -

3.3961E+00 
2 9.3122£+01 2.3264E+01 -2.9661E+02 3. 5685E+02 -2.4047E+02 -4.1642£+01 

ocr. REACTION 
2 8.2065E+02 
5 -2.6902E+02 
6 1. 6575£+02 
7 2. 6902E+02 
B 1. 3593E+01 

PROBLEMS 

5.1. The nodal coordinates of the triangular element are shown in Fig. P5tL At the interior 
point P, the x-coordinate is 3.3 and NJ '= OJ. Determine N2 , N3• and the y-coordinate 
at point P. 

3 (4,6) 

y 

2 (5, 3) 

1 (1.2) 

'---------, 
FIGURE PS.l 

5.2. ~etermine the ~acobian for the (x,y) ~ (~, 17) transformation for the element shown in 
Fig. P5.2. Also, fmd the area of the triangle. 

7)"" 0 

y 

" 1,(7,9) 

FIGURE PS.2 

1 
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5.3. For point P located inside the triangle shown in FIg. PS.3. the shape functions Nt and ~ 
are 0.15 and 0.25, respectively. Determine the x- and y-coordinates of point P. 

3 (3,5) 
y 

2(4,2) 

1 (1, 1) 

"---------------_x 
FIGURE PS.3 

5.4. In Example 5.1,determine the shape functions using the area coordinate approach. (Hint: 
UseArea = 0.5(X13Yz3 - X21Y13) for triangle 1-2-3.) 

5.5. For the triangular element shown in figure P5.5, obtain the strabH:tisplacement relation 
matrix B and determine the strains E .. , E,. and ')'%1' 

q, 

y t 
(~ 7) 

ql eo 0.001 
q3 = 0.003 
q5 = -0.002 

q2 = -0.004 
q4 = 0.002 
q6 = 0.005 

•• 
t 

2 -q3 
(8,4) 

~('~"~)~~ ______ ~ __ x 

Note: II and II bave the same units. 

FIGURE PS.S 
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5.6. Figure P5.6 shows a 2-D region modeled with 12 CST elements. 
(a) Determine the bandwidth NBW (also referred to as the "half-bandwidth"). 
(b) If the multipoint constraint Ql "" Q18 is imposed (1 and 18 are degree of freedom num

bers corresponding to x displacement of node 1 and y displacement of node 9, 
respectively), what is the new value of NBW? 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 ~ ____ ~7~ ______ ~ ____ ~L-____ __ 
8 9 10 

11 12 13 

FIGURE PS.6 

5.7. Indicate all the mistakes in the following finite element models with CST elements: 

load 

(hi 

FIGURE PS.7 
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S.8. For 8 two-dimensional triangular element, the stress-4isp1acement matrix DB appearing 
in 0' = DBq is given by 

[

251lO 2200 -lSIlO 1200 -4400 1000] 
DB"" 5500 4000 4100 2600 -1500 1200 N/mm? 

2000 251lO -4000 1800 2200 4400 

If the coefficient of linear expansion is 10 x 1~ rc. the temperature rise of the element 
is 1QooC, and the volume of the element is 25 mm.3,determine the equivalent temperature 
load 8 for the element 

sa. For the configuration shown in FIg. P'5.9, determine the deflection at the point of load 
application using a one-element model. If a mesh of several triangular elements is used, 
comment on the stress values in the elements close to the tip. 

20mm 

lOON 

30mm 
l}----'-'-='------;J- SO N 

t= lOmm 
E = 70,000 MPa 
v=O.3 

FIGURE PS.9 

5.10. Determine the bandwidth for the two-dimensional region for the triangular element divi· 
sion with the node numbering shown in Fig. P5.1O. How do you proceed to decrease the 
bandwidth? 

1 2 3 4 S 

8 
10 

7 9 6 

15 ,. 
11 

13 
Q" 

t 
/---QU-I 

16 17 18 

FIGURE PS.10 

'~ i ,.! 
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5.11. Consider the four-element CST model in Fig.P5.11 subjected to a body force f = l N/m3 

in the y direction. Assemble the global load vector F12xt for the model. 

1 4 Coordinates. m 

Node ,- y-

If, 
1 0 2 

5 2 0 1 
2 3 0 0 

4 15 2 
5 15 1 
6 15 0 

3 6 

thickness"" 1m 

FIGURE PS.1 1 

5.12. Assemble the load vector F6X1 at the three nodes on the inner boundary, which is subjected 
to a pressure p = O.9MPa. (See Fig. PS.12.) 

5.13. 

30° 

30° 

1f.·----15mm 

FIGURE PS.12 

Consider the three-Doded triangular element in Fig. PS 13 Express the integral for area 
moment of inertia I = 1. y2 dA as . . 

3 
y 

y 

"--------L_x 

FIGURE PS.13 

2 
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1= y:[R]Ye 

where Ye = [yt,.>'1, )'3]T = a vector of y-coordinates of the three nodes, and R is a 3 x 3 
matrix. (Hint: Interpolate y using shape functions Ni .) 

5.14. Compute the integral I = LN1N2N]dA, where ~ are the linear shape functions for a 
three-noded CST element 

S.15. Solve the plane stress problem in Fig. P5.1S using three different mesh divisions. Compare 
your deformation and stress results with values obtained from elementary beam theory. 

T 
30mm 

lOkN 

E=70GPa 
v = 0.33 

Thickness = 10 mm La---~ 
1+-1, -60mm~ 

FIGURE PS.1S 

5.16. For the plate with a hole under plane stress (Fig. P5.16),find the deformed shape of the bole 
and determine the maximum stress distribution along AB by using stresses in elements 
adjacent to the line. (Note: The result in tbis problem is the same for any thickness. You 
may use t = 1 in.) 

J 1 

4m ~ --- !~~- -----". 
I , 

E= 30 x lofipsi 
l' '" 0.3 

I I \ 
2OOOp.' 1_,____ -----I,I2000 P• 

I"'" 6iD.-

FIGURE PS.16 
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5.17. Model a half of the disk with a hole (Fig. P5.17) and ~nd the major and minor dimensions 
after compression. Also, plot the distribution of maxIDmm stress along AB. 

1000 Ib 

I E=30XI06 

v = 0.3 

Thickness = 0.25 in. 

A B 

FIGURE PS.17 

S.lS. Consider the multipoint constraint 

where Qs is the displacement along degree of freedom 5, and Q9 is the displacement along 
dof 9. Write the penalty term 

and, hence, determine the stiffness additions k and force additions f. Then, fill in the fol
lowing blanks to show how these additions are made in the computer program that uses 
a banded stiffness matrix S: 

S(5,1) ~ S(5,1) + __ 

S(9, 1) ~ S(9, 1) + __ _ 

S(5,_) ~ S(5, )+---

F(5) ~ F(5) + __ 

F(9) ~ F(9) + __ 

5.19. Model the 22.5
0 

segment of the octagonal pipe shown in Fig. PS.19. Show the deformed con
figuration. of the segment and .the distribution of maximum in-plane shear stress. ~Hinl: 
~or all pomts along CD, use stiffness modification suggested in Eq. 5.71. Also, maxlJIlUtll 
m-piane s~ear stress""" (0"1 - U'2)/2, where 0"1 and 0"2 are the principal stresses. Assume 
plane stram.) 

i 



501DD1 -~ 

FIGURE PS.19 

E=2100Pa 
,.0.28 

-........ 

Problems 

5.20. Determine the location and magnitude of maximum principal stress and maximum shear· 
ing stress in the fillet shown in Fig. PS.20. 

,1--•. 0 ;".---1, 
1200XlIblin. ,= t.oin. 1 E=30Xld'ipii 

Ij' Lr ~::""" 
__ --.L 1 '-I, ~-----n--.....-------!".I; - -- 'i 

FIGURE PS.20 

5.2L The torque arm in Fig. PS.21 is an automotive component,fixed at left bolt hole. Determine 
the location and magnitude of maximum von Mises stress, Unt. given by 

CTYN ::: v'U; - uxU, + a; + 3r:IY 

SOOON 

~1·-----·~0---------4 

(All dimeDsions iD em) 

fiGURE PS.21 

r"'l.oan 

E" 200 x I(f N/m1 
... 0.3 
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5.22. A large, flat surface of a steel body is subjected to a line load of 100 lb/in. Assuming plane 
strain, consider an enclosure as shown in fig. PS.22 and detennine the defonnation of the 
surface and stress distribution in the body. (Note: Choose small elements close to the load 
and assume that deflection at 10 in. away is negligible.) 

5.23. 

100 Ib/in. 

IO in. lOin. 

50lb 

E""30x 106 psi 
v ""03 

0rl __ ~1~Ogin~. __ 

10 in. 

~~~i@ 
1 in. thick 

Model 

FIGURE PS.22 

In ~roble~ S.~2, the load is cbanged to a distributed load 400 Ib/in.2 on a 1/4-in.-wide long 
r~glOn, as 10 Fig. PS.23. Model the problem as above with this loading and find deforma
tJo~ of the ~urfac~ ~nd stress distribution in the body. (Note: Assume that deflection at 
10 10. away IS neghgIble.) 

400 lb/in~ 

FIGURE PS.23 
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5.24. A ~ x S·in. copper piece fits snugly into a short channel--shaped steel piece at room tem· 
perature, as shown in Fig. PS.24. The assembly is subjected to a uniform temperature 
increase of SOOF. Assuming that the properties are constant within this change and that 
the surfaces are bonded together, find the deformed shape and the stress distribution. 

Coppe' 
a=- 10 x 10-6/~F 

E=18Xl()fipsi 
l' '" 0.25 

FIGURE P5.24 

6.T= 8O"F 
stoe! 
a = 65 x 10-6rF 
E= 30x l()fipsi 
v=O.3 

5.25. In the slotted ring shown in Fig. PS.2S, two loads of magnitude P and load R are applied 
such that the 3·mm gap closes. Determine the magnitude of P and show the deformed 
shape of the part. (Hint: Find the deflection of gap for, say, P = 100 and multiply the 
deflections proportionately.) 

60' 

-l------

FIGURE P5.25 
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5.26. A titanium piece (A) is press-fitted into a titanium workpiece (B) as shown in Fig. P5.26. 

5.27. 

Determine the location (show on a sketch) and magnitude of maximum von Mises stress 
in both the parts (from your CST output file). Then, provide contour plots of the von Mises 
stress in each part. Data are as follows: E :0 101 GPa, v = 0.34. 

The guidelines are (a) use less than 100 elements in all, (b) mesh each part inde
pendently, but without duplicating node or element numbers, (e) choose a value for Lmterfoct 

and then enforce multipoint constraints (MPCs) between the coincident nodes on this 
interface-the choice of Lint<rf .... will involve trial-aDd-check as nodes that want to sepa
rate should not be forced together through the MPC, and (d) use symmetry. Assume a 
no-slip interface, a fixed base, and plane strain. 

1-1' --103----1'1 , 

I 
-r 

I 
A 

40 

- f-

1 

20 
inmm. i--all dimensions 

I 20 
I 

~ • ~ .-
50 15 

B 

} L""" .. { 60 

1-
15 

"8 
FIGURE PS,26 

~n ~dge crack o,f length a in a rectangular plate is subjected to a tensile stress 0'0 as showO 
m Fig, P5,27: Usmg a half·symmetry model,complete the followin ' 
(a) Determine the crack opening angle 8 (8 = 0 befo' th , d g. ,. dl ' ,e e oa lsapple ' 



y 
C,..ok 
tip 

"" 
FIGURE PS.27 
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Plane strain (I '" 1 mm) 
L '" 4OO.0mm 
a=9.5mm 
b os 9S.0mm 

Uo = 450.0 MPa 

(b) Plot the y stress (7y versus x, along the line A-O. Assuming that fry = . ~, use 
V21TX 

regression to estimate X,. Compare your result for infinitely long plates, for which K, 
of ::: 1.20" (} \I'1rli is used. 

(c) Repeat part (b) for increasingly fine meshes near the crack tip. 

5.28. Use the geometry of the plate for the plane-stress problem in P5.15. H the material of the 
plate is graphite-epoxy resin with fiber orientation at an angle fJ to the horizontal, deter
mine the deformation and stress values Un tTy, and {71' «2 for () "" 0",30°,45"',600, and 
90°. Properties of graphite in epoxy resin are given in Table 5.1. (Hint: The problem solu
tion requires modification of program CST to incorporate the D matrix defined in Eq. 5.79.) 

5.29. The plate with a hole in Problem 5.16 is made of pine wood. For fJ "" 0", JO°,45°,600,and 
90°, complete the following: 
(a) Determine the deformed shape of the hole. 
(b) Hod the stress distribution along AB and, hence, the stress concentration factor K,. Plot 

K, versus (). 
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Program Listing 

,********* •• * ••••••••••• ** •••••••••••••• .. PROGRAM CST 
'. CONSTANT STRAIN TRIANGLE 
'* T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D. Belegundu 

• 
• 
• 

'============ MAIN ~ =============== 
Private Sub cmdStart_Click() 

Call InputData 
Call Bandwidth 
Call Stiffness 
Call ModifyForBC 
Call BandSolver 
Call StressCalc 
Call ReactionCalc 
Call Output 
cmdView.Enabled ~ True 
cmdStart.Enabled '" False 

End Sub 

--=--- - BANDWIDTH EVALUATION 
Private Sub Bandwidth() 

,----- ~cith ~lI.iIlt:iGD 
For I = 1 To NE 

NMIN = NOC{l, 1): NMAX NOC(l, 1) 
ForJ=2ToNEN 

If NMIN > NOC(l, J) Then NMIN 
If NMAX < NOC(I, J) Then NMAX 

Neltt J 

NTMP = NDN * (NMAX - NMIN + 1) 
If NBW < NTMP Then NBW = NTMP 

Next I 
For I = 1 To NMPC 

NOC(I, J) 

NOe(I, J) 

NABS'" Abs (MPC(I, 1) -
If NBW < NABS Then NBW 

Next I 

MPC(I, 
NABS 

2)) + 1 

picBoK.Frint "The Bandwidth is"; NBW 
End Sub 

\~==============================---=-----=-

ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND ASSEMBLY 
Private Sub Stiffness() 

ReDim S (NQ, NBW) 
,----- G~oba~ Sti~b1e •• Xat%bc ____ _ 

For N = 1 To NE 
picBo)(.Print "Forming Stiffness Matrilt of Element "; N 

'--- E~~t Stiffn ••• 
Call DbMat(N, 1) 
For I = 1 To 6 

For J = 1 To 6 
C = 0 

1 



C'ontinusd 
FOl:"K"IT03 

C - C + 0.5 * Abs(DJ) * B(K, II * D8IK, J) * TH(N) 
Next K 
SE(I, J) - C 

Next J 
Next I 

'--- ~.mu. z.a.d ~ 
AI. - PM(M1I.T (N), 3) 

C ~ AI. * DT(N): If LC - 2 Then C - C * (1 + PNU) 
FOl:" I = 1 To 6 

TL(t) = 0.5 * C * TH(N) * Abs (DJ) * (D8(1, II + DB(2, III 
Next I 
picBox.Pl:"int " ••.• p~ iza GiU.cabr&l J;ooaU ... • 
call. Pl.aoeGl.cbal. (R') 

Next N 
End Sub 
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'==::::== PLACING ELEMENT STIFFNESS IN GLOBAL LOCATIONS === 
Private Sub PlaceGlobal(NI 

For II - 1 To NEN 
NRT • NDN * (NOCCN, II) - 1) 
For IT = 1 To NDN 

NR - NRT + IT 
I = NDN * (II - 1) + IT 
FOl:" JJ - 1 To NEN 

NCT = NDN * (NOC(N, JJ) - 1) 
FOl:" JT • 1 To NDN 

J - NDN * (JJ - 1) + JT 
NC - NCT + JT - NR + 1 
If NC > 0 Then 

S(NR, NC) * SINR, NC) + SE(I, Jj 
End If 

Next JT 
Next JJ 
FCNR) • F(NR) + TL(I) 

Next IT 
Next II 

End Sub 
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'============== STRESS ~TIONS ============= 
Private Sub StressCalc() 

ReDilD. Stress (NE, 3), PciuStress (NE, 3), PltStress INE) 
,----- Stress Calculations 
For N = 1 To NE 

Cal.l DbHat(N, 2) 
'--- PriDc'.i,P&1 Sere.. c..l.ca..l.aticm. 

If 5TR(3) = 0 Then 
51 = 5TR(l): 32 = STR(2): l\NG = 0 
If 52 > 51 Then 

51 ~ STR(2): 52 = 5TR(l): ANG = 90 
End If 

Else 
C = 0.5 .. (5TR(l) + STR(2)) 
R = Sqr(O.25 .. (3TR(l) - STR(2)) " 2 + (5TR(3)) " 2) 
31 = C + R: 52 = C - R 
If C > 5TR(!) Then 

ANG = 57.2957795" Atn(STR(3) I (SI - STR(l)jj 
If 5TR(3) > 0 Then ANG = 90 - ANG 
If 5TR(3) < a Then ANG = -90 - ANG 

Else 
ANG = 57.29577951 .. Atn(STR(3) / (STR(1) - 52)) 

End If 
End If 
SCress(N, 11 = 5TRll) 
Stress(N, 2) = STR(2) 
Stress IN, 3i = 3TR(3) 
PrinStress(N, 11 = 51 
PrinStress(N, 2) = 52 
Prin5tress(N, 3) = ANG 
If IPL = 2 Then Plt5tresslN) ~ 0.5 * (51 _ 52) 
If IPL '" 3 Then 

53 = 0, If LC = 2 Then S3 = PNU * (51 + S2) 
C = (51 - 52) " 2 + (52 - 53) " 2 + (53 - 51) " 2 
P1t5tress(N) = 5qr(0.5 * C) 

End If 
Next N 

End Sub 

Private Sub 
B AND DB ~TRIC£S 

DbMat (N, 15TR) 
,----- D(l, BO and DBO matrices 
'--- Firat: t:be D-Jtiit:ri.z 
M = MAT(N) , E = PM(M, 1): PNU = PM(M, 
'--- D () Matrix. 
If LC ~ 1 Then 

'--- PLan. St:r ••• 

- -- " .. " 
FORBDB~ 

2): AL = PM(M, 3) 

Cl '" E / (1 - PNU ~ 2): C2 = Cl * PNU 
Else 

-=-~ 



U.L 

continued 

p.1azae St:%&.ia 
e = E / ({I + PNU) .. (I - 2 .. PNU» 
el .. e .. (I - PNU): e2 .. e .. PNU 

End If 
e3 = 0.5 .. B / (I + PNU) 
Ofl, 1) .. el: O{l, 2) .. C2: O{l, 3) '" 0 
O{2, 1) .. C2: 0(2, 2) .. el: D(2, 3) = 0 
0(3, 1) = 0: 0(3, 2) co 0: 0(3, 3) .. C3 
'--- Strain-Displacement Matrix B() 
II NOC/N, I); 12" NOC(N, 2): 13'" NOe(N, 3) 
Xl XIII, 1): Y1 .. X(Il, 2) 
X2 X/I2, 1): Y2 = X(I2, 2) 
X3 .. X(I3, 1): Y3" X(I3, 2) 
XlI = X2 Xl: X32 = X3 - Xl: X13 = Xl - X3 
Y12 = Yl - Y2: Y23 '" Y2 - Y3: Y31 = Y3 - Yl 
OJ = X13 .. '/23 - X32 .. Y31 'DJ.t. d.t:er.jn.at: ~ Jaoald._ 

De1'iDif:ioza ~ Sf} Jfa'tziz 
Bfl, 1) .. '123 / OJ: B(2, 1) '" 0: B(3, 1) X32 I OJ 
Bf1, 2) 0: B(2, 2) '" X32 I OJ: B(3. 2) .. Y23 / OJ 
B(l, 3) Y31 / OJ: B{2, 3) = 0: B{3, 3) X13 / OJ 
B(l, 4) 0: B{2, 4) .. X13 I OJ: B(3. 4) .. Y31 / OJ 
B(l, 5) .. Yl2 / OJ: B(2, 5) '" 0: B(3. 5) X21 I OJ 
B(l, 6) 0: 8(2. 6) .. X2l I OJ: B(3. 6) .. Y12 / OJ 
'--- DB Ifa'tziz DB - DItJI 
ForI=lTo3 

For J = 1 To 6 
C = 0 
For K = 1 To 3 

e = C + OIl, K) .. 8(K, J) 

Next I< 
DB(I, J) .. C 

Next J 
Next I 
If ISTR "" 2 Then 
,----- S'~. zYala.f:icm 
Q{l) "" F(2 .. II - 1): Q(2) ~ F{2 .. II) 
O(3) .. F(2 .. 12 - 1): Q(4) .. F{2 .. 12) 
Q/5) '"' F(2 .. 13 - 1): 0(6) .. F(2 .. 13) 
C1 ~ AL .. OT(N): If LC" 2 Then C1 .. C1 .. (1 + PNU) 
For I "" 1 To 3 

C • 0 
For K '" 1 To 6 

e .. C + OB(I. K) .. O(K) 
Next K 
STR(I) .. C - el .. (DII, 1) + 0(1, 2» 

Next I 
End If 

End Sub 

Problems 1n 



CHAPTER 6 

Axisymmetric Solids Subjected 
to Axisymmetric Loading 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

178 

Problems involving three-dimensional axisymmetric solids or solids of revolution, sub
jected to axisymmetric loading, reduce to simple two-dimensional problems. Because 
of total symmetry about the z-axis, as seen in Fig. 6.1, all deformations and stresses are 
independent of the rotational angle 8. Thus, the problem needs to be looked at as a two
dimensional problem in rz, defined on the revolving area (Fig. 6.th). Gravity forces can 
be considered if acting in the z direction. Revolving bodies like flywheels can be ana
lyzed by introducing centrifugal forces in the body force term. We now discuss the 
axisymmetric problem fonnulation. 

"-1---', , , 

, 
('I 

u '" [u,wIT 

T = [T,. T"IT 

f '" [jp !"IT 

P = [P"P,jT 

Pi distributed 
on circle 

, 

, 
I . 
I 

I 

I Tf--

I 

L 

FIGURE 6.1 Axisymmetric problem. 

(bl 

P, 

area A 

Boundary 
L 

>'j--.' 
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6.2 AXISYMMETRIC FORMULAnON 

Considering the elemental volume shown in Fig. 6.2, the potential energy can be writ
ten in the form 

1r"r r'or r'"r n="2Jo JAaTErdAd8- Jo JAuTfrdAd8- Jo JL uTrrrd€d8- ~uipi 

(6.1) 

where r de dfJ is the elemental surface area and the point load Pi represents a line load 
distributed around a circle, as shown in Fig. 6.1. 

All variables in the integrals are independent of 8. Thus., Eq. 6.1 can be written as 

II = 21r(~ i aTErdA - i uTfrdA - 1 uTTrdt) - ~ uipi (6.2) 

where 

U~[U,W]T 

f ~ [/,,/,1' 
T ~ [T"T,]T 

(63) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

From Fig. 6.3, we can write the relationship between strains E and displacements u as 

E = [EnE;:,'Yr<:,E,J
T 

~ [au aw au + aw ~lT 
ar ' az ' az ar ' r 

The stress vector is correspondingly defined as 

The stress-strain relations are given in the usual form, viz., 

a=DE 

dv=rdedrdz 
= rde dA 

F1GURE 6.2 EIeGlCntal volume. 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 
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z + iJu d 

: w + ~~ d'l"1 a, "ll_---~ 
iT--------- -

I d, d _________ w vL 
I 
LI __________________ , 

f--;;-. d'~ 
FIGURE 6.3 Defonnation of elemental volume. 

where the (4 x 4) matrix D can be written by dropping the appropriate terms from the 
three-dimensional matrix in Chapter 1, as 

1 
v v 

0 1 - v 1 - v 
v v 

£(1 - v) 1 - v 
1 0 

D~ 1 - v 
(6.9) (1 + v)(1 - 2v) 1 - 2v 0 0 0 2(1 - v) 

v v 
1 - v 1 - v 0 1 

In the Galerkin formulation, we require 

2'TT 1 (fT£(<<fJ)rdA - (2'TT 1 «fJTfrdA + 21T 1 «fJTTrde + ~ «fJ:P,) = 0 (6.10) 

where 

<I> ~ [¢" ¢,]T (6.11) 

_(<I» ~ [a¢',a¢"aq" + a¢, q,'J' 
or OZ iJz or ' r (6.12) 
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6.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODEUNG: TRIANGUlAR ELEMENT 

• 
• 

Wk
: 
\' , 

': '

~ , ~ 

The two·dimensional region defined by the revolving area is divided into triangular 
elements, as shown inFlg. 6.4. Though each element is completely represented by the area 
in the rz plane. in reality. it is a ring-shaped solid of revolution obtained by revolving the 
triangle about the z-axis. A typical element is shown in Fig. 6.5. 

The definition of connectivity of elements and the nodal coordinates follow the 
steps involved in the CST element discussed in Section 5.3. We note here that the r- and 
z·coordinates. respectively. replace x and y. 

Using the three shape functions Nt. Nz• and N3 • we define 

• = Nq (6.13) 
where u is defined in (6.3) and 

N = [~' 0 N, 0 N, ~J (6.14) 
N, 0 N, 0 

q = [q" q20 q,. q., q" q.lT (6.15) 

If we denote Nt = € and Nz = 11. and note that N3 = 1 - e - 71. then Eq. 6.13 gives 

u = fq, + W, + (1 - t - '1)q, 

w = fq, + w. + (1 - f - '1)q. (6.16) 

20 

18 

FIGURE 6.4 'Jiiangulation. 
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and 

L-_________________ r 

FIGURE 6.5 Axisymmetric triangular element. 

By using the isoparametric representation, we find 

, = t'l + 1/'2 + (1 - t - 1/)'3 

z = tZl + 1/Z2 + (1 - g - 1/)Z3 

The chain rule of differentiation gives 

l'U) l'U) a~ ~J ar 
oU dU - -
d1/ dZ 

where the Jacobian is given by 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

(6.19) 

J = [;;; :;;] (6.20) 

In the definition of J earlier, we have used the notation r _ d Z 
The determinant of J is '} = 'i - ',an z,' = Zi - j' 
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Recall that Idet JI = 2Ae· That is, the absolute value of the detenninant ofJ equals twice 
the area of the element. The inverse relations for Eqs. 6.18 and 6.19 are given by 

I~I-~I~I - I~I-~Igi (6.22) 

where 

r' __ 1_[ z" -z"J (6.23) 
detJ -r23 Z13 

Introducing these transformation relationships into the strain-displacement relations 
in Eq. 6.6 and using Eqs. 6.16, we get 

.-
Z23(Ql - Qs) - Z13(Q3 - Qs) 

detJ 
-r23(q2 - q6) + r13(q4 - q6) 

detJ 
-r23(ql - qs) + r13(q3 - qs) + Z23(q2 - Q6) - Z13(Q4 - Q6) 

detJ 

This can be written in the matrix form as 

E = Bq (6.24) 

where the element strain-<iisplacement matrix, of dimension (4 X 6), is given by 

z" 0 z" 0 z" 0 
detJ detJ detl 

0 
rn 

0 r" 0 ~ 
detJ detJ detJ 

B- (6.25) 
r" z" r" z" r" Zu 

detJ detl detJ detJ detJ detJ 
N, 

0 
N, 

0 
N, 

0 
r r r 

Potential-Energy Approach 

The potential energy n on the discretized region is given by 

ll- ~ [H2" i.TD•retA ) - 2" i·TfrdA - 2" i uTTrde 1 
- ~ .ip, (6.26) 
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The element strain energy U, given by the first term can be written as 

U, ~ ~qT( 2 .. 1 UTDU,dA)q (6.27) 

The quantity inside the parentheses is the element stiffness matrix, 

k' = 21T 1 BTDBr dA (6.28) 

The fourth row in B has tenns of the type NJr. Further, this integral also has an additional 
r in it. As a simple approximation, Band r can be evaluated at the centroid of the trian
gle and used as representative values for the triangle. At the centroid of the triangle, 

and 

r = ~"_+_'~'_+_'"3 
3 

(6.29) 

where r is the radius of the centroid. Denoting B as the element strain-displacement ma
trix B evaluated at the centroid, we get 

ke == 21TriFDB 1 dA 

or 

(6.30) 

We note here that 21Tr Ae is the volume of the ring-shaped element shown in Fig. 6.5. 
Also, Ae is given by 

A, ~ lldetJI (6.31) 

We also use this centroid or midpoint rule* for body forces and surface tractions as dis
cussed in the following section. Caution must be exerted for elements close to the axis 
of symmetry. For better results, smaller elements need to be chosen close to the axis of 
symmetry. Another approach is to introduce T = NI TI + N2T2 + N'h, in the following 
equations and perform elaborate integration. More elaborate meth~ds of numerical 
integration are discussed in Chapter 7. 

Body Force Term 

We first consider the body force term 21r 1. uTfT dA. We have 

271' 1 u1
frdA = 21T 1 (ur + WfJTdA 

= 21T 1 [(N1ql + N2Q, + N3q5)f, + (N\q2 + N2Q4 + N3q6)fz]rdA 

* Suggested by 0. C. Zienkiewicz, The Finite ElemenrMethod 3' 'N ""M G H'111983, , e. eWIor. c raw- 1, 
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Once again, approximating the variable quantities by their values at the centroid of the 
triangle, we get 

217" 1 uTlr dA = qT,.. 

where the element body force vector'" is given by 

(632) 

217"rA" - - - - - - T 
f< - -3-[f"f"f"f"f"f,] (633) 

The bar on the I terms indicates that they are evaluated at the centroid. Where body force 
is the primary load, greater accuracy may be obtained by substituting' = Nlr. + 
N2rz + N3T3 into Eq. 6.32 and integrating to get nodal loads. 

Rotating Flywheel 

As an example, let us consider a rotating flywheel with its axis in the z direction. We 
consider the flywheel to be stationary and apply the equivalent radial centrifugal (in
ertial) force per unit volume of pr&i, where p is the density (mass per unit volume), and 
Cd the angular velocity in rad/s. In addition. if gravity acts along the negative z-axis, then 

f - [t,t,]T - [prw', _pg]T (6.34) 
and 

1, - prw',j, - -pg (6.35) 

For more precise results with coarse meshes. we need to use r = Nt'! + N2,z + N3r3 
and integrate. 

Surface Traction 

For a uniformly distributed load with components T, and Tz , shown in Fig. 6.6, on the 
edge connecting nodes 1 and 2. we get 

2" 1 uTTrd! - qTr (6.36) 

2 
, = NITI + N2T2 

(1-2 = .J(T2 Tl)2+(-<:2 ~1)2 

, 

FIGURE 6.6 Surface tIaCtiOD. 
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where 

Axisymmetric Solids Subjected to Axisymmetric Loading 

q = [Q"Q2,Q3,Q4]T 

T e = 21Te1.AaT" aT"bT" bT,jT 

6 
" + 272 b~ 

6 

(6.37) 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

(6.40) 

In this derivation" is expressed as N,', + N2'2 and then integrated. When the line 1-2 
is parallel to the z-axis, we have" = '2, which gives a = b = 0.5r1 . 

Example 6.1 

An axisymmetric body with a linearly distributed load on the -conical surface is shown in 
Fig. E6.1. Detennine the equivalent point loads at nodes 2, 4, and 6. 

O.25MPa , 
Axisof J> 0.2MPa 

symmetry I 2 

O.35MPa 

0.4 MPa 

"--------------------., 
FIGURE E6.1 

Solution We approximate the linearly distributed load by the average uniformly distrib
uted loads on the edges b--4 and 4-2 as shown in Fig. E6.1. Relationships for more precise 
modeling of a linearly distributed load are provided in Problem 6.12. We now consider the 
two edges b--4 and 4-2 separately and then merge them. 

For edge 6-4 

p=0.35MPa, fl=60mm, zl=40mm, 'z=40mm, zz=55mm 

f l_z = ~ (2)2 + (ZI - Z2)2 = 25mm 

Tr = -pc = -0.21, 

2f1 + T2 
a ~ --6- = 26.67, 

'I - f, 
S = ---: = 0.8 

'" T, = -ps = -0.28 

b 
'1 + 2T2 

~ -6-- = 23.33 

TI = 21rfl _2[aT, aT, bT, bT,JT 

= [-879.65 -1172.9 -769.69 -1026,25]T N 
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These loads add to FII , F12 • F7 • and Fs. respectively. 

For edge 4-2 

p = O.25MPa, rl = 40mm, ZI = 55mm, r2 = 2Omm, Z2 = 70mm 

(1_2 = Y(rl - r2)2 + (ZI - Z2)2 = 25mm 

c = Z2 - ZI = 0.6, 
(1_2 

T, = -pc = -0.15. 

Zrl + r2 
a = 6 == 16.67, 

rl - r2 
,=--=0.8 

(1_2 

To; = -ps = -0.2 

b = rl : 2r2 = 13.33 

Tl = 21T(1_Z[aT, aT:. bT, bTz]T 

= [-392.7 -523.6 -314.16 -418.88]T N 

These loads add to F7 , Fa, F3 , and F4 , respectively. Thus, 

[F3 F4 F7 Fs FJl FJ21 = [-314.2 -418.9 -1162.4 -1696.5 -f:fJ9.7 -1172.9] N 

• 
The load distributed along a circumference of a circle on the sudace has to be 

applied at a point on the revolving area. We may conveniently locate a node here and 
add the load components. 

On summing up the strain energy and force tenns over all the elements and mod
ifying for the boundary conditions while minimizing the total potential energy. we get 

KQ = F (6.41) 

We note here that axisymmetric boundary conditions need be applied only on the 
revolving area shown in Fig. 6.1. 

Galerkin Approach 

In the Galerkin fonnulation. the consistent variation ~ in an element is expressed as 

<I> = N>I< 
where 

>I< = [,,'" "" ... , ".Y 
The corresponding strain E(~) is given by 

«<I» = B>I< 

The global vector of variations 'Ijr is represented by 

'V = ['1'1' 'V" 'V" ... , 'VNY 

(6.42) 

(6.43) 

(6.44) 

(6.45) 

We now introduce the interpolated displacements into the Galerkin variational 
fonn (Eq. 6.10). The first tenn representing the internal virtual work gives 

Internal virtual work = 21r 1 qT€Cct»)rdA 

= ~ 2" 1 qTBTDB>I<rdA 

= ~ qTk'>I< (6.46) , 

i 
" ; 

, 'I 
I : 
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where the element stiffness k" is given by 

ke = 27Tr A IFnB , (6.47) 

We note that ke is symmetric. Using the connectivity of the elements, the internal virtual 
work can be expressed in the fonn 

, 
(6.48) 

where K is the global stiffness matrix. The external virtual work terms in Eq. 6.10 
involving body forces, surface tractions, and point loads can be treated in the same way 
as in the potential-energy approach, by replacing q with l\I. The summation of all the 
force terms over the elements then yields 

External virtual work = "I'"TF (6.49) 

The boundary conditions are considered using the ideas discussed in Chapter 3. The stiff
ness matrix K and the force F are modified, resulting in the same set of equations as (6.41). 

Detailed calculations in the example that follows are provided for illustrating the 
steps involved. However, it is expected that the exercise problems at the end of the chap
ter will be solved using program AXISYM, which is provided. 

Example 6.2 

In Fig. E6.2, a long cylinder of inside diameter 80 mm and outside diameter 120 mm snugly 
fits in a hole over its full length. The cylinder is then subjected to an internal pressure of 
2 MPa. Using two elements on the lO-mm length shown, find the displacements at the inner 
radius. 

, 
I , 

"T 
I 

CD lOmm 

F,2 0 ~ 

I 'W"' C 40mm --1;': 
. 60mm 
I 

E"'200GPa 
V"" 0.3 

FIGURE E6.2 
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Solutioa 
Consider the following table: 

Connectivity Coordinates 

Element 1 2 3 Nod, , , 
1 1 2 4 1 40 10 
2 2 3 4 2 40 a 

3 '" a 
4 '" 10 

We will use the units of millimeters for length, newtons for force. and megapascals for stress 
and E. These units are consistent. On substituting E == 200 000 MPa and v == 0.3, we have 

[

2.69 x lOS 1.15 X lOS 0 1.15 x lOS] 
1.15 x lOS 2.69 X lOS 0 1.15 x lOS 

D == 0 0 0.77 X lOS 0 

1.15 x lW 1.15 X lOS 0 2.69 X 10' 

for both elements, det 1= 200mm2 and A~ = lOOmm2
• From Eq. 6.31, forces Fl and FJ 

are given by 

hr,C,p, 2,,-(40)(10)(2) 
FI = F3 = 2 == 2 = 25l4N 

The B matrices relating element strains to nodal displacements are obtained first. For ele
mentI,;: = ~(4O + 40 + 60) = 46.67mmand 

8 1 = [-0~5 O~ ~ -O~ 0'0
05 ~ ] 

0.1 -0.05 -0.1 0 0 0
0
.05 

0.0071 0 o.o:m 0 0.0071 

For element 2,;: =!(4O + 60 + 60) = 53.33mmand 

8 2 
= [-T -oL _:~5 -~~5 o~ 000~] 

0.00625 0 0.00625 0 0.00625 

The element stress-displacement matrices are obtained by multiplying DB: 

[ 

-1.26 1.15 0.082 -1.15 1.43 0 ] 
-I _ (f -0.49 2.69 0.082 -2.69 0.657 0.1 

DB - 1 0.77 -0.385 -0.77 0 0 0.385 

-0.384 1.15 0.191 -1.15 0.766 0 

DIP = 10"[ -~~~; -0~385 _~~7 ~~;~~ ~.~~ ~o!~] 
-0.407 0 0.743 -1.15 0.168 1.15 

.' j' 
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The stiffness matrices are obtained by finding 211'r A,ij"TDB for each element: 

Global dof -- , 2 3 4 7 8 
4.03 -2.58 -2.34 1.45 -1.932 1.13 

8.45 1.37 -7.89 1.93 -0.565 
kl = 107 2.30 -0.24 0.16 -1.13 

7.89 -1.93 0 
Symmetric 2.25 0 

0.565 

Global dof --> 3 4 5 6 7 8 
2.05 0 -2.22 1.69 -0.085 -1.69 

0.645 1.29 -0.645 -1.29 0 
k 2 = 107 5.11 -3.46 -2.42 2.17 

9.66 1.05 -9.01 
Symmetric 2.62 0.241 

9.01 

Using the elimination approach, on assembling the matrices with reference to the degrees 
of freedom 1 and 3, we get 

so that 

Stress Calculations 

107 = [ 4.03 -2.34]{Q,} ~ {2514} 
-2.34 4.35 Q3 2514 

Ql = 0.014 X 10-2 mm 

Q, = 0.0133 X 10-2 mm • 
From the set of nodal displacements obtained above, the element nodal displacements 
q can be found using the connectivity. Then, using stress-strain relation in Eq. 6.8 and 
strain-<iisplacement relation in Eq. 6.24, we have 

a = DBq (6.50) 

where B is B, given in Eq. 6.25, evaluated at the centroid of the element. We also note 
that CTo is a principal stress. The two principal stresses CTj and fI2 corresponding to fIr' tIt' 

and T,~ can be calculated using Mohr's circle. 

Example 63 

Calculate the element stresses in the problem discussed in Example 6.2. 

Solution We need to findlT
e
' = fUr, U,' T", uHY for each element. From the connectivity 

established in Example 6.2, 

ql = [0.0140, 0, 0,0133, 0, 0, O]T X 10-2 

q2 = [0.0133, 0, 0, 0, 0, Orr x 10-2 
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Using the product matrices DB'" and q in the formula 

a' = DlI'q 

we get 

Temperature Effects 

0"'::: [-166, -58.2, 5.4, -28.4]T x 1O-2 MPa 

g2 ::: (-169.3, -66.9, 0, -54.1]T x 10-2 MPa • 
Uniform increase in temperature of tJ. T introduces initial normal strains Eo given as 

Eo = [a<1T, a<1T, 0, a<1T]T (6.51) 

The stresses are given by 

a = D(. - Eo) (6.52) 

where E is the total strain. 
On substitution into the strain energy, this yields an additional term of -ETnEo in 

the potential energy TI. Using the element strain-displacement relations in Eq. 6.24. we 
find that 

(6.53) 

The consideration of the temperature effect in the Galerkin approach is rather 
simple. The term ET in Eq. (6.53) is replaced by ET(f/I). 

The expression in parentheses gives element nodaIload contributions. The vector 
EO is the initial strain evaluated at the centroid, representing the average temperature rise 
of the element. We have 

(6.54) 

where 
(6.55) 

6.4 I'ROBLEM MODEUNG AND BOUNDARY CDNDmONS 

We have seen that the axisymmetric problem simply reduces to consideration of the re~ 
volving area. The boundary conditions need to be enforced on this area. 9 independence 
arrests the rotation.Axisymmetry also implies that points lying on the l~axis remain ra~ 
dially fixed. Let us now consider some typical problems with a view to modeling them. 

Cylinder Subjected to Internal Pressure 

Figure 6.7 shows a hollow cylinder of length L subjected to an internal pressure. One end 
of the cylindrical pipe is attached to a rigid wall. In this, we need to model only the rec~ 
tangular region of the length L bound between 'j and '0' Nodes on the fixed end are 
constrained in the z and, directions. Stiffness and force modifications will be made for 

these nodes. 
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/ ,:J~ '0 W '; 
\~~~~~~\ 

If..-· ---L----I·I 

FIGURE 6.7 HoUow cylinder under intemal pressure. 

Infinite Cylinder 

In Fig. 6.8, modeling of a cylinder of infinite length subjected to external pressure is 
shown. The length dimensions are assumed to remain constant. This plane strain con
dition is modeled by considering a unit length and restraining the end surfaces in the 
z direction. 

Press Fit on a Rigid Shaft 

Press fit of a ring of length L and internal radius rj onto a rigid shaft of radius" + 8 is con
sidered in Fig. 6.9. When synunetry is assumed about the midplane, this plane is restrained 
in the z direction. When we impose the condition that nodes at the internal radius have 
to displace radially by 5, a large stiffness C is added to the diagonal locations for the ra
dially constrained dofs and a force C8 is added to the corresponding force components. 
Solution of the equations gives displacements at nodes; stresses can then be evaluated. 

FIGURE 6.8 Cylinder of infinite length under external pressure. 
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'j +ll 

Ring of length L Rigid shaft 

Model 

FIGURE 6.9 Press fit on a rigid shaft. 

Press Fit on an Elastic Shaft 

The condition at the contacting boundary leads to an interesting problem when an elas
tic sleeve is press fitted onto an elastic shaft. Take the problem of Fig. 6.9 stated above 
with the shaft also treated as elastic. A method to handle this is considered by referring 
to Fig. 6.10. We may define pairs of nodes on the contacting boundary, each pair consisting 
of one node on the sleeve and one on the shaft. If Q, and Qj are displacements of a typ
ical pair along the radial degrees of freedom, we need to satisfy the multipoint constraint 

Q, - Q, - 8 (6.56) 

When the term ~C(Qj - Q; - 6)2 is added to the potential energy, the constraint is ap
proximately enforced. The penalty approach for handling multipoint constraints is 
discussed in Chapter 3. Note that C is a large number. We have 

Boundaries of shaft 
and slee\le are shown 
separated for clarity 

FIGURE 6.10 Elastic sleeve on an elastic shaft. 
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!C(Q - Q - ~)' ~ !CQ' + !CQ' - !C(Q.Q· + QQ) 
21' Z'212'JJ' 

+ CQ;~ - CQj~ + lc~' (6.57) 

This implies the following modifications: 

[
K;; Ku] [K;; + C K;j - c] (6.58) 
K j ; K jj ~ Kji - C K jj + C 

and 

[F.] [F. - C~J r;. - p;. + C8 
(6.59) 

Belleville Spring 

The Belleville spring, also called the Belleville washer, is a conical disk spring. The load 
is applied on the periphery of the circle and supported at the bottom as shown in 
Fig. 6.11a. As load is applied in the axial direction, the supporting edge moves out. Only 
the rectangular area shown shaded in Fig. 6.11c needs to be modeled. An axisymmetric 
load P is placed at the top corner, and the bottom supporting comer is constrained in 
the z direction. Load-deflection characteristics and stress distribution can be obtained 
by dividing the area into elements and using a computer program. In the Belleville 
spring, the load-deflection curve is nonlinear (Fig. 6.11b). The stiffness depends on the 
geometry. We can find a good approximate solution by an incremental approach. We 

p 

"----8 

(b) 

p 
-, 
" " 
"'. " 

, 
I p 

FIGURE 6.11 Belleville spring, 

, 

(0) 
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find the stiffness matrix K(x) for the given coordinate geometry. We obtain the dis
placements .1Q for an incremental loading of .1F from 

K(x) .1Q - .1F (6.60) 

The displacements .1Q are converted to the components au and dw and are added to 
x to update the new geometry: 

(6.61) 
K is recalculated for the new geometry, and the new set of equations 6.60 is solved. The 
process is continued until the full applied load is reached. 

This example illustrates the incremental approach for geometric nonlinearity. 

Thermal Stress Problem 

Shown in Fig. 6.12a is a steel sleeve inserted into a rigid insulated wall. The sleeve fits 
snugly, and then the temperature is raised by a T. The stresses in the sleeve increase 
because of the constraint. The rectangular area of length L/2, bounded by 'i and '0 is con
sidered (Fig. 6.12b), with points on the outer radius constrained radially and points on 
,constrained axially. The load vector is modified using the load vector from Eq. 6.55, and 
the finite element equations are solved. 

Modeling of simple to complex problems of engineering importance have been 
discussed. In real life, each problem poses its own challenge. With a clear understand
ing of the loading, boundary conditions, and the material behavior. the modeling of a 
problem can be broken down into simple and easy steps. 

Rigid insulated wall 

/8 
~ """""""""~Sleeve (steel) 

E, 1.>, ~ 

Temperature rise of sleeve = 4T 

('I , 

(bl 

FIGURE 6.12 Thermal stress problem. 

; 
I 
• 
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Example 6.4 

A steel disk flywheel rotates at 3000 rpm. The outer diameter is 24 in., and the hole 
diameter is 6 in. (Fig. E6.4a). Find the value of the maximum tangential stress under the 
following conditions: thickness = lin., E = 30 x 106 psi, Poisson's ratio = 0.3, and 
weight density = O.2831bjin.3, 

A four-element finite element model is shown in Fig. E6.4b. The load vector is cal
culated from Eq. 6.34, neglecting gravity load. The result is 

F = [3449, 0, 9580, 0, 23380, 0, 38711, 0, 32580. 0, 18780, OYlb 

The input data for program AXISYM and output are given subsequently. 
The computer output gives us the tangential stresses in each of the four elements. 

neating these values as centroidal values and extrapolating as shown in Fig. E6.4c, the max
imum tangential stress occurring at the inner boundary is obtained as u'ma. = 8700 psi. • 

, 
1 
I , 
I 

(7, (psi) 

1 

, 
• 
~ .... =3000rpm 

, 

~ I 
lin~ t-~---~R 

TI, 1-6in--1 .1 
24 in. -------1 

(.) 

: T 
I IT, rna. = 8700

1
_ --

i 1: 6&J2 5162 1 

r-----'-I--L--.L 3 1, 
228 2902 I 

~---,--" 

(0) 

FIGURE E6.4 
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Input Data File 

« AXISDem'fRIC S'fRIo •• ANALYSIS » 
EXAMPLE 1i.4 
NN NE NH NDlM NEN NDN 

6 4 1 2 3 2 
NO NL NMPC 

, , 0 
Nodel x y (r , 

1 , 0 
2 3 .5 
3 7.5 0 
4 1.5.5 
5 12 0 
6 12 .5 

Elemt N1 N2 N3 Hat' 
1 1 3 2 1 
2 2 3 ." 1 
3 4 3 5 
." 4 5 6 

DOF' Displacement 
2 0 
, 0 

10 0 
OOF' Load 

1 3449 
3 9580 
5 23380 
7 38711 
9 32580 

11 18780 
HATt E 

1 
1 

coordinates) 

TempRise 
o 
o 
o 
o 

1 30E6 
BliB2j 

Nu . , S, 
Alpha 

12£-6 
(Multi-point constr. B1*Oi+B2*Oj-B3) 

Progr_ Azi.aya _ au_. 
EXAMPLE 6.2 
NODEt R-Disp1 

1 9.0031£-04 
2 8.9898£-04 
3 9.0119£-04 
4 9.0291£-04 
5 9.1979£-04 
6 9.1780£-04 

£LEMf SR 
SR->Sl 

1 1.9900£+03 
-8.9234£-01 

2 1. 7164£+03 
3.7227£+00 

3 9.9499£+02 
1. 7202E+00 

4 9.7084£+02 
-1. 6217£+00 

Z-Disp1 
3.1892E-12 
-4.2757E-05 
-2.5588£-12 
-2. 6520E-05 
-6.3050E-13 
-1. 9314E-05 

SZ TRZ 

1.2044£+01 -3.0815£+01 

4.7222£+02 8.1294E+Ol 

-3.2439£+02 3.9660£+01 

3.0468£+00 -2.7421£+01 

. 

ST S1 

6.6017£+03 

S.1611E+03 

3.2277£+03 

2.9022£+03 

S2 ANGLE 

1.9904£+03 1.1564£+01 

1.7217£+03 4.6693£+02 

9.9618£+02 -3.2558£+02 

9.7162£+02 2.2705£+00 

197 
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PROBLEMS 

6.1. In an axisymmetric problem, the element coordinates and displacements are as shown in 
the Fig. P6.1. 
(a) What will be the value of the tangential (hoop) stress printed out by ProgramAXISYM? 
(b) What are the three principal stresses, 0'\>0"2, and 0'3? 

(e) What is the vonMises stress in the element? 
Take E = 30E6 psi and JI = 0.3. Coordinates and displacements are in inches. 

3 

1 

------, 
FIGURE P6.1 

Point 
I 
2 
3 

2 

CR, Z-coord) 
(1,1) 
(10,4) 
(6,7) 

CR, Z-disp.) 
(0,0) 

(-0.2, -0.1) 
(0.6,0.8) 

6.2. The open-ended steel cylinder shown in Fig. P6.2 is subjected to an internal pressure of 
1 MPa. Find the deformed shape and the distribution of principal stresses. 

I, 200mm ·1 p=lMPa 

~ ------------------------------

loomm ~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~ -c-

~ ______ l ______________________ _ 

6.3. 

6.4. 

i E=200GPa 
16mm 11 '" 0.3 

FIGURE P6.2 

Find the de~ormed configuration and the stress distribution in the walls of the closed cylin
der shown m Fig. P6.3. 

Dete~ine the di~m.et~rs aft.er defo~ation and the distribution of principal stresses along 
the radIUS of the mfmIte cylmder sub,ected to iot-m.l P'_ h· = P6 4 ... ..ssure as sown m rig. .. 

l 
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/1-' -,-, --A-....,--::: ----,-, --I'~20mm 
T r--------i--------------------! 

l00mm. ----t------+--------------f-

~'-_L_-_-_-_-_-~-----~~------------------------_c-l._----__ -_-_-_1_~ 
A--' T 

E"" 200 GPa 16 DIm. 

1'=0.3 

FIGURE P6.3 

~ ----------------------------

l00mm - ----------------t-

~ ______ t _____________________ _ 

I 
16 nun 

E=200GPa 
1'=0.3 

FIGURE P6.4 

Section A-A 

IMP. 

6..5. The steel sleeve of internal diameter 3 in. is press fitted onto a rigid sbaft of diameter 
3.01 in., as shown in Fig. 16.5. Determine (8) the outcr diameter of the sleeve after fitting 
and (b) the stress distribution. Estimate the contact pressure by interpolating the radial 
stress in the neighboring elements. 

veo 0.3 

Elastic sleeve 

AGUREP6.5 

Rigid shaft 
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6.6. Solve Problem 6.5 if the shaft is also made out of steel. 
6.7. The steel flywheel shown in Fig. P6.7 rotates at 3000 rpm. Fmd the deformed shape of the 

flywheel and give the stress distribution. 

12 in. 
dirun 

j 

300 rpm 

E-= 30x Hfpsi 
v'" 0.3 FIGURE P6.7 Flywheel. 

6.8. The circular pad hydrostatic bearing shown in Fig. P6.8 is used for supporting slides sub
jected to large forces. Oil under pressure is supplied through a small hole at the center 
and flows out through the gap. The pressure distribution in the pocket area and the gap is 
shown in the figure. Find the deformed configuration of the pad and determine the stress 
distribution. (Note: Neglect the dimension of the oil supply hole.) 

Circular pad _~y/", 
bearing 

12MPa 

FIGURE P6.8 Hydrostatic bearing. 
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6.9. A Belleville spring is a conical disk spring. For the spring shown in Fig. P6.9, determine the 
axial load required to flatten the spring. Solve the problem using the incremental approach 
discussed in the text and plot the load-deflection curve as the spring flattens. 

E=30x 106psi 
v=0.3 

FIGURE P6.9 Belleville spring. 

6.10. The aluminum tube shown in Fig. P6.1O fits snugly into a rigid hole at room temperature. 
If the temperature of the aluminum tube is increased by 40°C, find the deformed config_ 
uration and the stress distribution. 

AT= 4O"C 
a = 23 X 1O-6rC 
E=70GPa 
v = 0.33 

.-------------------~~~~ ~1: 
---------I~ 

FIGURE P6.10 

6.1L The steel water tank shown in Fig. P6.11 is bolted to a 5-m circular suppan. If the water is 
at a height of 3 m as shown, find the defamed shape and stress distribution. (Note: 
Pressure = pgh, water density p "" 1 Mg/m]. and g "" 9.8m/s2

.) 
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Steel 
tank 

II-.----~ 8 m diam ------I 
--i 25 mm 25 mm 
~----------~~" 

1--- 5 m diam --I 

FIGURE P6.11 Water tank. 

E=200GPa 

v = 0.3 

6.12. For the axisymmetric pressure loading shown in fig. P6.12,determine the equivalent point 
loads F\> F2 , F3 , F4 , F7 , and F8 -

, 
c.h O.S MPa 

I 
I t 4 2 

20mm 0.5 MPa 

I I 
I 31 11 

FIGURE P6.12 

6.13. For the linearly varying distributed load on the axisymmetric conical surface shown in 
Fig. P6.13,complete the following: 
(D) Prove that the equivalent poiDt load vector T is given by 

T = [aTd + bTd • aT,1 + bTc2 , bT,1 + cTd , bT" + cTd1 
where 

(b) Solv~ the exam~le problem 6.1 (gi~en in Fig. E6.1) and check by how much the more 
precise calculations from part (a) differ from the approximation of piecewise uniform 
loads. 



r 

TcO 

(r2' z2~/k.lJ1~t)~::;" 

; 
; 

; 

; 
; 

; 
; 

; 
; 

e 

---
-:,,~ 

T" 
(r], Z I) '------+, 

FIGURE P6.13 
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6.14. A cup-shaped steel die block, snugly fit in a shrink ring. is shown in Fig. P6.14a. The punch 
applies force on a slug placed in the die block to produce a cup-shaped part. If the process 
is modeled by linearly varying pressures (use the results from Problem 6.13 fO compute 
nodal loads) on the die block as shown in Fig. P6.14h. determine the location and magni
tude of maximum principal stresses in the die block for the following cases: 
(a) the die block modeled without the shrink ring, 
(b) the die block modeled with the shrink ring with no slip between the shrink ring and 

the die block, and 
(e) the die block modeled with the shrink ring with the assumption of frictionless axial 

slip. (Hint: You need duplicate nodes on the interface between the die block and the 
shrink ring. If I and J are a pair of nodes on the interface, then the multipoint con
straintis Qll-I - QU-I = O. Use MESHGEN and DATAFEM programs foIlowed by 
AXISYM). 

,-""""'3- Punch 

Workpiece 

Die block (tool steel) 

.-=~~::l~rl-_~ __ -tt]::;~shrink ring -)-___ ._ (allov steel) 

3 

"L, I 
I 300mm 

lJ_ . 
I I. f--:~~;;:~ --I .1 I 
~</.>42()mm~ 

(a) 

19()mm 

I 

WOmm 

I 

PI = 1200 MPa 
p, = <)()O MPa 
Po; = <)OMPa 

£=200GPa 
u = 1>-3 

FIGURE P6.14 

p, r:. " .. <1. ~~'l77f J 
"" Pc 

(bl 

I 

• ! 

, t 

----------------~I 
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6.15. A 9O-mm outside diameter steel disk held at 200°C above the room temperature fits snugly 
onto a steel shaft of 4O-nun diameter at room temperature.as shown in fig. P6.1S. Determine 
the maximum stresses in the disk and the shaft when the assembly reaches room temperature. 

1---- 50 mm ---·+.1'-30 mm ---I 
FIGURE P6.15 

6.16. A syringe-plunger ,assembly is shown in Fig. P6.16. Model the glass syringe assuming that 
the 4 nun hole end IS closed under test conditions. Obtain the defonnation and stresses and 
compare the maximum principal stress with the ultimate tensile strength of glass. 

25mm 

21mm 

lOOmm 

50N 

~~ __ Plunger 

Liquid 

;.'A-- Material: Glass 

FIGURE P6.16 

--------------------------

l 



Program listing 

'***.** ••• *.* ••• ** ••••••••••••••••• * ••••• 

" PlIOGIItMfAXIBDI • 
'. AXISYMMETRIC STRESS ANALYSIS • 
'* WITH TEMPERATURE • 
'* T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Belequndu • 
,*** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

'=;z==;==ce== ~N ~ ====~S==E===~E 
Private Sub cmdStart Click!) 

Call InputData -
Call Bandwidth 
Cilli Stiffness 
call MOdifyForBC 
Call BandSolver 
Call StressCalc 
Call ReactionCalc 
Call Output 
~iew.Enabled = True 
cmdStart.Enabled • False 

End Sub 
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'-- ----- ----- ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND ASSEMBLY -
Private Sub Stiffness!) 

----- -::-
ReDim S!NO, NBW) 
• ----- a.1a&&1 S' •• ,' ........ u .... t:r~ -----

ForN-IToNE 
picBox.Print "Forming Stiffness Matrix of Element b; N 

'--- .lam.a~ S~i~fD· •• 
Cal.l ~'t(lf, 1, IIMR) 
For I .. 1 To 6 

For J = 1 To 6 
C = 0 
ForK=lTo4 

C = C + Abs(DJ) • 8(K, Il • DB(K, J) • PI • RBAR 
Next K 
SE(I, J) .. C 

Next J 
Next I 

'---~ .. au:. LoAd. V_tor 
AL a PM(~T(N), 3) 
C = AL • DT(N) • PI • RBAR • Abs(DJ) 
For I "" 1 To 6 

TL(I) ., C • (08(1, II + OB(2, II + DB(4, I» 
Next I 
picBox.Print ~ ••.• PlAoiDg iD GlGb&l ~attoa." 
Call PI .. a.alobal,R) 

Next N 
End Sub 
'=.,=~===.,=~.,.,====.,.~===== •• ==========--.~~~=============~ 
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,~==:=====:==== STRESS CALCULATIONS ============= 
Private Sub StressCalc(l 

ReDim Stress (NE, 4), PrinStress (NE, 3), PltStress (NE) 
,----- Stress Calculations 
ForN=lToNE 

Can DbKat(N, 2, R8AJL) 
• --- PziDc.ipal. s=:-.. C&.laulati_ 

If STR(3) = 0 Then 
51" STR(l): 52 = STR(2): ANG = 0 
If 52 > 51 Then 

51 .. STR(2): 52 = STR{l}: ANG .. 90 
End If 

Else 
C = 0.5 * (STR(l) + STR(2)) 
R = Sqr(O.25 * (5TR(!) - STR(2)) A 2 + (STR(3)) A 2) 
51 ~ C + R: 52 • C - R 
If C > STR(l) Then 

ANG = 57.2957795 .. Atn(STR(3) / (51 - 5TR(l))) 
If STR(3) > 0 Then ANG * 90 - ANG 
If 5TR(3) < 0 Then ANG = -90 - ANG 

Else 
ANG ~ 57.29577951" Atn(STR(3) / (STR(11 - 52)) 

End If 
End If 
Stress(N, 1) .. STR(!): Stress(N, 2) = STR(Z) 
Stress(N, 3) .. STR(3): Stress(N, 4) ~ STR(4) 
PrinStress(N, 1) ~ 51: Prin5tress(N, 2) = 52 
PrinStress(N, 3) = ANG 
If IPL = 2 Then 

'--- vonMises Stress 
53 = 5TR(4) 
C = (51 - 52) " 2 + (52 - 53) " 2 + (53 - 51) " 2 
PltStress(N) ~ Sqr(O.5 + C) 

End If 
Next N 

End Sub 

B AND DB MATRICES 
Pr~vate Sub DbMat(N, ISTR, REAR) 

,----- D(), B() AND DB() matrices 
'--- Fir.t t:be D-Hatr.t.z 

M = MAT(N): E = PM(H, 1): PNU = PM(M, 2): AL = PM(H, 3) 
el = E * (1 - PNUj / (1 + PNU) * (1 - 2 + PNU)j: e2 = PNU I (1 _ PNU) 
For I = 1 To 4: For J = 1 To 4: D{I, J) = 0: Next J: Next I 
0(1, 1) = el: 0(1, 2) - Cl * e2: 0(1, 4) _ e1 * e2 
0(2, 1) = 0(1, 2): 0(2, 2) .. Cl: 0(2, 4) = Cl .. e2 
0(3, 3) = 0.5 .. E I (1 + PNU) 
0(4., 1) = 0(1, 4): D(4., 2) - 0(2, 4): 0(4, 4) = Cl 



continued 

'--- 8tz&i.a-D:t.Je - nt: JlaUJ.. 1I() 
II - HOCCH, 1): 12 = NOCCH, 2): 13 *= HOCIH, 3) 
R1 = XCIl, 1): R2 .. X(I2, 1): R3 '" X(I3, 1) 
Zl = X(I1, 2):Z2 - X(I2, 2): 13 c X(I3, 2) 
R21 .. R2 - Rl: R32 - R3 - R2: Rl3 ., Rl - R3 
112 .. ZI - Z2: Z23 - Z2 - Z3: Z31 .. Z3' - 11 
OJ .. R13 * Z23 - R32 • Z31 '~n_t: ~ J.aD'D'b:t_ 
RBAR" (R1 + R2 + R3) / 3 
• --- ~t:J._ ~ S() Jlat:z::ta 
B(l, 1) - Z23 I OJ: 8(2, 1) .. 0: B(3, 1) *= R32 

B(4, 1) = 1 / (3 • RBARI 
B(l, 21 - 0: B(2, 2) c R32 I OJ: B(3, 2) .. 123 
B(l, 3) = Z31 I OJ: B(2, 3) .. 0: B(3, 3) .. Rl3 

B(4, 3) .. 1 / (3 • RBAR) 
B(l. 4) .. 0; B{2. 4) .. Rl3 / OJ: B(3, 4) - Z31 
B(l, 51 *= Z12 I OJ; B(2, 51 .. 0: B(3, 5) .. R21 

B(4, 5) z 1 I (3 • RBAR) 
8(1, 6) .. 0; B(2, 6) .. R21 I OJ; B(3, 6) .. Zl2 
'--- m Jlatzia m _ ~ 
For I = 1 To 4 

ForJ-1To6 
OB(I, J) .. 0 
For K .. 1 TO 4 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

OB(I, J) .. OB(I, J) + O{I, KI * B(K, J) 
Next K 

Next J 
Next I 
If lSTR .. 2 Then 

,----- .n:n.. .cva.luat:J._ 
12(1) "F(2*Il 1): Q(2) .. FI2 • Il) 
12(3) . F(2 '" 12 1): 12(4) = FI2 • ,2) 
12(5) • FI2 .. 13 1): Q(6) .. F(2 • I3) 

C1=AL· DTIN) 
ForI,.,ITo • 

C - 0 

DJ 

OJ: 
DJ 

OJ: 
DJ 

OJ: 

For K" 1 To 6: C .. C + OB(I, K) • Q(K): Next K 
STR(I) .. C - C1 • (0(1, 1) + D{I, 2) + D{I, 41) 

Next I 
End If 

End Sub 

B14, 

BI4, 

BI4, 
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CHAPTER 7 

Two-Dimensional 
Isoparametric Elements 
and Numerical Integration 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Chapters 5 and 6, we have developed the constant-strain triangular element for stress 
analysis. In this chapter, we develop four-node and higher order isoparametric elements 
and apply them to stress analysis. These elements have proved effective on a wide vari
ety of two- and three-dimensional problems in engineering. We present the two
dimensional four-node quadrilateral in detail. Development of higher order elements 
follow the same basic steps used in the four-node quadrilateral. The higher order ele
ments can capture variations in stress such as occur near fillets, holes, etc. We can view 
the isoparametric family of elements in a unified manner due to the simple and versa
tile manner in which shape functions can be derived, followed by the generation of the 
element stiffness matrix using numerical integration. 

7.2 THE FOUR-NODE QUADRILATERAL 

208 

Consider the general quadrilateral element shown in Fig. 7.1. The local nodes are numbered 
as 1,2,3, and 4 in a counterclockwise fashion as shown, and (x;, y,) are the coordinates of 
node i. The vector q = [qj, Q2,' .. , qsJT denotes the element displacement vector. The dis
placement of an interior point Placated at (x, y) is represented as u = [u(x, y), vex, y) ]1, 

Shape Functions 

Following the steps in earlier chapters, we first develop the shape functions on a master 
element. shown in Fig, 7.2. The master element is defined in g_, 1J-coordinates (or natural 
coordinates) and is square shaped. The Lagrange shape functions where i "'" 1,2,3. and 
4, are defined such that tv; is equal to unity at node i and is zero at other nodes. In par
ticular, consider the definition of N,: 

N] = 1 at node 1 

= 0 at nodes 2, 3, and 4 (7.1) 
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qf 

q, 

t 
1 q. 

FIGURE 7.1 Four-node quadrilateral element. 

(-1,1) 
4 

1 
(-1,-1) 

(1,1) 
3 

(O,ot ----If--

2 
(1, -1) 

FIGURE 7.2 The quadrilateral element in t. 'If space (the rruuuralemeot). 

Now, the requirement that Nt = 0 at nodes 2, 3, and 4 is equivalent to requiring that 
Nt = o along edgesf = +1 and1J = +1 (Fig. 7.2). ThUs, Nt has to be ofthe form 

N, = c(1 - f)(1 - ~) (7.2) 

where c is some constant. The constant is determined from the condition N] = 1 at 
node 1. Since f = -1,'1) = -1atnodel,wehave 

1 = c(2)(2) (7.3) 

which yields c = !. Thus, 

N, = l(1 - f)(1 - ~) (7.4) 

j: 
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All the four shape functions can be written as 

N, ~ l(J - ,)(1 - ") 

N, ~ hi + ,)(1 - ") 

N, ~ l(J + ,)(1 + ") 
N, ~ \(1- ,)(1 +") 

(7.5) 

While implementing in a computer program, the compact representation of Eqs. 7.5 is 
useful 

(7.6) 

where (g;, TJ") are the coordinates of node i. 
We now express the displacement field within the element in terms of the nodal 

values. Thus, if u ::: [u, V Y represents the displacement components of a point located 
at (g,TJ), and q,dimension (8 x 1), is the element displacement vector, then 

u = N,q, + N2q3 + N3q5 + N4q7 

v = Nt q2 + N2q4 + N3q6 + N4qs 

which can be written in matrix form as 

u = Nq 

where 

(7.7a) 

(7.7b) 

(7.8) 

In the isoparametric formulation, we use the same shape functions Nj to also ex
press the coordinates of a point within the element in terms of nodal coordinates. Thus, 

x = NIx, + N2X2 + N3X3 + N4X4 

Y = NIy, + N2Y2 + N3Y3 + N4Y4 (7.9) 

Subsequently, we will need to express the derivatives of a function in X-, 

y-coordinates in terms of its derivatives in go, TJ-coordinates. This is done as followS: A 
function f = [(x, y), in view ofEqs. 7.9, can be considered to be an implicit function of 
g and TJ as [ = [[x(g, TJ), ya, TJ)]' Using the chain rule of differentiation, we have 

of of Ox ofoy 
-~--+--0, ax a, oy 0, 
of ~ of Ox + ofay (7.10) 
ClTJ ax ClTJ Cly CI'lJ 

0' 

(7.11) 
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where J is the Jacobian matrix 

[

ax a Y] 
J~ a, a, 

dX dY 
- -
dTj dTj 

(7.12) 

In view of Eqs. 7.5 and 7.9, we have 

J ~ ![-(I-~)X' +(I-~)x,+(1 +~)x,-(I +~)X'I-(I-~)Y' +(I-~h'2+(1 +~)y,-(I +~)Y'J 
4 -(I-,)x,-(I +{)x,+(1 +,)x,+(I-,)x, -(I-,)y, -(I +,)y,+(1 +,)y,+( I-,)y, 

(7.13,) 

(7.13b) 

Equation 7.11 can be inverted as 

(7.14,) 

or 

(a
i ! [ J(a

i ! dX 1 122 -112 ag 

:~ ~ dell -J" J" :; 
(7.14b) 

These expressions will be used in the derivation of the element stiffness matrix. 
An additional result that will be needed is the relation 

dx dy = detJ de dTj (7.15) 

The proof of this result, found in many textbooks on calculus, is given in the appendix. 

Element Stiffness Matrix 

The stiffness matrix for the quadrilateral element can be derived from the strain energy 
in the body, given by 

(7.16) 

or 

(7.17) 

where te is the thickness of element e. 

,- , , . , 

: " 

:' ( 

'i' .. 
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The strain-displacement relations are 

<={::}= 
'Yry 

au 
ax 
av 
ay 

au av -+
ay ax 

By considering f = u in Eq. 7.14b, we have 

lau) lau) - -
ax 1 In -112 a€ 
:; = detJ[ -J" JnJ :~ 

Similarly, 

lav) lav) 
- -
ax 1 In - in iJ€ 
:; = deu[ -J" JnJ :~ 

Equations 7.18 and 7.19a,b yield 

au 
a, 
au 
-

E:=::A a" 
'v a, 
av 
-

'" where A is given by 

A = _1_[ J~, -oJ" 0 0] 
detJ -121 III 

-121 ill 122 -i12 

Now, from the interpolation equations Eqs. 7.7a, we have 

au a, 
au 

'" = Gq av 
a, 
av 

'" 

(7.18) 

(7.19a) 

(7.19b) 

(7.20) 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 
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where 

[ -(1 - ,,) 0 (1 - ,,) 0 (1 + ,,) 0 -(1 + ,,) 

-(1 ~+ ,,) 1 G ~.! -(1 - t) 0 -(1 + t) 0 (1 + t) 0 (1 - t) 
4 0 -(1 - ,,) 0 (1 - ,,) 0 (1 + ,,) 0 

o -(1 - t) 0 -(1 + t) 0 (1 + t) 0 (1 - t) 
(7.23) 

Equations 7.20 and 7.22 now yield 

(7.24) 

where 

B~AG (7.25) 

The relation E = Bq is the desired result.The strain in the element is expressed in terms 
of its nodal displacement. The stress is now given by 

I .. ~ DDq 1 (7.26) 

whereD is a (3 x 3) material matrix. The strain energy inEq. 7.17 becomes 

U ~ ~lq{t, L L BTDB dell dtd,,]q (7.270) 

~ ~ lqTk'q (7.27b) , 
where 

k' - 1.1: L' B'i>B dell dt d" (7.28) 

is the element stiffness matrix of dimension (8 X 8). 
We note here that quantities Band det J in the integral in Eq. (7.28) are involved 

functions of € and 11. and so the integration has to be perfonned numerically. Methods 
of numerical integration are discussed subsequently. 

Element For« vectors 

Body Force A body force that is distributed force per unit volume, contributes 
to the global load vector F.!his contribution can be determined by considering the body 
force term in the potential~energy expression 

i.TfdV (7.29) 

Using D = Nq, and treating the bodY,force r = (f,nfy]T as constant within each ete· 
ment, we get 

i 
I , 
I 

I 
I , 
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r .TldV ~ L qTI' iv , (7.30) 

where the (8 Xl) element body force vector is given by 

f' ~ t,[1: 1: NT dell d{d" Hj;} (7.31) 

As with the stiffness matrix derived earlier, this body force vector has to be evaluated 
by numerical integration. 

Traction Force Assume that a constant traction force T = [T" T,Y-a force per 
unit area-is applied on edge 2-3 of the quadrilateral element. Along this edge, we have 
f = 1. If we use the shape functions given in Eq. 7.5, this becomes NI = N4 = 0, 
N2 = (1 - 1)}/2, and No, = (1 + 1))/2. Note that the shape functions are linear func
tions along the edges. Consequently, from the potential, the element traction load vec
tor is readily given by 

r ~ t,CH[O 0 T T T T 0 OJT (7.32) 2 x)' x y 

~ where £2-3 = length of edge 2-3. For varying distributed loads, we may express T, and 
Tv in terms of values of nodes 2 and 3 using shape functions. Numerical integration can 
be used in this case. 

~I , . 
. .. I 

Finally, point loads are considered in the usual manner by having a structural node 
at that point and simply adding to the global load vector F. 

7.3 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 

Consider the problem of numerically evaluating a one-dimensional integral of the form 

I ~ 1: fW d{ (7.33) 

The Gaussian quadrature approach for evaluating I is given subsequently. This method 
has proved most useful in finite element work. Extension to integrals in two and three 
dimensions follows readily. 

Consider the n-point approximation 

I ~ l fW d, ~ w,j({,) + w,f({,) + ... + wJ«,,) (7.34) 

where WI, W2, ... , and wn are the weights and fl, ~2' ... , and {n are the sampling points 
or Gauss points. The idea behind Gaussian quadrature is to select the n Gauss points and 
n weights such t~at Eq. 7.34 provides an ~xact answer for polynomials f(g) of as large 
~ degree as possIble. In. other word~. the Idea is that if the n-point integration formula 
IS exact for all polynomIals up to as hIgh a degree as possible, then the formula will work 
well even if f is not a polynomial. To get some intuition for the method, the one-point 
and two-point approximations are discussed in the sections that follow. 
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One-Point Formula. Consider the fonnula with n = 1 as 

1: f«) d< ~ wd«,) (7.35) 

Since there are two parameters, WI and g" we consider requiring the fonnula in Eq. 7.35 
to be exact whenf(g) is a polynomial of order 1. Thus, if I(g) = ao + alg, then we require 

Error ~ 1: (a, + a,<) d< - w,f«,) ~ 0 (7.36a) 

or 

Error = ao(2 - w.) - w,a,g, = 0 

From Eq. 7.36c, we see that the error is zeroed if 

For any general f, then, we have 

I ~ 1: f«) d< ~ 2f(0) 

which is seen to be the familiar midpoint rule (Fig. 7.3). 

Two-Point Formula. Consider the fonnula with n = 2 as 

1: f«) d< ~ w,f«,) + wd«,) 

(7.36b) 

(7.36c) 

(7.37) 

(7.38) 

(7.39) 

We have four parameters to choose: w" W2, g" and g2' We can therefore expect the for
mula in Eq. 7.39 to be exact for a cubic polynomial. Thus, choosing I(g) = 00 + Q,g + 
Q2g2 + Q3e yields 

Error ~ [1: (a, + a,< + a,e + a,<,) d<]- [w,f«,) + w,f«,)] (7.40) 

Exact area'" r f(x)dx ., 

f 

r 

FIGURE 7.3 One·point Gauss quadrature. 

/(:r) 

I 
/(0) 

i 
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Requiring zero error yields 

wl+~=2 

Wl~l + W2~2 = 0 
"+ 1:;2_2 Wl~l W2!,2 - :3 

wl~i + W2~~ = 0 

These nonlinear equations have the unique solution 

-i:, ~ i:, ~ 1/\/3 ~ 0.5773502691... 

(7.41) 

(7.42) 

From this solution, we can conclude that n-point Gaussian quadrature will pro
vide an exact answer iffis a polynomial of order (2n - 1) or less. Table 7.1 gives the val
ues of W, and ~i for Gauss quadrature formulas of orders n = 1 through n = 6. Note that 
the Gauss points are located symmetrically with respect to the origin and that symmet
rically placed points have the same weights. Moreover, the large number of digits given 
in Table 7.1 should be used in the calculations for accuracy (i.e., use double precision on 
the computer). 

TABLE 7.1 Gauss Points and Weights for Gaussian Quadrature 

NwnbeJ of points, n 

Example 7.1 

Evaluate 

1 
2 , 
4 

5 

6 

1,' [(t) dt "" ~ wJ(t,) 

Location, t, 

0.0 
±1/V'3 = ±0.5773502692 

±0.7745966692 
0.0 

±0.8611363116 
±0.3399810436 
±0.9061798459 
±0.5384693101 

0.0 
±0.9324695142 
±0.6612093865 
±0.2386191861 

I ~ l' [," + x' + 1 1 dx 
-1 (x+2) 

using one-point and two-point Gauss quadrature. 

Solution For n = 1, we have W 1 = 2, x
1 

= 0, and 

I ~ 2f(0) 

= 7.0 

Weights, w, 

20 
10 

0.5555555556 
0.8888888889 
0.3478548451 
0.6521451549 
0.2369268851 
0.4786286705 
0.5688888889 
0.1713244924 
0.3607615730 
0.4679139346 
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For n = 2, we find WI = W:! = 1, x, = -0.57735 ...• X2 = +0.57735 ...• and 1 ~ 8.7857. 
This may be compared with the exact solution 

[met = 8.8165 • 
1Wo-Dimensionallntegrals 

The extension of Gaussian quadrature to two-dimensional integrals of the form 

follows readily, since 

or 

Stiffness Integration 

I ~ L L f(t,~) dt d~ (7.43) 

I~ n~WJ(t,,~+~ 

~ ~ Wi[ ~ w,f(§" ~i) 1 

" " 
I ~ ~ ~ w,w,f(§"~i) 

i=' j~l 
(7.44) 

To illustrate the use of Eq. 7.44, consider the element stiffness for a quadrilateral element 

ke = Ie 1,' 1,' BTDBdetJd~d71 
where Band det J are functions of ~ and 71. Note that this integral actually consists of 
the integral of each element in an (8 x 8) matrix. However, using the fact that It" is sym· 
metric, we do not need to integrate elements below the main diagonal. 

Let lj) represent the ijth element in the integrand. That is, let 

</>(§,~) ~ t,(BTDBdetJ)'i (7.45) 

Then, if we use a 2 X 2 rule, we get 

kij :::::: wilj)(~" 71,) + w,~t/I(~" 112) 

+ ~W,l/J(g2''''I) + W~t/lC'12,112) (7.46a) 

where WI = Wz = 1.0, ~I = 71, = -0.57735 .... and ~2 = TJ2 = +0.57735 .... The Gauss 
points for the two-point rule used above are shown in Fig. 7.4. A1tematively, if we label 
the Gauss points as 1,2,3, and 4, then k;j in Eq. 7.46a can also be written as 

• 
k'i ~ ~ II),</>IP 

IP=' 

(7.46b) 

where t/>ip is the value of t/I and W,p is the weight factor at integration point IP. We note 
that W,p = (1)(1) = 1. Computer implementation is sometimes easier using Eq. 7.46b. 

, , 
! I I , 
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4 3 

1 2 
1)1 =- F,-,3 

1 1 
tl=-/3 S2 = ,'3 r r f(g,1) dgdrj'" wffal,Tj]) + w2wd(t2,1)]) + wJf(bll2) + W]W2f(t 1,1j2) 

-1 -] 

FIGURE 7.4 Gaussian quadrature in two dimensions using the 2 x 2 ruie. 

We may readily follow the implementation of the previous integration procedure in 
program QUAD provided at the end of this chapter. 

The evaluation of three-dimensional integrals is similar. For triangles, however, 
the weights and Gauss points are different, as discussed later in this chapter. 

Stress Calculations 

Unlike the constant-strain triangular element (Chapters 5 and 6), the stresses 
(J' = DBq in the quadrilateral element are not constant within the element; they are 
functions of ~ and TJ, and consequently vary within the element. In practice, the stress~ 
es are evaluated at the Gauss points, which are also the points used for numerical eval~ 
uation of ke, where they are found to be accurate. For a quadrilateral with 2 X 2 
integration, this gives four sets of stress values. For generating less data, one may eval
uate stresses at one point per element, say, at ~ = 0 and TJ = O. The latter approach is 
used in the program QUAD. 

Example 7.2 

Consider a rectangular element as shown in Fig. E7.1. Assume plane stress condition, 
E = 30 x 10° psi, 1/ = 0.3, and q = [0,0,0.002,0.003, OJ>06, 0.0032, O,O]T in. Evaluate J,B, 
andaat( = Oand1j = O. 

Solution Referring to Eq. 7.13a, we have 

J ~ l[ 2(1 - "I + 2(1 + "11(1 + "I - (1 + "I] 
4 -2(1 + fI + 2(1 + ,I (1 + ,I + (1 _ ,I 
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y 

It:., t 
(0, l)F='-"-------~h.1)qS 

+ 
t'" CruS) 1: 
L-... ql 4 q3 
~,==~~--------------~2 I X .. ~. 

FIGURE E7.1 

For this rectangular element, we find that I is a constant matrix. Now, from Eqs. 7.21. 

AC 1: Z[! ~ : n 
Evaluating G in Eq.7.23 at t = ." = 0 and using B = QG, we get 

[

-I 0 I 0 \ 0 -\ 0] 
DO = 0 -~ 0 -~ O! 0 1 

_1 _1 _1 1!! I ~ 
2 4 2 4 2 4 ~-i 

The stresses at t "" 1J "" 0 are now given by the product 

~= DBO. 

For the given data, we have 

Thus, 

lOx 10' [1 0.3 
D C (1 _ 0.09) 0.03 1 

o 0 

aO "" [66 920. 23 080, 40 96(W psi • 
Comment on Degenerate Quadrilaterals In some situations. we cannot avoid 

using degenerated quadrilaterals of the type shown in Fig. 7.5, where quadrilaterals 

3,4 

4 

3 

2 

1 2 

(.) (b) 

FIGURE 7.5 Degenerate fOUJ-note qVldrlIatcnl elements. 
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degenerate into triangles. Numerical integration will permit the use of such elements, but 
the errors are higher than for regular elements. Standard codes normally permit the use 
of such elements. 

7.4 HIGHER ORDER ELEMENTS 

The concepts presented earlier for the four-node quadrilateral element can be readily 
extended to other, higher order, isoparametric elements. In the four-node quadrilater
al element, the shape functions contained terms 1,g, 71, and fl]. In contrast, the elements 
to be discussed later also contain tenns such as eTJ and ;1}2, which generally provide 
greater accuracy. Only the shape functions N are given in Eqs. 7.47. The generation of 
element stiffness follows the routine steps 

u = Nq 

E = Bq 

ke 
= Ie ill II' BTDBdetJd~d71 

where ke is evaluated using Gaussian quadrature. 

N;ne~Node Quadrilateral 

(7.47.) 

(7.47b) 

(7.47c) 

The nine·node quadrilateral has been found to be very effective in finite element prac· 
tice. The local node numbers for this element are shown in Fig. 7.6a. The square master 
element is shown in Fig. 7.6b. The shape functions are defined as follows: 

Consider, first, the g·axis alone as shown in Fig. 7.6c. The local node numbers 1,2, 
and 3 on this axis correspond to locations g = -1, 0, and +1, respectively. At these 
nodes, we define the generic shape functions L1 , L2 , and L" as 

at node i 

at other two nodes (7.48) 

Now, consider L l • Since L1 = 0 at g = 0 and at g = + 1, we know that LI is of the 
fonnL I = cg(1- ~).TheconstantcisobtainedfromL1 = lat~ = -lase = -~.ThUS, 
Ll(~) = -g(1 - g)/2. L2 and L3 can be obtained by using similar arguments. We have 

L,(f) ~ _ W - <) 
2 

L,W ~ (I + <)(1 - n (7.49.) 

L,(O ~ W; <) 

Similarly. generic shape functions can be defined along the 71·axiS (Fig. 7.6c) as 

L,(") ~ _ ~"(~I-;c-_"~) 
2 

L 2(") ~ (I + ")(1 - ") (7.49b) 

L ( ) ~ "(I + ") 
3 11 2 
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1J = +l __ -«3 

4 

~ =-1 9 

8 
Y 

Lx 5 2 
1J = -1 1 

(.) 

" (-1,1) (1,1) 
4 7 3 

L 1(7j) --

9'---+---6 

LI(7j)--
1 5 2 

(-1,-1) 

I 
(1,-1) 

I I 
LIW L1W L3W 

(b) 

" t 3 __ 71= 1 

1 2 3 
~, ----+I----il- € 2 --71= 0 

I I I 
€= -1 €= 0 e= 1 

1 --71=-1 

«) 

FIGURE 7.6 Nine-r1ode quadrilateral (a) in x, y space and (h) in e, 1J space. (c) Definition of 

general snape functions. 
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Referring back to the master element in Fig. 7.6b, we observe that every node has the 
coordinates g = -1,0, or + 1 and T1 = -1,0, or + 1. Thus, the product rule that follows 
yields the shape functions N" N2 , .•• , N9 , as 

N, ~ L,(~)L,(~) 

N, ~ L,(~)L,(~) 

N, ~ LM)L3(~) 

N5 ~ LM)L,(~) 

N, ~ LM)L,( ~) 

N, ~ L,(~)L,(~) 

N, ~ LM)L,(~) 

N6 ~ LM)L2(~) 

N, ~ LM)L,(~) 

(7.50) 

By the manner in which L; are constructed, it can be readily verified that IV; equal one 
at node i and equal zero at other nodes, as desired. 

As noted in the beginning of this section, the use of higher order terms in N leads 
to a higher order interpolation of the displacement field as given by u = Nq. In addi

tion, since x = 2: N;x; and y = 2: N;y" it means that higher order terms can also be 
,. ,. 

used to define geometry. Thus., the elements can have curved edges if desired. Howev
er, it is possible to define a subparametric element by using nine-node shape functions 
to interpolate displacement and using only four-node quadrilateral shape functions to 
define geometry. 

Eight-Node Quadrilateral 

This element belongs to the serendipity family of elements. The element consists of eight 
nodes (Fig. 7.7a), all of which are located on the boundary. Our task is to define shape 
functions N,. such that N; = 1 at node i and 0 at all other nodes. In defining N" we refer 
to the master element shown in Fig. 7.7b. First, we define N, - N

4
• For N" we note that 

N, = 1 at node 1 and 0 at other nodes. Thus., N, has to vanish along the lines g = + 1, 
T1 = + 1, and g + TJ = -1 (Fig. 7.7a). Consequently, N, is of the form 

N, ~ c(1 - <)(1 - ~)(1 + ~ + '1) (7.51) 

3 g"" +1 " 
" 4 

i TJ"" +1 7 3 
Tj"" +1 7 

~ ? 

\ ? , 
~ "" 6 , • 

,'<0 ? 4 

" , 0 

8 8 + i 
/ 

~ 6 < 

"" ~ 
~ "" -1 < ~ 

~'" -1 ? x 
~ "" +1 2 , 

" 5 0 , 
1) "" -1 

TJ '" -I 5 2 
(,) 

(b) 

FIGURE 7.7 Eight-node quadrilateral (a) in x, y space and (b) in g, 1/ space. 
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At node 1, N j = 1 and ~ = 1] = -1. Thus,c = -~. We thus have 

N, ~ -,,(I'---~<)"'(--I ---.:!~C')(~I~+-'<'-+~~) 
4 

N, ~ _ ,,( I,--+~< )",( 1 ____ - -.:!~!.-') (~I _-_,<,_+~~ ) 
4 

N, ~ _ ,,( 1=--+,--,,<),,( 1 ____ + -:;~!.-') (~I _-_'<'----"-'-~ ) 
4 

N, ~ _ '-( 1_-_<,-,)",( 1-+-~7')'-( 1=--+--,--< _--=~ ) 
4 

(7.52) 

Now, we define Ns, N6 , N7 , and Ng at the midpoints. For M.s, we know that it vanishes 
along edges g = +1,1] = + 1, and g = -1. Consequently, it has to be of the fann 

N, ~ c(1 - <)(1 - ~)(I + {) 
~ c(1 - <,)(1 - ~) 

(7.53a) 

(7.53b) 

The constant c in Eq. 7.53 is determined from the condition N.~ = 1 at node 5, or N.<, = 1 
at; = 0,1] = -l.Thus,c = ~and 

We have 

Six·Node Triangle 

(I - <,)(1 - ~) 
N; ~ 2 (7.53c) 

N; ~ .'-( 1=-------".<'-'0) (,-I_-_~:'C) 
. 2 

(I + {)(1 - ~') 
N. = 2 

N, ~( ,'-I----'<'-'),,('-I-+'-~~) 
2 

(I - <)(1 - ~') 

(7.54) 

The six-node triangle is shown in Figs. 7.8a and b. By referring to the master element in 
Fig. 7.8b, we can write the shape functions as 

N, ~ «2< - I) 

N, ~ "(2" - I) 

N, ~ ,(2, - I) 

N~ = 4fry 

N, = 4[1] 

N, ~ 4« 
(7.55) 

where [ = 1 - g - 1]. Because of terms e. Tjl, etc. in the shape functions, this element 
is also called a quadratic triangle. The isoparametric representation is 

u "" Nq 

x ~ 2: N,x, y ~ 2: N,y, (7.56) 
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" 2 

" 
/ 

~"'\) ,( " .,,,, 
-----

5 

" 2 0" 
L" l-3 

~ '" '1 3 p 4 I -----4 
~ 

6 " " y 
~"'\ 

Lx -I~ -----" I 1 " 
0 

" ~ 
(0) (bJ 

FIGURE 7.8 Six-node triangular element. 

The element stiffness, which has to be integrated numerically, is given by 

k
e 

= te 1 J BTDB detJ d{ dYJ (7.57) 

The Gauss points for a triangular region differ from the square region considered ear
lier. The simplest is the one-point rule at the centroid with weight WI = ! and 
{I = YJI = bl = ~. Equation 7.57 then yields 

(7.58) 

where Band j are evaluated at the Gauss point. Other choices of weights and Gauss 
points are given in Table 7.2. The Gauss points given in Table 7.2 are arranged symmet
rically within the triangle. Because of triangular symmetry, the Gauss points occur in 
groups or multiplicity of one, three, or six. For multiplicity of three, if {_, TJ-, and 

TA8LE 7.2 Gauss Quadrature Formulas for a Triangle 

No. of points, Weight. 
n w, 

On, 

Three 
" 

Three 

Four " -.j, 

" ')~ 

Six 
, 
ji 

[' [' -, f(g,7)} d7)dg "" ~ w,f(g, , 7).) 

Multiphcity 

3 

3 

3 

6 

" 

, , 
0.6590276223 

, , 
1 
" 
, , 
, , 

0.2319333685 

o 

0.1090390090 
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FIGURE 7.9 Restrictions on the location of a midside node. 

{-coordinates of a Gauss point are, for instance, (L L ~), then the other two Gauss points 
are located at U, L 0 and (LL ~). Note that { = 1 ~ g - 1], as is discussed in Chapter 5. 
For multiplicity of six, all six possible permutations of the g-, 1"/-, and {-coordinates are used. 

Comment on Midside Node In the higher order isoparametric elements dis
cussed previously, we note the presence of midside nodes. The midside node should be 
as near as possible to the center of the side. The node should not be outside of 
! < slf. < L as shown in Fig. 7.9. This condition ensures that det J does not attain a 
value of zero in the element. 

Comment on Temperature Effect Using the temperature strain defined in Eqs. 
5.61 and 5.62 and following the derivation in Chapter 5, the nodal temperature load can 
be evaluated as 

ae = te 1f BTDt:odA = te 111111 BTOEoldetJ! dg d1"/ (7.59) 

This integral is performed using numerical integration. 

7.5 FOUR-NODE QUADRILATERAL FOR AXISYMMETRIC PROBLEMS 

The stiffness development for the four node-quadrilateral for axisymmetric problems 
follows steps similar to the quadrilateral element presented earlier. The x-,y-coordinates 
are replaced by r, z. The main difference occurs in the development of the B matrix, 
which relates the four strains to element nodal displacements. We partition the strain 
vector as 

(7.59) 

where E. = [fE, fE,. y"Y· 
Now in the relation fE = Bq, we partition B as B = [ :~l such that BI is a 3 x 8 

matrix relating E. and q by 
(7.60) 
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and B2 is a row vector 1 X 8 relating Eo and q by 

E9 = B2q (7.61) 

Noting that r ,z replace x,y,it is clear that Bl is same as the 3 x 8 matrix given in Eq. 7.24 
for the four-node quadrilateral. Since Ell = ujr and u = N1ql + N1q + N.~q3 + N4Q4, 
B2 can be written as 

(7.62) 

On introducing these changes, the element stiffness is then obtained by performing 
numerical integration on 

ke 
= 211' 111 111 rBTDBdetJd~dYJ (7.63) 

The force terms (in Eq. 7.31 and 7.32) are to be multiplied by the factor of 27T as in the 
axisymmetric triangle. 

The axisymmetric quadrilateral element has been implemented in the pro
gram AXIQUAD. 

7.6 CONJUGATE GRADIENT IMPLEMENTATION 
OF THE QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT 

The ideas of the conjugate gradient method have been presented in Chapter 2. The 
equations are reproduced here using the notation for displacements, force and stiffness: 

go = KQo - F, do = -go 
T gkgk 

etk = dIKd
k 

Qk+ 1 = Qk + £l':kdk 

gk+ 1 = gk + £l':kKdk 
T 

l'l _ gk+lgk+l 
Pk - T 

gkgk 

d k+ 1 = -gk+l + f3kdk 

(7.64) 

Here k = 0, 1,2, .... The iterations are carried out until gIg" reaches a small value. 
We state here the steps in its implementation in finite element analysis. The main 

difference i.n this impl~ment~tion is that the stiffness of each element is first generated 
and stored In a three-dimenSional array. The stiffness of an element can be recalled frolD 
this array without recalculating for the iterations carried out. We start with the initial dis
placements at Qo = O. In the evaluation of go, the force modifications for the boundary 
conditions are implemented. The term Kd" is evaluated by performing directly using 
element stiffness values by using L ked);. The conjugate gradient approach is imple-

men ted in QUADCG. 
, 
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Concluding Note 

The concept of a master element defined in g-, 1J-coordinates., the definition of shape 
functions for interpolating displacement and geometry and use of numerical integra
tion are all key ingredients of the isoparametric formulation. A wide variety of elements 
can be formulated in a unified manner. Though only stress analysis has been considered 
in this chapter, the elements can be applied to nonstructural problems quite readily. 

Example 7.2 

The problem in Example 5.8 (Fig. E5.8) is now solved using four-node quadrilateral ele
ments using program QUAD. The loads, boundary conditions, and node locations are the 
same as in Fig. ES.8. The only difference is the modeling with 24 quadrilateral elements, 
as against 48 CST elements in Fig. E5.8. Again, MESHGEN has been used to create the 
mesh (Fig. E7.2a) and a text editor to define the loads, boundary conditions, and material 
properties. 

The stresses output by program QUAD correspond to the (0, 0) location in the nat
ural coordinate system (master element). Using this fact, we extrapolate the y-stresses in 
elements 13, 14, and 15 to obtain the maximum y-stress near the semicircular edge of the 
plate, as shown in Fig. E7.2b. • 

4in. 

4 in. 

4in. 

L 
f f I I I I I I I 

E"=30X1cfipsi 
\I "= 0.3 
t "= 0.4 in. 

400 psi 

(,) 

FIGURE E7.2 

IT, (psi) 

2000.0 

A 

1228.0 

(b) 

523.0 
108.0 

B 
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Input Data File 

« --- 2D s~ss ANALYSrS USING QUAD --- » 
PROBLEM 7.4 
« NN NE NM NOIM NEN NON » 
941242 
« NO NL NMPC » 
, 1 0 
«Nodel Coordinates» 
1 0 0 
2 0 15 
:3 0 30 
4 30 0 
5 30 15 
6 30 30 
7 60 0 
8 60 15 
9 60 30 
« Elem' Nodes Matt Thickness TempRise» 
1 1 4 5 2 
2 2 5 6 3 
3 4 7 , 5 , 5 , 9 , 
« DOFf 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 , 0 
« DOFO 
18 -10000 

1 10 0 
1 10 0 
1 10 0 
1 10 0 

Displacement » 

Load » 

Nu Alpha» 
12E-6 

«MAT' E 
1 70000 .33 
BliB2j 83 (Multi-point constr. Bl·Qi+B2*Qj-B3) 

Progr_ Quad CHJOOlRUl>A'nA" BELEGONDU 

""-, 
PROBLEM 7.4 
Plane Stress Analysis 
NODE' X-Oispl Y-Oispl 

1 -8.8984E-07 -2.8335E-07 
2 l. 7736E-08 1.5071E-07 
3 B.7210E-07 -3.0784E-07 , -B.8095E-02 -1.3105E-01 
5 -1.2826E-03 -l.2305E-01 , 8.7963E-02 -l.2696E-01 
7 -1.1692E-01 -3.6519E-Ol , 3.5222E-04 -3.7014E-Ol 
9 1.2512E-Ol -3.8686E-Ol 

ELEMi vonMises Stresses .t 4 Integration points 
1 2.1336E+02 1. 6028E+02 5.3779E+Ol 1. 4114E+02 
2 1.3696E+02 4.8529E+Ol 1.5995E+02 2.0832E+02 
3 9.3736E+Ol 5.8816E+Ol 3.8024E+Ol 9.1475E+Ol , 9.2307E+Ol 6.9321E+Ol 9.4183E+Ol 1.2010E+02 
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« AXlSDMITRIC S'rUU AlQI"YSIS » 
KDMPLJ: 6.4 
NN NE NM NDIM NEN 

6 2 1 2 4 
NO NL NMPC 

3 , 0 

NDN 
2 

Node. X 't (r r coordinates) 
1 3 0 
2 3 .5 
3 7.5 0 
4 7.5.5 
5 12 0 
6 12 .5 

E1em. N1 N2 N3 
1 134 
2 3 5 6 

DOF. Displacement 
2 0 
, 0 

10 0 
DOF. Load 

1 3449 
3 9580 
5 23380 
7 38711 
9 32580 

N' 
2 

• 
Matt 

1 
1 

TempRise 
o 
o 

11 18780 
MAT. PROP1 

1 30E6 
B1iB2j 

PROP2 
.3 

83 

PROP3 
12E-6 

(Multi-point constr. B1*Qi+B2*Qj-Bl) 

hoqr_ AziQUa4 - CBANDllOPA'l'lA & IJKLI:GtRJU 
Ou ... < 
EKAMPLE 6.4 
NODE. R-Oispl 

1 8.2970E-04 
2 8.2892E-04 
3 8.8546E-04 
4 8.8799E-04 
5 9.0356E-04 
6 8.9886E-04 

ELEMt vonMises 
1 6.2713E+03 
2 3.0942E+03 

Z-Oiapl 
9.0276E-12 
-5. 4296E-05 
-1.4325E-11 
-2.5290E-05 
5.2976E-12 
-1.6127E-05 

Stresses at 4 Integration points 
3.9595E+03 3.9642E+03 6.2701E+03 
2.3915E+03 2.3908E+03 3.1003E+03 
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PROBLEMS 

7.1. Figure P7.1 shows a four-node quadrilateral. The ~x, ~) coordinates of each node are given 
in the figure. The element displacement vector q IS gtven as 

q = [0,0,0.20,0,0.15,0.10,0, O.05jT 

q, 

t 
(1,4) --q7 

lq, q't 

q, 

1(6.6) -q, 

I~L-,.=!ocq'~ ______ -l 
.. -q3 

Y (1, t) (5,1) 

Lx 
FIGURE P7.1 

Find the following: 
(a) the X-, y-coordinates of a point P whose location in the master element is given by 

~ = 0.5 and 1J = 0.5 and 
(b) the u, v displacements of the point P. 

7.2. Using a 2 x 2 rule, evaluate the integral 

7.3. 

7.4. 

7.5. 

if (x2 + xi)dxdy 

by Gaussian quadrature. where A denotes the region shown in Fig. P7.I. 

State whether the following statements are true or false: 
(a) The shape functions are linear along an edge of a four-node quadrilateral element. 
(b) For isoparametric elements, such as four-, eight-, and nine-node quadrilaterals, the 

point ( = 0, 11 = 0 in the master element corresponds to the centroid of the element 
in x- and y-coordinates. 

(c) The maximum stresses within an element occur at the Gauss points. 
(d) The integral of a cubic polynomial can be performed exactly using two-point Gauss 

quadrature. 

Solve Problem PS.15 with four-node quadrilaterals. Use program QUAD. 

A half-symmetry model of a culvert is shown in Fig. P7 .5. The pavement load is a uniformly 
distributed load of 5000 Njm". Using the MESHGEN program (discussed in Chapter 12), 
develop a finite element mesh with four-node quadrilateral elements. Using progratn 
QUAD determine the location and magnitude of maximum principal stress. First, try a 
mesh with about six elements and then compare results using about 18 elements. 
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7.r,. Solve Problem P5.l6 using four-Dode quadrilateral elements (program QUAD). Compare 
your results with the solution obtained with CST elements. Use comparable-size meshes. 

7.7. Solve Problem P5.17 using four-node quadrilaterals (program QUAD). 
7.8. Solve Problem P5.20 using four-node quadrilaterals (program QUAD). 
7.9. Develop a program for axisymmetric stress analysis with four-node quadriIateral elements. 

Use your program to solve Example 6.1. Compare results. [Hint: The first three rows of the 
B matrix are the same as for the plane stress problem in Eq. 7.25, and the last row can be 
obtained from Ee = ujr.] 

7.10. This problem focuses on a concept used in the MESHGEN program discussed in Chap
ter 12.An eight-node region is shown in Fig. P7.lOa. The c<lrresponding master element or 
block is shown in Fig. P7.lOb. The block is divided into a grid of 3 x 3 = 9 smaller blocks 
of equal size, as indicated by dotted lines. Detennine the corresponding x- and 
y-coordinates of all the 16 nodal points, and plot the 9 subregions in Fig. P7.10a. Use the 
shape functions given in Eqs. 7.52 and 7.54. 
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7.11. Develop a computer program for the eight-node quadrilateral. Analyze the cantilever 
beam shown in Fig. P7.11 with three finite elements. Compare results of x stress and center
line deflections with 
(a) the six-element CST model and 
(b) elementary beam tbeory. 

y 

1 
p= IOOOOlb 

! 
o 

r- 2.0 'n.+ 2.0 in.+ '.0 ".---1 

FIGURE P7.11 

t= 1.0 in. 
E=30x lIrpsi 
II = 0.3 

7.12. Solve Problem 6.16 using axisymmetric quadrilateraJ elements (Program AXIQUAD). 

-. 
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Program Listings 

'........ ~ QUAD •••••• ***. 
'* 2-D STRESS ANALYSIS USING 4-NODE .. 
'" QUADRIlATERAL ELEMENTS WITH TEMPEAATURE .. 
'* T.R.Cnandrupatla and A.D.Belegundu .. 
••• ** ••••• * •••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••• 
'============ ~N PROGRAM =============== 
Private Sub cmdStart Click() 

Call InputData -
Call Bandwidth 
Call Stiffness 
Call ModifyForBC 
Call BandSolver 
Call StressCalc 
Call ReactionCalc 
Call Output 
cmdView.Enabled = True 
cmdStart.Enabled = False 

End Sub 
,==========~~~~======~~=======~================-

___ ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND ASSEMBLY 
Private Sub Stiffness() 

ReDim S (NQ, NBW) 
,----- GJ.cbAl SU~£ZJ. •• Matrix ----
Call IntegPointa 
For N = 1 To ME 

picBox. Print ~Forming Stiffness Matrilt of Element "; N 
CuI DHatrix (H, 
Call Zl..sti~~ne •• IH) 
picBox. Print " .... Phoing' in GIClb&l. Loc.-t::i.0D.8" 
c.-II PlaoeGlab&lIN) 

Next N 
End Sub 

STRESS CALCULATIONS 
Private Sub StressCalc() 

ReDim vonMisesStress (NE, 4), maxShearStress (NE, 4) 
,----- Stre •• C&lcaLat:i0D.8 
For N : I To NE 

Problems 

Call DXatri.xIN) 
For IP '" 1 To 4 

Call DbMatlN, 2, IP) '--- Get DB Matrix with Stress calculation 
, ___ Von lli ••• Stre •• at: IDt:.grat:icm. PoiDt: 

C : 0: If LC : 2 Then C = PNU * (STR(ll + STR(2)) 
Cl = (STR(l) - STR(2) I ~ 2 + (STR(2) - C) ~ 2 + (C - STR(ll) ~ 2 
SV = Sqr(O.5 • Cl + 3 * STR(3) ~ 2) 

, _ _ _ xaxiJama Sh.ar Stre.. R 
R'" Sqr(O.25 * (STR(1) - STR(2)1 A 2 + (STR(3)) ~ 2) 
maxShearStress(N, IP) '" R 
vonMisesStress(N, IP) = SV 

Next IP 
Next N 

SOb 
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,~============= INTEGRATION POINTS ============= 
Private Sub IntegPoints() 
• _______ Integration Points XNI() --------

c = 0.57735026919 
XNI (I, 1) '"' -C: XNI (I, 2) .. -c 
XNI(2, 1) c: XNI(l, 2) '" -c 
XNI (3, 1) c: XNI (3, 2) '" c 
XNI (4., 1) -C: XNI (4, 2) - C 

End Sub 

'============== C-MATRIX ============= 
Private Sub DMatrlx(N) 
,----- DC) Matrix -----

'--- Jlfate%i-.l properii_ 
MATN '" MAT (N) 
E = PM(MATN, 1): PNU = PM(MATN, 2) 
AL = PM(MATN, 3) 
'--- D () Matrix 
If LC = 1 Then 

'--- p.I..zuJ str. •• 
Cl = E / (1 - PNU " 2): C2 = Cl " PNU 

Else 
'--- p~ SudD 
C=E/ «(l+PNU)" (1-2*PNtJ» 
cl = C " (1 - PNUl: C2 ~ C " PNU 

End If 
C3 = 0.5 * E I (1 + PNOI 
Dn, 1) = ell D(1, 2) = e2: 0(1, 3) = 0 
0(2, 1) = e2: D(2, 2) = el: 0(2, 3) = 0 
0(3, 1) '" 0: 0(3, 21 ~ 0: D(3, 3) = C3 

End Sub 

, ELEMENT STIFFNESS MA.TRIX --
P~ivate Sub ElemStiffness(N) 
,-------- E~~t sti£fDe •• &Ad r~.ture Load -----

For I = 1 To B: For J ~ 1 To 8: S£(I, J) = 0: Next J: TL(I) = 
DTE = DT(N) 
'--- lIeigbt Yacto.r i. om: 
'--- Loop CID IlltegraUoa Poillu 
ForIP=lT04 

'--- Get DB Matrix at Integration Point IP 
Call DbMat(N, 1, IP) 
'--- Element Stiffness Matrix SE 
For I = 1 To 8 

ForJ=lTo8 
C = 0 

Fot K '" 1 To 3 

0: Next I 



COIl tinl1ed 

C = C + B(K, I) • OBIK, J) .. DJ .. THIN) 
Next K 
SEll, J) = SEll, J) + C 

Next J 
Next I 
'--- Det.~n. ~~atuz. Load TL 
AL ~ PM(~T(N), 3) 
C ~ AL • OTE: If LC ~ 2 Then C = 11 + PNU) • C 
For I = 1 To 8 

TL(Ij = TLII) + TH(N) .. OJ • C .. IOBI1, I) + DBI2, I» 
Next I 

Next IP 
End Sub 
'=~==============~~~~ac:==:=======:==================~==~=--------= 

, ~----

Private Sub DbMatlN, ISTR, IP) 
, ------- DB () ~TRIX ------

XI '" XNI (IP, 1): ETA = XNI (Ip, 2) 
'--- Nod&! Coo%d!D&t •• 
THICK = THIN) 
NI = NOCIN, 1): N2 = NOCIN, 2) 
N3 : NOCIN, 3): N4 = NOe(N, 4) 
Xl = XIN1, 1): Y1 = X(N1, 2): X2 ~ XIN2, 1): Y2 = XIN2, 2) 
X3 = XIN3, 1): Y3 = XIN3, 2): X4 = XIN4, 1): Y4 = XIN4, 2) 
'--- F~ti_ o~ Jaco!liazz 'ZJ 
TJ11 = (11 - ETA) • (X2 - Xl) + 11 + ETA) • IX3 - X4» 14 
TJ12 ~ «1 - ETA) .. IY2 - Y1) + 11 + ETA) .. IY3 - Y4» 14 
TJ21 = (11 - XI) .. (X4 - Xl) + II + XI) .. IX3 - X2) I 4 
TJ22 '" (11 - XI) .. IY4 - Yl) + (1 + XI) .. (Y3 - Y2)) I 4 
'--- Det_nat n"nc oL the JACOBI.UI' 
OJ = TJ11 .. TJ22 - TJl2 .. TJ21 
'--- A(3,4) MatziJr relae.. saabY to Locr.a..l l)m:ivztiv.. oL'II 
A(l, 1) = TJ22 I OJ: All, 1) = 0: A(3, 1) = -TJl1 I DJ 
All, 2) = -TJI2 I OJ: A12, 2) = 0: A(3, 2) = TJll I OJ 
All, 3) ~ 0: A12, 3) = -TJ21 I DJ: A(3, 3) = TJ22 I OJ 
All, 4) = 0: A12, 4) = TJll I DJ: A13, 4) = -TJ12 I OJ 
'--- G(4, S) Katzi ... re.l.ate. lioc'al. Dm:j.vztiv.. oL 1:1 

'--- co lioc'a.l Nod.a.l Diq.ua-t. q(8) 

For I = 1 To 4: For J ~ 1 To e 
GIl, J) = 0: Next J: Next I 
GIl, 1) = -11 - ETA) I 4: G12, 1) = -(1 - XI) 14 
G(3, 2) = -(1 - ETA) I 4: G14, 2) = -(1 - XI) I 4 
G(I, 3) .. (1 - ETA) 14: G(2, 3) "" -(1 + XI) I 4 
G(3, 4) = (1 - ETA) 14: G(4, 4) = -II + XI) 14 
Gil, 5) = 11 + ETA) I 4: G(2, 5) = 11 + XI) I 4 
G13, 6) = (1 + ETA) I 4: G14, 6) = (l + XI) I 4 
Gil, 7) = -(1 + ETA) I 4: GI2, 7) = 11 - XI) 14 
G13, 8) '" -11 + ETA) I 4: G(4, B) = 11 - XI) I 4 
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continued 
8(3,8) Hat:n.. :a..Labu su.u.- to q 

For I = 1 To 3 
For J '" 1 To 8 

C • 0 
ForK=lTo4 

C ~ C + A(l, K) .. GiK, J) 

Next K 
B(I,J)=C 

Next J 

Next I 
,~-- DB(3,B} Hatrb r..Lat_ Stra. __ to q(S) 

For I = 1 To 3 
For J = 1 To 8 

C = 0 
ForK=lTo3 

C;: C + 0(1, K) .. S(R, J) 

Next K: 
DB(I, J) C 

Next J 
Next I 
If ISTR 2 Then 

'--- Str. •• Ev&laatioa 
For I = 1 To HEN 

lIN '" NON'" (NOe(N, II - 1) 
II = NON" (1 - 1) 
For J = 1 To NON 

Q(11 + J) = F(IIN + J) 
Next J 

Next I 
AL '" PM I MAT (N), 3) 
Cl = AL .. OTIN): If LC 
For I = 1 To 3 

C • 0 
For K ~ 1 To e 

2 Then Cl 

C = C + DB(I, K) .. Q(K) 

C!*(l+PNU) 

Next K 
STR(I) 

Next I 
End If 

c - Cl .. lOll, 1) + 0(1,2» 

End Sub 
,============-------=--=---=-=--=-==~-
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CHAPTER 8 

Beams and Frames 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Beams are slender members that are used for supporting transverse loading. Long hOf* 

izontal members used in buildings and bridges, and shafts supported in bearings are 
some examples of beams. Complex structures with rigidly connected members are called 
frames and may be found in automobile and aeroplane structures and motion· and force
transmitting machines and mechanisms. In this chapter, we first present the finite element 
formulation for beams and extend these ideas to formulate and solve two-dimensional 
frame problems. 

Beams with cross sections that are symmetric with respect to plane of loading are 
considered here. A general horizontal beam is shown in Fig. 8.1. Figure 8.2 shows the 
cross section and the bending stress distribution. For small deflections, we recall from 
elementary beam theory that 

y 

L----------~·: 

(a) 

(bl 

FIGURE 8.1 (a) Beam loading and (b) deformation of the neutral axis. 
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y y 

I I 
dA 

u 

+f~x 
y 

V Centroid 

FIGURE 8.2 Beam section and stress distribution. 

M 
(8.1) (1'=--y 

I 

u 
(8.2) E =-

E 

d'v M 
(8.3) ~ ~ 

dx' EI 

where IT is the nonnal stress, IE is the normal strain,M is the bending moment at the sec
tion, v is the deflection of the centroidal axis at x, and I is the moment of inertia of the 
section about the neutral axis (z-axis passing through the centroid). 

Potential-Energy Approach 

The strain energy in an element of length dx is 

dU =.!:. rITE dA dx 2L 

~ H;: b'dA )dX 
Noting that fA y2 dA is the moment of inertia I, we have 

1 M' 
dV = --dx 

2 EI 

When Eq. 8.3 is used, the total strain energy in the beam is given by 

(8.4) 
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'lL (d')' U=Z 0 EI dx~ dx (8.5) 

The potential energy of the beam is then given by 

11 ~ .!.lL EI(d'~)' dx _lL pv dx -
2 0 dx 0 

(8.6) 

where p is the distributed load per unit length, Pm is the point load at point m, Mk is the 
moment of the couple applied at point k, Vm is the deflection at point m, and vI. is 
the slope at point k. 

Galerkin Approach 

For the Galerkin formulation, we start from equilibrium of an elemental length. From 
Fig. 8.3, we recall that 

dV 
(8.7) -~p dx 

dM ~ V 
dx 

(8.8) 

When Eqs. 8.3, 8.7, and 8.8 are combined, the equilibrium equation is given by 

d' ( E1 d
2V) _ P ~ 0 

dx2 dx 2 
(8.9) 

For approximate solution by the Galerkin approach, we look for the approximate solu
tion v constructed of finite element shape functions such that 

t [~2 (EI~~) -P}dx ~ 0 (8.10) 

p 

v 

() 
M V+ dV 

fIGURE 8.3 Free body diagram of an elemental length th. 
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where fjJ is an arbitrary function using same basis functions as v. Note that tP is zero 
where v has a specified value. We integrate the first term of Eq. 8.10 by parts. The inte
gral from 0 to L is split into intervals 0 to Xm , Xm to Xb and Xk to L. We obtain 

r' d'v d'q, r' d ( d'V) I'· d ( d'V) I' io El dx2 dx2 dx - io pfjJ dx + dx El dx2 tP 0 + dx El dx2 fjJ Xm 

d
2
v dfjJ IXk d

2
v dtP I' -E[-- -E[-- ~O 

dx2 dx 0 dx2 dx Xk 
(8.11) 

We note that E/(d2v/dx2) equals the bending moment M from Eq. 8.3 and 
(d/dx)[ E/(d 2v/dx2) ] equals the shear force V from (8.8). Also, fjJ and M are zero at the 
supports. At Xm, the jump in shear force is Pm and at Xk, the jump in bending moment 
is - M k • Thus, we get 

l ' d'v d'¢ l' EI d 2 dx' dx - pq, dx - 2: p.¢. - 2: M,q" ~ 0 
o x 0 m k 

(8.12) 

For the finite element formulation based on Galerkin's approach, v and tP are con
structed using the same shape functions. Equation 8.12 is precisely the statement of the 
principle of virtual work. 

8.2 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULAnON 

The beam is divided into elements, as shown in Fig. 8.4. Each node has two degrees of 
freedom. Typically, the degrees of freedom of node i are Q2i-1 and Q2,' The degree 
of freedom Q2i-1 is transverse displacement and Q2i is slope or rotation. The vector 

Q ~ [Q,.Q,.···.Qw]T (8.13) 

tQ2
'-1 

<.:: 
Q, Q, Q, Q7 Q2, Q. 

Q{J Q,A-- Q,A-- Q,A-- QIO~ • • • 
I CD 2 CD 3 CD 4 0 5 Loc,1 

, 2 

q, I I 2 q, 
2 2 3 

q,~ 
Global 

0)q, 
3 3 4 
4 4 5 , 

f' v, 
~j"i c!,. v, 

FIGURE 8.4 Finite element discretization. 
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Slope'" 0 , 

II~ Slope'" 0 

\z , 
~- 1 {- 0 {- +1 

~SIOP'<O 
I \2 , 

1 Slope'" 1 0 +1 

Slope'" 0 

-1 
H, 

Slope'" 0 1 

d I 
2 

-1 0 +1 i 

FIGURE 8.5 Hermite shape functlons. 

represents the global displacement vector. For a single element, the local degrees of 
freedom are represented by 

(8.14) 

The local-global_correspondence is easy to see from the table given in Fig. 8.4. q is same 
as [VI' vj, V2, V2] I, The shape functions for interpolating v on an element are defined in 
terms of; on -1 to +1, as shown in Fig. 8.5. The shape functions for beam elements 
differ from those discussed earlier. Since nodal values and nodal slopes are involved, we 
define Hermite shape functions, which satisfy nodal value and slope continuity 
requirements. Each of the shape functions is of cubic order represented by 

i == 1,2,3,4 (8.15) 

The conditions given in the following table must be satisfied: 

H, H', H, H; H, H', H, H; 

{= -1 I 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

{= 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 

'The coefficients ai' bi' Cj, and dj can be easily obtained by imposing these conditions. ThUs. 

H, ~ i(1 - {)'(2 + 0 or 1(2-3{+f') 

H, ~ 1(1 - {)'({ + I) or )(1 - { - e + f) 
H, ~ i(1 + ,)'(2 - {) or 1 (2 + 3{ - t') (R 16) 

H, ~ j(1 + t)'(t - I) or ~(-l~~+e+e) 
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The Hennite shape functions can be used to write v in the fonn 

v(t) = Htvt + H2(~;)t + H3~ + H{~;)2 
The coordinates transform by the relationship 

I-g I+g 
x ~ -2-x1 + -2-x, 

Since C~ = X2 - Xl is the length of the element, we have 

e, 
dx ~ 2"dg 

The chain rule dv/dg = (dv/dx)(dx/dg) gives us 

dv = Ce dv 
dl' 2 dx 

which may be denoted as 

v = Hq 

where 

(8.17) 

(8.18) 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 

(8.21) 

(8.22) 

(8.23) 

In the total potential energy of the system, we consider the integrals as summations over 
the integrals over the elements. The element strain energy is given by 

U, ~ lEI 1 (~~)' dx (8.24) 

From Eq. 8.20, 

dv 2 dv 
~ -- and 

dx e, dl' 

Then, substituting v = Hq, we obtain 

(d'V)' ~ T 16 (d'H)T(d'H) 
dx2 q~dgz de q 

(d'H) ~ [3. -I + 31' e, _~ 1 + 3< e'J de 2 g, 2 2' 2 <, 2 2" 

(8.25) 

(8.26) 
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On substituting dx = (CeI2) dg and Eqs. 8.25 and 8.26 in Eq. 8.24, we get 

1<' If(~1 + 3f)C, ~lf' lw + Jf)C, 

~lf(~1 + 30e, ( ~1 4+ 3f )'C', ~11+69<'e; 

l<' ~lw + Joe, dfq Symmetric 

C : 3f
)' l; 

Each term in the matrix needs to be integrated. Note that 

1" 2 1" <,df=~ fdf=O 
-1 3-1 

This results in the element strain energy given by 

Ve = ~qTk<'q 

where the element stiffness matrix is 

1
_' 

_, df = 2 

(8.27) 

(8.28) 

(8.29) 

which is symmetric. 
In the development based on Galerkin's approach (see Eg. 8.12). we note that 

d'</> d'v 16 (d'H)T(d 2H) EI~~ = ",TE/- - - q (830) 
dx 2 dx 2 'I" t~ de de . 

where 
(8.31) 

is the set of generalized virtual displacements on the element, v = Hq, and tb = H-t.r. 
Equation 8.30 yields the same element stiffness as Eq. 8.28 on integration, with \fITk'q 

being the internal virtual work in an element. 

8.3 LOAD VECTOR 

The load contributions from the distributed load p in the element is first considered. 
We assume that the distributed load is unifonn over the element: 

1 pvdx = (p;" l Hdt)q (8.32) 

On substituting for H from Eqs. 8.16 and 8.23 and integrating, we obtain 

1 pvdx = rTq 

" 
(8.33) 

, ' • 

~b ____________________ ~dI 
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p 

It ttl t ttl I I I I I, 
I· t, ·1 

pie pie , , 
Pl~ d;:;1======'=====~2 2D -p;1 

FIGURE 8.6 Distributed load on an element. 

where 

, _ [PI, pi; pI, _PI;]T f -----
- 2'12'2'12 

(8.34) 

This equivalent load on an element is shown in FIg. 8.6. The same result is obtained by con
sidering the term Je pl/> dx in Eq.8.12 for the Galerkin formulation. The point loads Pm and 
Mk are readily taken care of by introducing nodes at the points of application. On intro
ducing the local-global correspondence, from the potential-energy approach, we get 

(8.35) 

and from Galerkin's approach, we get 

'll"TKQ - qrTF "" 0 (8.36) 

where 'II' = arbitrary admissible global virtual displacement vector. 

8,4 BOUNDARY CONSIDERAnONS 

When the generalized displacement value is specified as a for the degree of freedom 
(dof) r, we follow the penalty approach and add! C( Q, - a r<! to I1 and 'II' jC( Q, - a) to 

the left side of the Galerkin formulation and place no restrictions on the degrees of 
freedom. The number C represents stiffness and is large in comparison with beam stiff
ness terms. This amounts to adding stiffness Cto K" and load Ca to F, (see Fig. 8.7). Both 
Eqs. 8.35 and 8.36 independently yield 

KQ = F (8.37) 

These equations are now solved to get the nodal displacements. 
Reactions at constrained degrees of freedom may be calculated using Eq.3.71 or 3.75. 
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c, 

c 
, 

dof=2i-l 

a = known generalized displacement 

FIGURE 8.7 Boundary conditions for a beam. 

8,5 SHEAR FORCE AND BENDING MOMENT 

Using the bending moment and shear force equations 

d 2v dM 
M=E1dx2 V= dx and v=Hq 

we get the element bending moment and shear force: 

EI 
M ~ &[6<q, + (3< - l)f,q, - 6<q, + (3< + l)f"q,] , 

(8.38) 

(8.39) 

These bending moment and shear force values are for the loading as modeled using 
equivalent point loads. Denoting element end equilibrium loads as R 1 , R2 , R,. and R4 • 

we note that 

R, 12 6£, -12 6f, 
-pCe 

q, 
2 

R, 6t, 4f; -6e,_ U; -pC; 

El 
q, 

12 

£' 
+ -pf, 

(8.4D) 

R, 
, -12 -6Ce 12 -6(, q, 

2 

R, 6(, U; -6e,_ 4£; 
pe~ 

q, 
12 

It is easily seen that the first term on the right is k"q. Also note that the second term needs 
to be added only on elements with distributed load. In books on matrix structural analy
sis, the previous equations are written directly from element equilibrium. Also. the last 
vector on the right side of the equation consists of terms that are called fixed-end reac
tions. The shear forces at the two ends of the element are VI :0 RI and V! "'" - R i . The 
end bending moments are M J = -R2 and M2 = R4 · 

I 

~L ____________________ ~dI 
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Example 8.1 
For the beam and loading shown in Fig. E8.1, determine (1) the slopes at 2 and 3 and (2) the 
vertical deflection at the midpoint of the distributed load. 

E'" 200GPa i"'4xlcrmm4 

6000 N 6000 N 

rh 1000 Nm 1000 Nm cr 
2 

fiGURE ES.1 

3 

Solution We consider the two elements formed by the three nodes. Displacements Ql' 
Q2' Q3' and Q~ are constrained to be zero, and Q4 and Q6 need to be found. Since the lengths 
and sections are equal, the element matrices are calculated from Eq. 8.29 as follows: 

El (200 x 109 )(4 x 10-6) 
:= 8 x 1rPNjm -" 

" l' 

[ 12 

6 -12 

-~l k1 := k2 = 8 x 10~ 6 4 -6 
-12 -6 12 

6 2 -6 

e = 1 Q, Q, Q, Q, 
e=2 Q, Q, Q, Q, 

We note that global applied loads are F4 = -IOOON.m and F6 = +lOOON.m 
obtained from pe2j12, as seen in Fig. 8.6. We use here the elimination approach presented 
in Chapter 3. Using the connectivity, we obtain the global stiffness after elimination: 

[

k(ll + k'" k''I] K= 44 22 24 

k(2) k''I 
42 44 
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The set of equations is given by 

8 X 105r~ ~]{~:} == {:~:} 
The solution is 

{Q.} ~ {-2.679 x 1O-'} 
Q6 4.464 x 10-4 

For element 2, ql = 0, q2 = Q4, q3 = 0, and q4 = Q6' To get vertical deflection at the mid
point of the element, use v = Hq at ~ = 0: 

C. ee 
v = 0 + "2H2Q4 + 0 + TH4Q6 

~ mm( -2.679 x 1O~) + (1)( -n(4,464 X 10-') 

= -8.93 X 10-' m 

= -0.0893 mm 

8.6 BEAMS ON ELASTIC SUPPORTS 

• 

]0 many engineering applications, beams are supported on elastic members. Shafts are 
supported on ball, roller, or journal bearings. Large beams are supported on elastic walls. 
Beams supported on soil fann a class of applications known as Winkler foundations. 

Single-row ball bearings can be considered by having a node at each bearing lo
cation and adding the bearing stiffness kB to the diagonal location of vertical degree of 
freedom (Fig. 8.8a). Rotational (moment) stiffness has to be considered for roller bear
ings and journal bearings. 

p 

I--i-I=: 
! J;; 

~ //~ 
Elastic -----------L-t ",.. I 
support , ,~ 

s "" stiffness per unit length 

(b) 

FIGURE 8.8 Elastic support. 

I 
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In wide journal bearings and Winkler foundations, we use stiffness per unit length, 
s, of the supporting medium (Fig. 8.8b). Over the length of the support, this adds the 
following term to the total potential energy: 

- sv2 dx 1 J,' 
2 0 

(8.41) 

In Galerkin's approach, this term is Jot svt/> dx. When we substitute for v = Hq for the 
discretized model, the previous term becomes 

We recognize the stiffness tenn in this summation, namely, 

On integration, we have 

22fe 
4e; 

Hee 

-3e2 , 

54 ~13e'l Hee - 3e; 
156 ~22C, 

-22fe 4t'; 

(8.42) 

(8.43) 

(8.44) 

For elements supported on an elastic foundation, this stiffness has to be added to the 
element stiffness given by Eq. 8.29. Matrix k: is the consistent stiffness matrix for the elas
tic foundation. 

8.7 PLANE FRAMES 

Here, we consider plane structures with rigidly connected members. These members 
will be similar to the beams except that axial loads and axial deformations are present. 
The elements also have different orientations. Figure 8.9 shows a frame element. We 
have two displacements and a rotational deformation for each node. The nodal dis
placement vector is given by 

(8.45) 

We also define the local or body coordinate system x', y', such that x' is oriented along 
1-2, with direction cosines e, m (where e = cos e, m = sin e). These are evaluated using 
relationships given for the truss element, shown in Fig. 4.4. The nodal displacement veC
tor in the local system is 

q' = [qi,Qi,Q3,Q4,q;,q;;J1 (8.46) 

Recognizing that q; = q3 and Q~ = qt, which are rotations with respect to the body, we 
obtain the local-global transformation 

q' ~ Lq (8.47) 

where 
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x' 

q, / 

q; 1 q, " / , / 

2' "6 

y' 

'" q2 .. - q' 

" ~l 'Z 1 I,' , q, 

L~q3(q3) 

FIGURE 8.9 Frame element. 

e m 0 
-m f 0 

0 0 1 
L~ 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 
0 
0 
f 

-m 
0 

0 
0 

0 
m 
f 
0 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
1 

(8A8) 

It is now observed that q;, q?" q;, and Q6, are like the beam degrees of freedom, while 
qj and q4 are similar to the displacements of a rod element, as discussed in Chapter 3. 
Combining the two stiffnesses and arranging in proper locations., we get the element 
stiffness for a frame element as 

EA 
f, 

0 0 
-EA 

f, 
0 0 

12EI 6EI -12EI 6EI 
0 0 -- f2 f' f' e~ , , , 

6EI 4EI -6EI 2EI 
0 f2 0 e' [, 

k'e = 
, f, , 

(8A9) 
-EA EA 

0 0 0 0 
e, e, 

-12EI -6EI 12EI -6EI 
0 -- 0 e' t' /' f' , , , , 

6EI 2EI 
0 

-6EI 4EI 
0 f2 f, f' e, , , 

I 
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As discussed in the development of a truss element in Chapter 4, we recognize that the 

element strain energy is given by 

Ve = !q,Tk"q' = !qTLTk,eLq (8.50) 

or in Galerkin's approach, the internal virtual work of an element is 

(8.51) 

where l\I' and", are virtual nodal displacements in local and global coordinate systems, 
respectively. From Eq. 8.50 or 8.51, we recognize the element stiffness matrix in global 

coordinates to be 

I k' ~ L'k"L 1 (8.52) 

In the finite element program implementation, k" can first be defined, and then this 
matrix multiplication can be carried out. 

If there is distributed load on a member, as shown in Fig. 8.10, we have 

where 

f' [ pC, pC; pC, 
~ 0, 2' 12' 0, 2' 

_ PC;]T 
12 

The nodal loads due to the distributed load p are given by 

f = LTf' 

y 

/ 
2 

y' 

FIGURE 8.10 Distributed load on a fTame element. 

pf, 

2 

(8.53) 

(8.54) 

(8.55) 
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The values of f are added to the global load vector. Note here that positive p is in the 
y' direction. 

The point loads and couples are simply added to the global load vector. On gath
ering stiffnesses and loads, we get the system of equations 

where the boundary conditions are considered by applying the penalty terms in the 
energy or Galerkin formulations. 

Example 8.2 

Detennine the displacements and rotations of the joints for the portal frame shown in 
Fig. E8.2. 

y 

1 Q'L Q,C. Q, 
500 lb/ft Q'L QoC. Q, 

3000lb_ 

1 1 CD 2 £"'30 x lcfpsi 
/=65in.4 

A = 6.8 in.2 

(1) (}) 8ft 

L. 3 4 

" " I- 12 ft -I 
(a) Portal frame 

3000 Ib 3(1no lb 

d======::::~======b 6n()() [b-ft 6000 lb·ft -

CD 
(72 000 lb-in.) (72 000 lb-in.) 

(b) Equivalent load for element 1 

FIGURE ES.2 (a) Portal frame. (b) Equh'alcnt load for Element I. 
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Solution We follow the steps given below: 

Step 1. Connedivity 

The connectivity is as follows: 

Node 

Element No. 1 2 

1 1 2 
2 3 
3 4 2 

Step 2. Element Stiffnesses 
Element 1. Using the matrix given in Eq. 8.45 and noting that kl '" k d

, we find that 

Q, Q, Q, Q. Q, Q, 
141.7 0 0 -141.7 0 0 

0 0.784 56.4 0 -0.784 56.4 

kl '" 10" X 0 56.4 5417 0 -56.4 2708 

-141.7 0 0 141.7 0 0 

0 -0.784 -56.4 0 0.784 -56.4 

0 56.4 2708 0 -56.4 5417 

Elements 2 and 3. Local element stiffnesses for elements 2 and 3 are obtained by 
substituting for E, A, I and f2 in matrix k' of Eq. 8.49: 

212.5 0 0 -212.5 0 0 
0 2.65 127 0 -2.65 127 

k'Z= 10" X 
0 127 8125 0 -127 4063 

-212.5 0 0 212.5 0 0 
0 -2.65 -127 0 2.65 -127 
0 127 4063 0 -127 8125 

Transformation morrix L. We have noted that for element 1,k = 1;1 For elements 2 and 
3, which are oriented similarly with respectto the x- and y-axes, we have e = 0, m = 1. Then, 

0 1 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 0 0 0 0 

L" 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 -1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

Noting that 1;2 = LTk'2L, we get 

e = 3 Q. Q, Q, 
e = 2-01 Q, Q, 
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2.65 0 -127 -2.65 0 -127 
0 212.5 0 0 -212.5 0 

k = let x 
-127 0 8125 127 0 4063 
-2.65 0 127 2.65 0 127 

0 -212.5 0 0 212.5 0 
-127 0 4063 127 0 8125 

Stiffness kl has all its elements in the global locations. For elements 2 and 3, the shaded 
part of the stiffness matrix shown previously is added to the appropriate global locations 
of K. The global stiffness matrix is given by 

144.3 0 127 -141.7 

0 213.3 56.4 0 

K=104 x 
127 56.4 13542 0 

-141.7 0 0 144.3 

0 -0.784 -56.4 0 

0 56.4 2708 127 

From Fig. E8.2, the load vector can easily be written as 

The set of equations is given by 

On solving, we get 

B.B THREE-DIMENSIONAL FRAMES 

3000 
-3000 

F~ 
-72 000 

0 
-3000 
+72 000 

0.092 in. 
-0.00104 in. 

-O.00139rad 
0.0901 in. 

-0.0018 in. 
- 3.88 x 10-5 rad 

0 0 
-0.784 56.4 

-56.4 2708 

0 127 

213.3 -56.4 
-56.4 13542 

• 

Three-dimensional frames, also called as space frames, are frequently encountered in 
the analysis of multistory buildings. They are also to be found in the modeling of car 
body and bicycle frames. A typical three·dimensional frame is shown in Fig. 8. t t. Each 
node has six degrees of freedom (dofs) (as opposed to only three dofs in a plane frame). 
The dof numbering is shown in Fig. 8.11: for node J, dof 61-5, 61--4, and 61-3 represent 

I 

: i 
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, 

1 
4 

3 

8 7 

6 

dofsatnodel 

FIGURE 8.11 Degrees of freedom numbering for a three-dimensIOnal frame. 

the x-,y-, and z-translational dofs, while 61-2,61-1, and 61 represent the rotational dofs 
along the x-, yo, and z-axes. The element displacement vectors in the local and global 
coordinate systems are denoted as q' and q, respectively. These vectors are of dimension 
(12 XI) as shown in Fig. 8.12. 

Orientation of the local X'_, y'_, and z' -coordinate system is established with the 
use of three points. Points 1 and 2 are the ends of the element; the x'-axis is along the line 
from point 1 to point 2, just as in the case of two-dimensional frames. Point 3 is any ref
erence point not lying along the line joining points 1 and 2. The y' -axis is to lie in the plane 
defined by points 1,2, and 3. This is shown in Fig. 8.12. The z'-axis is then automatical
ly defined from the fact that x', y', and z' form a right-handed system. We note that y', 
and Z' are the principal axes of the cross section, with ly' and (, the principal moments 
of inertia. The cross-sectional properties are specified by four parameters: area A and 
moments of inertia I;" Il, and 1. The product GJ is the torsional stiffness, where 
G = shear modulus. For circular or tubular cross sections,J is the polar moment of in
ertia. For other cross-sectional shapes, such as an I-section, the torsional stiffness is given 
in strength of materials texts. 
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Plane fonned 
byl,2,3 

Reference point 

y' 

3 

--1<1---<' 
l,2 

Endview 

q' = [ql', Q2', Q3', Q4', qs', Q6', Q7', qa', Q9', qw', qll', qlz'V 
~~ 

translations rotations translations rotations 
at node 1 at node 1 al node 2 at node 2 

alongx',Y',Z' 

q = [qj_ Q2' .. " ql2JT = displacement vectOJ 
in global (x, y. z) system 

FIGURE 8.12 Three-dimensional frame element in local and global coordinate systems. 

The (12 x 12) element stiffness matrix k' in the local coordinate system is obtained 
by a straightforward generalization of Eq. 8.49 as 

AS 0 0 0 0 0 ~AS 0 0 0 0 0 

,a~' 0 0 0 b,' 0 -a;;;, 0 0 0 be' 

ai 0 -by' 0 0 0 -a,' 0 ~b, , 0 

TS 0 0 0 0 0 ~TS 0 0 

cy' 0 0 0 b,.. 0 di 0 

cz' 0 ~b" 0 0 0 d" (8.56) 
AS 0 0 0 0 0 

Oz' 0 0 0 ~b,. 

c· , 0 b,.' 0 
TS 0 0 

Symmetric c· , 0 

c/ 

I 
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where AS = EAf1e, Ie = length of the element, TS = Gill .. , a~' = 12Eld/~, 
bz' = 6Eldl;, Ci = 4Elz'11e' dz' = 2Elz';I~, ay' = 12Ely'f/~, and so on. The global-local 
transfonnation matrix is given by 

q' ~ Lq (8.57) 

The (12 X 12) transformation matrix L is defined from a (3 X 3)X matrix as 

(8.58) 

The A is a matrix of direction cosines: 

(8.59) 

Here, '1, ml, and nl are the cosines of the angles between the x' -axis and the global X-, 
Yo, and z-axes, respectively. Similarly, 12 , m2, and n2, are the cosines of the angles between 
the y' -axis and the x-,y-, and z-axes, and '3, m3, and n3 are associated with the z' -axis. 
These direction cosines and hence the A matrix are obtainable from the coordinates of 
the points 1,2, and 3 as follows. We have 

X2 - Xl Y2 - Yl ",-, -,---"," 
II ml = n, = -

Ie Ie Ie 

I" == V(X2 - xd2 + (Y2 - Yl? + (Z2 - Zl? 

J' Now, let V,-' = [II ml nl denote the unit vector along the x'-axis.Also, let 

V 
_ [x; - x, ,,-

10 

where 113 = distance between points 1 and 3. The unit vector along the z' -axis is 
now given by 

V , ~ [I JT- V~, x Vl~ 
,3m3 n, -. . Iv" X V,,1 

The cross product of any two vectors is given by the determinant 

UyV, - VrU c 

U X V = U, u,' U c = VxU z - u,v~ 

j k 

Finally. we have the direction cosines of the y' -axis given by 

Vv' = [I: m2 n2F = V;, X Vx ' 

These calculations to define the L matrix are coded in program FRAME3D. The element 
stiffness matrix in global coordinates is 
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(8.60) 

where k' has been defined in Eg. 8.56. 
If a distributed load with components wy' and w~' (units of force/unit length) is 

applied on the element, then the equivalent point loads at the ends of the member are 

, _ [ wile we'le -wz'l; w/l; wy,Je w~,Je w/l; -Wy'I;]T 
f - 0, 2 ' 2 ,0, 12 '12,O'-2-'-2-,O'12'-U- (8.61) 

These loads are transferred into global components by f "" LTf'. After enforcing 
boundary conditions and solving the system equations KQ "" F, we can compute the 
member end forces from 

R' "" k' q' + fixed~end reactions (8.62) 

where the fixed-end reactions are the negative of the f' vector and are only associated with 
those elements having distributed loads acting on them. The member end forces provide 
the bending moments and shear forces from which the beam stresses can be detennined. 

Example 8.3 

Figure E8.3 shows a three-dimensional frame subjected to various loads. Our task is to run 
program FRAME3D to obtain the maximum bending moments in the structure. The input 
and output files are as given in the third data set, which follows the BEAM and FRAME2D 
data sets. From the output, we obtain the maximum M,' = 3.680E + 0.5 N . m occurring in 
member 1 at node 1 (the first node) and maximum M, = -1.413E + 0.5 N· m occurring 
in member 3 at node 4. • 

Steel 
A=0.01m2 
Iy ' = I;, == 0.001 m 4 

J == 0.02 m4 

40 kN/m 

y , 6 (reference node) 

1 
240 kN ;0.3,0) 3/ 

60kN 

7 _---I~,.---------_\_- y 

B.9 SOME COMMENTS 

(reference 
node) , 

1 (0.0,0) 

FIGURE E8.3 

Symmetric beams and plane and space frames have been discussed in this chapter. In 
engineering applications. there are several challenging problems. such as frames and 
mechanisms with pin·jointed members, unsymmetric beams. buckling of members due 
to axial loads. shear considerations, and structures with large deformations. For help in 
formulating and analyzing such problems, the reader may. r~fer to some .a?vanced ~~b. 
lications in mechanics of solids, structural analysis. elastICIty and plastICIty. and fllllte 

element analysis. 

I 

~l ____________________ ~ . .1 
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Input Data File 

« Beam AnalY8i8 » 
EX»WLB B.l 
NN NE NH NOIM NEN NON 
321122 

NO NL NMPC 
4 4 0 

Nodel Coordinates 
1 0 
2 1000 
.3 2000 

Elemi Nl N2 Matt 
1 1 2 1 

Mom Inertia 
4e6 

2 2 3 1 4.6 
DOFi Displacement 

1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
5 0 

DOFi Load 
3 -6000 
4 -le6 
5 -6000 
6 le6 

MATt E 
1 200000 
Multi-point Constraints Bl"'Ql+B2*Qj"'B3 

Program S-am - CIQNDRVPA'l'LA a; BSLBGUNOU OU_, 
EXAMPLE B.l 
NODEt Displ. 

1 2. 0089E-11 
2 -1.2723E-I0 
3 -8.0357E-11 

DOF" Reaction 
1 -1.2857E+03 
2 -4.2855E+05 
3 8.142BE+03 
5 5. 1429E+03 

Rotation(radians) 
6.6961E-09 
-2.6786£-04 
4.4643E-04 

«2-D Fr_ Ana1yaia » 
EXAMPLE 8.2 
NN NE NM NOIM NEN NON 

4 3 1 2 2 3 
NO NL NMPC 
6 1 0 
Node# X y 

1 0 " 2 "4 " 3 0 0 
4 '44 0 



continued 
ELEM* 

1 
2 
3 

COFf 
7 , , 

10 
11 
12 
COFf 

1 
MATt 

1 

N1 N2 
2 1 
3 1 
• 2 

... T' 
1 
1 
1 

Displacement 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Load 
3000 
E 

30e6 

Ar .. 
6. , 
6. , 
6. , 

Inertia 
65 
65 
65 

Oistr load 
41.6667 

O. 
o. 

Section 8.9 

B1 i 82 j 83 (Multi-point constr. 81*Qi+82*Qj-B3) 

Progr_ Fr.ae2D - CHANDlWPATLA " BBLEGlUNI)U 
Output 
EXAMPLE 8.2 
NODE# X-Oisp1 

1 9.1770E-02 
2 9. 0122E-02 
3 4. 9167E-10 
4 1.7237E-09 

Y-Disp1 
-1.0358E-03 
-1.7877E-03 
-1.6255E-09 
-2.8053E-09 

Z-Rotation 
-1. 3874E-03 
-3.8835E-05 
-4.4410E-08 
-8.3320E-08 

Member End-Forces 
Member# 1 
2.3342E+03 -7. 9884E+02 

7.9884E+02 
-3.9255E+04 
-7.5778E+04 -2. 3342E+03 

Memberi 2 
2.2012E+03 
-2.2012E+03 
Member. 3 
3.7988E+03 
-3.7988E+03 

6.6580E+02 
-6.6590E+02 

6.0139E+04 
3.7778E+03 

2.3342E+03 1.1283E+05 
-2.3342E+03 1.1125E+05 

COFf 
7 , 

Reaction 
-6.6580E+02 
2.2012E+03 

9 6.0139E+04 
10 
11 
12 

-2.3342E+03 
3.7998E+03 
1.1293E+05 

«3-D Fr... Analysis » 
EXAMPLE 8. 3 
NN NE NM ND!M NEN NON 

5 • 1 3 2 6 
NO NL NMPC 
12 3 0 
Nodel X Y Z 

1 0 0 0 
2 0 3 0 
3 3 3 0 

NNREF 
2 

; J I 
Some Comments Z59 

___________________ .1 
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continued 
4 6 3 0 

5 '0 3 
6 6 6 0 
7 -3 0 0 

Elemi Nl N2 aef_ 
1 1 2 7 
2 2 3 6 
3 3 4 6 
4 4 5 6 

DOF+ Displacement 
1 0 
2 0 
3 0 
4 0 
5 0 
6 0 

25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
2B 0 
29 0 
30 0 
DOFII Load 
15 240000 
20 -60000 
24 -180000 

Pt Mati 
1 
1 
1 
1 

MATt Propl{E) Prop2(G) 
1 200E9 80£9 

Are. 
.01 
.01 
.01 
.01 

Iy " J 

1E-3 1E-3 2£-3 
1E-3 1E-3 2E-3 
1E-3 1E-3 2E-3 
1E-3 1E-3 2E-3 

B1 i B2 j B3 (Multi-point constr. Bl*Qi+B2*Qj-B3) 

proqraa Fr ... 3D 
Ou_t 

UGLy' UDLz' 
-40000. O. 

O. O. 
O. O. 
O. O. 

EXAMPLE 6.3 
Nodel) x-Oispl 

1 ) 3.127E-09 
Y-Oispl Z-Oispl X-Rot Y-Rot Z-Rot 

5.348E-09 
1.108E-OJ 
7.624E-04 

-1.662E-04 

2 ) -1.868£-03 
3 ) -1.985E-03 
4 ) -2.103E-03 
5 ) 5.673E-09 

1.972E-09 9.900E-09 2.760£-06 -7.145£-09 
3.944E-05 5.310E-03 2.550E-03 -1.786E-OJ 
3.141E-03 9.B42E-03 2.025E-03 -2.452E-04 
3.431E-03 6.241£-03 1.500E-03 1.836£-03 

-6.472E-09 8.100E-09 6.985£-09 8.429£-09 -1.101£-09 
Member End-Forces 
Memberii' 1 
-2.629E+04 
2.629E+04 

-1.830E+04 -1.320E+05 9.526E+04 3.680E+05 
1.830E+04 1.320£+05 -9.526E+04 2.800E+04 

-1.013E+05 
4.641E+04 

Membert 2 
7.830E+04 
-7.830E+04 
Member'" 3 
7.830E+04 
-7. 830E+04 
Member' 4 
1.574E+05 
-1. 574E+05 

-2.629E+04 
2.629E+04 

-2. 629E+04 
2.629E+04 

-1.320E+05 
1. 320£+05 

1.080E+05 
-1.080E+05 

2.800E+04 
-2.800E+04 

9.526E+04 
3.007E+05 

-1.641E+04 
-6.247E+04 

2.800E+04 -3.007E+05 6.247E+04 
-2.800E+04 -2.328E+04 -1.413E+05 

5.600E+03 2.100E+04 -1.959E+04 1.465E+04 -4.713E+04 
-5.600E+03 -2.100E+04 1.959E+04 -1.238E+05 7.623E+04 
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PROBLEMS 

S.L Find the deflection at the load and the slopes at the ends for the steel shaft shown in 
Fig. PB.1. Consider the shaft to be simply supported at bearings A and B. 

8.2. 

12 = 4 x 10" mm4 

A~===t~~B 
f---150 nun ---1-75 mm -t--125 mm--l 

E=200GPa 

FIGURE PS.1 Problems 8.1 and 8.4. 

A three-span beam is shown in Fig. P8.2. Detennine the deflection curve of the beam and 
evaluate the reactions at the supports. 

SOOO Ib 

j 
12001b/fl 

)HI!UE t IB ~c ~ ~ 
r5ftTSft '1" 8ft:---·+I·-6ft----j 

E=30x Ilfpsi 
1= 305 in.4 

FIGURE PS.2 

8.3. A reinforced concrete slab floor is shown in Fig. P8.3. Using a unit width of the slab in the 
l direction, determine the deflection curve of the neutral surface under its own weight. 

y 

I 
I Concrete 

For concrete usc E = 4.5 x IcY> psi 
Weight per cubic fool == t451b 

FIGURE PS.3 

____ ox 

i 

, ~ ; 

; i' 
• ~ ! 

I 
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8.4. In the shaft shown in Fig. PS.l, determine the deflection at the loads and the slopes at the 
ends if the bearings at A and B have radial stiffnesses of 20 and 12 kN/mm, respectively. 

8.5. Figure PS.S shows a beam AD pinned at A and welded at Band C to long and slender 
rods BE and CF. A load of 3000 lb is applied at D as shown. Model the beam AD using 
beam elements and determine deflections at E, C,and D and stresses in rods BE and CF. 

Length 12 in. ----. 
A B 

o 

c 

F 

Length 20 in. 

Material: steel 
I == O.64in~ 

D 

1---4 , •. +,in .. - ·.J.-I· - 6"----1 
3000lb 

E for steel = 30 x lOti psi 

FIGURE P8.5 

8.6. Figure PS.6 shows a cantilever beam with three rectangu1ar openings. Find the deflections 
for the beam shown and compare the deflections with a beam without openings. 

8.7. 

% 

CJ 
6in. 12 in. 6in 

i 

CJ CJ 
12 in. 6in. 12 in. 

E=3{lXHfpsi 

FIGURE PS.6 

10 000 lh 

! 
6~ 12 in 

3 in. j 

6 in. 

A.simplified section of a macrune ~ool spi~dle is shown in Fig.PB.7. Bearing B has a radial 
stlff~css of 60 N/fl.~ an? a rotatIOnal shffness (against moment) of 8 x 10'N.m/rad. 
Beanng C has a radial stiffness of 20 N/ fl.rn and its rotational stiffness can be neglected. 
For a load of 1000 N. a~ shown. determine the deflection and slope at A. Also, give thede
fleeted shape of the splOdle center line (1 t.lJ1l = 10-6 m). 



42 mmdiam SOmm diam 

SOmm diam 

80 mmdiam 
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P = IOfXJ N 
c 

ISmm 
Machine tool spindle 

FIGURE PS.7 

8.8. Determine the deflection at the center of Be for the frame shown in Fig. P8.8. using pro
gram FRAME2D. Also determine the reactions at A and D. 

1200 Ib/ft 

I =30S in~ 
B~~=,=,==,=~ c"---~~~ 

\ 

1""30Sin4 

1= 12Sin~ A = 15in~ 

A = 7.S in~ 20 ft 

,L 
, D 

-1---20 ft --4-10 f<~ 
FIGURE PB.B 

8.9. Figure P8.9 shows a hollow square section with two loading conditions. Using a I-in. width 
perpendicular to the section, determine the deflection al the load for each of Ihe two ca~es. 

lUOU Ih -
___ O.2Sin. 

12 in. 

1--12in.----, 

E = 30 x 10" psi 

-1000lb 

FIGURE PS.9 
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8.10. FIgure P8.10 shows a five-member steel frame subjected to loads at the free ~nd. The cross 
section of each member is a tube of wall thickness t "" 1 em and mean radIUs R "" 6 em. 
Determine the following: 
(8) the displacement of node 3 and 
(b) the maximum axial compressive stress in a member. 

% 1 

T·~-----=T~2 
3 1000JN 

I.i1--- 35= 

r-:~80om- 14 "om I

6000N 
-+ ---j (Steel) 

(b) 

R=6cm 
t'" 1 cm 

FIGURE P8.10 

8.11. Dimensions of a common paper staple are shown in FIg. P8.ll. While the staple is pene
trating into the paper, a force of about 120 N is applied. Find the deformed shape for the 
following cases: 
(8) load uniformly distributed on the horizontal member and pinned condition at A at entry: 
(b) load as in (a) with fixed condition at A after some penetration; 
(c) load divided into two point loads, with A pinned; and 
(d) load as in (c) with A fixed. 

u.s mm radiusi 

, 6.31 nun 

0502nundlami II 
i A 

r'26jmm--l 
I 
'i 

FIGURE PS.l1 

L 

60N 

Total load 
l20N 

III 

Modell 

Model 2 
A 
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8.12. A commonly used street light arrangement is shown in Fig. pg.12. Assuming fixed condi
tion at A. compare the deformed shapes for the following two cases: 
(8) without the rod Be (that is, only member ACD supports the light) and 
(b) with tie rod Be. 

E=30XIQ6psi 

Electric light
fixture weight 

151b 

L'::~-':·"~·d~i;'m~':od:. .... ~~~~~~C~~======~D~~;;;> 
B~ 

T 1.5 ft 

1(' I-in. diam tube, -.L.in. 
-----±- wall thickness 8 I 

A81--__ :
8ft 
__ --+_3ft-! 
FIGURE PS.12 

8.13. Figure P8.13a shows a cab of a van. A simplified finite element frame model is shown in 
Fig. PS.13b. The model consists of 28 nodes.x-z is a plane of symmetry; thus, nodes l' -13' 
have the same x- and z-coordinates as nodes 1-13, with y-coordinates reversed in sign. Each 
beam element is made ofsteel with A = 0.2 in.2.1)· = 1, = 0.003 in.4, and j = 0.006 in.4. 
The loading corresponds to a frontal impact test based on Swedish standards and consists 
of a load at node 1 (only) with components F, = -3194.0 lb and F,. = -856.0 lb. Treat 
nodes 11, 11 " 12, and 12' as fixed (boundary conditions). Nodal coordinates in inches are 
as follows: 

Node , y , Nod, , Y , 
1 58.0 38.0 0 9 0 38.0 75.0 

2 48.0 38.0 0 10 58.0 17.0 42.0 

3 31.0 38.0 0 11 58.0 17.0 0 

4 17.0 38.0 22.0 12 0 17.0 0 

5 0 38.0 24.0 13 0 17.0 U.O 

6 58.0 38.0 -12.0 14 IS.O 0 72.0 

7 48.0 38.0 42.0 15 0 0 37.5 

8 36.0 38.0 70.0 

(Nole: Numher the nodes to keep bandwidth 10 a minimwn.) 

Detennine the deflections at nodes 1,2. 6. 7,10. and 11 and the location and magnitude of 
the maximum bending moments using program FRAME3D. 

I 
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9' 

1 2 

Lood 

(b) 

FIGURE PS.13 (a) Van Frame. (b) Frame finite element model. 

8.14. Consider the steel frame in Figure PS.14, which is subjected to a wind load and roof load 
as shown. Detennine the bending moments in the structure (maximum M/ and M,). 

100 Iblsq.ft 

WOOlb-P.-~~L-)~-L~~~r 

15' r/t 
Column:. 
Beams 

f 

1-1. -~1O'---I.1 
Area I" I .. J 
(in.~) (in.") (jri".4) (in.") 

6.0 3.75 51.0 0.24 
3.0 1.26 17.0 0.08 

FIGURE PS.14 

7 
~15 

y' 

-1-' 
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Program Listings 

'* Beam Bending Analysis * 
'. T.R.Chandrupat!a and A.D.Belegundu * 
,****.******** ••••••••• *** ••••••••••• ** 
'============ MAIN PROGRAM =============== 
Private Sub cmdStart Click(} 

Call InputData -
Call Bandwidth 
Call Stiffness 
Call ModifyForBC 
Call BandSolver 
Call ReactionCalc 
Call output 
cmdView.£nabled = True 
cmdStart.Enabled = False 

End Sub 

ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND ASSEMBLY 
Private Sub Stiffness() 

ReDim S(NQ, NaW) 
,----- Glabal. Sti£ble •• Hat%ia ----
For N = 1 To NE 

picBOX,Frint "Forming Stiffness Matrix of Element "; N 
Nl = NOC(N, 1) 
N2 = NOC{N, 2) 
M = MAT (N) 
EL = Abs(X(Nl) - X(N2)1 
EIL = PM(M, 1) * SMI(N) I EL A 3 
,----- E!.maDt Sti~~ •• Jif,at%ix -----

SE(l, 1) 12" ElL 
SE(l, 2) ElL" 6 ., EL 
SE(l, 3) -12· ElL 
SE(1. 4) ElL" 6 .. EL 

5E(2, 1) SE(l, 2) 
SE(2, 2) ElL" 4 .. EL .. EL 
5E(2, 3) -ElL" 6 .. EL 
5E(2, 4) ElL" 2 .. EL .. EL 

5E(3, 1) 5E(1, 3) 
5E(3, 2) 5E(2, 3) 
5E(3, 3) ElL" 12 
5E(3, 4) -ElL" 6 .. EL 

SE(4, 1) SE(l, 4) 

5E(4, 2) SE(2, 4) 
SE(4, 3) 5E(3, 4) 
SE(4, 4) ElL" 4 .. EL .. EL 

pic:Box. Feint " .... P:lAcUlg in GlQb.al .r.oc ... t:.i_" 
Ca.ll Pl ... aeGlabal (N) 

Next N 
End Sub 
,--==-=------=------------=-=-----=======--==========~===== 

I 
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,*** .......... PltOOQAH 1'RAME2D ******* .. 
'.. 2-D FRAME ANALYSIS BY FEM 
'. T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Belegundu • 
, ...... *** .................. ** .... * ...... *** ... ************ 

,~=========== ~N p~ =============== 
Private Sub cmdStart_Click(l 

Call InputData 
Call Bandwidth 
Call Stiffness 
Call AddLoads 
Call ModifyForBC 
Call BandSolver 
Call EnciActions 
Call ReactionCalc 
Call Output 
crndView.Enabled = True 
crndStart.Enabled = False 

End Sub 
'===================~==================~===-===~~ 

, ------ ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND ASSEMBLY 
Private "'" Stiffness () 

ReDim S(NQ, NBW) 
, ----- <nohal St.UbJ.e.. Ha trill: -----
Fo< N ~ 1 To NE 

picBox.Print "Forming Stiffness Matrix of Element 
ISTF ~ 2 
CaU Elati:f(N) 

picBox.Print " Phc1iDg io GlClba.2 Loca t:i0JUl" '" . 
Call PI.ceGlob&lIN) 

Next N 
Eod Sob 

'=====""======== ELEMENT STIFFNESS ============= 
Private Sob E!stifWl 

, ----- E~~t StjfflHl •• xatriz -----
Il ~ NOC(N, 1) : I2 ~ NOC(N, 2) : M = MAT IN) 
X21 ~ X (12. 1) - X (Il, 11 
m ~ X (12. 2i - X(Il, 2i 
EL ~ Sqr(X21 • X21 + Y21 • Yll) 
EAL ~ PM(M, 1) • ARININ, 11 / EL 
EIZL ~ PM(M, 11 • ARIN(N, 2i / EL 

'0' I ~ 1 To 6 
Fo< , ~ 1 To 6 

SEP (I, 0) ~ O! 
Next , 

Next I 

-

"; N 
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continued 
SEPn, 1) EAL: SEP(l, 4) = -EAL: SEP(4, 41 = EAL 
SEP{2, 2) 12" EIZL J EL A 2: SEP(2, 3) = 6 .. EIZL I EL 
SEP(2, 5) -SEP(2, 21: SEP(2, 6) = SEP(2, 3) 
SEP{3, 3) " .. EIZL: SEP(3, 5) = -6" EIZL / EL: SEP(3, 6) 2" EIZL 
SEP(5, 5) 12" EIZL / EL " 2: SEP(5, 6) = -6 .. EIZL I EL 

SEE'(6, 6) - " .. EIZL 
For I = 1 To 6 
For J = I To 6 

SEP (J, Il '" SEP (I, J) 
Next J: Next I 

,----- CONVER!' ELEHIW!' S'1:ITna:SS .NI.!'lU.X !'O GLOBAL srB'nX 
DeaS(!, I} = X2I / EL: DCOSn, 2) = Y21 I EL: DCOS(l, 3) = 0 
DCQS(2, 1) = -DCOS(l, 2): DC05(2, 2) = DCOS(l, 11: DCOS(2, 3) 0 
DCOS(3, 1) = 0; DCOS(3, 21 = 0: DCOS(3, 3) = 1 
Fo, I = 1 To 6 
Fo, J = 1 To 6 

ALAMBDA(I, J) O! 
Next J, Next I 
Fo, K = 1 To 2 

IK = 3 • ,K - 11 
Fo, I = 1 To 3 
For J = 1 To 3 

ALAMBDA(I + IR, J + IKI DCOS(I, J) 

Next J: Next I 
Next K 
If ISTF 
For I = 
FaI: J = 

1 Then 
1 To 6 

Exit Sub 

1 To 6 
SE(l, JJ = 0 
For K 1 To 6 

SEll, J) SE(l, J) + SEP(!, K) " ALFlMBDA(K, J) 

Next K 
Next J: Next 1 
For lITo 6: For J 
For 1 = 1 To 6: For J 

1 To 6: SEPII, J) = SEll, J): Next J: Next 1 
1 To 6: SEll, J) 0 

For K = 1 To 6 
SEll, J) = SEll, J) + ALAMBDAIK, I) * SEPIK, J) 

Next K 
Next J: Next I 

End Sub 

,--______ LOADS DUE TO UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD 
Pr~vate Sub AddLoads() 
,-- ___ Loadai due to UAi.fozmly di .. C:.i.bated .!oK ~ ar-t: 

For N = 1 To NE 
If Abs(UDLIN) 1 > 0 Then 

ISTF = 1 
Call Elstif(NI 
II = NOCIN, 11: 12 = NOC(N, 2) 
X21 = X(I2, 11 - X(Il, 11: Y21 XII2, 2) - X(ll, 21 
EL = SqrlX21 * X21 + Y21 * Y211 

I 
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continued 
ED(l) 0: EO(4) o 

EL / 2: EO(5) = ED(2) EO(2) UDL(N) * 
ED(3) UDL(N) * 
ForIlTo6 

EL ~ 2 / 12: EO(6) = -Eo(3) 

EOP(I) = 0 
ForK=lTo6 

EOP(I) ~ EDP(!) + ALAMBDA(K, I) * ED(K) 
Next K 

Next I 
For I 1 To 3 

F(3 * Il 3 +II FI3 • Il 3 + II 
F(3 * 12 - 3 +II F(3 • 12 3 + II 

Next 1 
End If 
Next N 

<nd Sub 

, __________ =___ MEMBER END FORCES -=-
Private Sub EnciActions(l 

ReDim EF(NE, 6) 
, _____ Cal~tiJIg ~ Ezad-70ro •• 

ForN"lToNE 
ISTF ,. 1 
Call Elstif (N) 
Il = NOC(N, 1): 12 '" NOC(N, 2) 

For I = 1 To 3 

+ EDP(1) 
+ EDP{! + 3) 

ED(l) = F(3 * 11 - 3 + I): EO(l + 3) : FI3 * 12 - 3 + Il 
Next I 
For I = 1 To 6: EDP(1) = 0 

For K = 1 To 6 
EDPI1) = EDP(1) + ALAMBDA(l, Kl * ED(K) 

Next~K: Ne}!:t I 
, _____ DID FClRCZS .DDZ' !'O llIS!'lUBtJD'D LOADS 

If Abs(UDL(N)) > 0 Then 
EO(l) = 0: EO(4) = 0: EO(2) = -UDL(N) * EL / 2: EO(5) = EO(2) 
EDl3} = -UOL(N) * EL ~ 2 I 12: EO(6) = -ED(3) 

Else 
For K = 1 To 6: EDIK) '" 0: Next K 

End If 
For 1 '" 1 To 6 : EF(N, 1) = ED(I) 

ForK=lTo6 
EF(N, I) = EF(N, I) + SEP(I, Kl * EPP(K) 

Next K: Next I 
Next N 

End Sub 

'******** '. 3-D FRAME ANALYSIS BY FEM • 
'* T.R.Chandrupatla and A.O.Belegundu * 
'***************************************** 

'============ ~N PROGRAM =============== 
Pr~vate Sub cmdStart Click() 
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Call 1nputData 
Call Bandwidth 
Call Stiffne55 
Call AddLoads 
Call ModifyForBC 
Call BandSolver 
Cal~ EndActions 
Call ReactionCa~c 
Ca~~ Output 
cmdView.Enabled = True 
cmdStart.Enabled = False 

End 'ub 
'====~~==============--~====~_~E_~E_~======= 

'============== ELEMENT STIFFNESS l\IIll ASSBl'fBLY ============= 
Private 'ub Stiffness () 

ReDim S(NQ, NBW) 
,----- ......... Sti:E~ • ".""" -----
Fo. N = 1 To NE 

picBox.Print "Forming Stiffness Matrix of Element .. , N 

ISTF = 2 
CaU Elati£(N) 
picBox.Print .. ... . Pl.&GizIg ... ."""" LoC'.atiClAa" 

CaJ.l Pl.ac.GlobalIN) 
Next N 

End 'ub 
'========--==~-===========~========~~~=~========-==---=-

~- ELEMENT STIFFNESS 
Private Sub Elstif(N) 

J:l-.ot Sti:£bw •• Matrill: 
II = NOC(N, 1): 12 = NOC(N, 2): 13 ~ NOC(N, 3): M z MAT(N) 
X21 X(I2, 1) XIIl, 1) 
Y21 = X(I2, 2) - X(Il, 2) 
Z21 = X(I2, 3) - XIII, 3) 
£L = SqrlX21 .. X21 + Y21 .. Y21 + Z21 .. Z21) 
EAL = PHIM, 1) '* AR1N(N, 1) / EL 
£IYL = PH(M, 1) '* ARIN(N, 2) / EL: £lZL = PH(M, 1) " ARIN(N, 3) / EL 
GJL = PM(M, 2) * ARIN(N, 4) / EL 
For I = 1 To 12 
For J = 1 To 12 

SEPlI, J) = or 
Next J: Ne:xt I 
S£P(I, 1) EAL: SEP(I, 7) = -EAL: SEE'(7, 7) '" EAL 
S£P(4, 4) GJL: SEP(4, 10) = -GJL: SEP(10, 10) = GJL 
5£P(2, 21 12" EIZL / EL ~ 2: 5EP(2, 6) .. 6 '* EUL / EL 
5£P(2, 6) -S£P(2, 2): SEP(2, 12) = 5EP(2, 6) 
5EP(3, 3) 12 * EIYL / EL ~ 2: 5EP(3, 5) = -6 .. EIYL I EL 
5EP(3, 9) -5EP(3, 3): 5EPI3, 11) = 5EP(3, 5) 
5EP(5, 5) 4" EIYL: 5EP(5, 9) = 6 .. eIYL / EL: S£P(5, 11) '" 2 * EIYL 

~ , 

I 

" 
! I 

! 
I I , 

, I 

I 
: 1 

I 
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cOl1tinued 

5E"(6, 6i 4 .. ErZL: SEE' (6, B) '" ~6 .. EIZL I EL: SEP 16, 121 2 .. EIZL 

'---

SEP(8, B) 12 • EIZL I EL • 2, SEI? (8, 12) '" -6 .. EIZL I EL 
SEP (9, 9) 12 .. EI'iL I EL • 2, 5£0'(9, 111 = 6 " EIYL I EL 
5EP(11, 111 = 4 .. EIYL: SEP (12, 121 = 4 " EUL 
For I '" 1 To 12 
For J -= I To 12 

SEP(J, 1) = SE"(I, J) 
Next J: Next I 
CONVER!' J:I.D&:Br S'rID7lI:SS MAr.llZ.Z TO GLOlIAL srS1'.Df 
DCOS(l, 1) = X21 I EL: DCOS(l, 2) = Yll / EL: DeOS(l, 3) 
EIPI = KII3, 1) KIIl, 1): £IP2 = K(13, 2) - XIll, 2) 
Elf3 = X(I3, 3) X(Il, 3) 
Cl = DeOS(l, 2) .. Elf3 DC05(1, 3) .. EIP2 
C2 DCOS(l, 3) .. Elfl - DCOS(l, 1) .. Elf3 
C3 DCOS(l, 1) " £IP2 - DeOS(!, 2) .. Elfl 
CC = Sqr(Cl .. Cl + C2 .. C2 + C3 .. e3l 
DCOSI3, 1) Cl / ee: OCOSI3, 2) = C2 
DCOS(2, 1) DCOSI3, 2) .. PCOS(l, 3) 
DCOS(2. 2) DeOS(l, 1) .. OeOSI3, 3) 
DCOS(2, 3) Dcosl3, 1) .. DCOS(l, 2) 
For I '" 1 To 12: For J = 1 To 12 

ALAMBDA(I, J) = O! 
Ne>:t J: Next I 
ForK=ITo4 

IK "" 3 ,. (K - 1) 
For I = 1 To 3 
ForJ=ITo3 

ICc: DCOS(3, 
DCOS(I, 21 
DCOS(3, 11 " 
DCOS(l, 1) ., 

ALAMBDA(I + lK, J + IK) DCOS (I, J) 
Next J: Next I 

Next K 
If ISTF 1 Then Exit Sub 
For I = 1 To 12 
For J '" 1 To 12 

SE(I, J) '" 0 
For K 1 To 12 

SE(I, J) SE(I, J) + SEE' (I, K) " ALAMBDA(K, J) 
Ne>:t K 

Next J, Next I 

3) '" C3 
DCOS(3, 
DCOS(l, 
DCOS(3, 

Z21 / EL 

I CC 

3i 
3i 
21 

Fo' I 1 To 12 : Fo< J. 1 To 12: SEE' (I, JI SE(l, J): Next J: Next I 
Fo, I = 1 To 12 
Fo, J = 1 To 12 

SE (I, JI = 0 
For K 1 To 12 

SE(I, J) SE(I, J) + ALAMBDA(K, I) " SEE'(K, J) 
Next K 

Next J: Next I 
End Sub 



LOADS DUE TO UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED LOAD 
Private Sub AddLoads() 
,----- .LoAd. dae t:o 1Dl.ifO%lDl.y di_tziba'ted J.o.d QI:I. ..r~t.; 

For N = 1 To HE 

End 

If Abs (UOL (H, 1)) > 0 Or Abs(UDL(N, 2)) > 0 Then 
ISTF .. I 
Call Elstif(N) 
11 = NOC(N, 1): 12'" NOC(N, 2) 
X21 X(I2, 1) X(11, 1) 
Y21 = X(I2, 2) - X(II, 2) 
Z21 " X(I2, 3) • X(ll, 3) 
EL '" Sqr (X2I * X21 + Y21 * Y21 + Z21 * Z21) 
ED(l) '" 0: EO(4) ~ 0: EO(7) = 0: ED(10) = 0 
ED(2) UDL(N, 1) * EL I 2: ED(8) = EO(2) 
ED(6) UDL(N, 1) * EL A 2 I 12: ED112) = -ED(6) 
ED(3) UDL(N, 2) * EL I 2: EO(9) = EO(3) 
EO(5) -UOL(N, 2) * EL A 2 I 12: EO(11) = -ED(5) 
For lITo 12 

EDP(I) = 0 
For K = 1 To 12 

EOP(I) = EOP(I) + ALAMBDA(K, I) * EO(K) 

Next K 
Next I 
For I 1 To 6 

FI6 • II 6 , Ii F(6 • II 6 , Ii + EOP(I) 

F(6 * 12 ~ 6 , II F(6 • " 6 'Ii + EDP(I + 
Next I 

End If 
Next N 

Sub 

'============== MEMBER END FORCES ============= 
Private Sub EndActions() 

ReDim EE' (NE, 12) 
, _____ Calculating Member End-Forces 

For N ~ 1 To NE 
ISTF '" 1 
Call Elstif IN) 

6) 

II = NOe(N, 1): 12 = Noe(N, 2) 
For I = 1 To 6 

ED(I) = F(6· II 6 + I): ED(! + 6) F(6*I2-6+I) 

Next I 
For I = 1 To 12 

EDP(I) = 0 
For K = 1 To 12 

EDPII) = EDP(I) + ALAMBDA(I, K) • ED(K) 

Next K 
Next I 
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continued 
mm 7r::11U3S Dtd: 2'0 DZS!'JtIBtJ!'ZD LOADS 

If Abs{UDL(N, 1)) > 0 Or Abs(UDL(N. 2)) > 0 Then 
ED(l) 0: £0(4) '" 0: ED(7) = 0: ED (10) .. 0 
£0(2) = -UOL(N, 1) " EL I 2: EO(8) = EO(2) 
£0(6) -UOL(N, 1) " EL " 2 I 12: £0(12) = -£0(6) 
EO(3) .. -VOLIN, 2) " EL I 2: EO(9) '" ED(3) 
EO(5) UDL(N, 2) "EL 2 I 12: £0(11) "" -EO(5) 

Else 
For K = 1 To 12: ED(K) .. 0: Next K 

End If 
For I = 1 To 12 

EF(N, I) ~ ED(l) 
ForK ITo12 

EF(N, I) '" EF(N, II + SEPt!, K) " EDP(I() 
Next K 

Next 1 
Next N 

End Sub 



CHAPTER 9 

Three-Dimensional Problems 
in Stress Analysis 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

Most engineering problems are three dimensional. So far, we have studied the possibil
ities of finite element analysis of simplified models, where rod elements, constant-strain 
triangles, axisymmetric elements, beams, and so on give reasonable results. In this chap
ter, we deal with the formulation of three-dimensional stress-analysis problems. The 
four-node tetrahedral element is presented in detail. Problem modeling and brick ele
ments are also discussed. In addition. frontal solution method is introduced. 

We recall from the formulation given in Chapter 1 that 

u = [u,v,w? (9.1) 

where u, v, and ware displacements in the x,y, and z directions, respectively. The stress
es and strains are given by 

lEy, 

The stress-strain relations are given by 

u = DIE 

7'.\ )' IT 

'T 
)' -". J 

(9.2) 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

where D is a (6 X 6) symmetric matrix. For isotropic materials. D is given by Eq. 1.15. 
The strain-displacement relations are given by 

• ~ [au (Jv aw av + aU! au + au; au + avjT 
ax'~'~'az ay'az ~'ay ax 

The body force and traction vectors are given by 

f ~ If,./,JI' 
T ~ IT" T" T,IT 

(9.5) 

(9.6) 

(9.7) 

The total potential and the Galerkinlvirtual work form for three dimensions are given 

in Chapter 1. 
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9.2 FINITE ELEMENT FORMULAnON 

We divide the volume into fow-node tetrahedra. Each node is assigned a number and 
the X-, Yo, and z-coordinates are read in. A typical element e is shown in Fig. 9.1. The 
connectivity may be defined as shown in Table 9.1. 

For each local node i we assign the three degrees of freedom Q3i-2, Q3i-i' and QJj. 

and for the corresponding global node 1, we assign Q31-2>Q31-"Q31. Thus, the ele
ment and global displacement vectors are 

q ~ [q"q"q" ... ,qu]T (9.8) 

Q ~ [Q"Q"Q" ... ,QNIT (9.9) 

where N is the total number of degrees of freedom for the structure, three per node. We 
define four Lagrange-type shape functions N,. N2 • N3 , and N4 , where shape function N; 
has a value of 1 at node i and is zero at the other three nodes. Specifically, N, is 0 at 

, 

)oo-------------------y 

x 

FIGURE 9.1 Tetrahedral element. 

TABLE 9.1 Connectivity 

Nodes 

Element No. 1 2 3 4 

, I J K L 
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3(0,0,1) 

~i°:9~L. _____ ;.. __ " 
/ 2(0,1,0) 

1 (1,0,0) 
Nz = 1') 

N3 =, 
N4=1-~-l'j 

FIGURE 9.2 Master element for shape functions. 

nodes 2, 3, and 4 and linearly increases to 1 at node 1. Using the master element shown 
in Fig. 9.2, we can define the shape functions as 

(9.10) 

The displacements u, v, and w at x can be written in terms of the unknown nodal values as 

u = Nq (9.11) 

where 

[N' 
0 0 N, 0 0 N, 0 0 N, 0 

~J N ~ ~ N, 0 0 N, 0 0 N, 0 0 N, 
0 N, 0 0 N, 0 0 N, 0 0 

(9.12) 

It is easy to see that the shape functions given by Eq. 9.10 can be used to define the 
coordinates x, y. and z of the point at which the displacements u, v, and ware interpo
lated. The isoparametric transformation is given by 

x = NIx! + N2Xl + N3X3 + N4x 4 

Y = N1y, + N2Y2 + N3YJ + N4Y4 

Z :: NIl, + Nzl:. + N..,Z., + N4z4 

(9.13) 

which, on substituting for N, from Eq. 9.10 and using the notation XII = X, - x" 

Yil = y, - YI , Zil = Z, - ZI' yields 

X = X4 + X14~ + X241'1 + X.14? 

Y = Y4 + YJ4~ + Y241/ + YH? (9.14) 

Z = Z4 + ZJ4~ + Z241/ + Z34? 

• 

. ! 
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Using the chain rule for partial derivatives, say, of u, we have 

au au 
a, ax 
au 

~J 
a~ 

au (9.15) 
ay 

au au 
~ 

a, az 
Thus, the partial derivatives with respect to g, 1/, and (are related to x,y, and z deriva
tives by the foregoing relationship. The Jacobian of the transformation is given by 

ax ay az 
~ a, a, a, 

ax ay az [X" y" z,,] 
J~ ~ = X24 y" z" (9.16) 

a~ a~ a~ 

ax ay az x" Y34 Z" 
~ a, a, a, 

We note here that 

detJ = X14(Y24Z34 - YHZ24) + Y14(Z24X34 - Z34X24) + Z14{X24Y34 - X34Y24) (9.17) 

The volume of the element is given by 

1['[>-<[>-<-' 1 Ve= 0 0 0 detJdtd1)dt 

Since det J is constant, 

Ve = IdetJll1 jl-t .£l-~--'I dg dry dl 

Using the polynomial integral formula 

[ ' ['-' [1-~-'1 gmrt?P d{ dTJ de = m! n! p! 
o 0 0 (m + n + p + 3)! 

we get 

v, ~ lldetJl 
The inverse relation corresponding to Eq. 9.15 is given by 

"" au 
ax a, 
a" au 
~ ~A ~ ay a" 
a" au 
~ 

d, a, 

(9.18) 

(9.19) 

(9.20) 

(9.21) 

(9.22) 
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where A is the inverse of the Jacobian matrix J given in Eg. 9.16: 

1 [Y24 Z34 - Y:J4Z24 Y34Z14 - Y14Z34 Yl4Z24 - Y24 Z 14] 

A = J- I 
= detJ Z24 X34 - Z34 X24 Z34 X l4 - ZI4 X 34 ZI4X 24 - Z24 X l4 

X24Y34 - X34Y24 X34Yl4 - Xl4Y34 X j 4Y24 - X24Yl4 

(9.23) 

Using the strain-displacement relations in Eg. 9.5, the relation between derivatives in 
x, y, and Z and g, 1], and , in Eg. 9.22 and the assumed displacement field u = Nq in 
Eg. 9.11, we get 

E = Bq (9.24) 

where B is a (6 X 12) matrix given by 

-
A" 0 0 An 0 0 A" 0 0 -A, 0 0 

-
0 A" 0 0 A" 0 0 A23 0 0 -A, 0 

-
B~ 

0 0 A" 0 0 An 0 0 AD 0 0 -A3 - -
0 A" A" 0 A:n A" 0 A33 An 0 -A3 -A, 

(9.25) 

- -
A31 0 A" An 0 A" AD 0 A" -A , 0 -A, 

- -
A" A" 0 An An 0 A2~ An 0 -A, -A, 0 

where Al = All + Al2 + An,Az = A21 + An + A B ,andA 3 = A~, + A 3Z + A 33 • 

All the terms of B are constants. Thus, Eg. 9.24 gives constant strains after the nodal 
displacements are calculated. 

Element Stiffness 

The element strain energy in the total potential is given by 

U. = .!.lETDEdV , 2, 

= ~qTBTDBq 1 dV 

= !qTVeBTDBq 

= ~qTk'q 

where the element stiffness matrix kC is given by 

(9.26) 

k" ~ V,BTDB (9.27) 

in which v,. is the volume of the element given by ~ Idet JI· In the Galerkin approach. the 
internal virtual work of the element comes out to he 

1 crTE(q.,) dV = ",lV.BTDBq 

which gives the element stiffness in Eg. 9.27. 

(9.28) 

I 
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Force Terms 

The potential term associated with body force is 

j uTrdV~qT lI/ NTrdetJdgdTjd, 

= qTf<' 

Using the integration formula in Eq. 9.20, we have 

(9.29) 

(9.30) 

For Eq. 9.30, the element body force vector f" is of dimension 12 X 1. Note that Vel" is 
the x component of the body force, which is distributed to the degrees of freedom 
ql' Q4, Q7, and qlO' 

Let us now consider uniformly distributed traction on the boundary surface. The 
boundary surface of a tetrahedron is a triangle. Without loss of generality, if A. is 
the boundary surface on which traction is applied, formed by local nodes 1,2, and 3, then 

r uTTdA = qT { NTTdA :=: qTr 
.lA, .lA, 

(9.31) 

The element traction load vector is given by 

(9.32) 

The stiffnesses and forces are gathered into global locations using element connectivity. 
Point loads are added into proper locations of the force vector. Boundary conditions 
are considered using penalty or other approaches. The energy and Galerkin approaches 
yield the set of equations 

(9.33) 

9.3 STRESS CALCULATIONS 

After these equations are solved, the element nodal displacements q can be obtained. 
Since (J" =:= DE and E =:= Bq, the element stresses are given by 

(T = DBq (9.34) 

The three principal stresses can be calculated by using the relationships in Eq. 9.35.1be 
three invariants ofthe (3 X 3) stress tensor are 

I) =fJx + fJ'y + fJ'. 

12 = fJ'xfT"+fJ"fJ,+ fJ'tfJ'_-,r, -T' -T2 
'1 --Y;:«xy 

(9.35) 

I} = fJ'xfJy(J. + 2TyzTx;:Txv - fJ' 7'2 - fJ' T2 - a": _ xy;: Y1l:: .-r}' 
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We define 

(9.36) 

The principal stresses are given by 

J, 
(Tj = 3" + ccos8 

J, (2"') 
(T2 = 3 + c cos 8 + 3 (9.37) 

J, (4"') 
(T3 = 3" + c cos 8 + 3 

9.4 MESH PREPARAnON 

While complex three-dimensional regions can be effectively filled by tetrahedral ele
ments, similar to triangular elements filling a two-dimensional region, it is a tedious 
affair to carry out manual data preparation. To overcome this. for simple regions, it is eas
ier to divide the regions into eight-node blocks. Consider the master cube shown in 
Fig. 9.3. The cube can be divided into five tetrahedra, as shown in Fig. 9.4, with the con
nectivity as given in Table 9.2. 

In this division, the first four elements are of equal volume and element 5 has twice 
the volume of other elements. In this case, care must be taken to match element edges 

on adjacent blocks. 

(-1,-1,1){ 
5 

L~-J-~---:,~,;';;'~ 7 (-1, 1, 1) 

(1,-1.1)6 , /' 

(1, -1, -1)2 

I 

" /",'" 

''-',1.-'- 8(1,1.1) 
/'f~~ 
1 (-1, -1, -1) , , , , , , , 

4 (1, 1, -1) 

" 3(-1.1.-1) 

FIGURE 9.3 Cube for tetrahedral division. 
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FIGURE 9.4 DiVision of a cube into five tetrahedra. 

TABLE 9.2 Five Tetrahedra 

Nodes 

Element No. 1 2 3 4 

1 4 2 6 
2 1 4 3 7 
3 6 7 5 
4 6 7 8 4 
5 1 4 6 7 

7 

3 
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The master cube can also be divided into six elements with equal volume. A typi
cal division is given in Table 9.3. The element division of one-half of the cube is shown 
in Fig. 9.5. For the division shown in Table 9.3, the same division pattern repeats for 
adjacent elements. 
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FIGURE 9.5 Division of a cube into six tetrahedra. 

TABLE 9.3 Six Tetrahedra 

Nodes 

Element No. 2 3 4 

1 2 4 8 

2 1 2 8 5 

3 2 8 5 6 

4 1 3 4 7 

5 1 7 8 5 

6 1 8 4 7 
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Use of del J in the calculation of Bin Eg. 9.24 and use of Idet JI in the estimation 
of element volume Ve enables us to use element node numbers in any order. Among 
solid elements, this holds for four-node tetrahedra, since every node is connected to the 
other three. Some codes may still require consistent numbering schemes. 

Program TETRA is included in the disk. 

Example 9.1 
Figure E9.1 shows a four-node tetrahedral object. The coordinate dimensions shown are in 
inches. The material is steel with E =' 30 X 106 psi and" = 0.3, Nodes 2, 3,and 4 are fixed, 
and a 1000 lb load is applied at node 1 as shown. Determine the displacement of node 1 using 
a single element. 

2 
(0,0.1) 

1000 Ib 

FIGURE E9.1 

Solution The Jacobian J given in Eq. 9.16 is easily calculated using the nodal coordinates: 

J~[H n 
and detJ = 1 The inverse of the Jacobian, A, is calculated using Eq. 9.23: 

[

0 -J 

A = I -1 

o 1 ~] 
Using the elements of A, thc.strain--displacement matrix B can be evaluated using Eq. 9.25. 
In th~ product, Bq, only the first three columns multiply the first three components of q. The 
last s~x compone.nts of q are zero. When we use the strike~off approach in assembling 
the stiffness matrix k = VeBTDB, we need to deal with the first three columns of B. Parti" 
tioning B = [BI Bcl with B I . representing the first three columns.. the modified 3 X 3 stiff
ness mat~ix K is given b~ BiDBt: The volume of the element V, is given by~. 

B t IS calculated usmg the fITS! three columns of B defincd in Eq. 9.25 as 

0 0 () 

0 1 () 

B, 0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 

0 0 
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The stress-strain relation matrix D is evaluated using Eq. 1.15 from Chapter 1: 

4.038 1.731 1.731 0 0 0 

1.731 4.038 1.731 0 0 0 

D = 107 1.731 1.731 4.038 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1.154 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1.154 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1.154 

The modified stiffness matrix is given by 

[L9TI 0 

L~2J K = V,.BTDBI = 106 ~ 6.731 
0 

TheforcevectorisF = [0 0 -1000jI.SolvingforKQ = F,wegetQ = [0 0 -.OOOS2]T. 
We note that for this one-element case, the modified stiffness is a diagonal matrix 

for the geometry of the problem chosen. • 

9.5 HEXAHEDRAL ELEMENTS AND HIGHER ORDER ELEMENTS 

In the hexahedral elements, a consistent node·numbering scheme must be followed for 
defining the connectivity. For an eight~node hexahedral or brick element, we consid
er the mapping onto a cube of 2-unit sides placed symmetrically with ~-, 11-, and 
(-coordinates as shown in Fig. 9.6. The corresponding element in two dimensions is the 
four-node quadrilateral discussed in Chapter 7. 

On the master cube, the Lagrange shape functions can be written as 

i = 1 t08 (9.38) 

where (g" 11i, (,) represents the coordinates of node i of the element in the (~. 11, () 
system. The element nodal displacements are represented by the vector 

(9.39) 

We use the shape functions N, to define displacements at any point inside the element 

in terms of its nodal values: 

u == Njqj + N2q4 + ... + N8qn 

v == N jq2 + N2qs + ... + NgqB (9.40) 

w == Njq, + N2q6 + ... + N8q24 

Also, 

x = Njxj + N2x, + ... + N~X8 
Y = NjYl + N2Y~ + ... + NgYH (9.41) 

Z == Njz j + N2zZ + ... + NSZH 
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FIGURE 9.6 Hexahedral element. 

8(-1,1,1) 

4(-1,1,-1) 

Following the steps used in the development of the quadrilateral element in Chapter 7, 
we can get the strains in the form 

~ =:: 8q (9.42) 

The element stiffness matrix is given by 

k" = 1,+1 1,+-1 1,+1 BTDBldetJl dt d71 d( (9.43) 

where we have llsed dV = Idet JI d~ dTj d{ and J is the (3 x 3) Jacobian matrix. The 
integration in Eg. 9.43 is performed numerically using Gauss quadrature. 

Higher order elements, for example, la-node tetrahedral elements or 20-node and 
27-node hexahedral elements, can be developed using the ideas discussed in Chapter 1-
Temperature effect is treated in a very similar manner, as in the case of the quadrilat
eral in Chapter 7. Program HEXAFRON is included in the disk. 
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9.6 PROBLEM MODELING 

In solving a problem, the first step is to start with a coarse model. The data needed will 
be nodal coordinates, element nodal connectivity, material properties, constraint condi
tions, and nodal loads. In the three-dimensional cantilever shown in Fig. 9.7, the geom
etry and loading conditions demand a three-dimensional model. Element and 
connectivities can easily be established by defining the four 8-cornered blocks. We can 
model the first block, near the base of the cantilever, as a hexahedral element with coo
nectivity 2-1-5-6-3-4-8-7. For each subsequent block, the connectivity can be generated 
by increasing each number in the current set by four. Coordinates of nodes can be gen
erated using the shape functions of Eg. 9.38 for geometry definition. These aspects will 
be discussed in Chapter 12.Alternatively, each block in the 3-D cantilever can be mod
eled using tetrahedral elements. For the repeating block pattern shown in Fig. 9.6, the 
six-element division given in Table 9.3 may be used. 

The consideration of boundary conditions follows those presented for one- and 
two-dimensional problems. However, to give a general idea of constraints and their con
sideration in finite element analysis, we refer to Fig. 9.8. A point fully restrained is a 
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FIGURE 9.7 Three·dimensional elastic body. 
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point constraint. This is considered by adding a large stiffness C to the diagonal locations 
corresponding to degrees of freedom of node I. When the node is constrained to move 
along a line, say, t, with direction cosines (€, m, n), the penalty term comes from set
ting u X t = O. This results in the addition of following stiffness terms when the node 
is constrained along a line: 

31 - 2 

3/-2 [C(l-t') 
31 - 1 

31 Symmetric 

31 - 1 

-Cern 
C(l - m') 

31 

-Ctn ] 
-Cmn 

C(l - n') 

When a node is forced to lie on a plane with nonnal direction t, shown in Fig. 9.8c, 
the penalty tenns come from u . t : O. 1his requires that the following terms be added 
to the stiffness matrix: 

31 - 2 

31 - 1 
31 

3/-23/-1 

[ 

Ct' Ctm 
Cm' 

Symmetric 

31 

ctn] 
Cmn 
Cn' 

Figure 9.9 shows a pyramid-shaped metal part and its finite element model. We 
observe here that nodes at A and Bare line-constrained and nodes along C and Dare 
plane-constrained. This discussion should help one to handle the modeling of three
dimensional problems with relative ease. 

Thickness 

Problem 
Model 

FIGURE 9.9 Metal part with a pyramid surface. 
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9.7 FRONTAL METHOD FOR FINITE ELEMENT MATRICES 

In three-dimensional problems, the size of the stiffness matrix increases rapidly even with 
the banded method of handling. An alternative direct method that results in considerable 
saving in the use of computer memory is called the frontal method. In this method, the 
order of element numbering plays a more important role than the order of node nwn· 
bering. The frontal method relies on the fact that a degree of freedom can be eliminated 
as soon as all stiffness values in rows and columns for that dof are complete. Irons* ob
served that all of the dof for a node can be eliminated when it appears for the last time 
as we assemble in the ascending order of elements. In the example illustrated in Fig. 9.10, 
nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 appear for the last time in element 1. The dof corresponding to all these 
nodes can be eliminated as soon as element 1 is assembled. Once a dof is eliminated, the 
corresponding equation is no more necessary until backsubstitution. This equation can 
be written to an external device such as a tape or hard disk for backsubstitution in the 

3 /'00m~ 7" lOOmm 7" 
11 

100=---7' 
15/ 

1 
80kN 

E'" 200 GPa 
v'" 0.3 

Element No. 1 

1 -1 
2 -5 

3 9 

4 9 

lOOmm 

17 18 

Nodes 
Front Size 

2 3 4 5 6 7 , Assembled EHmina.ted 

-2 -3 -4 5 6 7 , 8 4 

-6 -7 -8 9 10 11 12 8 4 

10 -11 -12 13 14 -15 -16 8 4 

-10 -14 -13 -17 -20 -19 -18 8 0 

-Block sIze ~ Il x dof per node 

FIGURE 9.10 Example for frontal method . 

• Bruce M.lrons, ··A frontal solution program for finite e1cmenlllnalysls." Inl. f. for Nwnerical M('/hmi< 

in Eng., Vol. 2. 5-32 (1970). 
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reverse order. As we assemble an element the active matrix size grows, and when some 
degrees of freedom are eliminated, the matrix size shrinks. The active matrix size can be 
compared to the action of an accordion. The largest block size needed can be detennined 
using a prefront routine that employs a modified element connectivity matrix. 

Connectivity and Prefront Routine 

The first step is to detennine the last appearance of a node. This is simplified by looking 
for the first appearance of the node as we proceed in the descending order of elements. 
In the element where this occurs, a negative sign is added to the node number in the con
nectivity array. The node-number modification is shown in the table in Fig. 9.10 for the 
hexahedral element example. After this operation is carried out for all the node mnnbers, 
we are ready to determine the block size. Let us first evaluate the front size in terms of 
the number of nodes. At the assembly of the first element, the nodal front size is 8. The 
dofs corresponding to four nodes are now eliminated. The nodal front size shrinks to 4. 
The assembly of element 2 adds four new nodes; thus, the front grows to size 8. As seen 
from the table in Fig. 9.10, the maximum nodal front size is 8, which corresponds to 24 dofs. 
The block size IBL needed is 24 x 24. By the banded storage method, the maximum 
matrix size for the problem is 60 X 36 (verify this using bandwidth evaluation). The pre
front routine in the program uses a simple algorithm to evaluate this block size. In the ac
tual program, a small modification is introduced to handle multipoint constraints. This 
aspect is discussed later. First, the stiffness matrix S(IBL,IBL) is defined. An index array 
INDX(IBL). initialized as INDX(I)=I for 1=1 to IBL is defined. We also define the glob
al dof array ISBL(IBL) initialized to all zeros and IEBLO of size equal to the number 
of dofs per element. The front size NFRON and number of variables ready for elimina
tion NTOGO are initialized to zero. The element assembly starts at this initial setting. 

Element Assembly and Consideration of Specified dof 

Consider now the assembly of a new element when NFRON is at some level and all the 
variables ready for elimination have been eliminated; that is., NTOGO is zero. We con
sider the dof of each node of an element using connectivity. Consider the jth dof, say, IDF, 
of an element and, say, the corresponding node is i. The first search is made in the 
NFRON locations ISBL(INDX(L»,L=l to NFRON if the dof IDF is already in the 
set. If IDF is already in the set at L=K, then we set IEBLU) =INDX(K). If IDF is not 
in the set, then we find the next open location as follows: We set K=NFRON + 1 and set 
ISBL(INDX(K))~IDF and IEBLU)~INDX(K). NFRON is incremented by 1 (that i, 
set NFRON=NFRON + 1). If node i is negative in the element connectivity, then this dof 
will be ready for elimination and must be floated into NTOGO. If IDF is a dof that has 
a specified value, a large penalty number CNST is added into the location 
S(INDX(K),lNDX(K». and CNST times the specified value is added into the global 
force location F(IDF). If K > NTOGO, the floating operation is carried out as follows: 
The number in INDX(NTOGO+1) is exchanged with the number in INDX(K). and 
NTOGO is incremented by L When all the element dofs arc completed, IEBLO will 
have the locations in SO where the element stiffness is to be assembled. The element stiff
ne~s matrix SEO is added into the SO locations using IEBLO. The variables in INDX(I) 
from I =1 to NTOGO are now ready for elimination. The relationships of various arrays 
used in the assembly process are shown in Fig. 9.11. 
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FIGURE 9.11 Stiffness assembly for frontal method. 

Elimination of Completed dof 

We eliminate the variable in the location INDX(1) by reducing the active equations 
INDX(2) through INDX(NFRON). The equation INDX(1) is written to the disk by 
writing the stiffness values and the corresponding dof numbers. In the BASIC program, 
the data are written to a random-access file. Now INDX(l) is open. A few integer ex
change operations are done to simplify the elimination process. First, the number at 
INDX(NTOGO) is exchanged with the number at INDX(l); then the number 
at INDX(NTOGO) is exchanged with the number at INDX(NFRON). NTOGO and 
NFRON are each decremented by 1. Once again, the reduction is carried out from 
INDX(2) through INDX(NFRON). The process continues for each element until 
NTOGO is zero or NFRON is 1. 

Backsubstitution 

Backsubstitution is a straightforward process. In the last equation, there is a stiffness 
value, a variable number, and the right-hand side. This variable is easily determined. The 
last but one equation will have two stiffnesses and two variable numbers and the right
hand side. Since one of the variables has already been determined, the other one is cal
culated and so on. The backsubstitution can even be carried out independently, if needed. 

Consideration of Multipoint Constraints 

Multipoint constraints of the type f31Q, + f32Q, = Po are easily considered by treating 
each constraint as an element of 2 dof. The penalty parameter CNST is determined using 
the first element diagonal stiffness values. The equivalent element stiffness and right-hand 
side for the multipoint constraint are, respectively, 

CNST[ ~l ~'~'J and CNST[~'~OJ 
~,~, ~, ~,~" 

In the implementation of this boundary condition, these stiffnesses are first introduced into 
SO and then the regular element stiffnesses are introduced. The same procedure introduced 
into the PREFRONT with dofs used instead of node numbers gives the needed block 
size. Assembly and elimination are then similar to the procedure discussed previously. 
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Example 9.2 
The L-shaped beam shown in Fig. 9.10 is analyzed using program HEXAFRON. The input 
and output data and the program listing are given below. • 

Input Data File 

« - """""'" » 
3-0 ANALYSIS USING HEXAHEDRAL ELEMENT 

'" " '" NorM N'N NON 

" • , 3 , 3 
NO Ne NCN N" NNee 

" 
, , 3 0 

Node. X , Z 
1 100 0 100 , 0 0 100 
3 0 0 200 

• 100 0 200 
5 100 100 100 
6 0 100 100 
1 0 100 ZOO , 100 100 200 , 100 ZOO 100 

10 0 ZOO 100 
11 0 ZOO ZOO 

" 100 ZOO 200 
13 100 300 100 
H 0 300 100 
15 0 300 200 

" 100 300 ZOO 
11 100 200 0 

" 100 300 0 

" 0 300 0 
20 0 ZOO 0 
81em* " N2 N3 N. N5 N6 N1 NB M'" Temprise 

1 1 , 3 • 5 6 1 B 1 0 , 5 6 1 B , 10 11 1Z 1 0 
3 , 10 11 1Z 13 " 15 16 1 0 
• , 10 " 13 11 20 " " 1 0 

OOF' Displacement 

" 0 

" 0 
51 0 
5Z 0 
53 0 

" 0 
55 0 

" 0 
51 0 
68 0 

" 0 
60 0 

00" Load 
12 -BOOOO 

"'''' 
, No Alpha 

1 200000 0.3 0 
B1 i B2 j B3 (Multi-point constr. Bl*Qi+B2*Oj_B31 
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Program HexaFront - CHANDRDPATLA , BELEGUNDO 
OU","t 
3-D ANALYSIS USING HEXAHEDRAL ELEMENT 
NODEi X-Oisp1 Y-Disp1 Z-Oisp1 , -2.1569E-02 -3.7894£-03 -4.0983£-01 

2 -2.5306E-02 -3.3079E-03 -3.3229£-01 
3 5.7350E-02 -1.7896E-01 -3.2676E-Ol 

• 5.7756E-02 -1.8449E-Ol -4.2780E-Ol 
5 -6.8253E-03 -1.0487E-02 -2.2309E-Ol 
6 -1. 07 50E-02 -1.1683E-02 -1.6711E-Ol , 4.9096E-02 -1. 7250£-01 -1.6707£-01 
8 4.2791£-02 -1. 7376E-01 -2.1738£-01 
9 1. 3643E-02 -3.3666E-02 -4.7867E-02 

" -6.0295£-05 -3.2558£-02 -2. 9338E-02 
n 3.2541E-02 -1.4954E-Ol -3.7397£-02 
12 2.7862E-02 -1.4904E-01 -6.3003E-02 
U 3.6578£-03 -3.9342£-02 2.9087£-02 
H 1.1886£-02 -4.1411£-02 3.9684£-02 

" 2.6633£-02 -1.3842E-01 5.5799£-02 

" 2.0606£-02 -1.3494£-01 3.9583E-02 
n 2.8995E-15 -1.8921£-15 -1.2335£-14 

" -1.6015E-15 1.9503£-15 5.2437E-15 

" 1.6597£-15 9.6746E-16 8.9381E-15 
20 -2.9577£-15 -1.0256£-15 -8.9381E-15 

vonMises Stresses .t 8 Integration points in EL£Mt , 
2.3359£+01 1.5984E+Ol 1.9545E+Ol 4.0582£+01 
2.9929£+01 1.7910E+Ol 1.4849E+01 4.3396E+Ol 
vonMises Stresses ot 8 Integration points in EL£MI 2 
3.1416£+01 2.6193E+Ol 3.5722E+Ol 2. 8272E+Ol 
6.1174£+01 3.8615£+01 3.5948E+Ol 5.1608£+01 
vonMiaes Stresses .t 8 Integration points in ELEMt 3 
4.5462E+Ol 5.2393£+01 3.4486E+Ol 3.2530£+01 
3.0872E+01 4.1090£+01 2.6155E+Ol 2.1852E+Ol 
vonMises Stresses ot 8 Integration points in ELEMt • 
5.8590£+01 4.6398£+01 4.8482E+Ol 4.1407£+01 
5.1148E+Ol 3.8853E+01 4.9391E+Ol 3.8936E+Ol 

PROBLEMS 

9.1. Determine the deflections at the corner points of the steel cantilever beam shown in 
Fig. P9.1. 

, 

x 

E '" 30 x Htpsi 
v = n.3 

---

FIGURE P9.1 

---

6(XJlb 

j?Hil1. 
, 
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9.2. A cast iron hollow member used in a machine tool structure is fixed at one end and loaded 
at the other, as shown in Fig. P9.2. F1nd the deflection at the load and maximum principal 
stresses. Compare the values with the structure without an opening. 

100 mmT1t-----__ 
75mmrn-----~C§ 

FIGURE P9.2 

9.3. An S-shaped block used in force measurement is subjected to a load as shown in Fig. P9.3. 
Determine the amount by which the block is compressed. Take E = 70 000 N/mm~ and 
v = OJ. 

Uniform load"" 20 N/mm2 

on surface 

10 .""._" ~ 

I "" 3 mm ~ ""-----' 
(uniform) T L __ ,,---'./ 

r-IO mo,-C;:i-_ Fixed base 

FIGURE P9.3 
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9.4. A device is hydraulically loaded as shown in Fig. P9.4. Plot the defonned configuration 
and determine the magnitude and location of the maximum principal stresses. 

T 
'!'J 

p 

~ -O.6io. 

I I I 
" Fixed r--3Oi0-l base 

FIGURE P9.4 

T 
----

----

6.2 in 

1 ,--,-
0.8 in I I 

T1-23io-i 

Material: steel 
P=12000lb 

9.5. A portion of the brake pedaJ in an automobile is modeled as shown in Fig. P9.5. Determine 
the deflection at the pedal for a 500-N load. 

I· , 
4mm 

1-----150mm----+l'! 
SOON 

T , 
, 
, 

20mm 
, , 

L 
, ---1_----, 3mm 

FIGURE P9.S 

9.6. Determine the axial elongation and location and magnitude of maximum von Mises stress 
in the connecting rod shown in Fig. P9.6. 
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h, 
j 

f , 
Rlr-;_' _____ ,L_------

SectloDII-a 

r:--j 
DIr-1 -;-1 -'--I ';'-1 ~c--~n-.... -nn-n.-nn---'mf'----;-i --'--I F X 

I 
z 
~ Symmetry model:x, z andx,y are planes of symmetry. 
Dimensions (mm) 

R]=20 R 2 =26 
tf1 =4 tf2 =6 
h]=14 h 2 =23 

R3 = 12 
lw = 5 
D] = 10 

P == 30000-N compression 
Material: steel 

FIGURE P9.6 

R4 = 18 
hb = 7 
D2 = 15 

L = 140 

b = 12.1 

9.7 An overhanging beam made of rigidly bonded steel and aluminum plates is shown in 
Fig. P9.7. The aluminum plate has a constant thickness of 10 mm. Due to a manufacturing 
defect, the steel plate has straight edges, a thickness of 9 mm at one of the free ends, and 
10 mm at other corners. From the position shown, if the temperature is raised 60°C, 
determine the following: 
(a) the deformed shape, 
(b) the maximum vertical deflection and its location, and 
(c) the maximum von Mises stress and its location. 

10mm 

lOmm 
'-'--

FIGURE P9.7 

Aluminum 

I1T == 6()"C 
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Program Listings 

3-D STRESS ANALYSIS USING 8-NODE 
ISOPARAMETRIC HEXAHEDRAL ELEMENT 

USING FRONTAL SOLVER 
T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Belequndu 

***** 
• 
• 
• 
• 

'============ MAIN PROGRAM =============== 
Private Sub cmdStart_Click(} 

Call InputData 
Call Pre Front 
RecordLen = Len (Adat) 
'--- SQratcb ~~e ~or wr~~ 

Open "SCRATCH.OAT" FOI: Random As #3 Len 
Call Stiffness 
Call BackSub 
Close #3 
Kill "SCRATCH. OAT" 
Call StressCalc 
Call ReactionCalc 
Call Output 
crndView.Enabled = True 
crndStaI:t.Enabled = False 

End Sub 

RecordLen 

'========================~========================== 

'============ SUBROUTINE PREFRONT =============== 
Private Sub PreFront() 

Problems 

, _____ Jfark r.a.t: ~aDCI. o~ Node I Hak. it _ptiv. Ua NOC() 

, r.a.t ~aDCIe i. ~ir.t: 8pJHI&r.&l1Ce :for :revar •• • ~t order 
NEDF = NEN * NON 
ForI=lToNN 

II '" 0 
For J = NE 

For K 
If I 

To 1 Step -1 
1 To NEN 
= NOC(J, K} Then 

II = 1 
Exit For 

End If 
Next K 
If II = 1 Then Exit FOI: 

Next J 
NOCIJ, KI =-1 

Next I 
'===== Blook Size Det:e~DatiOD 

NQ = NN * NON 
ReDiln IDE (NQ) 
For lITo NQ: IDE(l) = 0: Next I 
For I = 1 To NMPC: For J = 1 To 2: IDE(MPC(I, JII = 1: Next J: Next :;: 
IFRON = 0: For I = 1 To NQ: IFRON = IFRON + IOE(I): Next I 
IBL = IFRON 

I 
297 
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continued 

End Sub 

For N ... 1 To HE 
INEG '" 0 
For I ~ 1 To NEN 

11 = NOe(N, I): IA ~ NDN * (Abs(!l) - 11 
For J = 1 To NON 

IA = IA + 1 
If IDE(IA) = 0 Then 

IFRON ~ IFRON + 1: IDE(IA) 1 
End If 

Next J 
If II < 0 Then INEG = INEG + 1 

Next I 
If lSL < IFRON Then lEL = IFRON 
IFRON '" IFRON - NDN * INEG 

Next N 
Euse IDE 
ReDim ISBL (lBL). 5 (lBL, 1BL), IEBL {NEDF), INDX (JBL) 
NFRON 0: NTOGO = 0: NDCNT ~ 0 
For I = 1 To IBL: rNDX(I) = I: Next I 

______ =_____ GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX -=-=--=---~-=-
Private Sub stiffness() 

• _____ CUabal sti:E£A. •• Katz-ill: -----
Call Integpointa 
MTNl '" 0 
FOI: N = 1 To NE 

picBoK,print "Forming Stiffness Matrix of Element "; N 
MTN = MAT(N) 
If MTN <> NTNl Then 

Call DMat:z:ix(l'f) 
End If 
Call El..stiffn ••• (R) 
If N = 1 Then 

CNST '" 0 
For I = 1 To NEDf: CNST = CNST + SEll, Il: N~xt I 
CNST = 100000000000# * CNST 
Call Mpcr:=n 

End If 
.----- AcC::01Uit: £or t:aper&Cuz:e ~Q&cU Q'l'() 

For I = 1 To NEN 
IL = 3· II - 1): IG = 3· IAbs(NOCIN, III - 11 
For J = 1 To 3 

IL=IL+1:IG 
F{IG) = F(IG) + 

Next J 
Next I 

IG + 1 
QTIIL) 

Call Front(H) 
Next N 

End Sub , ________ ====_=_========~========-_=----=-= __ =-=c 
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STRESS CALCULATIONS 

P~ivate Sub StressCalc() 
ReDim VonMisesStress(NE, 8) 
I _____ sere •• c.u.cu.Lat.iCIIU 

MTNI = 0 
ForN=lToNE 

MTN = MATIN) 
If MTN <> MTNI Then 

Can DKatz:ix IN) 
End If 
For IF "" 1 To 8 
• --- VOZl. Hi ••• st:r. •• .at: IDf:eF&ticm Poat:. 

Problems 299 

Call DbMat(N, 2, IF) '--- Get 118 xatriz nth Sue •• c:~tio:a. 
, ___ C&.lculliticm of VOZI 1Ifi._ Stres. at IP 

SlV! = STR(l) + STR(2) + STR(3) 
SIV2 = STR(l) ~ STR(2) + STRI2) * STR(3) + STR(3) * STR(l) 
SIV2 ~ SIV2 - STR(4) ~ 2 - STR(5) ~ 2 - STR(6) ~ 2 
vonMisesStress(N, IP) = Sqr(SIVl * SlVl - 3 * SIV21 

Next IP 
Next N 

End Sub 

INTEGRATION POINTS 
Private Sub IntegPointsl1 
,-- _____ IDtegratioZl. HoiDt. ~I() --------

C = 0.57735026919 
XIII, 1) = -1: KII2, 1) 3 -1: xrl3, 1) =-1 
XIII, 2) = 1: KI(2, 2) = -1: KII3, 2) =-1 
XI(I, 3) = 1: XII2, 3) = 1: XI(3, 3) =-1 
XIII, 4) = -1: KII2, 4) = 1: XI(3, 4) =-1 
XI(l, ~) '" -1: XI(2, ~) '" -1: XII3, ~) = 1 
XI(I, 6) _ 1: XII2, 6) - -1: XII3, 6) - 1 
XI(1, 7) '" 1: XII2, 7) '" 1: XII3, 71 '" 1 
XIII, 8) = -1: XI(2, 8) = 1: XII3, 8) = 1 

for I '" 1 To 8 
XNI(I, I) '" C * XI(1, I): XNI(2, I) = C" XI(2, I) 

XNI(3, I) '" C * XI(3, I) 
Next I 

End Sub 

,____________ D-MATRIX 

Private Sub DMatrixlN) 
, ___ D(J HilU;LJI: re~ .. f:iDg sUe •••• eo suUJu 
E = PM(MTN, 1): PNU '" PMIMTN, 21: AL '" PM(MTN, 3) 
Cl=EI (11+PNU) * 11-2*PNU)) 
C2 = 0.5 * E I II + PNU) 
for I '" 1 To 6: For J = 1 To 6: Oil, JI = 0: Next J: Next I 
0(1, 1) '" CI * 11- PNUI: Oil, 2) '" Cl .. PNU: 011, 31 = D(l, 21 
D12, 1) _ D11, 2): D12, 2) = Oil, 1): D(2, 3) '" 0(1, 2) 
D13, 1) "" Dll, 3): D13, 2) '" 012, 3): D(3, 3) '" D11, 1) 
D14, 4) '" C2: D(S, 5) = C2: D16, 6) = C2 
MTNI '" MTN 

End Sub 
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, - ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX ---
Private Sub ElemStiffness(N) 
,-------- E~..-nt StLf£a8.. ----

For I = 1 To 24: For J = 1 To 24 
SEll, J) = 0: Next J: QT(I) = 0: Next I 
DTE = CT(N) 
'--- N.i_t: .F&ctor i. OlD:' 
'--- Loop on Integration Points 
For IP .. 1 To e 

'--- ~t.DB Matz.:i.z at l"nCeFAt.i_ Point rP 
call DbHat (N, I, IP) 
'--- r~t StJ.~~ •• Jlfatriz _ 
For I = 1 To 24 

For J = 1 To 24 
For K = 1 To 6 

SEll, J) ~ SE(I, J) + S(K, I) .. DE(K, J) .. OJ 

Next K 
Next J 

Next I 
'--- DetOUZll1Jle 2'~ .. t:ur. Load Q'l'() 

C=AL*DTE 
For I = 1 To 24 

DSUM = DB(l, I) + OB(2, II + DB(3, I) 
QT(I) = QT(I) + C .. Abs(DJ) .. DSUM / 6 

Next I 
Next IP 

End Sub 

DB MATRIX 
Private Sub DbMat(N, ISTR, IF) 
,------- DB() MATRIX ------

'--- ar.di.nt: o~ Shape :r'tmCItiCUlA' - !'he GIII() Hat:rix 
For I = 1 To 3 

ForJ=lTo8 
C = 1 
For K = 1 To 3 

If K <> I Then 
c = C .. (1 + XI(K, J) .. XNI(K, IP)) 

End If 
Next K 
GN(I, J) =" 0.125 * XI(I, J) ... C 

Next J 
Next I 
• --- Fcu::.atiOD 0% Jacobian 'rJ 
ForI="lTo3 

For J '" 1 To 3 
TJ(I, J) <= 0 
For K = 1 To 8 

KN = AbsWOC(N, K)) 
TJII, J) '= TJ(I, J) 

Next K 
Next J 

Next I 

+ GN(I, K) * XO<N, J) 
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continued 

'--- Det·rminan~ o£ t:lMo JAlXlBIAN 
OJI TJ(l, 11 • (TJI2, 2) • T.1(3, 3) TJ(3, 2) • TJ(2, 3)) 
DJ2 '" T.1(l, 2) • (T.1(2, 3) • TJ(3, 11 T.1(3, 3) • TJI2, 111 
DJ3 '" TJ(l, 3) • (T.1(2, 11 • T.1(3, 2) TJ(3, 11 • T.1(2, 211 
DJ = DJI + DJ2 + OJ3 
'--- ~. oL t:he J&O<2.bJ.an AJ(J 
AJ(l, 11 (TJ(2, 2) • T.1(3, 3) TJI2, 3) • TJI3, 211 I OJ 
AJ(l, 21 (T.1(3, 21 • T.1(l, 3) TJI3, 3) • TJII, 211 I OJ 
AJ(l, 3) (TJI1, 2) • T.1(2, 3) TJII, 3) • T.1 (2, 21> I OJ 
AJ(2, 11 ~ (TJ(2, 3) • T.1(3, 11 TJ(2, 11 • TJll, 311 I OJ 
AJI2, 21 (TJ(l, 11 • TJ(3, 3) T.1(l, 3) • TJ(3, 111 I OJ 
AJ(2, 3) (TJ(l, 3) • T.1(2, 11 TJ(l, 11 • TJI2, 3)1 I OJ 
AJ(3, 11 (TJI2, 11 • TJ(3, 2) TJ(2, 2) • TJI3, 111 I OJ 
AJ(3, 2) (TJ(1, 2) • TJ(3, 11 TJ(l, 11 • TJ(3, 211 I OJ 
AJ(3, 3) (T.1(l, 11 • TJ(2, 2) TJ(l, 21 • TJ(2, 111 I OJ 
,--- SO Jlat,riz reat •• .loeal d.zi~t.ivw. cL • tol_a.1 

di~.l.CI_e. q 
For I = 1 To 9 

For J = 1 To 24 
HII, JI = 0 

Next J 
Next r 
For r = 1 To 3 

For J = 1 To 3 
IR = 3 • II - 11 + J 
For K = 1 To 8 

Ie = 3 .. IK 1) + I 
HIlR, Ie) '" GN(J, K) 

Next K 
Next J 

Next I 
'--- G() IIztriz raLlot ••• traiDa to local dari_t:i ...... oL 1:1 

Forl=lTo6 
For J = 1 To , 

Gil, JI = 0 
Next J 

Next r 
G (1, 11 AJ(l, 1) : G (1, 21 AJ(l, 2) : Gil, 31 '" AJl1, 31 
G(2, 41 AJ(2, 1) : G(2, 51 AJ(2, 2) : G(2, 61 = AJI2, 31 
G (3, " AJ(3, 1) : G(3, BI AJ(3, 2) : G(3, 91 = AJ(3, 31 
G (4, 41 AJ(3, 1) : G (4, 51 AJ(3, 2) : GI4, 61 AJ(3, 31 

G (4, " = AJ(2, 1) : G(4, 81 '" AJI2, 2) : G(4, 91 ... AJ(2, 

G(5, 11 = AJ(3, 1) : G(5, 21 = AJ(3, 21 : G15, 31 = AJ(3, 31 
G(5, " '" AJ(l, 1) : G(5, 81 = AJ(l, 2) : G(5, 91 '" AJ(l, 

G(fi, 11 = AJ(2, 1) : G(6, 21 '" AJ(2, 2) : G(6, 31 = AJ12, 31 
G(6, 41 '" AJ(I, 11 : G 16, 51 '" AJ(l, 2) : G (6, 61 '" AJ(1, 

I 
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continued 

,~ __ S() Jlat:r:i.z ~J.." •• t:ru.- tel q 
For I = 1 To 6 

For J = 1 To 24 
B (I, J) 0 
For K = 1 To 9 

alI, J) = B(I, J) + G(I, KJ .. H(K, J) 

Next K 
Next J 

Next I 
, ___ UB() Kat:riz re~.t. • • a. •••• eo q 
For I = 1 To 6 

For J = 1 To 24 
DB(I, J) = 0 
ForK=lTo6 

DB(I, J) = DB(I, J) + O(t, K) .. BIK, J) 

Next K 
Next J 

Next 
If ISTR 1 Then Exit Sub 

, ___ .E~t: Jl'oda..l Di.pl.u:_e. at:o.red.iJ1 Q'I!() 

For I = 1 To B 
lIN = 3 .. lAbs (NOC(N, I)) - 1) 
II = 3 ., (1 - 1) 
For J = 1 To 3 

QT(II + J) = FIIIN + J) 

Next J 

Next I 
,___ Su. •• C&l.mll.atiou sm .. DB It Q 

For I = 1 To 6 
STR(I) '"' 0 
For J = 1 To 24 

STR(I) .. STR(I) + DB(I, J) .. QT(J) 

Ne)[t J 
STR(I) = STRII) - CAL .. (Dll, 1) + 0(1, 21 + 0(1, 3)) 

Next I 
End Sub 

MULTIPOINT CONSTRAINTS --=---
Pr~vate sub MpcFron(l 

,----- ~ia.ti~ ~or JfUl.tipoiDt CGn.uu.nu by P-..lt:y x.t:bod 
For I = 1 To NMPC 

Il = MPC(I, 1) 
IFL = 0 
For J = 1 To NFRON 

Jl = INDX (J) 

If 11 = ISBLIJ11 Then 
IFL = 1: Exit For 

End If 
Next J 
If IFL 

NFRON 
End If 

o Then 
NFRON + 1: Jl INDXiNFRONj: ISBL(J1) 11 
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End 

, 

continued 

Sob 

12 MPC(I, 2) 
In. ~ 0 
For K = 1 To NFRON 

Kl =- INDX (K) 
If Kl = ISBL(Kl) Then 

IFL = 1: Exit For 
End If 

Next K 
If IFL = 0 Then 

NFRON = NFRON + 1: Kl = INDX(NFRON): !SBL(Kl) = 12 
End If 
,----- Sti£fa. •• ~£ic.tiQG 
S(Jl, Jl) ~ 5 (J1, Jl) + CNST • BT(l, l) , 2 
S(Kl, Kl) = S (KI, Kl) • CNST • BT(I, 21 , 2 
S(Jl, Kl) = S(Jl, Kl) • CNST • BT(l, l) • BTlI, 21 
S (KI, J1I = 5 (Jl, K1I 
,----- r.n-ce Hodi£ic .. UOD 
F(Il) = F(Il) + CNST • BT(l, 31 • BT!l, 11 
F(I2) .. F (12) + CNST * BTU, 31 • BT(I, 2) 

Next I 

FRONTAL METHOD 
Private Sub Front(N) 
,----- houtal. Jfetbod ~ • ..b~y and El.imiD.atiou ----
,---------------- A#.emb~y o£ Elemeat N --------------------

For I = 1 To NEN 
11 = NOe(N, 1): IA = Abs(Il): lSI = Sgn(Il) 
IOF = NDN * (IA - 1): lEI = NDN * (I - 1) 
For J = 1 To NON 

lDF = lDF + 1: lEI = lEI + 1: IFL = 0 
If NFRON > NTOGO Then 

For II = NTOGO + 1 To NFRON 
IX = INDX(II) 
If lDF ~ ISBL(IX) Then 

IFL = 1: Exit For 
End If 

Next II 
End If 
If IFL = 0 Then 

NFRON = NFRON + 1: II = NFRON: IX = INDX(II) 
End If 
ISBL(IX) = IDF: IEBL(IE1) = IX 
If 151 = -1 Then 

NTOGO = NTOGO + 1 
ITEMP = INDX(NTOGO) 
nrDX (NTOGO) = INDX (II) 

INDX(II) = ITEMP 
End If 

Next J 
Next I 

I 
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continued 

For I = 1 To NEDF 
11 = IEBLlIl 
For J = 1 To NEDF 

Jl = IEBL(J) 
Sill, Jl) = SIll, Jl) + SEll, J) 

Next J 

Next I 
,------------------------------------------------------------------

If NDCNT < ND Then 
,_____ )fDdif.ieat.icm :for di.-p.la_t ~ / Pca.a.lty Appz'o.ac:h 

For lITo NTOGO 
11 = INDXII) 
IG = ISBLIIl) 

For J = 1 To ND 
If IG = NU(J) Then 

Sill, III = sIIl, 11) + eNST 
r(IG) = F(IG) + eNST • U(J) 
NDCNT = NDCNT + 1 'Ccnmtaz :for CJhact' 
Exit For 

End If 
Ne:xt J 

Next I 
End If 

, ------------
NTGI = NTOGO 
For II 1 To NTGI 

IPV = INOX(I): IPG ISBL(IPV) 
Pivot = S(IPV, IPV) 

,----- Jil::.ite _.p.rator "0" uui PIVOr va.l_ to dial' 
Adat.VarNurn = 0 
Adat.Coeff = Pivot 
reDUNT = leDUNT + 1 
Put #3, reOUNT, Adat 
S (IPV, IPV) = 0 
For I = 2 To NFRON 

Il = INOX(I): IG ISBLIIl) 
If 5111, IPV) <> 0 Then 

C = 5(11, IPV) / Pivot~ SIIl, IPV) 0 
For J = 2 To NFRON 

Jl = INDX (J) 

If S(IPV, Jl) <> 0 Then 
S(Il, Jl) = 5(11, Jl) - C • S(IPV, Jl) 

End If 
Next J 
F(IG) = F(IG) - C .. F(lPG) 

End If 
Next I 
For J = 2 To NFRON 



T 

cont~nl]ed 

End Sub 

frri t. V&&,iabl.' UId .R.ciacMd Coe:£~/PIVO'I: to dial: 
Jl = INDX(J) 
If S (IPV, Jl) <> 0 Then 

ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1: lBA = ISBL(Jl) 
Aaat.VarNum 5 lBA 
Adat.Coeff = S(IPV, Jl) / Pivot 
Put #3, reOUNT, Adat 
S (IPV, Jl) = 0 

End If 
Next J 
lCOUNT = reOUNT + 1 

wri te :l'l..iJaiDAt.d Vari.abl.a# &lid lUIS/PIVO'r to did 
Adat.VarNum = IPG 
Adat.Coeff = F(IPG) I Pivot 
F(IPG) = 0 
Put #3, ICOUNT, Adat 

,----- (NTOGO) into (1): (NFRON) into (NTOGO) 
,----- IPV into (NFRON) and reduce front & NTOGO Sizes by 1 

If NTOGO > 1 Then 
IMDl{(l) = INDX(NTOGOj 

End If 
INDX(NTOGO) = INDX(NFRON): INDX(NFRON) 
NFRON = NFRON - 1: NTOGO = NTOGO - 1 

Next II 

IPV 

BACKSUBSTlTUTION 
Private Sub BackSub(J 

End Sub 

I~==== B~~:utiOD 

Do While ICOUNT > 0 
Get #3, ICOUNT, Adat 
ICOUNT = ICQUNT - 1 
Nl = Arlat.VarNum 
FIN!) = Adat.Coeff 
Do 

Get #3, leOUNT, Adat 
ICOUNT = ICOUNT - 1 
N2 = Adat.VarNum 
If N2 0 Then EKit Do 
F(Nl) = F(Nl) - Adat.Coeff * F(N2) 

Loop 
Loop 

I 
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CHAPTER 1 0 

Scalar Field Problems 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

306 

In previous chapters, the unknowns in the problem represented components of a vector 
field. In a two-dimensional plate, for example, the unknown quantity is the vector field 
u(x, y), where u is a (2 xl) displacement vector. On the other hand, quantities such as 
temperature, pressure, and stream potentials are scalar in nature. In two-dimensional 
steady-state heat conduction, for example, the temperature field T( x, y) is the unknown 
to be determined. 

In this chapter, the finite element method for solving such problems is discussed. 
In Section 10.2, one-dimensional and two-dimensional steady-state heat conduction are 
considered, as well as temperature distribution in fins. Section 10.3 deals with torsion of 
solid shafts. Scalar field problems related to fluid flow, seepage, electric/magnetic fields, 
and flow in ducts are defined in Section lOA. 

The striking feature of scalar field problems is that they are to be found in almost 
all branches of engineering and physics. Most of them can be viewed as special forms of 
the general Helmholtz equation, given by 

"-(k:4» + "-(k, '4» + "-(k '4» + A4> + Q = 0 
ax ax oy' ay az Z az 

(\0.1) 

together with boundary conditions on ljJ and its derivatives. In the Eq.l0.l,ljJ = ljJ(x, y, z) 
is the field variable that is to be determined. Table 10.1 lists some of the engineering 
problems described by Eq. 10.1. For example, if we set ljJ = T, k, = ky = k, and A -= 0 
and consider only x and y, we get a2T jax2 + o2T ;oy2 + Q = 0, which describes the heat
conduction problem for temperature T, where k is the thermal conductivity and Q is 
the heat source/sink. Mathematically, we can develop the finite element method for var
ious field problems in a general manner by considering Eq.10.1. The solution to specif
ic problems can then be obtained by suitable definition of variables. We discuss here the 
heat-transfer and torsion problems in some detail. These are important in themselves, 
because they provide us an opportunity to understand the physical problem and how to 
handle different boundary conditions needed for modeling. Once the steps are under· 
stood, extension to other areas in engineering should present no difficulty. While in other 
chapters. both energy and Galerkin approaches were used to derive element matrice, by 
Galerkin's approach is used here owing to its greater generality for field problems. 
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TABLE 10.1 Examplt:s of Scalar Field Problems in Engineering 

Problem 

Heat conduction 

Torsion 

Potential flow 

Seepage and groundwater flow 

Electric potential 

Fluid flow in duds 

Acoustics 

Equation 

(
jPT iPT) k -+- +Q=O 
ilXl ilyl 

(
ale iPO) -+- +2=0 
iJx! ill 

(~J + ~y~-) = 0 

(
,'<I> "<I» 

k -, +-- +Q=O 
ilx· ily2 

.(",n + ''':) " _p 
ilx l ilr 

("w ",w) -+-- +1=0 
ilXI a}"1 

(
ii P ill p) 
-+- +k1 p=O 
ilXl iJyl 

Field variable 

Temperature, T 

Stress function, (j 

Stream function. '" 

Hydraulic potential. 4J 

Electric potential. u 

Nondimensional 
vc!odty. W 

Pressure p 

(complex) 

Parameter 

Thermal conductivity, k 

Hydraulic conductivity, k 

Permittivity, ~ 

Wave number, 
k~ = &i;c1 

Boundary conditions 

aT 
T = To,-k- = % 'n 

aT 
-k- = h(r - T",,) 'n 
9=0 

VI = ",,0 

<b = -AI 

'<I> -=0 'n 
<b=y 

'n U Uo,- 0 an 

W = 0 

p = Po, 

I 'P 
---= "0 
ikpc iln 
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10.2 STEADY-STATE HEAT TRANSFER 

We now discuss the finite element formulation for the solution of steady-state heat
transfer problems. Heat transfer occurs when there is a temperature difference within 
a body or between a body and its surrounding medium. Heat is transferred in the fonn 
of conduction, convection, and thermal radiation. Only conduction and convection modes 
are treated here. 

The heat flow through the wall of a heated room on a winter day is an example of 
conduction. The conduction process is quantified by Fourier's law. In a thermally isotropic 
medium, Fourier's law for two-dimensional heat flow is given by 

aT q ~ -k
, ay (10.2) 

where T = T( x, y) is a temperature field in the medium, qx and q. are the components 
of the heat flux (W 1m2), k is the thermal conductivity (W 1m. oC),'and aT/ax, aT/ay are 
the temperature gradients along x and y, respectively. The resultant heat flux q = qxi 
+ q.J is at right angles to an isotherm or a line of constant temperature (Fig. 10.1). Note 
that 1 W = 1 J/s = 1 N· m/s. The minus sign in Eq. 10.2 reflects the fact that heat is 
transferred in the direction of decreasing temperature. Thermal conductivity k is a 
material property. 

In convection heat transfer, there is transfer of energy between a fluid and a solid 
surface as a result of a temperature difference. There can be free or natural convection, 
such as the circulation pattern set up while boiling water in a kettle due to hot water ris
ing and cooler water moving down, or there can be forced convection, such as when the 
fluid flow is caused by a fan. The governing equation is of the form 

q ~ h(T, - Toc) (103) 

where q is the convective heat flux (W/m2), h is the convection heat-transfer coefficient 
or film coefficient (W/m2

• QC), and T, and Too are the surface and fluid temperatures, 
respectively. The film coefficient h is a property of the flow and depends on various fac
tor~ such as whether convection is natural or forced, whether the flow is laminar or tur
bulent, the type of fluid, and the geometry of the body. 

In addition to conduction and convection, heat transfer can also oIXur in the form 
of thermal radiation. The radiation heat flux is proportional to the fourth power of the 

Isotherm 

FIGURE 10.1 Heat flux in two dimensions. 
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absolute temperature, which causes the problem to be nonlinear. This mode of heat 
transfer is not considered here. 

One-Dimensional Heat Conduction 

We now turn our attention to the steady-state heat-conduction problem in one dimen
sion. Our objective is to determine the temperature distribution. In one-dimensional 
steady-state problems, a temperature gradient exists along only one coordinate axis, and 
the temperature at each point is independent of time. Many engineering systems fall 
into this category. 

Governing equation Consider heat conduction in a plane wall with uniform 
heat generation (Fig. 10.2). Let A be the area normal to the direction of heat flow and 
let Q (W jm3

) be the internal heat generated per unit volume. A common example of heat 
generation is the heat produced in a wire carrying a current] and having a resistance R 
through a volume V, which results in Q = ]2 RjV. A control volume is shown in Fig. 10.2. 
Since the heat rate (heat flux X area) that is entering the control volume plus the heat 
rate generated equals the heat rate leaving the control volume, we have 

qA + QA dx = ( q + ~: dx )A 

Canceling qA from both sides yields 

Substituting Fourier's law 

l<fi 
face 

dq 
Q~~ 

dx 

dT 
q~ ~k

dx 

WaH '\ 

- -~A £t: 
qA z~ dq ) q+ dx dxA 

Heatflowq 

uft 
face 

RIght 
face 

• ·1· d'1 

FIGURE 10.2 One-dimensional heat conduction. 

(10.4) 

(10.5) 

(10.6) 

Right 
face v 

-x 
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Galerkin's approach for heat conduction The element matrices will now be 
derived using Galerkin's approach. The problem is 

:x(k~)+Q~O 
TI"o ~ To ql", ~ h(T,. - Too) (10.15) 

If an approximate solution T is desired, Galerkin's approach is to solve 

(10.16) 

for every ~ constructed from the same basis functions as those of T, with ¢J(O) = o. 
<p can be thought of as a virtual temperature change that is consistent with boundary con
ditions. Thus, cP = 0, where T is specified. Integrating the first term by parts, we have 

dTi" l' d</> dT l' </>k- - k--dx + </>Qdx ~ 0 
dx o 0 dxdx 0 

Now, 

</>k~i: ~ </>(L)k(L)~~(L) - </>(O)k(O)~~(O) 
Since </>(0) ~ Oandq ~ -k(L)(dT(L)jdx) ~ h(T, - Too). we get 

dTi' </>k dx 0 ~ -</>(L)h(T, - Too) 

Thus,Eq.1O.17 becomes 

l ' d</> dT l' -</>(L)h(T,. - Too) - k--dx + </>Qdx ~ 0 
o dxdx 0 

(10.17) 

(10.18a) 

(10.18b) 

(10.19) 

We now use the isoparametric relations T = Nr, etc., defined in Eqs. 10.11-10.14. Fur
ther, a global virtual-temperature vector is denoted as 'Ii' = ['1'1' '1'2' ... , 'I' I.lr. and the 
test function within each element is interpolated as 

</> ~ N'i' 

Analogous to dTjdx = Brr in Eq.l0.13b, we have 

Thus, Eq.1O.19 becomes 

(10.20) 

(10.21) 
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which should be satisfied for all "¥ with "¥ I = O. The global matrices KT and Rare 
assembled from element matrices kT and rQ, as given in 

k ~k,[ 1 -11] 
T f-1 , (10.24) 

_ Q,t,{I} 
rQ -~-

2 1 
(10.25) 

When each "¥ is chosen in tum as [0, 1,0, ... ,oy, [0,0,1,0, ... , oy, ... , [0,0, ... ,0,1]T 
and since T, = To, then Eq. 10.23 yields 

~:: ][ ~) [~: ) [~::~) (10.26) 

(KLL + h) iL = ~RL + hT=) - KL:1To 

We observe that Eq.1O.26 can be solved for T2 , T3 , • •• , TL. We thus note that the Galerkin 
approach naturally leads to the elimination approach for handling nonzero specified 
temperature T = To at node 1. However, it is also possible to develop Galerkin's method 
with a penalty approach to handle Tl = To. In this case, the equations are as given by 

[

(K" + C) K" 
K21 Kn 

KLl Ku ... 

K" ][ T, ) [(R' + C7;,) ) K2L T2 R2 

;K
H 

+ h) ;,. ~ iR, + hT~) 
(10.27) 

Example 10.1 
A composite wall consists of three materials, as shown in Fig. EIO.1a. The outer tempera
ture is To = 20°C. Convection heat transfer takes place on the inner surface of the waJl with 
Tx = 8(XjQC and h = 25 W 1m! . dc. Detennine the temperature distribution in the wall. 

, 

·IO.l5~lo.15;1 
(,) 

kl = 2OWlm"e 
k, = 30Wfm¢ e 
k; = 50 Wfmoe 
h" = 25Wfm2aC 
T~ = &XJoe 

ttt T!-ll~-;(i)~l :--!;l-0"'2~;"" "'0~;4 =20°C 
h, Toc 

(h) 

FIGURE E10.1 
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Solution A three-element finite element model of the wall is shown in Fig. ElO.lb. The 

element conductivity matrices are 

(11=20[ 1 -1] 
kr 0.3 -1 1 

(2) _ ~[ 1 
kr - 0.15 -1 

(3)_~[ 1 -1] 
kr - 0.15 -1 1 

The global K = kkr is obtained from these matrices as 

[ 
1 -1 0 OJ -1 4 -3 0 

K = 66.7 0 -3 8-5 

o 0 -5 5 

Now,since convection occurs at node 1, the constant h = 25 is added to the (1,1) location 

of K. This results in 

[
1.375 -1 ° OJ 

K=66.7 -1 4 -3 0 
o -3 8-5 

o 0 -5 5 

Since no heat generation Q occurs in this problem, the heat rate vector R consists only of 
hT oc in the first row. That is. 

R = [25 X 800, 0, 0, Op 

The specified temperature boundary condition T4 = 20oe, will now be handled by the 
penalty approach. We choose C based on 

C = max IKil1 x 104 

= 66.7 x 8 X 104 

Now, C gets added to (4,4) location of K, while CI4 is added to the fourth row of R. 'The 
resulting equations are 

° 0l{r,} { 25 x 800} -3 0 T2 _ 0 
8 -5 T, - 0 

-5 80005 T4 10672 x 104 

The solution is 

T = :304.6. 119.0, 57.1. 20.0] rOC 

Comment. The boundary condition T4 = 20ue can also be handled bv the elimination 
approach. The fourth row and column of K is deleted. and R is modi'fied according to 
Eq. 3.70. The resulting equations are 



·"" 

which yields 

[

1.375 

66.7 -1 

o 
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4 -3 T - 0 -1 O][T'] [25 x gOO] 
-3 8 T~ - 0 + 6670 

• 
Heat flux boundary condition Certain physical situations are modeled using 

the boundary condition 

atx = 0 (10.28) 

where qo is a specified heat flux on the boundary. If q = 0, then the surface is perfectly 
insulated. A nonzero value of qo occurs, for example, due to an electrical heater or pad 
where one face is in contact with the wall and the other face is insulated. It is important 
to note that the input heat flux qo has a sign convention associated with it: q() is input as 
a positive value if heat is flowing out of the body and as a negative value if heat is flow
ing into the body. The boundary condition in Eq. 10.28 is handled by adding ( -qo) to the 
heat rate vector. The resulting equations are 

(10.29) 

The sign convention for specified heat flux given in Eq. 10.29 is clear if we consider the 
heat transfer occurring at a boundary. Let n be the outward normal (in 1-D problems, 
n = + x or - x). The heat flow in the body towards the +n direction is q = -k iJT/an, 
where iJT/an < O. Thus, q is> 0 and since this heat flows out of the body. we have the 
boundary condition q = qo with the stated sign convention. 

Comment on forced and natural boundary conditions In this problem, 
boundary conditions of the type T = To, which is on the field variable itself. are called 
forced boundary conditions. On the other hand. the boundary condition qlx=o = qo, or 
equivalently, -k dT/dxx~o = qo is called a natural boundary condition involving the de
rivative of the field variable. Further, it is evident from Eq.1O.29 that the homogeneous 
natural boundary condition q = qo = 0 does not require any modifications in the ele
ment matrices. These are automatically satisfied at the boundary, in an average sense. 

Example 10,2 
Heat is generated in a large plate (k = 0.8 W/m' cC) at the rale of 4000 W/m·

1
• The plate 

is 25 cm thick. The out~ide surfaces of the plate are exposed to ambient air at JOT with a 
convective heat-transfer coefficient of 20 W/m" °C Detcnnine the temperature distribu· 

tion in the wall. 

Solution The prohlem is symmetric about the centerline of the plate. A two·element finite 
clement model is shown in Fig. EI0.2. The left end is in~ulated (q = 0) because no heat can 
flow across a line of symmetry. Noting that k/f = O.R '.0625 = 12.8. we have 

• 
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I , 
I Q = 4000Wlm3 

q"'O---il ; ; ttt 
~6.25Cm+6.25Cm-l 

h. T~ 

k'" O.8W/m"C 
h = 20W/m2°C 
T" = 30"C 

fIGURE El0.2 

[ 

12.8 ~ 12.8 

K = -12.8 25.6 
o -12.8 

o ] -12.8 
(12.8 + 20) 

The heat rate vector is assembled from the heat source (Eq. 10.25) as well as due to 
convection as 

R = [125 250 (125 + 20 X 30W 

Solution of KT = R yields 

In concluding I-D heat conduction, we note that all element matrices described earlier were 
derived using Galerkin's approach. It is also possible to derive these matrices using an 
energy approach based on minimizing the functional 

[" (dT)' [" nT = )0 ~k dx dx - 10 QTdx + ~h(TL - Toof (!OJO) • 

OneMD;mens;onal Heat Transfer in Thin Fins 

A fin is an extended surface that is added onto a structure to increase the rate of heat 
removal. A familiar example is in the motorcycle where fins extend from the cylinder 
head to quickly dissipate heat through convection. We present here the finite element 
method for analyzing heat transfer in thin rectangular fins (Fig. 10.S). This problem dif
fers from the conduction problem discussed previously in that both conduction and con
vection occur within the body. 

Consider a thin rectangular fin as shown in Fig. 10.6. The problem can be treated 
as one dimensional, because the temperature gradients along the width and acrosS !he 

thickness are negligible. The governing equation may be derived from the conductlOD 

equation with heat source, given by 

d ( dT) - k- + Q = 0 
dx dx 
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Heat dissipation 

c::::::::> 
Hot gases 

FIGURE 10.5 An array of thin rectangular fms. 

w 

Convection 
heat loss 

FIGURE 10.6 Heal f10\\ III a thin rectangular fin. 

, 
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The convection heat loss in the fin can be considered as a negative heat source 

(P dx)h(T - T~) 

Ph 
~ --(T - T~) 

A, 
(10.31) 

where P = perimeter of fin and Ac = area of cross section. Thus, the governing 
equation is 

!«~) -~>T - T~) ~ 0 (10.32) 

We present our analysis for the case when the base of the fin is held at To and the tip of 
the fin is insulated (heat going out of the tip is negligible). The boundary conditions are 
then given by 

atx = 0 

atx = L 

(10.33.) 

(ID.33b) 

The finite element method: Galerkin approach The element matrices and 
heat-rate vectors for solving Eg. 10.32 with the boundary conditions in Eqs.I0.33 will 
now be developed. GaJerkin's approach is attractive since we do not have to set up the 
functional that is to be minimized. Element matrices can be derived directly from the dif
ferential equation. Let cp(x) be any function satisfying cp(O) = 0 using same basis as T. 
We require that 

r' ¢[~(k dT) _ Ph (T - Too)] dx ~ 0 io dx dx Ac 
(10.34) 

Integrating the first tenn by parts, we have 

¢kdTI' _ r' kd¢dT dx _ Ph r''''Tdx + PhT~ r''''dX ~ 0 
dx 0 io dx dx Ac io Ac io (10.35) 

Using cp(O) "" 0, k(L)[ dT(L)/dx ] = 0, and the isoparametric relations 

C, dT dq, 
dx~-dg T~NT' "'~N" -~B,T' -~BT" 

2 dx dx 

we get 

(10.36) 

We define 

Ph< l' [ h, ~ _-' NTNdg ~ Ph C, 2 I] 
Ac 2 -1 Ac 6 1 2 

(10.37.) 
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or, since P/ A, ~ 2/1 (fIg, 10.6), 

and 

or 

h ~ he,[2 I] 
T 3, 1 2 

r ~ hToof, {I} 
00 1 1 

(1O.37b) 

(10.380) 

(10.38b) 

Equation 10.36 reduces to 

(10.39) 
, , 

or 

-"I'T(KT + H T) + "I'TR(Xl = 0 

which should hold for all 'IJr satisfying '1', = O. 
DenotingK;j = (KT + HT)ij,weobtain 

[
Kn K" .:: KH]lT') 1 ) lKHTo) ~32 ~33' K~L ~3 = Roo _ K1:,To 
.' .' . 

Ku Ku Ku TL KuTo 

(10.40) 

which can be solved for T. These equations incorporate the elimination approach for han
dling the boundary condition T = To. Other types of boundary conditions as discussed 
for heat conduction can also be considered for fin problems. 

Example 10.3 
A metallic fin, with thermal conductivity k = 360 W 1m' °C, 0.1 em thick, and 10 em long, 
extends from a plane wan whose temperature is 235"C Determine the temperature distri
bution and amount of heat transferred from the fin to the air at 20"C with h = 9 W 1m2. "c. 
Take the width of fin to be 1 m. 

Solution Assume that the tip of the fin is insulated. Using a three-element finite ele
ment model (Fig. ElO.3) and assembling K T , H r, R", as given previously, we find that 

Eq. 10040 yields 

360 -1 2 

[ [ 

2 -1 

3.33 x 10 2 0-1 

, , , 

• ! I , ' , ' 

I 
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!i---------2!.---------3~·--------;4Ir_q=O 

Tl = 235rl:~C ______ ~3t x 3 = lOcm--------~.1 

FIGURE El0.3 

I=O.lcm 
w=lm 
k=360W/moC 

The solution is 

[T" T" T,] ~ [209.8. 195.2. 190.5]'C 

The total heat loss in the fin can now be computed as 

The loss H, in each element is 

H, = h(T .. - T-,o)A, 

where A, = 2 X (1 x 0.0333) m2
, and T av is the average temperature within the element. 

We obtain 

HI.", = 334.3 W 1m • 
Two-Dimensional Steady-State Heat Conduction 

Our objective here is to determine the temperature distribution T(x, y) in a long, pris
matic solid in which two-dimensional conduction effects are important. An example is 
a chimney of rectangular cross section, as shown in Fig. 10.7. Once the temperature dis
tribution is known, the heat flux can be determined from Fourier's law. 

I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

y 

1 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I :, I 

Section a~a 

, 
FIGURE 10.7 Two·dimensional model for heat conduction in a chimney. 
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q, 
dy oQ 

1 
1-"" 

FIGURE 10.8 A differential control volume for heal transfer. 

Differential equation Consider a differential control volume in the body, as 
shown in Fig. 10.8. The control volume has a constant thickness T in the z direction. The 
heat generation Q is denoted by Q (W 1m3

). Since the heat rate (= heat flux x area) en
tering the control volume plus the heat rate generated equals the heat rate coming out, 
we have (Fig. 10.8) 

( 
dq,) ( d

q,) qxdYT+qydxT+Qdxdy'T= qx+-dx dYT+ q,,+--dy dXT ax - ay 

(10.41) 

or, upon canceling terms, 

aq. aqy 
-·+-·-Q~O 
ax ay 

(10A2) 

Substituting for qx = -k aTjax and qy = -k a Tjay into Eq. 10.42, we get the beat
diffusion equation 

~(kdT) + ~(kdT) + Q = 0 
ax ax ay ay 

(10A3) 

We note that this partial differential equation is a special case of the Helmholtz equa

tion given in Eq.lO.l. 

Boundary conditions The governing equation, Eq. 10.43. has to be solved 
together with certain boundary conditions. These boundary conditions are of three types. 
as shown in Fig. 10.9: (1) specified temperature T = To on ST, (2) specified heat flux 
qn = qo on Sq, and (3) convection q" = h(T - L.) on S,. The interior of the body is de
noted by A,and the boundary is denoted as S = (Sr + Sq + S,). FUfther,q" is the heat 
flux normal to the boundary. The sign convention adopted here for specifying q(l is that 
qo > 0 if heat is flowing out of the body, while qo < 0 if heat is flowing into the body. 
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A 

.;::: 
____ --r-'" ,,' 

ttt 
S<:qn=h(T-T,J 

FIGURE 10.9 Boundary conditions for 2-D heat conduction. 

The triangular element The triangular element (Ftg.10.10) will be used to solve 
the heat -conduction problem. Extension to quadrilateral or other isoparameteric ele
ments follows in a similar manner as discussed earlier for stress analysis. 

Consider a constant length of the body perpendicular to the x, y plane. The tem
perature field within an element is given by 

T = NITj + N2T2 + N3T.~ 
or (10.44) 

T = NT' 

whereN = [t", TJ, 1- g -1J]aretheelemenHhapefunctionsandr = [T j , Tl , T,( 
Referring to Chapter 5, we also have 

x = Njxj + N2x2 + N3XJ 

Y = NjYl + N2yz + N1J':l 

• T(x. y) 

{=O~l~ 

Y e= 1 

Lx 
FIGURE 10.10 The linear triangular element for scalar field problems. 

(10,45) 
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Further, the chain rule of differentiation yields 

aT aTax aTay 
~~~~+~-

a~ ax a~ ay a~ 
aT aTax aTay 
~~~-+~-

a'rJ ax d1j ay d1j 
(10.46) 

or 

(10.47) 

In Eg. 10.47, J is the Jacobian matrix given by 

J ~ [xn Yn] 
X23 Y23 

(10.48) 

where Xi} = Xi - X" Yij = Yi - Yi' and IdetJl = 2An where A" is the area of the trian
gle. Equation 10.47 yields 

m ) ~ r'! ~~ ) (10.49.) 

-Yn][1 01 Xl3 0 
-I] 
-I 

T' (10.49b) 

which can be written as 

! ~~) ~ B T' aT r 

ay 

(10.50) 

where 

(10.51.) 

(1O.5Ib) 

Galerkin approach~ Consider the heat-conduction problem 

a (aT) a ( aT) - k~ + - k~ + Q ~ 0 
ax ax By oy 

(10.52) 

'The functional approach would be based on mininuzl[1g 

1r ""~ fJ[k('T)' +k(oT)' -2QT]dA+ r qoTdS+ f_2
1h(T-r,YdS 

T 2J4 (IX ay i,. is, 

• 



• 
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with the boundary conditions 

T=To on Sr (10.53) 

In Galerkin's approach, we seek an approximate solution T such that 

(10.54) 

for every ~(x, y) constructed from the same basis functions as those used for T and sat
isfying cP = 0 on ST_ Noting that 

q,~(k'T) ~ ~(q,k'T) _ k,q,'T 
oX ax oX oX oX ax 

we find that Eq.l0.54 gives 

11{[~(q,k'T) + ~(q,k'T)]_ [k,q,aT + k,q,'T]}dA 
A oX ax ay oy ax ax ay iJy 

+ 11 q,QdA ~O (10.55) 

From the notation q" = -k(aTjax) and q, = -k(aTjay), and the divergence theorem, 
the first term in Eq.l0.55 above is 

11 [:x (q,q,) + :y (q,q,)] dA ~ - /, q,lq,n, + q,n,] dS 
(10.56) 

where nx and ny are the direction cosines of the unit normal n to the boundary and 
qn = q,nx + qyny = q' n is the normal heat flow along the unit outward normal, which 
is specified by boundary conditions. Since S = ST + Sq + S,., cP = 0 on S]" q" = qo on 
Sq, and qn = h(T - Tx) on Sc> Eq.1O.55 reduces to 

- r <l>q,dS- r .ph(T-T.~)dS-l1(k,q,aT +k,q,'T)dA 
is" is, A ax ax ay ay 

+ 1.1 q,Q dA ~ 0 (10.57) 

Now, we introduce the isoparametric relations for the triangular element such as 
T = NT", given in Eqs.l0.47-10.55. Further, we denote the global virtual-temperature 
vector as 'It whose dimension equals number of nodes in the fittite element model. The 
virtual temperature distribution within each element is interpolated as 

q, ~ N", 

Moreover, just as [aTjax arjay]T = Bl'T~, we have 

[a<l> '<I>]T _ 
ax ' ay - BT"-' 

(10.580) 

(1O.58b) 
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71=0 

1)=1 

1~ 2 

~ = 1 ~=O 

FIGURE 10.11 Specified heat flux boundary conduction on edge 2-3 of a triangular element. 

Now, consider the first term in Eq. 10.57: 

r q,q"dS ~ 2: ",Tq"NT dS (10.59) 
JSq e 

If edge 2-3 is on the boundary (Fig. 10.11), we have N = [0, 1'/, 1 - 1'/J dS = C2_3 d1'/, 
and it follows that 

( ,.pqo dS = ~ l\ITQOC2_311 NT dT) 
JSq e 0 

~ 2: ",T" , 
where 

1 1JT 

Next, consider 

If edge 2-3 is the convection edge of the element, then 

1 </>h(T - Tx) dS ~ ~ "'T[ he,., l' NTN d"]T' -

~ 2: ",ThTT' - 2: ",T" 

Substituting for N = [0, 1'/, 1 - 1]J, we get 

hT ~ hf'.T[~ ~ ~] 
6 0 1 2 

1 1 J' 

(10.60.) 

(1O.6Ob) 

(10.61) 

(10.62.) 

(1O.62b) 

(10.63) 

(10.64) 

'i , I r' 

I 
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Next, 

r jk(Oq,oT + oq,oT)dA ~ r jk[oq,O"']!~~)dA JA ax ax ayay iA ax ay aT 
oy 

(10.650) 

~ ~ "'T[ k, 1 BiBTdA ]r (10.65b) 

~ ",TkTT' (10.65c) 

where 
T 

kr = krAeBTBr (10.66) 

Finally, if Q = Qe is constant within the element, 

1 j q,QdA ~ ~",TQ, 1 NdA ~ ~",TrQ 
where 

11]' (10.67) 

Other distributions of Q within the element are considered in the exercises at the end 
of this chapter. Thus, Eq. 10.57 is of the fonn 

(10.68) 

or 

'i"(Roc - R, + RQ) - 'i'T(H, + K,)T ~ 0 (10.69) 

which is to hold for a111'" satisfying..p = 0 at nodes on S1 . We thus obtain 

KETE = RE (10.70) 

where K = LAk r + ht ), R = LAr"<C - rq + rQ)' and superscript E represents ~he 
familiar modifications made to K and R to handle T = To on Sr by the eliminatlon 
approach. Alternatively, the Penalty approach can also be used to handle T = To. 

Example 10.4 

A long bar of rectangular cross section, having thermal conductivity of 1.5 Wjm °C is sub
jected to the boundary conditions shown in Fig. ElO.4a. Two opposite sides are maintained 
at a uniform temperature of 180°C; one side is insulated, and the remaining side is subjected 
to a convection process with T ~ = 25°C and h = 50 W jm2 • 0c. Determine the tempera
ture distribution in the bar. 

Solution A five-node, three-element finite element model of the problem is shown in 
Fig. ElOAb, where symmetry about the horizontal axis is used. Note that the line of sym
mctry is shown as insulated, since no heat can flow across it. 
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T= 180°C 

I 

k = 1.5W/m"C !!! 
h ~50 Wlm'"C 

T" = 25"C 
T 
O.6m 

-
~04m~ 

T = 180"C 

(.) 

y 

J T= 180°C 

4 

(I) ~ (I) 3 III 03m 

CD h, T~ 1 
'X 

1 2 

q=O 
04m---1 

(b) 

FIGURE El0.4 

The element matrices are developed as follows. The element connectivity is defined 
as in the following table: 

We have 

Element 2 3 <-local 

1 
2 
3 

1 
5 
5 

2 
1 
4 

3 1 
3 global 
3 j 

B __ l_[Y2-1 Y.11 Yl'] 
T - det J X32 X13 X:l 

• 



~ 
I 

I [ 
I !I 
, I' 

I ' 

i 

-
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For each element, 

(1) 1 [-0.15 
Dr = 0.06 0 

0.15 ~.4] -0.4 

(2) 1 [-0.15 -0.15 ~.3J Dr = 0.12 0.4 -0.4 

(3) _ 2[0.15 -0.15 

~.41 B]" - 0.06 0 -0.4 

Then, kr = kAeB~BT yields 

ktl) = (1.5)(O.03)BV)'BV) , 2 3 

~ [ 0.28125 -0.28125 

-~O ] -0.28125 2.28125 
0 -2.0 2.0 

5 , 3 

1'1 _ [ 1.14 -0.86 -0.28125] 
kT - -0.86 1.14 -0.28125 

-0.28125 -0.28125 0.5625 
5 4 3 

k''I ~ [ 0.28125 -0.28125 

-~o ] T -0.28125 2.28125 
0 -2.0 2.0 

Now the matrices hT for elements with convection edges are developed. Since both ele
ments 1 and 3 have edges 2-3 (in local node numbers) as convection edges, the formula 

h,~h"'[~ 0 

n 2 
6 0 1 

can be used, resulting in , 2 3 5 4 3 

h~' ~ [~ 0 

~.25] h\"~[~ 0 

~.25] 2.5 2.5 
1.25 2.5 1.25 2.5 

The matrixK = ~(kl + h r ) is now assembled. The elimination approach for handling the 
boundary conditions T = 1800 e at nodes 4 and 5 results in striking out these rows and 
columns. However, these fourth and fifth rows are used subsequently for modifying the R 
vector. The result is 

, 2 

K ~ [ 1.42125 -0.28125 
-0.28125 4.78125 
-0.28125 -0.75 

3 

-0.28125] 
-0.75 

9.5625 

Now the heat-rate vector R is assembled from element convection contributions. The formula 
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= hTJ2_3 [0 1 lJ 
" 2 

results in 
1 2 3 

,~I ~ (50)(27(0.15) [0 1 '1 
ond 

(50)(25)(0.15) ( 
4 3 

r~) = 2 0 1 1 I 
Thus, 

1 2 3 
R ~ 93.75[0 1 2]' 

In the elimination approach, R gets modified according to Eq. 3.70. Solution of KT = R 
then yields 

[T" T2 , T1J = [124.5, 34.0, 45.4JoC 

Note: A large temperature gradient exists along the line connecting nodes 2 and 4. 
This is because node 4 is maintained at 180°(:' while node 2 has a temperature close to the 
ambient temperature of T~ = 25°C because of the relatively large value of h. This fact im
plies that our finite element model should capture this large temperature gradient by hav
ing sufficient number of nodes along line 2-4. In fact, a model with only two nodes (as 
opposed to three as used here) will lead to an incorrect solution for the temperatures. Also, 
with the three-element model considered here. heat-flow values (see computer output) are 
not accurate. A more detailed model is necessary. • 

It is also noted that a thermal-stress analysis can now be perfonned once the tem
perature distribution is known, as discussed in Chapter 5. 

Two-Dimensional Fins 

In Fig. 10.12a, a thin plate is receiving heat from a pipe and then dissipating it to the 
surrounding media (air) by convection. We may assume that the temperature gradients 
are negligible in the z direction. Thus, the problem is two-dimensional. Our interest is 
to detcrmine the temperature distribution T(x, y) in the plate. The plate is the fin here. 
Considering a differential area dA, the convection heat loss from both lateral surfaces 
of the fin is 2h(T - T"",) dA. Treating this heat loss as a negative heat source per unit vol
ume, Q =: -2h(T - TYo)/t. where t =: thickness of the plate. Equation 10.43 yields the 
differential equation for two-dimensional fins. namely. 

'--(kaT) + '--(kaT) _ C(T - T~) + Q ~ 0 
ax ax Ely Ely 

(10.71) 

where C = -2h/t. Another example of a two-dimensional fin may be found in elec
tronic packaging. The thin plate shown in Fig. lOJ2b is subjected to a heat source from 
the surface underneath gcnerated from electronic chips or other circuitry. Pin fins are 
attached to the top surface to dissipate the heat. As shown in the figure, the plate may 
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y 

-
x • 

T(r,y) 

(,j 

pin fin 

(bj 

t23 

tzI 

Convection 

..... Hot 
gas, Tg 

y 

hpin hn 

t23 ,-- -
, ' 
, ' --, 
tzI tzI 

Heat source 

FIGURE 10.12 Two-dimensional fins. 

x 

hplate 

be considered as a two-dimensional fin with higher convective heat-transfer coefficients 
where the pin fins are attached. In fact, these coefficients may be related to the fin size 
and material. Maximum temperature at the surface of the chip will be of importance in 
this analysis. The conductivity matrix k in Eq.1O.66 and the right-hand-side heat-rate vec
tor TQ in Eq.1O.67 get augmented by the matrices 

+ ~;[: ~ nand +CToo ~'m (10,72) 

respectively. 

Preprocessing for Program Heat2D 

The input data file for program HEAT2D can be created, in most part, using the MESH
GEN program. Mesh generation is as usual. Treat specified temperatures as "constrained 
degrees of freedom," nodal heat sources as "loads," element heat sources as "element 
characteristics" (enter zero if there are none), and thermal conductivity as "material 
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property." The only thing that remains is the heat flux and convection boundary condi
tions along the edges; for this, simply edit the data file that you have created and enter 
this information as per the format of Example 10.4 that has been provided at the end 
of this chapter. Note that in heat conduction each node has only one degree of freedom. 

10.3 TORSION 

Consider a prismatic rod of arbitrary cross-sectional shape, which is subjected to a twist
ing moment M as shown in Fig.lO.13. The problem is to determine shearing stresses T.tZ 

and T y<: (Fig. 10.14) and the angle of twist per unit length, a. It can be shown that the so
lution of such problems, with simply connected cross sections, reduces to solving the 
two-dimensional equation 

inA 

onS 

(10.73) 

(10.74) 

where A is interior and S is the boundary of the cross section. Again, we note that 
Eq.l0.73 is a special case of Helmholtz's equations given in Eq. 10.1. In Eq. 10.74, 9 is 
called the stress function, since once 9 is known, then shearing stresses are obtained as 

with a determined from 

oe 
Txz = Ga~ 

oy 
ae 

T. = -Ga
y- ax 

M = 2Ga 1 f edA 

(10.75) 

(10.76) 

where G is the shear modulus of the material. The finite element method for solving 
Eqs.l0.73 and 10.74 will now be given. 

r x 

FIGURE 10.13 A rod of arbitrary cross sectlon subjected 10 a torque. 
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y 

x 

A 

5 

FIGURE 10.14 Shearing stresses in torsion. 

Triangular Element 

The stress function (J within a triangular element is interpolated as 

() = Nee (10.77) 

whereN = [g, 1'/, 1 - g -1J]aretheusua!shapefunctions,andW = [01, Oz, fhY 
are the nodal values of e. Furthermore, we have the isoparametric relations (Chapter 5) 

x = NIx, + N2X2 + N3X3 

Y = NtYI + N2Y2 + N.'Y3 

jH) ~ [E Hlj:~) 
01/ 01'/ aT} ay 

(10.78) 

or 

[%J :~r=J[:: !;r 
where the Jacobian matrix is given by 

J = [:~: ~~:] (10.79) 

with XII = X, - xJ ' YII = y, - Yj , and Idet II = 2A, .. The preceding equations yield 

[ao OOJ' ~ Be" (]O.80a) 
ax oy 
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or 

(lO.80b) 

where 

B_1 [Y23 Y31 Y12] 
detJ xn X13 X21 

(10.81) 

The fact that identical relations also apply to the heat-conduction problem in the previ
ous section show the similarity of treating all field problems by the finite element method. 

Galerkin Approacht 

The problem in Eqs. 10.73-10.74 will now be solved using GaJerkin's approach. The 
problem is to find the approximate solution 8 such that 

1 J (a'e a'e ) q,-,+ -2+2 dA=O 
A ax By 

(10.82) 

for every ¢(x,y) constructed from the same basis as 8 and satisfying <p = 0 on S. Since 

q, a'e _ "--(q, ae) _ aq, ae 
ax2 ~ ax ax ax ax 

we have 

1 J [
"--(q, ae) + "--(q, ae)] dA -1 J (aq, ae + aq, ae) dA 

A ax ax By oy A ax ax iiy ay 

+ 1J2q,dA~0 (10.83) 

Using the divergence theorem, the first term in the previous expression reduces to 

(10.84) 

where the right side is equated to zero owing to the boundary condition q, = 0 on S. 

Equation 10.83 becomes 

1 J [,q, ae a", '0] 1 J _~ + _~ dA - 2",dA ~ 0 
A ax ax ayay A 

(10.85) 

Now, we introduce the isoparametric relations 8 = N6". etc., as given in Eqs. 10.77~IO.81. 
Further, we denote the global virtual-stress function vector as 'Ii' whose dimension equals 
number of nodes in the finite element model. The virtual-stress function within each 

element is interpolated as 
(10.86) 

'The functional approach would bc based on minimizing 

"~Ga' 1 I {He:)' + (::)']-29}dA 
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Moreover, we have 

[
• <I> Q <I>]T ~ B+ 
iJx oy 

Substituting these into Eq.1O.85 and noting that 

(
'<1> .0 + .q, '0) ~ (,q, 
ax ax ayay ax '<I»{ ::} 'y '0 

'y 
we get 

, • 
where 

I, 1]' 

Equation 10.88 can be written as 

",T(Ke - F) ~ 0 

(10.87) 

(10.88) 

(10.89) 

(10.90) 

(10.91) 

which should hold for all 'Y satisfying '1'1 :=: 0 at nodes i on the bOWldary. We thus have 

Ke ~ F (10.92) 

where rows and columns ofK and F that correspond to bOlUldary nodes have been deleted. 

Example 10.5 

Consider the shaft with a rectangular cross section shown in Fig. ElO.5a. Determine, in 
terms of M and G, the angle of twist per unit length. 

y 
y 

x 

x 

(,) (h) 

FIGURE El0.5 
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Solution A finite element model of a quadrant of this cross section is shown in FIg. ElO.5b. 
We define the element connectivity as in the foUowing table: 

Using the relations 

ODd 

we get 

Similarly, 

Element 1 

1 1 
2 3 
3 4 
4 5 

2 

3 
4 
5 
1 

3 

2 
2 
2 
2 

B - ~l_[Y23 Y31 Y12] 
detl X32 X13 X2J 

1 2 

(J) = !.[1.042 0.292 
k 2 1.042 

Symmetric 

3 4 2 
>1" ~ ~ [1.042 -0.292 -075] 

1.042 -0.75 

Symmetric 1.5 
4 5 2 

k'" ~ ~['.042 0.292 -1.333 J 
1.042 -1.333 

Synunetric 2.667 

5 1 2 
.'" ~ ~[1.042 -0.292 -075J 

1.042 -0.75 

Symmetric 1.5 

3 

-1.333] 
-1.333 

2.667 

Similarly, the element load vectorf = (2A,/3)!I, 1, I.V for each element is 

i ::0 1. 2. 3, 4 

We can now assemble K and F. Since the boundary conditions are 

9 1 = 9~ = 8. ::0 0 

, . 
, 

,;' 
, 

,I 
: I , I 

I 
I 
i 
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we are interested only in degrees of freedom 1 and 2. Thus, the finite element equations are 

![ 2.084 -2.083]{6,}" {4} 
2 -2.083 8.334 8 2 8 

The solution is 

[6" 6,j" [7.676, 3.8381 

Consider the equation 

M == 2Ga if 8dA 

UsingfJ = NOe,andnotingthat!.NdA = (Ae/3)[1, 1, Ij,weget 

M = 2Ga[ ~ ~e(~ + ~ + on] x 4 

This multiplication by 4 is because the finite element model represents only one-quarter of 
the rectangular cross section. Thus, we get the angle of twist per unit length to be 

M 
«=0004-. G 

For given values of M and G, we can thus determine the value of a. Further, the shearing 
stresses in each element can be calculated from Eq. 10.80b. • 

10.4 POTENTIAL FLOW. SEEPAGE, ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS, 
AND FLUID FLOW IN DUCTS 

We have discussed steady-state heat conduction and torsion problems in some detail. 
Other examples of field problems occurring in engineering are briefly discussed subse
quently. Their solution follows the same procedure as for heat conduction and torsion 
problems, since the governing equations are special cases of the general Helmholtz equa
tion, as discussed in the introduction to this chapter. In fact, the computer program 
HEAT2D can be used to solve the problems given in this section. 

Potential Flow 

Consider steady-state irrotational flow of an incompressible. nonviscous fluid around a 
cylinder, as shown in Fig. 1O.15a. The velocity of the incoming flow is uo. We want to 
determine the flow velocities near the cylinder. The solution of this problem is given by 

a2 tfr aZIj! 
-+-"0 ax2 ai 

(10.93) 

where rJ; is a stream function (m3js) per meter in the z direction. The value of rJ; is con
stant along a stream line. A stream line is a line that is tangent to the velocity vector. By 
definition, there is no flow crossing a stream line. The flow between two adjacent stream 
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FIGURE 10.15 (a) Flow of an ideal fluid around a cylinder, and (b) boundary conditions for 

the finite element model. 

lines can be thought of as the flow through a tube. Once the stream function.p = 0/( x, y) 
is known, the velocity components u and v along x and y, respectively, are obtained as 

-a~ 
v~-

ax 
(10.94) 

Thus, the stream function .p is analogous to the stress function in the torsion problem. 
Further, the rate of flow Q through a region bounded by two stream lines A and B is 

(10.95) 

To illustrate the boundary conditions and use of symmetry, we consider one quadrant 
of Fig. 1O.15a as shown in Fig. lO.l5b. First, note that velocities depend only on deriva
tives of rJ;. ThUs, we may choose the reference or base value of 1/1: in Fig. 10.15b, we have 
chosen rJ; = 0 at all nodes on the x-axis. Then, along they y-axis, we have U = Ilo or 
arJ;/ay = uo. This is integrated to give the boundary condition 1/1 = uoy· That is, for each 
node i along the y-axis, we have 1/1 = uoy,. Along all nodes on y = H, we therefore have 
'" = uoH. On the cylinder we now know that the velocity of the flow into the cylinder 
is zero. That is,iJrJ;/iJs = 0 (Fig. lO.lSb). Integrating this with the fact that", = 0 at the 
bottom of the cylinder results in 1/1 = 0 at all nodes along the cylinder. Thus, the fixed 

boundary is a stream line. as is to be expected. 
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Seepage 
Flow of water that occurs in land drainage or seepage under dams can, under certain con
ditions., be described by Laplace's equation 

~(k '''') + ~(k '''') ~ 0 (10.96) ax x ax oy y oy 

where 1J = q,(x, y) is the hydraulic potential (or hydraulic head) and k, and ky are the 
hydraulic conductivity in the x and y directions, respectively. The fluid velocity compo
nents are obtained from Darcy's law as ".., = -kAa<Pjax),vy = -kAoq,/ay). Equa
tion 10.96 is similar to the heat conduction equation. Lines of q, = constant are called 
equipotential surfaces, across which flow occurs. Equation 10.96 can include a source 
or sink Q (see Table 10.1), representing discharge per unit volume, to solve problems 
where pumps are removing water from an aquifer. 

The appropriate boundary conditions associated with Eq. 10.96 are illustrated in 
the problem of water seepage through an earth dam (Fig. 10.16). The region to be mod~ 
eled is shown shaded in the figure. Along the left and right surfaces, we have the bound

ary condition 

cP = constant (10.97) 

The impermeable bottom surface corresponds to the natural boundary condition, 
vcP/iJn = 0, where n is the normal, and does not affect the element matrices; the values 
of <p there are unknowns. The top of the region is a line of seepage (free surface) where 
BcP/Bn = 0 and <p has its value equal to the y-coordinate: 

(10.98a) 

This boundary condition requires iterative solution of the finite element analysis since 
the location of the boundary is unknown. We first assume a location for the line of seep
age and impose the boundary condition ¢ = y, at nodes i on the surface. Then, we solve 
for cP = ~ and check the error (~, - y,). Based on this error, we update the locations of 
the nodes and obtain a new line of seepage. This process is repeated until the error is 

Impermeable 

FIGURE 10.16 Seepage through an earth dam. 
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sufficiently smalL Finally, portion CD in Fig. 10.16 is a surface of seepage. If no evapo
ration is taking place in this surface, then we have the boundary condition 

(1O.98b) 

where y is the coordinate of the surface. 

Electrical and Magnetic Field Problems 

In the area of electrical engineering, there are several interesting problems involving 
scalar and vector fields in two and three dimensions. We consider here some of the typ
ical two-dimensional scalar field problems. In an isotropic dielectric medium with a per
mittivity of t: CF/m) and a volume charge density p (Cjm3

), the electric potential u (V) 
must satisfy (Fig. 10.17) 

(10.99) 

where 

u = a on 51 u=b on S2 

Unit thickness may be assumed without loss of generality. 
Finite element formulation may proceed from the minimization of the stored 

field energy 

In GaJerkin's formulation, we seek the approximate solution u such that 

y 

' -- + -- dxdy - P4>dA ~ 0 1 J (au aq, au aq,) 1 
II (Ix ax ay ay A 

p 

U"'U 

o 
D 

u=b 

Dielectric medium 

£. = permittivity 

p'" charge density 

L-~x ~'" 
FIGURE 10.17 Electric potential problem. 

(10.100) 

(10.101) 
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au = 0 
an 

y 

I u = b 

u=a 

au = 0 
an 

FIGURE 10.18 Rectangular coaxia! cab!e. 

for every ¢ constructed from the basis functions of u, satisfying ¢ "'" 0 on SI and S2' In 
Eg.1O.101, integration by parts has been carried out. 

Permittivity E for various materials is defined in terms of relative permittivity ER 

and permittivity of free space EO( =8.854 X 1O-12F 1m) as E = EREO' Relative permittiv
ity of rubber is in the range of 2.5-3. The coaxial cable problem is a typical example of 
Eg. 10.99 with p "'" O. Figure 10.18 shows the section of a coaxial cable of rectangular 
cross section. By symmetry, only a quarter of the section need be considered. On the sep
arated boundary, aulan = 0 is a natural boundary condition, which is satisfied auto
matically in the potential and Galerkin formulations. Another example is the 
determination of the electrical field distribution between two parallel plates (FIg. 10.19). 
Here, the field extends to infinity. Since the field drops as we move away from the plates, 
an arbitrary large domain D is defined, encloSing the plates symmetrically. The dimen
sions of this enclosure may be 5-10 times the plate dimensions. However, we may use 
larger elements away from the plates. On the boundary S, we may typically set u = o. 

If u is the magnetic field potential, and JJ. is the permeability (Him), the field 
equation is 

,,(a2u + a2u) : 0 
ax2 ay2 (10.102) 

where u is the scalar magnetic potential (A). Permeability IL is defined in terms relative 
permeability ILR and permeability of free space J.I1J( -417" x 1O-7H/m) as JJ. = ILRJ.LO' ILR 

'<> 

u=a 

, b 

Arbitrary boundary 
surface u = 0 

D 

FIGURE 10.19 Paralle! strips separated by die!ectric medium. 
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Conductor 

Stator 
(iron) 

Rotor 
(iron) 

FIGURE 10.20 Model of a simple electric motor. 

u=c 

for pure iron is about 4000, and for aluminum or copper it is about 1. Consider a typi
cal application in an electric motor with no current flowing through the conductor, as 
shown in Fig. 10.20. We have u = a and u = b on the iron surface; u = c is used on an 
arbitrarily defined boundary. (u = o may be used if the boundary is set at a large distance 
relative to the gap.) 

The ideas may be easily extended to axisymmetric coaxial cable problems. Prob
lems in three dimensions can be considered using the steps developed in Chapter 9. 

Fluid Flow in Ducts 

The pressure drop occurring in the flow of a fluid in long, straight, uniform pipes and 
ducts is given by the equation 

L 
t>p ~ ZIp";" D" (10.103) 

where lis the Fanning friction factor, p is the density, 11m is the mean velocity of fluid, L 
is the length of duct, and Dt. = (4 X area)/perimeter is the hydraulic diameter. The fi
nite element method for determining the Fanning friction factor f for fully developed 
laminar flow in ducts of general cross-sectional shape will now be discussed. 

Let fluid flow be in the z direction, with x, y being the plane of the cross section. 
A force balance (Fig. 10.21) yields 

(10.104.) 

I I 

Flow --+- I I _Z 
~~~'~-i'~-

h;1 
P == Perimeter 

FIGURE 10.21 Force balance for Iluid flow in a duct. 
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or 

dp 4'r w (1O.104b) 
dz V. 

where l' w is the shear stress at the wall. The friction factor is defined as the ratio 
f = 1'",/(p,,;";2). The Reynolds number is defined as Re = "mDJ", where" = JL/p is 
the kinematic viscosity, with JL representing absolute viscosity. Thus, from previous equa-
tions, we get 

dp 2".vrnf R, 

dz D~ 
(10.105) 

The momentum equation is given by 

".(a2
w + a2w) _ dp = 0 

ax2 ay2 dz 
(10.106) 

where w = w( x, y) is the velocity of the fluid in the z direction. We introduce the nondi
mensional quantities 

x 
x~

V. 
(10.107) 

Equations 10.105-10.107 result in 

a2w a2w 
- +--+1=0 ax2 ay2 (10.108) 

Since the velocity of the fluid in contact with the wall of the duct is zero, we have w = 0 
on the boundary, and hence, 

W = 0 on boundary (10.109) 

The solution of Eqs. 10.108 and 10.109 by the finite element method follows the same 
steps as for the heat conduction or torsion problems. Once W is known, then its aver
age value may be determined from 

f, WdA 
Wm ~ fA dA (10.110) 

The integral 11 W dA may be readily evaluated using the element-shape functions. For 
example, with CST elements, we get fA W dA = Le[A .. (WI + W2 + 'W3)j3J. Once Wm is 
obtained, Eq.l0.107 is used to get 

W = W", = 
m 2v".rR~ 2"mfR,. 

(10.111) 

which yields 

f ~ -,I/-"C( 2c-W",,-m) 

R, 
(IO.Jll) 

• 
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Our aim is to determine the constant 1/ (2Wm ), which depends only on the cross-sectional 
shape. In preparing input data to solve Eqs.l0.108-10.109, we should remember that 
the nodal coordinates are in nondimensional form, as given in Eq.10.107. 

Acoustics 

A very interesting physical phenomenon that can be modeled w;ing Helmholtz's equation 
in Eq. 10.1 occurs in acoustics. Consider the wave equation in linear acoustics, given by 

1 a' P 
V'p---~O 

c2 (Jt2 
(10.113) 

where p is a scalar quantity, a function of position and time, representing the change in 
pressure from some ambient value, and c = speed of the sound wave in the media. In 
many situations. the acoustical disturbance and hence the response is sinusoidal (har
monic) in time. That is, we may represent pas 

p(X,t) ~ P.mp(x)cos(wt - </» (10.114) 

where Pomp is the amplitude or peak pressure, w is the angular frequency in radians/s, 
and ¢ is the phase. Substituting Eq. 10.114 into Eq.l0.113, we obtain the Helmholtz 

equation 

in V (10.115) 

where k = w/c is called the wave Dumber, and V represents the acoustic space. Upon 
solving Eq.l0.115 for the pressure amplitude, we may obtain the pressure function from 

Eq.10.1I4. 
Use of complex arithmetic greatly simplifies the handling of amplitude and phase 

in acoustics. Note the following complex arithmetic concepts: First, a complex number 
is represented as a + ib, where a is the real part and b is the imaginary part, with 
i = v=I being the imaginary unit. Second, e-1oi> = cos ¢ - i sin ¢. We may now write p 

in Eq. (10.114) as 

p = Re{p.mpe-'{WI-<I>l} = Re{Pampei<l>e-iWl} = R~{pe-'WI} (10.116) 

where Re denotes the real part of the complex number. In Eq. 10.116. P = 

Pamp( cos cP + i sin cP). For example, assume that 

p=3-4i 

Then we have Pamr = V(32 + 42) = 5andtb = tao-1(-4/3) = -53.10 = -O.927rad, 

resulting in the pressure P = 5 cos(wt + 0.927). 
If we substitute for p = Re{pe-'WI} into the wave equation, we see that the com-

plex pressure term p also satisfies Helmholtz equation 

V2p + k2p = 0 in V (10.117) 
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Boundary Conditions 

A vibrating or stationary surface S adjacent to the fluid imposes boundary conditions, 
which must be accounted for while solving Eq.l0.117. Common types of boundary con
ditions are as follows: 

(i) Specified pressure: P = Po on SI' For example, p = 0 is a pressure release condition 
that occurs when a sound wave encounters the atmosphere (ambient surrounding). 

(ii) Specified normal velocity: v" = v ,,0 on S2, where JI" = ,,- D. This states that the 
normal component of the wave velocity at the solid (impenetrable) surface must 
be the same as that of the surface itself. Noting that velocity at a point may be 
specified as a complex quantity, just as in Eq. 10.116, with v = ReU'e-

iwl
}, the 

boundary condition can be written as V" = v"o on S2' Equivalently, this condition 
can be written as 

1. , 
~k Vp-n = v"o 
, pc 

If the surface is stationary, then the condition takes the fonn 

Bp ~ 
-=Vp-n=O an 

(10.1180) 

(10.118b) 

(iii) There is also the "mixed" boundary condition involving both p and B P , which an 
occurs when the surface is porous. The impedance Z is specified, where 
p = Z(w)v,,, where vn is the inward normal velocity. 

Finally, acoustics in an open region (with no enclosed surface) requires the pressure 
field to satisfy the Sommerfeld conditions at a distance far from the sound source. How
ever, boundary-element methods are more popular in such situations. Later, we focus on 
interior acoustic cavities (closed regions) with impenetrable surfaces. Thus, we consider 
only solution of Eq. 10.117 with the boundary conditions in (i) and (ii). 

One-Dimensional Acoustics 

In one dimension, Eq. 10.117 reduces to 

d" 
~+k2p=0 
dx' 

(10.119) 

Assume that the problem is a duct or tube, with a piston vibrating the air at the left end 
(at x = 0) and a rigid wall at the right end at x = L. Thus, the boundary conditions are 

dp i - dPi . - - 0 and - ::=: lkpcvo 
dx r.'. dx X~O 

(10.120) 

Galcrkin's approach requires the equation 

[' [d" 1 Jo 4> ;Z + k2jJ dx = 0 

to be satisfied for .every choice of an arbitrary pressure field cP(x). If the pressure jJ was 
specified at a pomt, then 4> must equal zero at that point. Here, however, pressure 

d 
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boundary conditions are absent. Now, following the Galerkin procedure, identical to 
1-D heat transfer in thin fins (see Eq.l0.33 and Eq.l0.121), we obtain 

dp dp lL dp d</> l' </>(L) dx (L) - </>(0) dx (0) - 0 dx dx dx + k' 0 </>pdx = 0 (10.121) 

Using two-node elements with the usual linear shape functions, we have 

~ , , dp , d</> 
0/ = NoJ>, P = Np, dx = Bp, dx = BoJ> 

where l\I = [0/1, o/zV is the arbitrary pressure field at the ends of an element and, as 

before, N = [N1,N2 ], B = 1 [-I,l],p = [Pt,PzY = nodal pressure vector. 
X2 - Xl 

Using these, we get 

1 dp d</> d 'T l' 'T -- X = P koJ>, </>pdx = p moJ> 
t dx dx t , , 

where k and m are the acoustic stiffness and mass matrices, respectively. given by 

k=:.[!1 ~IJ m=~[~~J (10,122) 

The integral over the entire length of the tube leads to the usual assembly of element 
matrices as 

(10.123) 

where P and lP' are global nodal vectors of dimension (N XI), with N = number of 
nodes in the model. Referring to Eq. 10.121, and using Eq. 10.120, we have 

r r ~(L) d: (L) - ~(O) :: (0) = -</>(O)ikpcvo 

Denoting F == -ikpcvo[l, 0,0, 0, ... ,OJT and noting that cP(O) ... '1'1' we can write 
-¢(O)ikpcvo = 'l'TF. Substituting this and Eq.l0.120 into Eq. 10.121, and noting that 

'I' is arbitrary, we get 
KP - k'MP = F (10,124) 

Equation 10.124 may be solved as P = [K - k2Mr1F. However. detennining~modes of 

the system (as explained subsequently) and then using these to solve for P is more 

efficient and gives better physical understanding. 

1-D Axial Vibrations 
As is well known in dynamic systems, if the forcing function F coincides with the natural 
frequency of the system, resonance occurs. In t~e present c,ontext o~ acoustics in a tube, 
if the piston vibrates the air in the tube at certam fr~quencle~ th~ aIr reflected from t1~e 
fixed end will arrive at the piston face just as the pIston begms Its next stroke. That IS, 
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successive echoes reinforce the pressure on the piston face. The shape of these waves are 
called eigenvectors or mode shapes, and the corresponding values k~ = w;'; c2 are eigen
values; w,,/27r is the nih resonance frequency in cycles per second (cps or Hz). Determi
nation of the mode shapes and frequencies is of interest in itself and also useful to 
efficiently solve Eq. 10.121 using the "method of modal superposition," especially for 
large finite element models. The eigenvalue problem is obtained by setting F = 0, which 
in effect is a tube with both ends rigid. The resulting free-vibration problem is similar to 
perturbing a spring-mass system and observing its natural vibrations. We obtain the 
eigenvalue problem 

KP" ~ k;MP" (10.125) 

In Eq. 10.122, An = k~ is the nth eigenvalue. The solution P = 0 is called the "trivial" 
solution and is of no interest. Our interest is in nonzero pressures that satisfy Eq.l0.125, 
which imply that det l K - k~M J = O. Techniques for solving eigenvalue problems are 
given in Chapter 11. Here, in Example 10.6, we simply use the Jacobi solver from that 
chapter and present the solution. 

Example 10.6 

Consider a tube with both ends rigid, of length 6 m as shown in Fig. ElO.6a. fluid in the tube 
is air, thus c = 343 m/s. Determine the mode shapes and natural frequencies and compare 
them with analytical solution. 

1 2 7 

FIGURE E10.6A 

Adopting a six-element model, we have 

1 -1 2 1 
-1 2 -1 1 4 1 

-1 2 -1 1 4 1 
K~ -1 2 -1 M=.!:. 1 4 1 

-1 2 -1 
. 6 

4 1 
-1 2 -1 4 1 

-1 1 1 2 

The banded versions of these matrices are 

1 -1 2 1 
2 -1 4 
2 -1 4 1 

Kbami<li = 2 -1 1 
, Mbanded = "6 4 1 

2 -1 4 1 
2 -1 4 1 
1 0 2 0 
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The following input data file was created for use with Program Jacobi: 

Banded Stiffness and Mass for 1-0 Acoust;c Vibrations 
Num. of OOF Bandwidth 

7 2 
Banded Stiffness Matrix 

1 -1 
2 -1 
2 -1 
2 -1 
2 -1 
2 -1 
1 0 

Banded Mass Matrix 
.333333 .166667 
.666667 .166667 
.666667 
.666667 
.666667 
.666667 
.333333 

.166667 

.166667 

.166667 

.166667 

.166667 

347 

Solution The solution for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are plotted in Fig. EIO.6b. 

Note that frequency in cps is obtained from the eigenvalue as f, cps = :~ 2-:).~ . 
1·0 Acoustic Modes 

8.00E-Ol 
,~ , , . , 

----. -./. \. "", i -- ~ I 

! -,I \ 
, . I 

.~, \ , 
I 

I .' , \. " 
_f_O 

I " \ --.--f~2K9 , 

6.()()E-OJ 

4.00E-Ol 

2.00E-Ol 

/'i 2 3,\" 4 '.) , -·-f=:;\l.~ 

--- f" 133.7 

T/ \ 
, 
.. !' 

I \ " 

t/ , r .... " 
I ..... _ ... 

'-' 

O.<~)E+OU 

-2.1)()E-Ol 

-4.00E-Ol 

-n.OUE-OI 

-R.(XJE-Ol 

FIGURE E 1 0.68 

We note that the first few frequencies match the theoretical values. f" = mc l2L. 
m = L 2... quite wei\. Higher order elements that better maintain the houndary condition~ 
are indicated for accurate prediction of higher frequencies. Comparison hetYoeen finite d
ement solution and theory for the \-·arious natural frcqucncie" in cps is tabulated as follows: 

Finite Element 
Theory 

28.9 
28.6 

59./l 
-'7.2 

94.6 
!l5.8 

133.7 
114.3 • 
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Two-Dimensional Acoustics 

The two·dimensional problem considered here is 
,,2~ (p~ 

v P P k" O. -+-+ p= In A ax2 ay2 
together with the boundary conditions 

and 

1. , 
~.-Vp-n=vnO on S2 
tkpc 

Galerkin's variational principle requires that the equation 

r ",(alp + a'p + kl')dA ~ 0 
JA ax2 a/ P 

(10.126) 

(10.127) 

(10.128) 

must be satisfied for every q" q, = 0 on SI' Following the procedure used in the heat 
conduction problem earlier, with three·node triangles, the student should be able to 
arrive at the equations 

[K ~ klMjP ~ F 

where K and M are assembled from element matrices 

k = AfBTB, 

where 

B = 2~.[~: m~Af Y31 y" J. 
x" x" 12 1 

F~ -ikpc 1 vnoN dS 

" 

(10.129) 

1 

n 2 

1 

(10.130) 

Computation of F is similar to the computation of force vector from surface tractions 
in Chapter 5. As in the one·dimensional case, acoustic modes can be obtained by setting 
F = 0 and solving the resulting eigenvalue problem. 

10.5 CONCLUSION 

We have seen that all the field equations stem from the Helmholtz equations. Our pre
sentation stressed the physical problems rather than considering one general equation 
with different variables and constants. This approach should help us identify the proper 
boundary conditions for modeling a variety of problems in engineering. 



Input Data File 

HEAT1D DATA FILE 
EX10HPLE 10.1 
NE 

3 
ELEMt 

1 
2 

tBOUNDARY CONDITIONS (B.C.'S) 
2 

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
20. 
30. 

3 50. 
NODE COORDINATE 

1 0 
2 .3 
3 .45 
• .6 

Section 10.5 

'NODAL HEAT SOURCES 
o 

Conclusion 

NODE BC-TYPE followed by TOlif TEMP) or qO(if HFLUX) or Hand Tint(if CONV) 
1 CONV 

25 800 
4 TEMP 
20 
NODE HEAT SOURCE 

Proqr
Ou_t 
EXAMPLE 
NODE. 

8eat1D - ClQNDRUPA'l'LA " BELEQUNDU 

1 
2 
3 
4 

10.1 
TEMPERATURE 

3.0476E+02 
1.1905£+02 
5.7145E+Ol 
2.0002E+01 

'lWO-DIMENSIONAL H:&AT ANALYSIS 
EXAMPLE 10.4 
NN NE NM NDIM NEN NON 

5 3 1 2 3 1 
NO NL NMPC 

2 0 0 
Nodell 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

x 
0 
.4 

•• 
.4 
0 

y 

0 
0 

.15 

.3 

.3 
Elemll 

1 
N1 

1 
N2 

2 
N3 

3 
MATi 

1 
Elem_Heat_Source 

o 
2 
3 

DOFt 
4 
5 

DOFI 

1 3 5 

• 3 5 
Displacement 

180. 
180. 

1 0 
1 0 
(SPECIFIED 

Load (NODAL HEAT SOURCE) 
MAT. ThermalConductivity 

TEMPERATURE ) 

N~. of e~;!s with Specified Heat flux FOLLOWED BY two edges , gO (positive if 

out) 
o 

3.9 
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cont:inued 
No.of Edges with convection FOLLOWED BYedge(Z nodes) , h , Tint 

2 
2 3 50 25 
3 • 50 25 

Program. a..t2D - CJUUmlWl'A~ " BBLEGONDtJ 
output 
EXAMrLE 10.4 
NODE# 

1 
2 
3 

• 
5 

=""=='" 
ELEM# 

1 
2 
3 

Temperature 
1.2450E+02 
3.4045E+01 
4.5351E+01 
1.8000E+02 
1.8000E+02 

Conduction Heat Flow per Unit Area in Each Element "'=-"'=-
Qx'" -K*DT/Dx Qy= -K*DT/Dy 

3.3919E+02 -1.1306E+02 
4.0086E+02 -2.7752E+02 
5.0925£-04 -1.3465E+03 

PROBLEMS 

10.1. Consider a brick wall (Fig. PlO.1) of thickness L = 30 em, k "" 0.7 W/m' °C. The inner 
surface is at 28°C and the outer surface is exposed to cold air at -lSQ C. The heat-transfer 
coefficient associated with the outside surface is h = 40 W 1m2. 0c. Determine the steady
state temperature distribution within the wall and also the heat flux through the wall. Use 
a two-element model. and obtain the solution by hand calculations. Assume one
dimensional flow. Then prepare input data and run program HEATID. 

28'C 

FIGURE P10.1 

10.2. Heat is entering into a large plate at the rate of q,) = -300 W/m2 as in Fig. PlO.2.The plate 
is 25 mm thick. The outside surface of the plate is maintained at a temperature of lO"e 
Using two finite elements. solve for the vector of nodal temperatures T. Thermal conduc
tivity k = 1.0 W!m' 0C. 

10.3. Refer to Fig. PlO.3. The outside of a heating tape is insulated, while the inside is attached 
to one face of a 2-cm-thick stainless steel plate (k = 16.6 W /mDC). The other face of the 
plate is exposed to the surroundings, which are at a temperature of 20°C. Heat is supplie.d 
at a rate of 500W 1m2

• Detennine the temperature of the face to which the heating tape IS 
attached. Use program HEATlD. 



Heating 
element 

I 

looe 

FIGURE Pl0.2 

Stainless steel 
(k = 16.6 W/m·C) 

II A;, 
h == 5W/m2·C 
T" = 20"e 

2cm_ 

FIGURE P10.3 

Problems 351 

10.4. Consider a pin fin (Fig. PlO.4) having a diameter of ~ in. and length of 5 in. At the root. 
the temperature is 1500 E The ambient temperature is BO°F and h = 6 BTU/(h' ft2. OF). 
Take k = 24.B BTU/(h· ft· OF). Assume that the tip of the fin is insulated. Using a IWo
element model, determine the temperature distribution and heat loss in the fin (by hand 

calculations). 

d 

l~ 

FIGURE Pl0.4 
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10.5. In our derivation using Galerkin's approach for straight rectangular fins, we assume that the 
fin tip is insulated. Modify the derivation to account for the case when convection occurs 
from the tip of the fin as well. Repeat Example 10.4 with this type of boundary condition. 

10.6. A point P is located inside the triangle as shown in Fig. PIO.6. Assuming a linear distribu
tion, determine the temperature at P. Coordinates of the various points are given in the 
following table: 

Point X-coordinate Y -coordinate 

y 

1 
2 10 
3 6 
p 7 

Temperatures at nodes 1,2.3 are 120, 140.80 degree, C 
respectively 

3 

L-_____________ x 

FIGURE Pl0.6 

4 
7 
4 

2 

10.7. Consider a mesh for a heat-conduction problem shown in Fig. PlO.7. Detennine the (half) 
bandwidth, NBW. 

6r-~~~~~ 4 

21"-~~~~~s 

1 3 

FIGURE P10.7 
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10.S. Using Galerkin's approach on a heat conduction problem has resulted in the equations 

(a) Determine the temperature T2 if Tl = 30°. 
(b) Determine the temperatures (11, Tz) if Tl - Tz = 20°. 

10.9. Assume that the heat source vector is linearly distributed within a three-noded triangu
lar element with Qe = [Ql, Q2' Q3JT being the nodal values. 
(8) Derive an expression for the beat-rate vector rQ' Show whether your expression 

reduces to Eq. 10.67 when Q is a constant or QI = Q2 = Q3' 
(b) Derive the element heat-rate vector TQ due to a point heat SQurce of magnitude Q 

located at (t"u, 1)0) within the element. 0 

10.10. A long steel tube (Fig. PIO.lOa) with inner radius'l = 3 em and outer radius '1 = 5 em 
and k = 20W 1m. °C has its inner surface heated at a rate qo = -100 000 W 1m2. (The 
minus sign indicates that heat flows into the body.) Heat is dissipated by convection from 
the outer surface into a fluid at temperature Too = 120°C and h = 400 W 1m"' dc. Con
sidering the eight-element, nine-node finite element model shown in Fig. PlO.6b, deter

mine the following: 
(a) The boundary conditions for the model. 
(b) The temperatures T1, T2 at the inner and outer surfaces, respectively. Use program 

HEAT2D. 

h.T.~ 

~ 
(a) (hi 

FIGURE PtO.10 

10.11. Solve Example 10.4 with a fine mesh consisting of about lOOelements. View the isotherms 
using CONTOUR. Plot temperature as a function of x, y. Also. calculate the total heat 
flow into the plate and the total heat leaving the plate. Is the difference zero? Explain. 

10.12. In PlO.lO. assume that the steel tube is free of stress at a room temperature T = 30°C. 
Detennine the thermal stresses in the tube using program AXISYM. Take E = 200,000 MPa 

and v = 0.3. 
10.13. The brick chimney shown in Fig. rlO.13 is 6 m high. The inside surfaces are at a uniform 

temperature of 100°C and the outside surfaces are held at a uniform temperature of 30
u

C. 
lJsing a quarter-symmetry model and preprocessing program MESHGEN (plus a little 
editing as discussed in the text), determine the total rate of heal transfer Ihmugh the chim
ney wall. Thermal conductivity of the brick used is 0.72 W 1m· °C (For thermal conduc
tivities of various materials, see F. W. Schmidt et al .• lntroductioll to Thermal Sciences. 2nd 

ed., John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York. 1993.) 

• 

I 

.1 
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y 

j 30°C 

o.i,m: 

t '-100'C 

, 
0.1 m---o I--

. . ~ . 
Bri ck chimney 

1--1·--O.8m,~-'1 
FIGURE Pl0.13 

10.14. A large industrial furnace is supported on a long column of fireclay brick, which is 1 X 1 m 
on a side (Fig. PlO.ll). During steady-state operation, installation is such that three sur
faces of the column are maintained at 600 oK while the remaining surface is exposed to an 
airstream for which T'L = 300 oK and h = 12 W jm2 

• "K. Determine, using program 
HEAT2D. the temperature distribution in the column and the heat rate to the airstream 
per unit length of column. Take k = 1 W 1m' oK. 

1m 

-Air_ -Tx = 300 oK 
h=12Wfm"OK 

FIGURE P10.14 

1/ T~<iOO'K 

1m 

10.15. Figure 10.15 shows a two-dimensional fin. A hot pipe running through the thin plate results 
in the inner surface being maintained at a specified temperature of 80"C. Thickness of 
plate = 0.2 em, k = lOOWjm' "C, and T" = 20Q C. Determine the temperature distribu
tion in the plate. (You will need to modify program HEAT2D to account for the matrices 
in Eq. 10.72.) 

10.16. A thermal diffuser of axisymmetric shape is shown in Fig. PlO.16. The thermal diffuser 
receives a constant thermal flux of magnitude ql = 400000 Wjm 2 • nc from a solid-stat,e 
device on which the diffuser is mounted. At the opposite end. the diffuser is kept at a un~' 
form value of T = O°C by isothermalizing heatpipes. The lateral surface of the diffuser 15 

insulated. and thermal conductivity k = 200 W jm· "c. The differential equation is 

!.L(,aT) + ,iT = 0 
r iJr iJr OZ2 
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•••. ~ ..... · .. 2=« 
S····.··· .. 8ifC ....•.. 
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r-::::;h'~T" ~:?l 
L....- :- 11 (=O.Zero 

h, T", 

FIGURE P10.IS 

z 
T=O"c 

~1---12mm 'I 
k ~; = 0 

Diffuser 

-k~ =0 

---, 

I 

'i 
FIGURE P10.16 
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Develop an axisymmetric element to determine the temperature distribution and the out
ward heat flux at the heatpipes. Refer to Chapter 6 for details on the axisymmetric element. 

10.17. Develop a four-node quadrilateral for heat conduction and solve problem 10.11. Refer to 
Chapter 7 for details pertaining to the quadrilateral element. Compare your solution with 

use of three-node triangles. 

10.18. The L-shaped beam in Fig. PlO.18, which supports a floor slab in a building, is subjected 
to a twisting moment Tin • lb. Determine the foUowing, using program TORSION: 

(8) The angle of twist per unit length, a. 
(b) The contribution of each finite element to the total twisting moment. 
Leave your answers in terms of torque T and shear modulus G. Verify your answers hy 

refining the finite element grid. 
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20mm 

FIGURE Pl0.18 

10.19. The cross section of the steel beam in Fig. PIO.19 is subjected to a torque T = 5000 inllb. 
Determine, using program TORSION, the angle of twist and the location and magnitude 
of the maximum shearing stresses. 

1-1_ -2in .. - --I 

(j') 
·T 

I 

I , 

1 

<L 

FIGURE Pl0.19 

10.20. For Fig. 1O.14a in the text, let UO = 1 m/s, L = 5 m, D = 1.5 m, and H = 2.0 m. Deter
mine the velocity field using a coarse grid and a fine grid (with smaller elements nearer the 
cylinder). In particular, determine the maximum velocity in the flow. Cumment on the 
relation of this problem to a stress-concentration problem. 

10.21. Determine and plot the stream lines for the flow in the venturi meter shown in Fig. P10.Z1. 
Thc incoming flow has a velocity of 100 cm/s. Also plot the velocity distribution at the 
waist a-a. 
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r 
§ 

FIGURE Pl0.21 

10.22. The dam shown in Fig. PlO.22 rests on a homogeneous isotropic soil which has confined 
impermeable boundaries as shown. The walls and base of the dam are impervious. The 
dam retains water at a constant height of 5 m, the downstream level being zero. Deter
mine and plot the equipotential lines, and find the quantity afwater seeping underneath 
the dam per unit width of the dam. Take hydraulic conductivity k = 30 m/day. 

Impermeable 
d,m 

FIGURE Pl0.22 

10.23. For the dam section shown in Fig. PlO.23, k = 0.003 ft/min. Determine the foilawing: 
(a) The line of seepage. 
(b) The quantity of seepage per tOO-ft length of the dam. 
(c) The length of the surface of seepage a. 

I r-25ft -1 

Imperviolls 
base 

FIGURE Pl0.23 
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10.24. For the triangular duct shown in Fig. PlO.24, obtain the constant C, which relates the Fan
ning friction factor f to the Reynolds number R. as f = CI R,. Use triangular finite ele
ments. Verify your answer by refining the finite element model. Compare your result for 
C with that for a square duct having the same perimeter. 

/)~ 
I -0 

l '~ 
11--. ---10 ~ ---~·I 

FIGURE Pl0.24 

10.25. Figure PlO.25 shows the cross section of a rectangular coaxial cable. At the inner surface 
ofthe dielectric insulator (ER = 3), a voltage of 100 V is applied. If the voltage at the outer 
surface is zero, detennine the voltage field distribution in the annular space. 

15mm U"'O 

r 
i 

20mm 

I 

L fLLLL=-LLLL-LLLL:LLJ 
1-1. --25mm----j.1 

FIGURE Pl0.25 

10.26. A pair of strip lines, shown in Fig.PIO.26, is separated by a dielectric medium ER = 5.4· The 
strips arc enclosed by a fictitious box2 x 1 m with enclosed space having Ell. = I.Assuming 
u = () on the boundary of this box. find the voltage field distribution. (Use large elements 
away from the strip plates.) 
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-u-~-----------:l 

MICa : 1m 
== 5.4 I 

~R = 1 : 

: ~30~=o 1 : , --"--I, 

boundary of 
the box 

, 2 m ---------1 
FIGURE P10.26 

10.27. Determine the scalar magnetic potential u for the simplified model of the slot in an electric
motor armature shown in Fig. PlO.27. 

10.28. Repeat Example 10.6 with 
(8) 12 elements, 

1--30=J 
FIGURE Pl0.27 

Line of symmetry 

au = 0 

'" 

(b) 24 elements, and 
(c) 48 elements. 
Plot convergence curves of frequency, cps Vs Number of elements. 

i . , 
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10.29. Consider a tube of length 6 m as in Fig. PlO.29. Fluid in the tube is air; thus, C "" 343 mJs. 
One end is rigid while the other end is a pressure-release condition. as shown. Determine 
the mode shapes and natural frequencies, and compare then with the analytical solution 

fn := ( m + ~) 2~ . Adopt a six-element model. 

dp = 0 
dx 

2 

FIGURE P10.29 

7 

p=O 

10.30. Derive the element matrices in Eq. 10.130 from Galerkin's variational statement in 
Eq.10.128. 

10.31. Solve the eigenvalue problem resulting from the two-dimensional problem in Eq. 10.129 
and solve for the first four modes of the rectangular room/cavity shown in Fig. 10.31. Di
mensions of the cavity are Lx. Ly. L, ;: (20 m, 10 m, 0.1 m). Provide plots of the mode 
shapes, and compare the natural frequencies with the analytical solution c = 343 m/s. Try 
a coarse mesh and a fine mesh. Use the equation 

"2_D" 
cavity 

FIGURE P10.31 

cps, e,m,n=O,1,2, .... 



Program Listings 

, . PROGR».I HKATlD '. FOR lD HEAT AND FIELD PROBLEMS 
'* T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Belegundu 

• 
• 
• 

'===~======== ~N PROGRAM ========~-===== 
Private Sub cmdStart_Click() 

Call InputData 
Call Stiffness 
Call ModifyForBC 
Call BandSolver 
Call Output 
cmdView.Enabled = True 
cmdStart.Enabled - False 

End Sub 
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, _____________ =s_ DATA INPUT FROM A FILE = _____ ~_= ____ =s= __ _ 

Private Sub InputData() 
Fi~al = InputSox("Input F.Ua d;\cUr\:f.i.~eN_._t:", ... _ o:f File~) 

Open Filel For Input As #1 
Line Input #1, Dummy; Input #1, Title 
Line Input #1, Dummy 
Input '1, NE, NBC, NO 
NN=NE+l 
NBW - 2 'NBW is half the bandwidth 
ReDim X(NN), S(NN, NBW), TC(NE), F(NN), V(NBC), H(NSC), NB(NBC) 
ReDim BC (NBC) 

,----- El~t T.blKmal Ccmduotiv.i.ty ----
Line Input '1, Dummy 
Forl-1ToNE 

Input '1, N 
Input fl, TC(N) 

Next I 
,----- Coordinates 
Line Input '1, Dummy 
ForI-1ToNN 

Input tl, N 
Input tl, X (N) 

Next I 
t _____ Bouncfa%y Conditicm.s 

Line Input tl, Dummy 
For I - 1 To NBC 

Input ttt NB(I), BC${I) 
If BC{I) "TEMP" Or BC(I) - ~ternp" Then Input fl, VII) 
If BC(l) "HFLOX" Or BC(I) ~ "hflux" Then Input '1, VII) 
If BC(l) "CONV" Or BerI) - "conv" Then Input 11, H(I), VII) 

Next I 
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continued 
, ____ Ca~cul.t. and Iqput Nodal Heat Source Vector -----
Line Input 81, Dummy 
For I = 1 To NN: F(I) ~ 0: Next I 
For I - 1 To NO 

Input *1, N 
Input iI, F(N) 

Next I 
Close #1 

End Sub 

=---~-------~~==--==-----------==~---~----------~-=~---=--

'====au==_===== ELEMENT STIFFNISS AND ASSBNBLY ============~ 
Private Sub Stiffness() 

ReDim S{NN, NBW) 

End 

,----- Sti.£~55 Joka-ix -.-.
For J - 1 To NBW 
For I .. 1 To NN: S (I, J) .. 0: 
For I - 1 To NE 
11 = I: 12 - I + 1 
ELL .. Abs(X(I2) - X (Il» 
EKL • Te(l) / ELL 
S (II, l) . S (Il, l) • EKL 
S (12, l) - S (12, 1) • EKL 

Next I: 

5(Il, 2) . S (Il, 2) - EKL: Next I 
Sub 

Next J 

NlDIFlCA'l'ION I'OIl BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Private Sub ModifyForBC() 

,----- Decide Penalty Parameter eNST ----
I\Ml\J( - 0 
ForI-lToNN 

If S(I, 1) > AMAX Then AMAX - 5(1, 1) 
Next I 
eNS! .. AMAX ~ 10000 
For I = 1 To NBC 

N" Na(I) 
If BC(I) ~ "CONY" Or BC(I) ~ Rconv" Then 

S(N, 1) s S(N, 1) + B(I) 
F(N) - F(N) + B(I) * V(I) 

Elself BC(I) = "HFLOX" Or BC(I) ~ "hflu~" Then 
F(N) -= F(N) - V(I) 

Else 
SIN, 1) ~ S(N, 1) + CNST 
F(N) a F(N) + CNST * V(I) 

End If 
Ne~t I 

End Sub 
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PROGRAM HEA'r2D .. 
BEAT 2-D WITB 3-NODED TRIANGLES • 
FOR 20 BEAT AND FIELD PROBLEMS • 

'. T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Belegundu • 
' ......... * ••• * •••••••••••••• * ............. . 
'=~=~======== ~ PROGRAM =============~-
Private Sub cmdStart Click() 

Call InputData -
Call Bandwidth 
Call Stiffness 
Call ModifyForBC 
Call BandSolver 
Call BeatFlowCalc 
Call Output 
cmdView.Enabled ~ True 
cmdStart.Enabled ~ False 

End Sub 
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'==~====s======== DATA rNPUT FROM A ~LE ===========~======= 
Private Sub InputData() 

Dim msg As String, Filel As String 
F,U.l = InputBaz("Input F:U. d:\dir\£11elf .... ext .. , "N_ of Fll.") 

Open File1 For Input As '1 
msg ~ n 1) No Plot Data" & Chr(13) 
msg = msg + n 2) Create Data File Containing Nodal Temperatures" & Chr(13) 
msg _ msg + n Choose 1 or 2" 
IPL" InputBox(msg, "Plot Choice", 1) '--- default is no data 
Line Input t1, Dummy: Input tl, Title 
Line Input II, Dummy: Input *1, NN, NE, NM, NDIM, NEN, NON 
Line Input II, Dummy: Input t1, NO, NL, NMPC 
NMPC - 0 
'--- Nt> _ NO. OF SPECIFIED XZHPERA711RES 

'--- NL .. NO. DE NOtaL HEAT SOfJRCES 

'NOTE!! NMPC" 0 FOR THIS PROGRAM 
, ___ EBS(I) '" ELEMENT HEAT SOURCE, 1- 1, •.. ,NE 
ReDim X(NN, 2), NOC{NE, 3), MAT(NE), PM (NM, I), F[NN) 
ReDim NO(ND), O(ND), EBS(NE) 
1~~~ __ ~~=~~~__ READ DATA ---~-=-~---~-=-

,----- CoordiD.t •• 
Line Input II, Dummy 
For I ., 1 To NN 

Input n, N 
For J - 1 To NDIM 

Input '1, X(N, J) 
Next J 

Next I 
, _____ connect1,,1ty, *teri_l#, El.-nt 8_t: ~ 

Line Input II, Dummy 
For I - 1 To NE 

Input tl, N 
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continued 

for J = 1 To NEN 
Input tl, NOC(N, J) 

Next J 
Input U, MAT(N), EHS(N} 

Next I 
,----- :r.mper&ture Be 
Line Input #1, Dummy 
For I ~ 1 To NO 

Input fl, NU(I), 0(1) 
Next I 
, _____ Nodal Heat Sources 
Line Input #1, Dummy 
For I = 1 To NN: F(l) - 0: Next I 
For I - 1 To NL 

Input U, N 
Input n. F (N) 

Next I 

, _____ ~%2IIal COlI:ducti..,ity of Material 

Line Input #1, Dummy 
For I ~ 1 To NM 

Input il, N, PM(N, 1) 

Next I 

• No. o~ edge" ldoth gp.cified H_t nUlf FOLLOIIED BY two ~" 
" qO (po"i..tive i.f out) 
Line Input #1, Dummy 
Input fl, NHF 
If NHF > 0 Then 

ReDim NFLUX(NHF, 2), FLUX (NHF) 
For I - 1 To NHF 

Input iI, NFLUX(I, 1), NFLUX(I, 2), FLUX(!) 
Next I 

End If 

'No. of Edge" with ConV.Ct.iOl1 FOLLOfiED BY ~(2 node,,) ,; h Ii :r~ 
Line Input #1, Dummy 
Input #1, NCV 
If NCV :> 0 Then 

ReDim NCONV(NCV, 2), H(NeV), TINF(NCV) 
For I = 1 To NCV 

Input Ill, NCONV(I, i), NCONV(I, 21, H(Il, TINF(I) 
NeKt I 

End If 
Close 11 

End Sub 

-
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BT~ STIFrNESS AND ASSEMBLY =_~tE_~ 

Private Sub Stiffness() 
'-.~~~ InItialization of Conductivity Matrix and H •• t a.t. Vector 
ReDim S (NN, NBW) 
For I "" 1 To NN 

For J - 1 To NBW 
S (I, J) = 0 

Next J 
Next I 
If NHF > 0 Then 

For I ~ 1 To NHF 
Nl "" NFLUX(I, 1): N2 ... NFLUX(I, 2) 
V "" FLUX (I) 
ELEN"" Sqr«X(Nl, 1) - X(N2, 1» '" 2 + (X(Nl. 2) - X(N2, 2) "2) 
F(Nl) - F(Nl) ELEN * V I 2 
F(N2) "" F(N2) - ELEN * V I 2 

Next I 
End If 
If NCV > 0 Then 

For I "" 1 To NCV 
Nl = NCONY(I, 1): N2 - NCONY(I, 2) 
ELEN ~ Sqr( (X(Nl, 1) X(N2, 1) " 2 + (X(N1, 2) - X{N2, 2» " 2) 
F(Nl) "" F(Nl) + ELEN * H(I) ., TINF(I) I 2 
F(N2) _ F(N2) + ELEN * H(I) * TINF(I) I 2 
S(Nl, 1) - S(Nl, 1) + H(I) * ELEN I 3 
5(N2, 1) = 5(N2, 1) + H(l) ., ELEN I 3 
If N1 >- N2 Then 

N3 - N1: Nl = N2: N2 - N3 
End If 
S(Nl, N2 - N1 + 1) "" S(Nl, N2 - Nl + 1) + H(I) ., ELEN I 6 

Next I 
End If 

Conduct:1:vity Hat:riK 
ReDirn BT(2, 3) 

For I "' 1 To NE 
11 ~ NOC(I, 1): 12 "" NOC(I, 2): 13 - NOC(I, 3) 
X32 X(I3, 1) - X(I2, 1): X13 - X(ll, 1) X(I3, 1) 
X21 - X(I2, 1) - X(I1, 1) 
Y23 "" X(I2, 2) - X(I3, 2): Y31 "' X(I3, 2) - X{Il, 2) 
'tI2 ... X(ll, 2) - X(I2, 2) 
DETJ "" X13 ., Y23 - X32 * Y31 
AREA - 0.5 ., Abs(DETJ) 
, ___ E.l~t: Heat: Soura.~ 

If EHS(I) <> 0 Then 
C = EHS(I) • AREA / 3 
Fill) _ F(II) + C: F(12) - F(I2) + C: F(13) - FeI3) + C 

End If 
8T(I, 1) "" Y23: BTll, 2) ~ Y31: 8T(I, 3) Y12 
BT(2, 1) _ X32: BT(2, 2) X13: 8T(2, 3) X21 

ForII-ITo3 
For JJ - 1 To 2 

BT(JJ, II) BT(JJ, II) I DETJ 

Next JJ 
Next II 
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C'olltinued 
ForIl-ITo3 

For JJ '" 1 To 3 
III .. NOell, II): Il2 .. NOell, JJ) 
If III <- 112 Then 

Sum" 0 
For J .. 1 To 2 

Sum .. Sum + BT(J, II) ~ BT(J, JJ) 
Next J 
Ie .. 112 III + 1 
5(111, Ie) .. S(I11, Ie) + Sum • AREA * PM{MAT{I), I) 

End If 
Next JJ 

Next II 
Next I 

End Sub '=C __ ~ ______ ~ ___________________________ ===-= ________ aam __ ==--a __ c 

== ... "" - &BA'l' I'LOW CALCUloATIONS .,==-= 
Private Sub HeatFlowCalc() 

ReOim Q(NE, 2) 
For I .. 1 To NE 

II .. NOCII, 1): 12 = NOCII, 2): 13 .. NOC(!, 3) 

=_ .... 

X32 co X(I3, 1) X(I2, 1): X13 '" X(ll, 1) X(13, 1) 
X21 .. X(12, 1) - XIII, 1) 
123 = K(I2, 2) - X(I3, 2): 131 .. X(I3, 2) X(Il, 2) 
112 .. X(Il, 2) - X(I2, 2) 
DETJ - X13 * 123 - X32 * Y31 
BT(l, 1) .. Y23: BT(l, 2) Y31: BT(1, 3) .. Y12 
BT(2, 1) .. X32: 8T(2, 2) .. X13: BT(2, 3) .. xn 
For II .. 1 To 3 

For JJ .. 1 To 2 
BT(JJ, II) ... BT(JJ, II) / DETJ 

Next JJ 
Next II 
QX .. BT(l, 1) * F(Il) + BT(l, 2) * F(l2) + BT(l, 3) .. F(l3) 
QX - -QX * PM(MAT(l), 1) 
QY EO BT(2, 1) .. F(Il) + BT(2, 2) .. F(l2) + BT(2, 3) .. F(I3) 
QY - -QY .. PM(MAT(l), 1) 
Q(l, 1) - QX 
Q(l, 2) .. QY 

Next I 
End Sub 
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Dynamic Considerations 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

In Chapters 3-9, we have discussed the static analysis of structures. Static analysis holds 
when the loads are slowly applied. When the loads are suddenly applied, or when the 
loads are of a variable nature, the mass and acceleration effects come into the picture. 
If a solid body, such as an engineering structure, is deformed elastically and suddenly re· 
leased, it tends to vibrate about its equilibrium position. This periodic motion due to 
the restoring strain energy is called free vibration. The number of cycles per unit time 
is called the frequency. The maximum displacement from the equilibrium position is 
the amplitude. In the real world, the vibrations subside with time due to damping action. 
In the simplest vibration model, the damping effects are neglected. The undamped free
vibration model of a structure gives significant infonnation about its dynamic behavior. 
We present here the considerations needed to apply finite elements to the analysis of 
undamped free vibrations of structures. 

11.2 FORMULATION 

We define the Lagrangean by 
(11.1) 

where Tis the kinetic energy and n is the potential energy. 

Hamilton's principle For an arbitrary time interval from tt to 11, the state of 
motion of a body extremizes the functional 

f" 1= Ldt 

" 
(11.2) 

If L can be expressed in terms of the generalized variables (qt. q2"'" q". ql' 
qz, .. . ,q,,) where q, = dqidt, then the equations of motion are given by 

,,-(aL)_aL=o i=lton (11.3) 
dl aq, aq, 

367 
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To illustrate the principle, let us consider two point masses connected by springs. 
Consideration of distributed masses follows the example. 

Example lLl 
Consider the spring-mass system in Fig. E11.1. The kinetic and potential energies are given by 

T I ·2 I ·2 
= :;:m1x l + :;:m2x 2 

IT = ~k,xi + ~k2(X2 - XI? 

k, 

m, 

FIGURE El1.1 

Using L = T - n, we obtain the equations of motion 

d (aL) aL .. 
dt iJXI - aX

I 
= mix i + klxl - k2(X2 - Xl) = 0 

d (aL) at 
dt aXl - aXe = m2x" + k2(X2 - xd = 0 

which can be written in the form 

[
m, o]{x,} + [Ik' + k,) -k,]{X,} ~ 0 
o m2 Xl -kc k2 Xl 

which is of the form 

Mx+Kx=O 111.4) 

where M is the mass matrix. K is the stiffness matrix, and it and x are vectors representing 
accelerations and di~placements. • 

Solid Body with Distributed Mass 

We now consider a solid body with distributed mass (Fig. 11.1). The potential~energy term 
has already been considered in Chapter 1. The kinetic energy is given by 

T ~ ~ 1 oiToipdV (11.5) 
2 , 
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w,w V 

I 
dp~; 

u,u 
, 

p = density 
}---.y 

x 

FIGURE 11,1 Body with distributed mass. 

where p is the density (mass per unit volume) of the material and 

it = [u,iJ,wY 

Formulation 369 

(11.6) 

is the velocity vector of the point at x, with components u, iJ, and W. In the fmite element 
method, we divide the body into elements, and in each element, we express u in terms 
of the nodal displacements q, using shape functions N. Thus, 

u = Nq (11.7) 

In dynamic analysis, the elements of q are dependent on time, while N represents (spa~ 
tial) shape functions defined on a master element. The velocity vector is then given by 

it = Nq 

When Eg. 11.8 is substituted into Eg. 11.5, the kinetic energy T" in element e is 

T, ~ lqT[l PNTNdVjq 

where the bracketed expression is the element mass matrix 

me = 1 pNTNdV 

(11.8) 

(11.9) 

(IUD) 

This mass matrix is consistent with the shape functions chosen and is called the consistent 
mass matrix. Mass matrices for various elements are given in the next section, On sum~ 
ming over all the elements., we get 

T = ~ Te = ~ ~qTm€q = ~QTMQ (lUI) 
, 
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The potential energy is given by 

n = !QTKQ ~ QTF 

Using the Lagrangean L = T ~ n, we obtain the equation of motion: 

MQ + KQ ~ F 

For free vibrations the force F is zero. Thus. 

MQ + KQ ~ 0 

For the steady-state condition, starting from the equilibrium state, we set 

Q=Usinwt 

(11.12) 

(11.13) 

(11.14) 

(11.15) 

where U is the vector of nodal amplitudes of vibration and w (rad/s) is the circular fre
quency (=27rJ, J = cyclesjs or Hz). Introducing Eq.l1.15 into Eq.l1.14, we have 

(11.16) 

This is the generalized eigenvalue problem 

KU ~ AMU (11.17) 

where U is the eigenvector, representing the vibrating mode, corresponding to the eigen
value A. The eigenvalue A is the square of the circular frequency w. The frequency fin 
hertz (cycles per second) is obtained from J = wj(27r). 

The previous equations can also be obtained by using D'Alembert's principle and 
the principle of virtual work. Galerkin's approach applied to equations of motion of an 
elastic body also yields this set of equations. 

71.3 ELEMENT MASS MATRICES 

Since the shape functions for various elements have been discussed in detail in the ear
lier chapters, we now give the element mass matrices. Treating the material density p to 
be constant over the element, we have, from Eq.ll.l0, 

m' ~ p 1 NTN dV (11.18) 

One-dimensional bar element For the bar element shown in Fig. Il.2, 
T q ~ Iq, q,] 

N ~ IN, N,] (11.19) 

where 

1 + < No=--. 2 
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f><J2 
1 +1--/ 

FIGURE 11.2 Barelement. 

, 
dx=~cf; 

2 

On carrying out the integration of each term in NTN, we find that 

m' ~ pA,e, [2 IJ 
6 1 2 

Truss element For the truss element shown in Fig. 11.3, 

uT = [u vJ 

where 

qT = [ql q2 q3 q4J 

N ~ [N~ :. ~ :,J 
1 - , 

N,=--
2 

1 +, 
N2 =--

2 

in which; is defined from -1 to + 1. Then, 

q, 

m' ~ pA,e, [~ ~ 
6 1 0 

o 1 

q, 

1 OJ o 1 
2 0 
o 2 

" 
2 ,.+:-" 

FIGURE 11.3 ll-uss element. 

(11.20) 

(11.21) 

(11.22) 
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CST element For the plane stress and plane strain conditions for the CST ele
ment shown in Fig. 11.4, we have, from Chapter 5, 

OT = [u v] 

qT = [q, q2 q6] (11.23) 

_ [N' 0 N2 0 N3 
N- 0 N, 0 N2 0 

The element mass matrix is then given by 

me = pte [NTNdA 

Noting that hNf dA = ~Ae, feN,N2 dA = f2Ae, etc., we have 

2 0 1 0 1 0 
2 0 1 0 1 

e pteAe 2 0 1 0 
(11.24) m =----u- 2 0 1 

Symmetric 2 0 
2 

Axisymmetric triangular element For the axisymmetric triangular element, 
we have 

OT = [u w] 

q, 

3 q, 

q, 
v 

L, 
;;"2--~q, 

y 

L~x q, 

FIGURE 11.4 CST element. 

--
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where u and ware the radial and axial displacements., respectively. The vectors q and N 
are similar to those for the triangular element given in Eq. 11.23. We have 

me = 1 pNTN dV = 1 pNTN27rr dA (11.25) 

Since r = Nlrl + N2r2 + N3r3, we have 

me = 27rp 1 (N]r] + N2r2 + N3r3)NTN dA 

Noting that 

l ' ZA'12 ZA'1 ZA, N]dA = -, N 1N2 dA = -, N1N2N.."dA = 120,etc. 
e 20 e 60 e 

we get 

jrj + 2f 0 

~rl + 2f 

7rpA e 

me =---w-
Symmetric 

where 

'3 2f - ~ 
3 

0 

'3 
0 2, --

3 

jr2 + 2f 0 

, Z-
3'2 + r 

f = ~',,-+-,-,'~2 -,+-c'-,,' 
3 

" 2f - ~ 
3 

0 

0 " 2, --
3 

" 2f --
3 

0 

" 0 2, --
3 

, T 3"'3 + r 0 
~,~ + 2, 

(11.26) 

(11.27) 

Quadrilateral element For the quadrilateral element for plane stress and 

plane strain, 

uT = [u v] 

The mass matrix is then given by 

me = pte l' 11 NTN det I de dTj 
-J -J 

This integral needs to be evaluated by numerical integration. 

(1I.Z8) 

(1I.Z9) 
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q, v 

P 

FIGURE 11.5 Beam element. 

q, 

q, 

Beam element For the beam element shown in Fig. 11.5, we use the Hermite 
shape functions given in Chapter 8. We have 

On integrating, we get 

v = Hq 

1" e me = HTHPAe...!. d~ 
_, 2 

54 -Be,] 
13f" -3(; 
156 -22e, 

4(; 

(11.30) 

(11.31) 

Frame element We refer to Fig. 8.9, showing the frame element. In the body co
ordinate system x', y', the mass matrix can be seen as a combination of bar element 
and beam element. Thus, the mass matrix in the prime system is given by 

where 

2aOO aO 0 
156b 22£;b 

4f;b 

Symmetric 

pAe(, 
a ~ -6- and 

0 54b 
0 Be,b 

2a 0 

156b 

b = pA"C" 
420 

-13e,b 
-3C2b , 

0 

-22f,b 

4C;b 

(11.32) 

Using the transformation matrix L given by Eq. 8.48, we now obtain the mass matrix me 
in the global system: 

(11.33) 

Tetrahedral element For the tetrahedral element presented in Chapter 9, 

uT = [u V wi 

[N' 
0 0 N, 0 0 N, 0 0 N4 0 

1.] N~ ~ N, 0 0 N, 0 0 N; 0 0 N, (11.34) 
0 N, 0 0 N, 0 0 N, 0 0 

-
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The mass matrix of the element is then given by 

2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 

2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

2 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

• pVe Symmetric 2 0 0 1 0 0 1 
m ~-- (11.35) 

20 2 0 0 1 0 0 

2 0 0 1 0 
2 0 0 1 

2 0 0 
2 0 

2 

.. Lu~ped mass matrices Consistent mass matrices have been presented. Prac
tlcmg engmeers also use lumped mass techniques, where the total element mass in each 
direction is distributed equally to the nodes of the element, and the masses are associ
ated with translational degrees of freedom only. For the truss element, the lumped mass 
approach gives a mass matrix of 

m' = p~,e,[1 ~ ~ ~1l (11.36) 

Symmetnc 

For the beam element, the lumped element mass matrix is 

m' = p~,e, [1 ~ ~ o~] 
Symmetnc 

(11.37) 

Consistent mass matrices yield more accurate results for flexural elements such as beams. 
The lumped mass technique is easier to handle since only diagonal elements are in
volved. The natural frequencies obtained from lumped mass techniques are lower than 
the exact values. In our presentation, we discuss techniques for determining the eigen
values and eigenvectors with consistent mass formulations. The programs presented can 

be used for lumped mass cases also. 

11.4 EVALUATION OF EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS 

The generalized problem in free vibration is that of evaluating an eigenvalue A (= Wi). 
which is a measure of the frequency of vibration together with the corresponding eigen
vector U indicating the mode sbape, as in Eq. 11.17. restated here: 

KU~ AMU (11.38) 
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We observe here that K and M are symmetric matrices. Further, K is positive definite 
for properly constrained problems. 

Properties of Eigenvectors 

For a positive definite symmetric stiffness matrix of size n, there are n real eigenvalues 
and corresponding eigenvectors satisfying Eq.ll.38. The eigenvalues may be arranged 
in ascending order: 

o :5 A1 :5 A2 :5 ... :5 An (11.39) 

If U1, U2, ••• Un are the corresponding eigenvectors, we have 

KUi = A,MU, (11.40) 

The eigenvectors possess the property of being orthogonal with respect to both the stiff
ness and mass matrices: 

ifi *- j 

ifi *- j 

The lengths of eigenvectors are generally normalized so that 
T U,MU, ~ 1 

The foregoing normalization of the eigenvectors leads to the relation 
T 

UiKU, = Ai 

(11.41a) 

(11.41b) 

(11.42a) 

(11.42b) 

In many codes, other normalization schemes are also used. The length of an eigenvec
tor may be fixed by setting its largest component to a preset value, say, unity. 

Eigenvalue-Eigenvector Evaluation 

The eigenvalue-eigenvector evaluation procedures fall into the following basic categories: 

1. Characteristic polynomial technique 
2. Vector iteration methods 

3. Transformation methods 

Characteristic polynomial From Eq.ll.38, we have 

(K - AM)U ~ 0 (11.43) 

If the eigenvector is to be nontrivial, the required condition is 

det(K - AM) ~ 0 (11.44) 

This represents the characteristic polynomial in A. 

--
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Example 11.2 

u 

Determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the stepped bar shown in Fig. Ell.2a. 

Solution Gathering the stiffness and mass values corresponding to the degrees of free· 
dom Q2 and Q3, we get the eigenvalue problem 

[( A' A,) A,] 
E 1:; + L2 - L2 {u,} 0: A!!..[2(A1Ll + A 2L 2 ) 

_ A2 A2 U3 6 A2L2 

L2 L2 

We note here that the density is 

0: L 0: 0.283 0: 7.324 x l0--4lbs2/in.4 
P g 32.2 x 12 

Substituting the values, we get 

30 x 1O{ _~:~ -~:~J{~:} 0: A1.22 x 1O-{~5 2;J{~:} 

A -1 - 2 1 1- ill. A2=0.5in~ 

E. Q. / 2 /3 

_. r p-QJ t---Q, 
L, L, I 

1-1. -1O;".-.!.-",.-I 
E = 30 x 106 psi 
Specific weight f = O.283lblin~ 

(.) 

u 

17.956 

I~~--------~----~' ~ 2 3 

First mode 

(b) 

FIGURE El1.2 
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The characteristic equation is 

[ 
(6 X It! - 30.5 X 10--4,\) 

det (-3 x lif - 3.05 X 10--4,\) 
(-3 x lcr - 3.05 X 1O--4,I.)J ~ 0 

(3 X 106 - 6.1 X 10-4
,\) 

which simplifies to 

The eigenvalues are 

Al = 6.684 X 108 

A2 = 7.61 X 109 

Note that A = oJ, where w is the circular frequency given by 27TI and I = frequency in 
hertz (cycles/s). 

These frequencies are 

11 = 4115Hz 

h = 13884Hz 

The eigenvector for Al is found from 

which gives 

[(f[ 3.% -3.204J{U,} ~ 0 
- 3.204 2.592 UJ 1 

The two previous equations are not independent, since the detenninant of the matrix is 
zero. This gives 

3.96Uz = 3.204U3 

For normalization, we set 

On substituting for VI' we get 

V; = [14.527 17.956] 

The eigenvector corresponding to the second eigenvalue is similarly found to be 
, 

V 2 = [11.572 -37.45) 

The mode shapes are shown in Fig. El1.2b. • 
Implementation of characteristic polynomial approach on computers is rather 

tedious and requires further mathematical considerations. We now discuss the other tWO 
categories. 
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Vector iteration methods Various vector iteration methods use the properties 
of the Rayleigh quotient. For the generalized eigenvalue problem given by Eq.l1.38, we 
define the Rayleigh quotient 

Q(V) ~ vTKv 
vTMv 

(11.45) 

where v is arbitrary vector. A fundamental property of the Rayleigh quotient is that it 
lies between the smallest and the largest eigenvalue: 

(11.46) 

Power iteration, inverse iteration, and subspace iteration methods use this prop
erty. Power iteration leads to evaluation of the largest eigenvalue. Subspace iteration 
technique is suitable for large-scale problems and is used in several codes. The inverse 
iteration scheme can be used in evaluating the lowest eigenvalues. We present here the 
inverse iteration scheme and give a computer program for banded matrices. 

Inverse Iteration Method In the inverse iteration scheme, we start with a trial vec
tor uo. The iterative solution proceeds as follows: 

Step O. Estimate an initial trial vector un. Set iteration index k = O. 

Step 1. Setk ~ k + 1. 
Step 2. Determine right side yk-l = Mu*-'. 

Step 3. Solve equations Ku* = yk-l. 

Step 4. Denote v* = Muk
• 

Step 5. 
~e k-1 

. I k U v Estimate elgenva ue A = T • 

u* vk 

ilk 
Step 6. Normalize eigenvector u* = (UkTy.*)' 2 

Step 7. Check for tolerance 1 Ak "/,,k-'I ~ tolerance. 

(11.47) 

If satisfied, denote the eigenvector Uk as U and exit. Otherwise, go 
to step 1. 

The algorithm just described converges to the lowest eige?value, provided thc trial 
vector does not coincide with one of the eigenvectors. Other eigenvalues can he evalu
ated by shifting, or by taking the trial vector from a space that is M orthogonal to the 

calculated eigenvectors. 

Shifting We define a shifted stiffness matrix as 

K,=K+sM (11.48) 
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where Ks is the shifted matrix. Now the shifted eigenvalue problem is 

K,U ~ A,MU (11.49) 

We state here without proof that the eigenvectors of the shifted problem are the 
same as those of the original problem. The eigenvalues get shifted by s: 

A, = A + s (11.50) 

Orthogonal Space Higher eigenvalues can be obtained by the inverse iteration 
method by choosing the trial vector from a space M-orthogonal to the calculated eigen
vectors. This can be done effectively by the Gram-Schmidt process. Let VI. U2 ••• · , Um 

be the first m eigenvectors already determined. The trial vector for each iteration is 
then taken as 

(11.51) 

This is the Gram-Schmidt process, which results in the evaluation of Am+l and Um+ I" This 
is used in the program given in this chapter. Equation 11.51 is implemented after step 1 
in the algoritiun given in Eq. 11.51. 

Example lL3 
Evaluate the lowest eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenmode for the beam shown in 
Fig.EIL3a. 

Solution Using only the degrees of freedom Q.1, Q4. Q5, and Q6, we obtain the stiffness 
and mass matrices: 

K = 103 10.67 -26.67 

[

355.56 0 -177.78 

Symmetric 177.78 

M = .000967 .0052 

[

0.4193 ° 0.0726 

Symmetric 0.2097 

26.67 J 
2.667 

-26.67 

5.33 

-.0052 J -.00036 
-.0089 

.00048 

The inverse iteration program requires the creation of a data file. The format of the 
file for the preceding problem is as follows: 

Data File: 
TITLE 

NDOF NBW 
4 4 

Banded Stiffness Matrix 
3.556E5 
1.067E4 
1. 778E5 
5.333E3 

0 
-2.667E4 
-2.667E4 
0 

-1.778E5 
2.667E3 
0 
0 

2.667E4 
o 
o 
o 

- .. 
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E=200GPa 

11 2 3 

I 
P = 7840 kglmJ 

.I. 
I" 2OCJO mm4 

1.--300mm 300mmJ 
A" 240mm2 

(,) 

iil,""-=-~_ 
!! ~0£395 

Banded Mass Matrix 
0.4193 
0.000967 
0.2097 
0.00048 

G 1884 
3.65 

Mode for Al 0 
4.33 

(b) 

FIGURE El1.3 

0 0.0726 
0.0052 -0.00036 

-0.0089 0 
0 0 

-0.0052 
0 
0 
0 

The first line of data contains the values of n = dimension of the matrices and nbw = half
band width. This is followed by KandM matrices in banded fonn. (See Chapter 2.) 1be two 
titles are part of the data file. Though these data were created by hand calculations, it is 
possible to write a program, as discussed at the end of this chapter. 

Feeding this data file into the inverse iteration program. INVITR, gives the lowest 

eigenvalue, 

Al = 2.03 x 10" 

and the corresponding eigenvector or mode shape, 

T U I = [0.64, 3.65, 1.88, 4.32] 

Al corresponds to a circular frequency of 142.48 rad/s or 22.7 Hz ( = 142.48/211). 

The mode shape is shown in Fig. E1Ub. • 

Transformation methods The basic approach here is to transform the matrices 
to a simpler form and then determine the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The major meth
ods in this category are the generalized Jacobi method and the OR method. These 
methods are suitable for large-scale problems. In the OR method, the matrices are first 
reduced to tridiagonal form using Householder matrices. The generalized Jacobi method 
uses the transformation to simultaneously diagonalize the stiffness and mass matrices. 
This method needs the full matrix locations and is quite efficient for calculating all 
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eigenvalues and eigenvectors for small problems. We present here the generalized Jacobi 
method as an illustration of the transformation approach. 

If all the eigenvectors are arranged as columns of a square matrix QJ and all eigen
values as the diagonal elements of a square matrix A, then the generalized eigenvalue 
problem can be written in the form 

KU ~ MUA 

where 

U ~ [U" U2,···,UnJ 

A ~ [: 
A, :,] 

Using the M-orthonormality of the eigenvectors, we have 

UTKU ~ A 

,nd 

where I is the identity matrix. 

Generalized Jacobi Method 

(11.52) 

(11.53) 

(11.54) 

(11.55,) 

(11.55b) 

In the generalized Jacobi method, a series of transformations PI, P2,'" , Pi are used such 
that if P represents the product 

(11.56) 

then the off-diagonal terms of pTKP and pTMP are zero. In practice, the off~diagonal 
terms are set to be less than a small tolerance. If we denote these diagonal matrices as 

(11.57,) 

,nd 

(11.57b) 

then the eigenvectors are given by 

tJ == PM-1i2 (11.58) 

,nd 

(11.59) 
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where 

(11.60) 

[M" -'I' " A -1/.2 

M-'P ~ 0 M 22 (11.61) 

Computationally, Eq. 11.~8 indicates that each row of P is divided by the square roo! of 
the diagonal element of M, and Eq. }1.59 indicates that each diagonal element of K is 
divided by the diagonal element of M. 

We mentioned that the diagonalization follows in several steps. At step k, we choose 
a transfonnation matrix Pk given by 

Column __ i 

Row 1 
j 1 

1 
~~~~~~~~~ 1 --·-----a··· 

(11.62) 1 

1 
1 

~~~~~~ 1 ~~~~ j 
~~~.~~~ 1 

1 
1 

P
k 

has all diagonal elements equal to 1, has a value of a at row i and column j and f3 at 
row j and column i, and h~s all othef elements e~ual to zero .. The scalars a and {3 are 7h~. 
sen so that the ij locatIOns of PkKPk and PkMPk are simultaneously zero. This IS 

represented by 

aKil + (1 + a(3)KiJ + {3K;J 0: 0 

aMil + (1 + a(3)M'j + {3M,j 0: 0 

(11.63) 

(11.64) 

where K
II

• K
il

, . .. , M;; •... are elements of the stiffness and mass matrices. The solution 

of these equations is as follows: 
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Denote 

Dynamic Considerations 

A = KijMij - Mi,K;j 

B = KjjMjj - MjjK;j 

C = KuMjj - MiiKjj 

Then a and f3 are given by 

A*O,B"O: 

B = 0: 

-O.5C + sgn(C)YO.25C' + AB 

A 

Au 
B 

K'j 
a =--

Kjj 

a = 0 
K·· f3 =_2 
Kjj 

When both A and B are zero, anyone of the two values listed can be chosen. 
(Note: There is no summation on repeated indices these expressions.) 

In the generalized Jacobi program given at the end of the chapter, the elements of 
K and M are zeroed out in the order indicated in Fig. 11.6. Once Pk is defined by deter· 
mining a and {3, pil]Pk can be performed on K and M as shown in Fig. 11.7. Also by 

11 
• • • • • • • 

i- -----------

Symmetric 

" 

i , 
, 
, 

7 4: 2 1 
"- ,"- ' 8 1 5 "3 

'i "-,9 6 

''.. 

• • 

10 

"-

FIGURE 11.6 DiagonaLization. 
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Column~ i 
Row coli + .B( col j) col j + a (col i) 

D r V ) -

row i + (3(row j) V 

i 

row j + a(row i) V 

L 

FIGURE 11.7 MultiplicationP[I]P. 

starting with P ~ I, the product PPk is computed after each step. When all elements are 
covered as shown in Fig. 11.6, one pass is completed. After the operations at step k, some 
of the previously zeroed elements are altered. Another pass is conducted to check for 
the value of diagonal elements. The transfonnation is perfonned if the element at i j is 
larger than a tolerance value. A tolerance of 10--{j x smallest K,j is used for stiffness, and 
10-6 X largest M;; is used for the mass. The tolerance can be redefined for higher accu
racy. The process stops when all off-diagonal elements aTe less than the tolerance. 

If the diagonal masses are less than the tolerance, the diagonal value is replaced 
by the tolerance value; thus, a large eigenvalue will be obtained. In this method, Kneed 
not be positive definite. 

Example 11.4 
Determine all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the beam discussed in Example 11.3 
using program JACOBI. 

Solution The input data for JACOBI is same as that for INVITR. However, the program 
converts to full matrices in calculations. Convergence occurs at the fourth sweep. The 
solution is as follows: 

Aj = 2.0304 x lat (22.7 Hz) 

ui = [0.64.3.65.1.88.4.32J 

'\2 = 8.0987 x Hr~(143.2Hz) 

uI = [-1.37,1.39,1.901.15.27] 

I 

, 

.1 
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AJ "" 9.2651 x 1(f(484.4Hz) 

T U 3 "" [-0.20,27.16, -2.12, -33.84] 

~ "" 7.7974 X 107 (1405.4 Hz) 

Ur = [0.8986,30.89,3.546,119.15] 

Note that the eigenvalues are arranged in ascending order after they are evaluated. • 

Tridiagonalization and Implicit Shift Approach 

We present here a powerful method for evaluating eigenvalues and eigenvectors using 
the implicit shift approach. We first bring the problem Kx = AMx to the standard form 
Ax = Ax. Householder reflection steps are then applied to bring the matrix to a tridi
agonal form. Implicit symmetric OR step is applied with Wilkinson shift* to diagonal
ize the matrix. These steps are now provided in detail. 

Bringing Generalized Problem to Standard Form 

We observe that the mass matrix M is positive semidefinite. Positive semidefinite matrices 
have the property that if the diagonal element is zero, all the nondiagonal elements in 
the row and column are zero. In such a case, a small mass equal to the tolerance value 
say 10-6 x largest Mil is added at the diagonal location. This makes the mass matrix 
positive definite. Correspondingly, this yields a higher eigenvalue. The first step in bring
ing the problem to the standard form is to perfonn the Cholesky decomposition of M 
using the calculations presented in Chapter 2: 

(11.65) 

Symmetric manipulation of the generalized eigenvalue problem yields the form 

L-1K(L-1)TLx = ALx (11.66) 

Denoting A = L -I K( L -I) T and y = Lx, we get the standard form 

Ay ~ Ay (11.67) 

This problem has the same eigenvalues as the generalized problem. The eigenvectors x 
are evaluated by the forward substitution performed on 

Lx = Y (11.68) 

In the computer implementation, A is obtained in two steps LB = K and LA == BT. 
'These two forward-substitution steps are more efficient than finding the inverse and 
performing the multiplication steps. 

*Golub. H. G .. and C. F. Van Loan, Matrix Cumputations, Third Edition, (Baltunore:The Johns Hopkin~ 
UnivlOf<;ily Prc~s. 1996), 

--
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Example 1L5 

Bring the generalized problem Kx = AM:x to standard form Ay = Ay, given that 

K~[~ ~ ; ~] and M~[i ~ ~ l] 
Solution We make use of the Cholesky decomposition algorithm given in Chapter 2 to 
decompose M = LLT. L is obtained as 

L{ ~ ~ ~] 
Solving for LK = D, which is a forward-substitution operation, we get 

8 ~ [~3 ~ ~1 :] 
-2 0 2 1 
-7 0 -2 2 

Another forward-substitution step of solving LA = DT gives 

[

4 -3 -2 
-3 5 2 

A~ 
-2 2 4 
-7 7 5 

The standard form is now Ay = Ay, with Lx = y. 

Tridiagonalization 

• 

There are several different methods available to transfono a synunetric matrix to tridi
agonal fonn. We use the Householder reflection ideas in the tridiagonalization process. 
Given a unit vector w normal to a hyperplane, the reflected vector b of vector s, shown 

in Fig. 11.8, is given by 
(1 \.69) 

This can be put in the form 

b = Us (11.70) 

where 
H = I - 2WWT with wT

,., = 1 (11.71) 

is the Householder transformation. nus transfonnation, which reflects a vector about 
a plane for which w is the nonnal direction, has some interesting properties: 
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• 

----t;.------f_ hyperplane 

Reflected vector b""a-2(1'I'T a)a 
=(I-2wwT ja 

FIGURE 11.8 Householder reflection. 

1. The Householder transformation is symmetric (i.e., HT = H). 
2. Its inverse is itself (i.e., HH = I). 

It is thus an orthogonal transformation. 
If a vector a has to be along the unit vector el after reflection, it is easy to see from 

Fig. 11.8 that w is the unit vector in the direction given by a ± lalel' The reflected vector 
is along -el, if w is along a + lalel' We choose vector a + lale, or a - lalel' whichever 
has a larger magnitude. This reduces numerical errors in the calculation. We note that 
this is accomplished by taking w along a + sign(al)lalel, where at is the component of 
a along the unit vector e,. The steps involved in the tridiagonalization process are 
illustrated by extending the Example 11.5. The symmetric matrix in Ay = ..i.y is 

A ~ [~3 ~3 ~2 ~7l 
-2 2 4 5 
-7 7 5 16 

To start the tridiagonalization, we make use of the vector [ -3 -2 -7]T, which is made 
up of the elements below the diagonal in column 1. Consider this as vector a, which we 

would like to bring to el = (1 OOr. We have lal = V32 + 22 + 72 = 7.874. w, is then 

the unit vector along a - lale l = [-10.874 -2 -7r. The length of this vector is 

VlO.8742 + 22 + 72 
= 13.086. The unit vector is w, = [-0.831 -0.1528 -O.5349Jr. 

Denoting HI = [I - 2WjWdT. we have 

[-3] [7.874] 
H] -2 = 0 

-7 0 

in the first column and [-3 -2 -7]HI = [7.874 0 OJ in the first row. Thus the 
first row of the tridiagonal matrix T is [4 7.874 0 OJT and this matrix is symmetric. 

--
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Multiplication from both sides on the 3 X 3 partition is perfonned as follows: 

[

5 2 7] [21.0161 -0.7692 0.9272] 
H, 2 4 5 H, ~ -0.7692 2.4395 0.2041 

7 5 16 0.9272 0.2041 1.5443 

H, is not formed at this stage. If the partitioned matrix is designated as B, the multipli
cation is easily implemented by llSing the formula 

H,BHI = [I - 2w,wT]B[I - 2w\wJJ = B - 2w1b
T 

- 2bwT + 4pw,wi (11.72) 
T 

where b = Bw" f3 = WI b. 
At the next step, the vector [-0.7692 O.9272Y is reflected to line up 

along [1 of. The magnitude of the vector is 1.2047. W2 is the vector along 
[( -0.7692 - 1.2047)O.9272JT, The unit vector W2 for this is [-0.9051 0.425ZY. On per
forming the multiplication with the partitioned 2 X 2 matrix and placing in the 4 X 4 
matrix T, we get the tridiagonal matrix 

_ [7:74 2~:~~:1 
T - 1.2047 

o 
1.2047 
1.7087 

-0.4022 
~;l 
d, 

(l1.73) 

In this development, the tridiagonal matrix is stored in two vectors d and b. The origi
nal matrix A is used for storing the Householder vectors W1 , W2, etc. as follows: 

-0.831 1 

[ 

1 0 

A ~ -0.1528 -0.9051 

-0.5349 0.4252 

o 

~ 1 
o 
1 
o 

The product of H,H2 is easily performed in place inside A. First, it is the product of "2 

and the lower right 2 x 2 identity matrix, to obtain 

o 
o 

[ 

_01831 ~ 
A ~ -0.1528 0 -0.6385 

-0.5349 0 0.7696 

o ] o 
0.7696 
0.6385 

Then the multiplication of H2 and the lower right 3 x 3 matrix gives 

[

1 0 0 0] o -0.381 -0.522 -0.7631 
A ~ 0 -0.254 -0.7345 0.6292 

o -0.889 0.4336 0.1473 

This matrix represents the current contribution t? the eigenvectors. We now discuss the 
steps to diagonalize the matrix and finding the eIgenvectors. 
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Implicit Symmetric OR Step with Wilkinson Shift for Diagonalization" 

The inverse iteration may be applied to the tridiagonal matrix to get desired eigenval
ues. If all eigenvalues and eigenvectors are desired, the implicit shift ideas of Wilkinson 
provide a remarkably fast algorithm. The order of convergence with this method is cubic. 
The shift value f.L for the Wilkinson shift is taken as the eigenvalue of the bottom 2 x 2 
matrix of the tridiagonal matrix close to dn , viz., 

f.L = dn + t - sign(t)Vb~_1 + t2 (11.74) 

where t = 0.5(dn _
1 

- dn ). The implicit shift is carried out by performing a Givens 
rotation G). c (=cos 8) and s (=sin 8) are chosen such that we get zero in the second 

position as follows G{ d, ~ ~ ] ~ [; ~s t, ~ ~ J ~ [~J (11.75) 

We note that ifr = Vbi + (d) -,."f,c = -(d1 - JL)/rands = bt/r.Weperformthe 
rotation G1TG; on the tridiagonal matrix on the first two rows from the left and first two 
columns from the right. Note that the rotation is calculated based on shift IL, but the 
shift itself is not performed.1his is implicit shift. We refer to the tridiagonal matrix in 
Eq.l1.73. With d, = 1.7087, d4 = 2.2751, and b3 = -0.4022, we have t = -0.2832 and 
JL == 2.4838. With d1 - ,." = 1.5162, h1 = 7.874, and r = 8.0186, we get c = -0.1891 

[
c -sJ [-01891 -0982 J 

and s = 0.982. We then get from Eq. 11.75, G1 = =' '. s C 0.982 -0.1891 

After this rotation, two additional elements, each with value a = -1.18297, are intro
duced at (3,1) and (1,3), and the matrix is no longer tridiagonaL 

GT -4.1515 1.6844 -0.2278 

[ 

23.3317 -4.1515 -1.18297 

G, T ,~ -1.1

0

8297 -0.2

0

278 1.7087 

-0.4022 
-Ot22] 
2.2751 

Givens rotation G2 is then applied to rows 2,3 and columns 2, 3 with reference to 
-4.1515 and -1.18297 such that the elements at (3,1) and {1,3) become zero. We get 

[
c -sJ [0.9617 0.274 J 

G2 = S C = -0274 0.9617 . This leads to 

[

23.3317 -4.3168 0 0] 
G TG' ~ -4.3168 1.5662 -0.1872 -0.1102 

2 2 0 -0.1872 1.8269 -0.3868 

o -0.1102 -0.3868 2.2751 

Givens rotation G) is then applied with respect to elements at (3,2) and (4,2) to 

. [c -sJ [ 08617 0.5074J make the locations (4,2) and (2,4) zero. We get G3 == =' 7 . 
s C -0.5074 0.861 

*Wilkinson,1. H., "Glohal Convergence of Tridiagonal OR Algorithm with Origin Shifts," Linear 
Algehra and Its ApplicatIOns, I: 409-420 (1968). 

--
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After this application, the resulting matrix is tridiagonal. The off-diagonal elements at 
the bottom become smaller: 

[

23.3317 -4.3168 

G TGT ~ -4.3168 1.5662 -0.2172 
3 3 0 -0.2172 1.6041 

o 0 0.00834 

o 

0134] 
2.498 

The eigenvector matrix is updated by multiplying A with the Given's rotations AG; Gr Gi. 
The iteration process is repeated until the off diagonal element b3 (b,,_1 for n X n 

matrix) becomes small in magnitude (say, less than 10--8). d4 is an eigenvalue. The process 
is now repeated on the 3 X 3 tridiagonal matrix obtained by excluding row 4 and col
umn 4. This is continued till each of the off-diagonal terms approaches zero. All eigen
values are thus evaluated. Wilkinson has shown that this procedure cubically converges 
to diagonal form. The eigenvalues are 24.1567,0.6914,1.6538, and 2.4981, and the cor
responding eigenvectors, after multiplying by L -1 ( a forward-substitution operation 
given by Eq.11.68), are the columns of the matrix 

[

-2.6278 -0.1459 0.0934 0.2543 ] 
0.3798 0.1924 -0.8112 0.4008 
0.2736 0.1723 -0.2780 -0.9045 
0.8055 -0.5173 0.2831 0.0581 

This algorithm for fmdiog the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the generalized eigenvalue 
problem is implemented in the program GENEIGEN. 

11.5 INTERFACING WITH PREVIOUS FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAMS 
AND A PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING CRITICAL SPEEDS OF SHAFTS 

Once the stiffness matrix K and mass matrix M for a structure are known. then the in
verse iteration or Jacobi programs that are provided can be used to determine the nat
ural frequencies and mode shapes. The finite element programs for rod, truss, beam. and 
elasticity problems that we used in previous chapters can be readily modified to output 
the banded K and M matrices onto a file.1his file is then input into the inverse iteration 
program, which gives the natural frequencies and mode shapes. 

We have provided the BEAMKM program, which outputs the banded K and M 
matrices for a beam. This output file is then provided to program INVITR, which cal
culates the eigenvalues and eigenvectors (mode shapes). Example 11.5 illustrates the 
use of these two programs. Program CSTKM. which outputs K and M matrices for 
the CST element, has also been provided. 

Example 11-5 
Determine the lowest critical speed (or transverse natural frequency) of the shaft shown 
in Fig. El1.S. The shaft has two lumped weights, WI and W;" representing flywh,eeis, 
as shown. Take E = 30 X l!Y'psi and mass density of shaft p = OJXl07324 lb· s"/in.

4 

( = O.283Ib/inJ
). 

Solution The lumped weights WI and W" correspond to lumped masses WI/S and Wjg, 
respectively. where g == 386 in.jsl. Program 8EAMKM is ex.ecuted, follo~ed b}· program 
INVITR. The input data and solution are given at the end of the nex.t section. 
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Wz"" 120lb 

=inr
m 

W, UWf==~ ===1~ d 

I, 30 in ,I, 40in '1,2Oin,1 
FIGURE E11.5 

Now, we can obtain the critical speed in rpm from the eigenvalue 4042 as 

60 
n=vAx-'Pm 

2~ 

~ v'4042 x 60 
2~ 

= 607 rpm 

This example illustrates how the invene iteration and Jacobi programs given in this chap
ter can be interfaced with other programs for vibration analysis. • 

11.6 GUYAN REDUCTION 

Often, large finite element models with thousands of degrees of freedom (dof) are used 
for stress and deformation analysis of ships, aircraft, automobiles, nuclear reactors, and 
the like. It is clearly impractical and unnecessary to perform dynamic analyses using the 
detailed representation that is required for static analysis. Furthermore, design and con
trol methods work best for systems with a small number of degrees of freedom. To over
come this difficulty, dynamic reduction techniques have been developed to reduce the 
number of degrees of freedom prior to performing dynamic analysis. Guyan reduction 
is one of the popular methods for dynamic reduction.* We have to make the decision 
as to which dof are to be retained and which are to be omitted. For example, Fig. 11.9 
shows how a reduced model is obtained by omitting certain dof. The omitted dof cor
respond to those at which the applied and inertial forces are negligible. 

The reduced stiffness a~~ mass matrices are obtained as follows: The equations of 
motion (see Eq. 11.13) are MQ + KQ = F. If we group the inertial force together with 
the applied force, we can write the equations as KQ = F. We will partition Q as 

Q ~ {Q,} (11.76) 
Q" 

where Q, = retained set and Qa = omitted set. Typically, the retained set is about 20% 
of the total dof. The equations of motion can now be written in partitioned form as 

[K" Km]{Q,} {F,} (11.77) 
K;" K"o Q" = Fa 

• Guyan, R. L "Reduction in stiffness and mass matrices," AIAA Journal, vol. 3,no. 2, p. 380, Feb. 1965. 
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4-do! ~L __ -!-I ------"-I __ I~-----------!I 
model a 

FIGURE 11.9 Guyan reduction. 

, = retain 
Q = omit 

The idea is to choose the omitted set such that the components ofF" are small. Thus, we 
should retain those dof in the r-set with large concentrated masses, which are loaded (in 
transient-response analysis) and which are needed to adequately describe the mode 
shape. Setting F" = 0, the lower part of Eq.l1.76 yields 

Q" = -K~~K;"Q, (11.78) 

The strain energy in the structure is U = ~QTKQ. This can be written as 

U ~ ![ Q; Q;J[K; Km][Q,] 
2 K,,, K"" Q" 

Upon substituting Eq.l1.77 into the equation just described, we can write U = ~Q!K,Q" 
where 

(11.79) 

is the reduced stiffness matrix. To obtain an expression for the reduced mass matrix, we 
consider the kinetic energy V = ~QTMQ. Upon paI1itioni~g the mass matrix and using 
Eq. 11.78, we can write the kinetic energy as V = !Q!M,Q" where 

(11.80) 

is the reduced mass matrix. With the reduced stiffness and mass matrices, only a smaller 
eigenvalue problem needs to be solved: 

K,V, = AM,V, (11.81) 

Then we recover 
(11.82) 

Example 11.6 
In Example 11.3, the eigenvalues and mode shapes of a cantilever beam were determined 
based on a four-dofmodel. We will apply Guyan reduction to this problem based on omIt

ting the rotationaJ dofs and see how our results compare with the full model. Referring to 
Fig. E11.3, QJ and Qs refer to the translationaJ dofs while Q4 and Q~ refer to the rotational 
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dofs. Thus, the retained set is Q3 and Q, and the omitted set is Q~ and Q6' Extracting the 
appropriate components from the full 4 x 4 K and M matrices.. we obtain 

[ 
355.6 -177.78J 

k" = 1000 -177.78 177.78 

[
10.67 2.667J 

kOQ = 1000 2.667 5.33 

[ 
0 -0.0052J 

row = 0.0052 -0.0089 

[ 
0 26.67J 

km = 1000 -26.67 -26.67 

~ [0.4193 0.0726J 
mr, 0.0726 0.2097 

moo = [ 0.000967 -0.00036J 
-0.00036 O.()()(}48 

From Eqs.l1.68 and 11.69, we obtain the reduced matrices 

[
20,31 -6.338J 

K, = 10000 -6.338 2.531' 
M ~ [0.502 

r 0.1 
0.1 ] 
0.155 

An input data file is prepared and program JACOBI is used to solve the eigenvalue prob
lem in (11.70). The solution is 

A1 = 2.025 X 10\ 

A2 = 8.183 X 10\ 

U; = [0.6401 1.88Sy 

U~ = [1.370 -1.959]T 

Using Eg.!1.71, we obtain tlte eigenvector components corresponding to the omitted dof as 

u~ = [3.61 4.438]1 and U~ = [-0.838 -16.238JT 

In this example, the results correlate quite well with the solution of the unreduced system .• 

11.7 RIGID BODY MODES 

In certain situations (such as in helicopter frames, flexible spacecraft structures, or flat 
panels that are placed on soft supports), we are faced with the task of determining mode 
shapes of structures that are freely suspended in space. These structures have rigid body 
modes as well as deformation modes. The rigid body modes correspond to translations 
and rotations of the entire structure along the x-,y-, and z-axes, respectively. Thus, there 
are six (6) rigid body modes for a three-dimensional body in space. Modes 7, 8 ... · cor
respond to deformation modes, which are to be determined from an eigenvalue analy
sis.1t should be recognized that the stiffness matrix K is singular when rigid body modes 
are present. This follows from the fact that a finite translation or rotation VO does not 
create any internal forces or stresses in the structure. Thus, KUo = O. Since UO 'I- 0, K 
has to be a singular matrix. Further, we can write KUo = 0 as KUo = (O)MUo from 
which we see that a rigid mode is associated with a zero eigenvalue. Specifically, the first 
six rigid body modes arc associated with six zero eigenvalues. 

Steps in many eigenvalue evaluation algorithms given require that K be nonsin
gular and also positive definite (i.e., that all eigenvalues be positive). This can be effected 
by shifting as given in Eqs.l1.48-11.50. Thus, with a shift factor s > 0, we work with a 
positive definite matrix K,. even though the original stiffness matrix is singular. 
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Using JACOBI or GENEIGEN These methods do not require that the stiffness 
matrix be positive definite. Thus, they may be directly used on the unconstrained struc
ture. Note that the first six eigenvalues (for a three-dimensional structure) will be zero 
representing the rigid modes. If small negative values are output as a result of round-off, 
these may be ignored-avoid taking their square root in computing the frequency within 
the programs. 

Using INVITR Using the inverse iteration program to handle rigid body modes 
is more involved. We need to define the rigid body modes in the program and then mass
normalize them. Let U?, U~, ... , U~ represent six rigid body modes. After defining these, 
each is mass normalized as 

i=1, ... ,6 (11.83) 

Subsequently, each trial eigenvector is chosen as in Eq.I1.5I from a space M-orthogonal 
to all previously calculated eigenvectors including the six normalized rigid body modes. 
Rigid body modes may be readily defined as follows: Consider a general three
dimensional body as shown in Fig. 11.10. In general, a node! will have six degrees of 
freedom, labeled Q6*1-5. Q6*1-4,'" , Q6*', correspondingx,y,and z translations and ro
tations about x-,y-, and z-axes, respectively. Defining the first mode to be a translation 
along x-axis, we have Q(6*I - 5,1) = 1 and Q(6*1 - 4,1) = Q(6*1 - 3,1) = 
Q(6*! - 2,1) = Q(6*! - 1,1) = Q(6*1,1) = 0, where the first subscript is the 
degree-of-freedom number and the second is the mode number. Similarly, translations 
along y- and z-axes define modes Q( ., 2) and Q( .,3), respectively. Now. consider the 
sixth rigid body mode corresponding to a rotation of the body about the z-axis, by an 
angle fJ. That is, a rotation in the x-y plane. We can choose an arbitrary value for 9. 
Choosing the centroid as a reference point about which the body rotates, we can write 
the translational displacement vector S of any node I in the body as 

8 ~ V' - V, where V' ~ [KJV 

y 

nodel 

'AJv 
c 

OM-4 

Q,,~Q" 
)---_x 

z 
FIGURE t 1 .10 Rigid body rotation ahoUI z-;uis. 
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[
cose -Sino]. . . F ' For this equation, V = x/ - x" and R = . IS a rotatIon matrlX. rom u, 
smB cos 8 

we obtain Q(6*1 - 5,6) = 8" and Q(6*! - 4,6) = Sy. Remaining components are 
Q(6'[ - 3,6) ~ 0,Q(6'[ - 2,6) ~ 0,Q(6'[- 1,6) ~ 0, and Q(6'[,6) ~ o (inradi· 
aDs). Rotations about x- and y-axes can similarly be considered. 

An example problem involving rigid body modes is presented in Example 11.7. 

Example 11.7 

Consider a two-dimensional steel beam, modeled using four elements as shown in 
Fig. E11.7a. In this beam model, each node has a vertical translational and a counter
clockwise rotational dof. No axial dafs are included. Taking the beam length to be 60 mm, 
E as 200 Gpa, and p as 7850 kg/m3 rectangular cross section of width 6 mm and depth 1 mm 
(thus, inertia I = 0.5 mm4), and the shift factor s = - Hf, we obtain the first three natural 
frequencies to be 1440 Hz, 3997 Hz, and 7850 Hz, respectively. The corresponding mode 
shapes are shown in Fig. El1.7b. Both programs JACOBI and INVITR give similar results. 
Program JACOBI is easier to implement. In program INVITR, two rigid body modes cor
responding to vertical translation and rotation were introduced. Mass normalization of 
these involved Eq. 11.82, which needed special care as M is in banded fonn. • 

2 5 
I I 

FIGURE El 1.7a Unconstrained beam. 

w-,-------------, 
40~------------~ 

20 

o 
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-40 -f---------
-60 -"-----------------" 

FIGURE Ell.7b Mode shapes for unconstramed heam. 

11.8 CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, the application of finite elements for free vibrations is discussed in a 
general setting using consistent mass matrices. Solution techniques and computer pro
grams arc given. These programs can be integrated with static analysis programs to get 
dynamic behavior of structures. Natural frequencies and mode shapes of structures give 
us the needed data concerning what excitation frequencies should be avoided. 
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Input Data File 

« PROGlW<BBAHI<K » 
EXAMPLEll. 5 
NN NE NM NDIH NEN NDN 

• 3 1 1 2 2 
ND NL NMPC 

2 0 0 
Node' X 

1 0 
2 30 
3 70 

• 90 
E1em. N1 N2 MATI Hom_Inertia Area 

1 1 2 1 .7854 3.1416 
2 2 3 1 .7854 3.1416 
3 3 • 1 .7854 3.1416 

DCFt Displacement 
1 0 
7 0 

DCFt Load 
MATt E HassDensity 

1 3E+07 .0007324 

OUTPUT FROM BEAMKM FOR INPUT TO INVITR, JACOBI, OR GENEIGEN 
Sti~~n •• a and ~a for Data in Wil. ezl15.inp 
Num. of OOF Bandwidth 
a • 

Banded Stiffness Matrix 
7.068601E+I0 157080 -10472 157080 
3141600 -157080 1570800 0 
14889.88 -68722.5 -4417.875 88357.5 
5497800 -88357.5 1178100 0 
39760.88 265072.5 -35343 353430 
7068600 -353430 2356200 0 
7.068603E+I0 -353430 0 0 
4712400 0 0 0 

Banded Mass Matrix 
2.563869£-02 .1084714 8.87493E-03 -6.409672E-02 
.591662 6.409672E-02 -.4437465 0 
.2670774 8.436662E-02 1.183324E-02 -.1139497 
1.99412 .1139497 -1.051844 0 
.3621584 -.1446285 5.91662E-03 -2.848743E-02 
1.577765 2.848743E-02 _.1314804 0 
1.709246E-02 -.0482095 0 0 
.1753073 0 0 0 

Starting Vector for Inverse Iteration 
1 1 1 111 1 1 

0UT.PU2' EKN INVIrR 
Name of Input File Eigen.inp 
Name of Output File Invltr.out 
Tolerance <default 1E-6. 
Number Eigenvalues Desired 2 
Program Invltr _ CHANDROPATLA « BELEGUNDU 
Eigenvalues & EigenvectorS for data in file: Eiqen.inp 

Conclusion 397 
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continued 
Eigenvalue 
Eigenvalue 

NUIUber 1 
=- 4..04.20E+03 

Iteration Number 3 
omega = 6.3577E+01 Freq Hz = 1.0119E+01 

Eigenvector 
2.104.0E-08 
2.6005E-08 

5.5269E-02 
-5.764.8E-02 

1.3783E+00 2.7575E-02 1.0495£+00 -4..2193E-02 

Eigenvalue Number 2 
Eigenvalue = 4.3184E+04. 

Iteration Number 4. 
Omega ~ 2.0781E+02 Freq Hz = 3.3074E+01 

Eigenvector 
8.9643E-08 
1.4669E-07 

8. 1562E-02 
9.0721£-02 

1. 3010E+OO -2.9044E-02 -1.2374.E+00 5.0888E-03 

Program Geneigen - CHANDRUPATLA & BELEGUNDU 
Eigenvalues & Eigenvectors for data in file: Eigen.inp 

Eigenvalue Number 1 
E~genvalue = 4.0420E+03 omega = 6.3577E+01 Freq Hz = 1.0119£+01 
Eigenvector 
-2.1038E-08 
2.6009E-08 

-5.5266£-02 
5.7650E-02 

-1.3783E+00 -2.7576£-02 -1. 04. 96E+0 0 4.2193£-02 

Eigenvalue 
Eigenvalue 
Eigenvector 

Number 2 
4.3184E+04 Omega = 2.0781£+02 Freq Hz = 3.3074E+Ol 

-8.9646E-08 -8.1578E-02 -1.3015E+00 2.9034E-02 1.2370E+00 -5.0751E-03 
1.4669E-07 -9.0704E-02 

Eigenvalue Number 3 
E~genvalue = 1.2073E+06 Omega = 1.0986£+03 freq Hz = 1.7488E+02 
Eigenvector 
1.3652E-06 
9.1308E-07 

3.9771E-01 
-1. 7764E-01 

Eigenvalue Number 4 

1. 1407E-01 -4.4556£-01 3.6412E-01 2.6176E-01 

Eigenvalue = 4.5038E+06 Omega = 2.1222E+03 Freq Hz = 3.3776E+02 
Eigenvector 
4.3420E-06 
3.4292£-06 

7.7777E-01 
4.6458E-01 

Eigenvalue 
Eigenvalue 
EigenVector 
-1.1<103£-05 
9.6374E-06 

Number 5 

Eigenvalue 
Eigenvalue 
E~genvector 

-9.8104£-06 
3.8771£-05 

1. 4837E+07 

-1.1700£+00 
9.1<115£-01 

Number 6 
4.3449E+07 

-5.0560£-01 
-2.3385E+00 

-5.3669£-01 -1. 7096E-01 -1.2843£-01 -6.2376E-01 

Omega = 3.8518£+03 Freq Hz ~ 6.1304E+02 

3.6043£-01 -7.5974£-01 1.5876E-Ol -4.7676£-01 

Omega = 6.5916E+03 Freq Hz = 1.0491£+03 

-1.1210£-02 -5.4B75£-01 -3.8044E-Ol -7.6675E-Ol 

i 

--



continue 
E~genva1ue Number 1 
Eigenvalue 1.3151E+13 
Eigenvector 

Problems 399 

Omega = 3.6272E+06 Freq Hz ~ 5.7129£+05 

-1.3618E+Ol 2.7171E+00 
8.2693E-01 -1.0295E-01 

-2.1183£-01 2.6427£-01 -4.1855£-03 1.6685E-Ol 

£~qenva1ue Number 8 
E~genva1ue = 1.8936£+13 Omega = 4.3515E+06 Freq Hz ~ 6.9256E+05 
Eigenvector 
-9.9205£-01 2.6900E-01 3.6973£-03 1.1670£-01 1.3534E-01 1.8311E-01 
1.6337E+01 4. 6521E+00 

PROBLEMS 

11.L Consider axial vibration of the steel bar shown in Fig. PII.I. 
(a) Develop the global stiffness and mass matrices. 
(b) By hand calculations, determine the lowest natural frequency and mode shape using 

the inverse iteration algorithm. 
(e) Verify your results in (b) using programs INVITR and JACOBI. 
(d) Verify the properties in Eqs.llAla and 1l.41b. 

Steel bar 

FIGURE Pl1.1 

ILl. By hand calculations, determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes for the rod in 
PIU using the characteristic polynomial technique. 

11.3. Use a lmoped mass model for the rod in PILl, and compare the results obtained with the 
consistent mass model. Use program JNVITR or JACOBI. 

11.4. Detennine all natural frequencies of the simply supported beam shown in Fig. PIIA. Com
pare the results obtained using the following: 
(a) a one-element model and 
(b) a two-element model. 
Use either program INVITR or JACOBI. 

k A 
11-. __ 8OOmm -----1·1 

Steel beam 

~...J...25mm 
W, 

15mm 

fIGURE Pll.4 
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lLS. Determine, with the help of program BEAMKM. the two lowest natural frequencies (crit
ical speeds) of the steel shaft shown in Fig. PUS, considering the following cases: 
(a) The three jouma1s are like simple supports. 
(b) Eachjournal bearing is like a spring of stiffness equal to 2S,0IX) IbJin. 

Bearing 2400ib 

)~=~ ;g; 'I"'r X 
I. 30 in. .1.18OL.I.18in .\. 30 in. .1 

FIGURE P11.S 

1L6. The existence of a crack renders an overall reduction in the stiffness of a structure. A crack 
in a bending member, such as a beam, suggests a slope discontinuity at the section con
taining the crack, even though the displacement is still continuous there. Thus., the effect 
of a fracture at a section may be represented by torsional spring connecting two elements. 
whose torsional stiffness k may be determined analytically or experimentally. 
Consider the cracked cantilever beam shown in FIg. P 11.6. 
(.) Discuss how you will model this using beam elements. Write down the boundary 

conditions at the cracked section, and the resulting modifications to the stiffness 
matrix. 

(b) Detennine the first three natural frequencies and mode shapes and compare these 
with those of an uncracked beam of same dimensions. Take k = 8 x lW in.-lb and 
E = 30 x lcfpsi. 

I ~c--__ ~I 
1--3"'.---+.I.~--12m .. -----1·1 

FIGURE P11.6 

1 in. 

H-.l 
~2m. 

T 

11.7. A simplified model of a steel turbine blade is shown in FIg. PH.? We want to determine 
the lowest resonant frequency with motion inx direction and corresponding mode shape. 
It is important that we do not excite this resonant frequency to avoid contact of the blades 
with the casing. The outer ring connecting all the blades is represented as a lumped mass. 
Use programs CSTKM and INVITR. 

11.8. Figure P11.8 shows a beam modeled using four-node quadrilateral elements. Develop a pr0-
gram that will generate the banded K and M matrices. Then use program INVITR to 
determine the two lowest natural frequencies and mode shapes. Compare your results 
with those obtained using beam elements. 
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FIGURE Pl'.7 

! ~ I I I II 
1---7.5X4=30in.~ t=lin. 

FIGURE Pl'.8 Steel beam. 

11.9. Determine the two lowest natura1 frequencies and mode shapes for the one-bay, two-slory 
planar steel frame shown in Fig. Pll.9. You need to develop a program, analogous to 
BEAMKM. that will generate the banded K and M matrices and then use program INVI1R. 

T 
120 in. 

Line of __ _~_ 12in. 
symmetry 

240 in. 0.2 m. --0 f.--

J 
I---- 240 i,. ----j 

Steel frame 

FIGURE Pl1.9 

I 
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ILIO. For the signal pole arrangement shown in Fig. Pl1.1O, a two-dimensional frame, determine 
the natural frequencies and mode shapes. (Note: Develop a program in line with 
BEAMKM to write stiffness and mass matrices to a file. Then an eigenvalue routine like 

INVITR can be run.) 

J.- 40
0

'b 
4in.diam

T 
g 

~5" 

6in.diam 

-i~ 

1 
'" 

30 ib 30lb 
Q Q 

8in.diam\ 

0 a a 0 

·1· 8f. ·1· ~---+~- '" --+ 

Thickness of pipe = ~ in. 

E = 30 x 10"psi,v= 0.3 

Unit weight for steel = 0.282 [bfin~ 

FIGURE Pl1.10 

18 ft 

lLll. Consider the shaft in Example 11.5. Using Guyan reduction, reduce the eight -dof beaIIl 
model to a two-dof model retaining the translational dof at the flywheels. Compare these 
frequencies and mode shapes with those obtained from the eight-dof modeL Csc BEAMKM 
and JACOBI programs. Also state which modes are missing in the reduced model. 
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lL12. Reduce the following symmetric matrix to tridiagonal form: 

6 1 2 0 0 
1 3 1 2 0 

2 1 2 1 0 
0 2 1 2 1 
0 0 0 1 3 

11.13. Reduce the following two matrices simultaneously to diagonal form using Jacobi's approach: 

K"[~i~!] M"[~t1~] 
11.14. Consider the beam model shown in Eg. P11.14. Each beam node has a vertical translational 

degree of freedom (do£) and a counter-clockwise rotational dof. No axial dofs are includ
ed. Take the beam length to be 60 nun, rectangular cross section of width 6 nun and depth 
1 mm (thus, I ~ 0.5 mm4), and obtain the first three natural frequencies for the different 
cases that follow. Plot the mode shapes. (After obtaining the output from eigensolver, 
which contains nodal displacements of the mode shapes, you can interpolate using Hermite 
cubic shape functions and then use MATLAB or other programs to plot the discretized 
curve.) Take material to be steel, with E :: 200 GPa and p :0 7850kg/m3

• 

(a) Left end is fIXed. 
(b) Left end is fixed and a concentrated mass M is attached to the right end (node 5). 

Take M :0 5 % of the beam mass. 
(e) Beam is unconstrained, and a mass M is attached to the right end as in (b). 
For cases (a) and (b), you can use program INVITR, JACOBI, or GENEIGEN. For (c). 
use program JACOBI or GENEIGEN. 

2 5 
i-~~+I~~~f-~~+-~---=I FIGURE P1l. 14 

11.15. A rigid body with mass M and inertia Ie about its center of gravity is welded on to the end 
of a planar beam element as shown in Eg. PILl5. By writing the kinetic energy of the 

1 1 . . 
mass as 2M v2 + 2IcWl, and relating v and w to QJ and Q2' determine the (2 x 2) mass 

matrix contribution to the beam node. 

Q, 

CG~ 

FIGURE Pl'.1S 
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Program Listings 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '. -- • 
'. STInwESS AND MASS GENERATION * 
'* T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Belegundu * 
,******************.***.********.*.**** 
'-====-"''''''''''''==-- lAIN PROGRAM ="" 

Private Sub cmdStart Click() 
call InputData -
call Banclwidth 
call stiffnMau 
call HodifyForBC 
Call AddsprMass 
Call OUtput 
cmdVlew.Enabled • True 
cmdStart.Enabled - False 

End Sub -- --
'=== __ =~ - STIFFNESS AND ~S s-=_ -=----===
Private Sub StiffnMaasl) 

ReDtm SINg, NBi), GMINQ, HBW) 
• _____ Q1Qbal. fti:f&4 •• aid .... _au.. -----
ForN""lToHB 

picBox.Print "Forming Stiffness and Mass Matrices of Element "; N 
Call !lemStiffMa.s(NI 
picBox.Print ••.•• placing in Global Locations" 
For II • 1 To NEN 

NRT _ NON * (NOCIH, II) - 11 
For IT _ I To NDN 

HR_NRT+IT 
I _ NDN • (II - 1) + IT 
For JJ ~ 1 To HEN 

NCT • NDN * (NOCIN, JJ) - 1) 
For JT .. I To RDN 

J ~ NDN * (JJ - 11 + JT 
NC~NCT+JT-NR+l 

If Ne > 0 Then 
S(RR, NC) ~ S(NR, Ne) + SE(I, J) 
SH(RR, HC) ~ GM(HR, NC) + EM(I, J) 

End If 
Next JT 

Next JJ 
Next IT 

Next II 
Next N 

End Sub 



-=---- ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND MASS 
Private Sub ElemStif~ss(N) 
,________ Element Stiffness and Mass Matrices 

N1 = NOe(N, 1) 
N2 = NOC(N, 2) 
M = MAT (NE) 
EL = Abs(X(N1) - X(N2» 
'--- Element stiffness 
ElL c PM(M, 1) • SMl(N) I EL A 3 

SE(l, 1) .. 12 • ElL 
SE(l, 2) = ElL· 6 * EL 
SE(l, 3) = -12 • ElL 
SE(l, 4) = ElL· 6 • EL 

SE(2, 1) = SE(l, 2) 
SE(2, 2) = ElL * 4 * EL * EL 
SE(2, 3) = -ElL· 6 • EL 
SE (2, 4) .. ElL· 2 • EL • EL 

SE(3, 1) = SE(l, 3) 
SE(3, 2) "" SE(2, 3) 
SE(3, 3) = ElL * 12 
SE(3, 4) = -ElL· 6 

SE(4, 1) = SE(l, 
SE(4, 2) '" SE(2, 
SE(4, 3) = SE(3, 

• EL ., ., ., 
SE(4, 41 '" ElL· 4 • EL • EL 

'--- Element Mass 
RHO = PM(M, 2) 
Cl = RHO * ARBA(N) * EL I 420 
EM(l, 11 = 156 * C1 
EM(l, 2) = 22 • EL * C1 
EM(l, 31 = 54 * C1 
EM(l, 4) = -13 * EL * Cl 

E:M(2, 1) = EM(l, 2) 
EM(2, 2) = 4 • EL • EL * C1 
EM(2, 3) = 13 * EL • Cl 
EM(2, 4) = -3 * EL * EL * Cl 

EM!3, 1) = EM(l, 3) 
EM(3, 2) = EM(2, 3) 
EM(3, 3) = 156 • C1 
EM(3, 41 = -22 * EL * C1 

EM(4, 1) = EM(l, 41 
EM(4, 2) '" EM(2, 41 
EM(4, 3) = EM(3, 4) 
EM(4, 4) = 4 * EL * EL * C1 

End Sub 

, _______ = __ =_ ADD SPRINGS/MASSES 

Prl.vate . -----
Sub AddsprMass () 
Additional Springs and Lumped Masses 

Problems 405 

--

Do N = lnputBoX("Dof# "" 0 Exits this", "DOF' with spring Support", 0) 

If N = 0 Then Exit Do 
C = InputBoX(N, "Support Stiffness at Dof ", 0) 

SIN, 11 $ SIN, 11 + C 

Loop 
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Do 
H _ InputBoX(nDoff = 0 Exits this", "DaFt with Lumped 
If N .. 0 Then Exit Do 
C .. InputBoz(N, -Lumped Ma •• at", 0) 

GM(N, 11 .. GMIN, 11 + e 
Loop 

End Sub 

'==:0:===="':0::== >«lDIFY POa Be z==-_==-_=====s 
Private Sub ModifyForBC() 

,----- Decide Penalty Parameter CNST -----
CNST = 0 
For I "' 1 To NO 

If CNST < SlI, 11 Then eNST = 5(1, l) 

Next I 
CNST c eNST .. 10000 

,----- Modify for Boundary Conditions -----
'--- Displacement Be ---
For I .. 1 To ND 

N = NUll) 
SIN, l) '" SIN, l) + CNST 
FIN) - FIN) + CNST .. U{I) 

Next I 
'--- Hulti-point Constraints ---

For I '"' 1 To NMPC 
11 .. HPC(I, 1) ; 12 .. MPC(I. 2J 
5(11, 11 = S (II, l) + eNST * BTlr, l) • BTU, 11 
S(I2, l) '" S(I2, l) + CNST .. BTIl, 2J • BT(l, 2J 
IR = I1: If IR > 12 Then IR s 12 
Ie .. Abs(I2 - 11) + 1 
S (IR, Ie) .. S (IR, Ie) + CNST * 8'1'(1, l) .. BTU, 
Fill) • Fill) + CNST • BT(I, 
Fll2) .. P(I2) + CNST .. BT (I, 

Next I 
End Sub 

..... *. PItOCIIUUII mYIft 
'* Inverse Iteration MethoQ .. ***** 

• 
• for Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 

Searching in Subspace .. .. for Banded Matrices 
'* T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Belequndu 

• 
• 
• 

,*.************************************* 
DefInt I-N 
DefDbl A-H, o-z 
Dim NQ, NBW 

l) 
2) 

Dim S{), GM(), EVl{l, EV2{), EVCO, EVL() 
Dim EVT (), EVS (), ST 0, NITER () 
Dim TOL, SH, NEV, NEVl, ITMAX, PI 

• BTCI, " .. BT (I, " 

Dim Title ~ String, Filel ~ String, File2 Aa String 
Dim Dummy ~ String 
Private Sub cmdEnc:tCl1ck() 

End 
End Sub 

21 

Mass·, 0) 

" i ill 
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continued 
MAIN PROGRAM 

Private Sub cmdStart_Click() 
Call InputData 
Call BanSolvel ,<----Stiffness to Upper Triangle 
Call Inverselter 
Call Output 
cmdView.Enabled = True 
cmdStart.Enabled = False 

End Sub , ______ ~ _ _=---=~ ___ ---z __ ~-=z~-----~-----

_ -- _ DATA INPUT FROM A FILE -

Problems 401 

Private Sub InputData() 
File! = InputBox(Rlnput File d:\dir\fileName.ext", "Name of File") 
TOL = InputBox("Enter Value", "Tolerance", 0.000001) 
NEV'" InputBox("Enter Number", "Number of Eigenvalues Desired", 1) 

SH = 0 
Open File! For Input As #1 
Line Input #1, Title: Line Input #1, Dummy: Input #1, NQ, Naw 
ReDim SINQ, NBW) , GM(NQ, NBW), EVl(NQ), EV2(NQ), NITER(NEV) 
ReDim EVTINQ) , EVS(NQ), ST(NQ), EVe (NQ. NEV), EVL(NEV) 
'=====E~===Z== READ DATA ==z~====~===~= 
, _____ bK in Banded sti~ •• Matzi.z ~~~~~ 

Line Input #1, Dummy 
For I ~ 1 To NQ: For J = 1 To NBW 

Input #1, S (I, J) 

Next J: Next 1 
,~~~~~ Re.ad in .B&I1cWd "... Matri.z 

Line Input #1, Dummy 
For I = 1 To NQ: For J ~ 1 To NBW 

Input #1, GM(I, J) 
Next J: Next I 
, _____ StartiDg Vector ~or I~~. lteratiOD 

Line Input #1, Dummy 
For I = 1 To NQ: Input #1, ST(I): Next I 
Close #1 
SH = InputBox("SHIFT", "Shift Value for Eigenvalue", 0) 

If SH <> 0 Then 
For I = 1 To NQ: For J = 1 To NBW 

511, J) = 511, J) - SH * GM(l, J) 

Next J: Next I 
End If End Sub 

---- -- '=' 
INVERSE ITERATION 

Private Sub InverseIterll 
ITMAX = 50: NEVl = NEV 
PI '" 3.14159 
For NY = 1 To NEV 

, ___ SbirtiJIg Val .. ~QZ 1'igea'"ctoz 
For I '" 1 To NQ: EVl(I) = STII): Next I 
EL2 _ 0: ITER - 0 

I 
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continued 
Do 

'>====-=== 

ELI _ EL2 

ITER ., ITER + 1 
If ITER > ITMAX Then 

pieBox.Print "No converqance for Elqenvalu •• *; NY 
NEVl-NY-l 
Exit Sub 

End If 
If NY > 1 Then 

.____ ~ V.oCGr Oz1:bcIp-eJ to 
Z'Pa.l_t:.d v.ceoz. 

For I = 1 To NY - 1 
CV·O 
For K .. 1 To NO 

teA ., K - Haw + 1: KZ ., K + NBW _ 1 
If KA< 1 Then KA-=l 
If KZ > NO Then KZ .. NO 
For L AA To KZ 

If L < J( Then 
Kl .. L: LI = K - L + I 

Else 
KI ., LI • L K + I 

End If 
cv., CV + EVS(K) • GM(Kl, Ll) * &Ve(L, II 

Next L 
Next K 
ForK=lToNQ 

EVl(K) = EYl(R) - CV * EVe!K, I) 
Next K 

Next I 
End If 
For lITo NQ 

IA I - NBW + 1: IZ ., I + NBN - 1: EVT(I) 0 
If IA < 1 Then IA ~ 1 
If IZ > NO Then IZ - NQ 

For KalA To IZ 
If K < I Then 

11 K: Kl I - K + 1 
<l •• 

11 I: tel - K I + 1 
End If 
EVT(I) - EVT(I) + GH(tl, KI) • EV1(K) 

Next K 
EV2(I) E'VT(I) 

Next I .~~ ___ == ___ """"""""'_ .... ___ • __ ~=========_-=== 

Call BanSolve2 '<--- ~. Bi§bc S~d. aDd SO~VW 
Cl = 0: C2 .. 0 
For I = 1 To NO 

Cl = Cl + EV2(I) * EVT(!) 
Next I 
For I '" 1 To NQ 

IA - I - HBW + 1: IZ I + MBW - 1: EVT(I) ~ 0 



continue 
If IA < 1 Then IA ~ 1 
If IZ > NO Then IZ = NO 
For K = IA To IZ 

If K < I Then 
11 K: K1 I - K + 1 

Else 
II ~ I: K1 = K - I + 1 

End If 
EVT(I) .. EVr(I) + GM(I1, K1) * EV2(K) 

NeJ:t K 
Next I 
For I = 1 To NO 

C2 = C2 + EV2(!) * EVT(I) 

Next I 
EL2 = C1 I C2 
C2 = Sqr(C2) 
For I = 1 To NO 

EVl(I) ,. EV2(I) I C2 
EVS(I) = EVl(I) 

NeJ:t I 
Loop While APs(EL2 - ELI) I Abs(EL2) > TOL 
For I = I To NO 

EVC(I, NV) = EVl(I) 
NeJ:t I 
NITER(NV) = ITER 
EL2 .. EL2 + SH 
EVL(NV) EL2 

Next IN 
End Sub 

Problems 409 

'===== BAND SOLVER FOR MULTIPLE RIGHT HAND SIDES ===== 
Private Sub BanSol.v.l() ~. EU_;'1Mt:.icm. U1U ~ (~C% SJo-uiO' lIazad,MI xa~o .. ) 

JIAlt:.ip.1e Jligbt: MDd ddN: 
RedaO't:.iC;D to ~ !'Z'iaagalar 7O'Dil 

For K ~ 1 To NO - 1 
NK=NO-K+l 
If NK > NBW Then NK ~ NBW 
For I 2 To NK 

Cl S(K, I) I 5(K, 1) 
11 K+I-l 
For J = I To NK 

Jl = J - I + 1 
5(11, Jl) .. S(I1, Jl) - Cl * S(K, J) 

Next J 
Next I 

Next K 
End Sub 
PI:ivate Sub BanSolve2 () 

, _____ RedJ,1O'tiC;D ~ t:be ript: luuzd ai\W 

FOI: K = 1 To NO - 1 
NK = NO - K + 1 

-_._----------i 1i2 jill: i * --------------..... 
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continued 
If HK > HSW Then HK E NSW 
For I 2 To NK: 11 = K + I - 1 

C11/S(K,I) 
EV2(Il) _ EV2(Il) - Cl • S(R, II • EV2(K) 

Nel!:t I 
Next K 
, _____ ~t:i.t:at.i_ 

EV2(NQ) - EV2(NQ) I S(NQ, 1) 
For II .. 1 To NO - 1 

I = NO - II: Cl = 1 I 5(1, 1) 
HI = NO - I + 1 
If HI > NBW Then NI = NBW 
EV2(I) - Cl • EV2(I) 
ForK=2ToNI 

EV2{I) = EV2(I) - C1 • SCI, K) * EV2(I + K - 1) 
Next K 

Next II 
End Sub 
'====-==--==--===--==-===="'-===~-==~ 

'================ OUTPUT ================Z== 
Private Sub OUtput!) 

I",s::== l'ziAt: J:t.i.-p.1aa nu, St:ze •• _, .uu::I baat:i._ 
Wile2 _ InpgtBox("OUtpQt: ril. d:\4ir\~il ........ t·, ..... o~ Pil.") 
Open File2 For Output ~ 82 
Px:int #2, "Program lnvltr - CHANDRUfATLA & BELEGUNDU" 
Print #2, "Eigenvalues & Eigenvectors for data in file: H; Filel 
, _____ fi~_ -.cl Zipa'NOt:oz. -----

If NEVI < NEV Then 
Print 
NEV 

End If 

#2, "Convergence 
NEV! 

For NV = 1 To NEV 
Print #2, 

for ", NEV!; • Eigenvalues Only." 

Print #2, "Eigenvalue Number ": NY; 
Print #2, Iteration Number"; NITER(NV) 
Print #2, "Eigenvalue,", ": 
Print #2, Format(EVL(NV), "O.OOOOE+OO "): 
OMEGA = Sqr(EVL(NV)): FREQ· 0.5 • OMEGA I PI 
Print #2, "omega = "; 
Print #2, Format (OMEGA, "0. OOOOE+OO "); 
Print #2, "Freq Hz = "; 
Print #2, Format (FREQ, "O.OOOOE+OO") 
Print #2, "Eigenvector " 
For I .. 1 To NO 

Print #2, Format (EVC{I, NV), "0.0000£+00 "); 
Next I 
Print #2, 

Next NY 
Close #2 
picBox.Print "RESULTS ARE IN FILE ": Flle2 

End Sub 



CHAPTER 1 2 

Preprocessing 
and Postprocessing 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

Finite element analysis involves three stages of activity: preprocessing, processing, and 
postprocessing. Preprocessing involves the preparation of data, such as nodal coordi· 
nates, connectivity, boundary conditions, and loading and material infonnation. The pro· 
cessing stage involves stiffness generation, stiffness modification, and solution of 
equations, resulting in the evaluation of nodal variables. Other derived quantities, such 
as gradients or stresses, may be evaluated at this stage. The processing stage is present
ed in detail in earlier chapters, where the data were prepared in a formatted input file. 
The postprocessing stage deals with the presentation of results. Typically, the deformed 
configuration, mode shapes, temperature, and stress distribution are computed and dis
played at this stage. A complete finite element analysis is a logical interaction of the 
three stages. The preparation of data and postprocessing require considerable effort if 
all data are to be handled manually. The tedium of handling the data and the possibili
ty of errors creeping in as the number of elements increase are discouraging factors for 
the finite element analyst. In the following sections, we present a systematic development 
of preprocessing and postprocessing considerations. This should make finite element 
analysis a more interesting computational tool. We first present a general-purpose mesh 
generation scheme for two-dimensional plane problems. 

12.2 MESH GENERAnON 

Region and Block Representation 
The basic idea of a mesh-generation scheme is to generate element connectivity data and 
nodal-coordinate data by reading in input data for a few key points. We present here the 
theory and computer implementation of a mesh-gen~ra~io~ ~che~e su~gested by 
Zienkiewicz and Philips.* In this scheme, a complex region IS dlVlded mto elght-noded 
quadrilaterals, which are then viewed in the form of a rectangular blo:ck patte~. Con
sider the region shown in Fig. 12.1. The full rectangular block pattern IS convement for 

*Zienkiewicz, 0. C, and D. V. Philips. "An automatic mesh generation scheme for plane and curved sur· 
faces by 'isopararnetric' coordinates." International Journal for Nunwrir:al Methods in Engtnl'ering 3: 519· 528 

(1971). 

411 
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FIGURE 12.1 (a) Region and (b) block diagram. 
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node numbering. To match the pattern in the region, the block number 4 is to be treated 
as void and the two hatched edges need to be merged. In general, a complex region is 
viewed as a rectangle, composed of rectangular blocks, with some blocks left as void 
and some edges identified to be merged. 

Block Corner Nodes, Sides, and Subdivisions 

A general COnfiguration of the full rectangle composed of blocks is shown in Fig. 12.2. 
We represent the sides of the rectangle as Sand W, with respective numbers of spans of 
NS and NW. For consistent coordinate mapping, S, W, and the third coordinate direc
tion Z must fonn a right-hand system. For mesh generation, each span is subdivided. 
Spans KS and KWare divided into NSD(KS) and NWD(KW) divisions, respectively. 
Since the node numbering will be carried out in the S direction first and incremented in 
the W direction next, the bandwidth of resulting matrices will be small if total number 
of divisions in the S direction is less than the total number in the W direction. Sand W 
are chosen to represent short and wide directions in this sense. In this scheme, the band
width is a minimum when there are no void blocks and there is no side merging. We 
note here that the total number of nodes in the Sand W directions are 

NS 

NNS ~ 1 + L NSD(KS) 
KS~! 

NW 

NNW ~ 1 + L NWD(KW) 
KW~! 

(12.1) 

The maximum possible nodes for quadrilateral or triangular division is taken as 
NNT(= NNS X NNW). We define an array NNAR(NNT) to define the nodes in the 
problem. We also define a block identifier array IDBLK(NSW), which stores the ma
terial number in the location representing the block. A zero is stored in the location 
corresponding to a void block. The x- and y-coordinates of all valid block comer nodes 
are read into XB(NGN, 2). The program is given for planar regions. By introducing the 
z-coordinate, three-dimensional surfaces can be modeled.1\vo arrays, SR( NSR, 2) and 
WR( NWR, 2), are used for storing the coordinates of the nodes on the corresponding 
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FIGURE 12.2 Numbering of corner nodes and sides. 

sides. First, we generate the nodes for all sides, assuming that the side is a straight line 
and the node is at the midpoint between the comer nodes. This represents the default 
configuration. Then, for sides that are curved and for those straight sides with nodes not 
located at physical midpoints, the x~ and y-coordinates are read into SR( .• 2) and WR( .,2), 
at appropriate locations. The sides to be merged are identified by the end node numbers 
of the sides. We now discuss the node numbering and coordinate-generation schemes. 

Generation of node numbers We present the node-numbering strategy by 
means of an example. Consider the region and block representation shown in fig. 12.1. 
The node numbering scheme is shown in Fig. 12.3. We have two blocks in the S direction 
and two in the W direction. Block 4 is void. Array NNAR(30) has all the locations defined. 
Edges 18-20 and 18-28 are to be merged. We first initialize the array NNAR(30) by 
putting -1 at each of its locations. We then cover each of the void blocks and put zero 
where nodes do not exist. Existence of neighboring blocks is checked in implementing 
this process. For side merging, at the node locations of the side with higher node num
bers, the location numbers of the corresponding nodes of the merging side are entered. 
The final node numbering is a simple process. We sweep along S and then increment 
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FIGURE 12.3 Node numbering. 
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along W. The node numbers are incremented by 1 whenever the location has a negative 
value. When the value is zero, it is skipped. If the location has a positive value, it indi
cates side merging and the corresponding node number from the location indicated by 
the value is inserted. The scheme is simple and nodal coordinate checking is not neces

sary in this process. 

-
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Generation of coordinates and connectivity Here we use the shape functions 
for isoparametric mapping for an eight-noded quadrilateral developed in Chapter 7. We 
refer to Fig. 12.4, which establishes the relationships for the master block or f--1J block., 
the S-W block, and the region block or x-y block. The first step is one of extracting the 
global coordinates of comer and midside nodes of the block under consideration. For a 
general node N1, the f- and 'l1-coordinates are obtained using the number of divisions. 
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FIGURE 12.4 Coordinates and connectivity: (a) master block (or shape functions. (b) block 

for node numbers. and (c) block in region. 
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The coordinates of Nl are given by 
8 

X ~ 2: SH(I)' X(I) 
l~l 

8 

Y ~ 2: SH(I)· Y(l) 
[~l 

(12.2) 

where SHe ) are shape functions and X( ) and Y( ) are corner node coordinates. For 
the small rectangular shaded division with lower left corner Nl, shown in Fig. 12.4, the 
other three nodes N2, N3, and N4 are computed. For quadrilateral elements, we use 
NI-N2-N3-N4 as the element, with the first element of the block starting at the lower 
left comer. The element numbers for the next block start after the last number of the pre
vious block. For triangular element division, each rectangle is divided into two trian
gles, NI-N2-N3 and N3-N4-N1. The triangular division is readjusted to connect the 
diagonal of shorter length. The process of coordinate and connectivity generation is 

skipped for void blocks. 
This is a general-purpose mesh-generation scheme with the capability to model 

complex problems. This scheme can be readily generalized to model three-dimensional 
surfaces by introducing the z-coordinate. To illustrate the use of the program, we con

sider a few examples. 

Examples of mesh generation In the first example shown in Fig. 12.5, there 
are four blocks. The default material number for all blocks is 1. Material number for 
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FIGURE 12.5 Example mesh 1: (a) blo<:k diagram, (b) reglOn. and (c) mesh. 
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block 4 is read in as zero to represent void space. S spans 1 and 2 are divided into four 
and two divisions., respectively. W spans 1 and 2 are each divided into three divisions. The 
coordinates of corner nodes 1-8 and the coordinates of midpoints of curved sides WI 
and W4 are read in. The generated mesh with node numbers is also shO\vn in Fig. 12.5. 
If triangular mesh is desired, the shorter diagonal of each quadrilateral will be joined. 

In the second example, shown in Fig. 12.6, we model a full annular region. To 
achieve a minimum bandwidth, the block diagram shown in Fig. 12.6a is suggested. 
Blocks 2 and 5 are void space. The side 1-2 merges with 4-3, and side 9-10 merges with 
12-11. Coordinates of all corner nodes and the midpoints of Wl. W2, ... , W8 of the 
block diagram need to be given. The resulting mesh for the span divisions shown in 
the block diagram is given in Fig. 12.6c. 
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FIGURE 12.6 Example mesh 2: (a) blockdillgram. (b) relPon,and (c) mesh. 
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FIGURE 12.7 Example mesh 3: (a) block diagram, (b) region. and (c) mesh. 

Figure 12.7 shows an eyelet. The full geometric shape is modeled. The block dia
gram shows void blocks and span divisions. Merging sides are indicated. Coordinates of 
all corner points of the block diagram are to be read in. The coordinates of midpoints 
of curved sides Wi. W2, W4, W7, Wl0, W13, W16, and W17 have to be input. The mesh 
is shown for quadrilateral elements. 

Division of a region and making a block diagram form the first step in the prepa
ration of data for mesh generation. 

Mesh plotting The generated data are saved in a file. The convenient way of 
reviewing the coordinate and connectivity data is by plotting it using the computer.1be 

plots will quickly reveal if there are any errors. Points to be readjusted can easily be 

--
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identified. The program PLOTID can be used for plotting two-dimensional meshes on 
the screen. In mesh plotting, we scan each element and draw the element boundaries 
using the connectivity information. The coordinate bounds must first be adjusted for 
the screen resolution and size. 

Data handling and editing In simple problems with small number of elements 
and nodes, it is convenient to prepare data directly using a text editor. For larger prob
lems, the user may generate the data files by using the MESHGEN program. Output of 
the MESHGEN program essentially consists of nodal coordinates and element con
nectivity. A text editor is then used to add loading, boundary conditions, material prop
erties, and some other information to the mesh data fIle. The format for the data file is 
common for all problems and is given on the inside front cover of this book. Impor
tantly, an example input file is provided at the end of every chapter. For two-dimensional 
problems, the program PLOT2D can be used to read the data and plot meshes on 
the screen. 

The data thus created can be processed by the finite element programs presented 
in earlier chapters. The finite element program processes the data and calculates nodal 
variable quantities, such as displacements and temperatures, and element quantities, 
such as stresses and gradients. The stage is now set for postprocessing. 

12.3 POSTPROCESSING 

We discuss here the aspects of plotting a displaced configuration, plotting nodal data in 
the form of contour plots., such as isotherms and isobars., and conversion of element
oriented data into best fitting nodal values. We restrict our discussion here to two
dimensional problems; however, the ideas can be extended to three-dimensional 
problems with some additional effort. 

Deformed Configuration and Mode Shape 

Plotting a deformed or displaced shape is a simple extension of PLOT2D. If the dis
placements or components of the eigenvector are read into the matrix U(NN, 2) and the 
coordinates are stored in X(NN,2), we can define the displaced position matrix 
XP(NN, 2) so that 

XP(lJ) ~ X(lJ) + aU(lJ) J ~ 1,2 (12.3) 

I ~ I, ... ,NN 

where a is a magnification factor so chosen that the largest component of aU (I, J) is of 
reasonable proportion in relation to the body size and NN represents th~ number of 
nodes. One may try this largest component to be about 10% ofthe body-size parame
ter. In the program PLOT2D, we need to make changes to read displacements U(NN, 2), 

decide the value of a, and replace X by X + au' 
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Conlou, Plotting 

Contour plotting of a scalar nodal variable such as temperature is straightforward for 
three-noded triangular elements. We consider the variable I on one triangular element 
shown in Fig. 12.S. The nodal values are '1,[2> and '3 at the three nodes 1,2, and 3, 
respectively. The function lis interpolated using the linear shape functions used for the 
constant strain triangle./represents a plane ~ with values 11./2. and!J at the three 
n~ We check for each desired level. Say / represents a typical level for contour map. 
H I lies in the interval 12-/3, it also lies in one of the intervals It-Apr [1-/3' Say it lies 
in the interval 12-f3. as shown in Fig. 12.S. Then fhas the value of f at points A and B 
and is constant along the line AB. Determination of the coordinates of points A and B 
will give us the contour line AB. The coordinates of point A can be obtained from 

f. 

1 

f~ i-I, 
I, - " 

x. ~ €x, + (1 - f)x, 
YA ~ fy, + (1 - f)y, 

f 

1 ...... "'leVelofvariationf. 

(12.4) 

.' , 
, 11 

. !LL 
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The co~rdinates of point B can be obtained by replacing the indices 2 and 3 by 1 and 3, 
respectIvely. 

The program CONTOURA plots the variable FFrepresented by its nodal values. 
The coordinate, connectivity, and function data are read in from data files. In the first part 
of the program, the boundary limits are set on the screen. The function limits are found 
and the number of contour levels is read in. The boundary of the region is plotted on the 
screen. Each element is then scanned for the function levels and the constant value lines 
are drawn. The result is a contour map. 

In addition, in CONTOURA, the number of levels is fixed at 10 and each level is 
associated with a distinct color. Violet is the lowest level, and red is set as the highest level, 
with intermediate colors roughly in the order of the rainbow spectrum. CONTOURB 
uses the idea of filling the color in a closed subregion of an element. Thus, for the same 
data used for CONTOURA, CONTOURB plots color bands. Both CONTOURA and 
CONTOURB also work for four-noded quadrilateral elements. The contour plot idea 
presented for the triangle is also used for the quadrilateral by introducing an interior 
point and considering the four triangles. There are other contour algorithms specifical
ly for quadrilaterals, and interested readers are encouraged to search the literature in 

this area. 
There are also some quantities, such as stresses, temperature, and velocity gradi

ents, which are constant over triangular elements. For these, the contour mapping re
quires the evaluation of nodal values. We present here the procedure for evaluating the 
nodal values for least -squares fit. The procedure discussed is useful in diverse situations. 
such as smoothing data obtained in image processing. The least squares fit for a four
noded quadrilateral is also presented following the best fit for the triangle. 

Nodal Values from Known Constant Element Values for a Triangle 

We evaluate the nodal values that minimize the least-squares error. We consider here 
triangular elements with constant function values. A triangular element having function 
value!e is shown in Fig. 12.9. Let II ,!2, and!3 be the local nodal values. The interpolated 

function is given by 
f = Nf 

[. 

3 h 

2 
h 

FIGURE 12.9 lfiangular element for least-squares fit study. 

(12.5) 
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where 

N ~ [N,.N,.N,] (12.6) 

is the vector of shape functions and 

f ~ [f"f,.f,]T (12.7) 

The squared error may be represented by 

E ~ ~H (f - f,)'dA (12.8) 

On expanding and substituting from Eq. 12.5, we get 

Noting that the last tenn is a constant, we write the equation in the fonn 

E = ~ [lrTwer - (TRe] + constant (12.10) 
, 

where 

(12.11) 

(12.12) 

.Ie NTN dA is similar to the evaluation of mass matrix for a triangle in Chapter 11. On 
assembling the stiffness we and load vector from ae, we get 

E ~ I F'WF - F"'R + constant (12.13) 

where F is the global nodal-value vector given by 

(12.14) 

For least-squares error, setting the derivatives of E with respect to each F; to be zero, we get 

(12.15) 

Here W is a banded symmetric matrix. The set of equations is solved using the equation 
solving techniques used in other finite element programs. The program BES1FIT takes 
the mesh data and element value data FS(NE) and evaluates the nodal data F(NN) for 
a three-noded triangle. 
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Least Squares Fit for a Four-Noded Quadrilateral 

Let q = [ql q2 q3 Q4Y represent the element nodal values to be determined for least
squares fi~ defined using error at four interior points. Ifs = [SI 52 S3 s4lT represents the 
vector of mterpolated values at the four interior points, and a = [a\ a2 a3 Q4J

T repre
sents the actual values of the variable (see Fig. 12.10), the error may be defined as 

• = L (. - O)T(. - 0) , 
= L (sTs - 2sTa - 8Ta) (12.16) , 

The four interior points are generally taken as the Gaussian integration points. The 
stress values match well at these points. If 

[

N: Nl NJ Nl] 
N=NiN~N~Nl 

Nt N~ Nj N~ 
Nt N~ N~ N: 

(12.17) 

where N;. represents the shape function ~' evaluated at interior point J, then scan 
be written as 

s = Nq 

Inserting this into Eq.12.16, we find that the error becomes 

E = ~ qTNrNq - 2qTNTa + aTa 

(12.18) 

(12.19) 

Noting that NTN is similar to element stiffness k t
, and NTa is similar to the element 

force vector, the stiffness and force·vector assembly can be made. The assembled matrix 
equations can be put in the form 

(12.20) 

The solution of this set of equations gives Q, which is the vector of nodal values of the 
variable considered for least squares fit of the element values. This least-squares fit is 
implemented in the program BESTFITQ. 

Element quantities such as maximum shear stress, von Mises stress, and tempera
ture gradient can be converted to nodal values and then contour plotting can be done. 
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FIGURE 12.10 Leasl squares fit fot a quadrilateral. 
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The use of computer programs BESTFTf and CONTOUR has already been dis
cussed in Chapter 5 (Example 5.6). 

12.4 CONC.USION 

Preprocessing and postprocessing are integral parts of finite element analysis. The 
general-purpose mesh-generation scheme can model a variety of complex regions. One 
needs to use some imagination in preparing the block representation of the region. De
finition of void blocks and merging of sides enables one to model multiple-connected 
regions. The node numbering gives sparse matrices and in many cases should give min
imum bandwidth by proper block representation. Mesh plotting shows the element lay
out.The data handling program is a dedicated routine for finite element data preparation 
and data editing. Ideas for the plotting of deformed configuration and mode shapes can 
be readily implemented into the programs included here. Contour plottings for triangular 
and quadrilateral elements have been presented, and programs are included. The com
putation of nodal values that best fit the element values takes some of the very same steps 
used in the development of finite elements in earlier chapters. 

Fmite element analysis involves solution of a wide variety of problems in solid 
mechanics, fluid mechanics,heat transfer, electrical and magnetic fields, and other areas. 
Problem solving involves large amounts of data that must be systematically handled 
and clearly presented. The ideas developed in this chapter should make preparation and 
handling of input and output data an interesting endeavor rather than a tedious task.. 

Eumple1l.1 

The quadrant shown in Fig. E121 is meshed using program MESHGEN. The input data 
given are constructed from the display in Fig. E12.1. Connectivity and nodal coordinate 
data are contained in the output file. and a plot of the mesh can be obtained by running pro
gram PLOTID. 
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FIGURE E12.1 
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Input Data File 

Ntt.b Ge_ra t:.iOIl 
EXlUllple 12.1 
Number of Nodes per Element <3 or 4> 

3 
BLOCK DATA 
#S-Spans(NS) #W-Spans(NW) #PairsOfEdqesMerqedNSJ) 
221 

SPAN DATA 
S-Span' Hum-Divisions (for each S-Span/ Single division = 1) 

1 2 
2 2 

W-Span# Num-Divisions (for each W-Span/ Sinqle division - 1) 
1 3 
2 2 

BLOCK MATERIAL DATA (for Material Number other than 1) 
Block. Mat~rial (Void s> 0 Block' ~ 0 completes this data) 

4 0 
o 

BLOCK CORNER DATA 
Cornedl 

1 
X-Coord 
o 

Y-Coord (Corner' - 0 completes this data) 
o 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

• o 

2.5 
5 
o 
I.. 
3.536 
o 
3.536 

o 
o 
2.5 
I.. 
3.536 
5 
3.536 

MID POINT DATA FOR CURVED OR GRADED SIDES 
S-Side# X-Coord Y-Coord (Side' - 0 completes this data) 

5 1. 913 4.. 619 
o 

W-Slde# X-Coord Y-Coord (Side# z 0 completes this data) 
3 4.619 1.913 
o 

MERGING 
Paid 

1 

SIDES (Nodel is the lower number) 
SidelNodel SldelNode2 Side2Hadel 

5 • 5 

PROBLEMS 

Side2node2 

• 

Problems 425 

12.1. Use program MESHGEN to generate finite element meshes for the regions in Figs. P12.1a 
and b. Generate meshes using both triangular and quadrilateral elements. For the fillet in 

P12.1a, use Y = 42.5 - O.5x + x2/360. 

12.2. Generate a "graded" mesh for the region in fig. P12.Ia so that there are more elements 
near the left edge of the region. That is, the mesh density reduces along the + x direction. 

Use MESHGEN with displaced midside nodes. 

I 
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(.) (b) 
fIGURE P12.1 

12.3. Use program CONTOUR to draw isotherms for the temperature distribution obtained 
in Example lOA. 

12.4. After solving Problem 5.15 using program CST, complete the following: 
(a) Use program PLOT2D to plot the original and deformed shape. The deformed shape 

requires selecting a scaling factor and using Eq. 12.3. 
(b) Use programs BESTFIT and CONTOUR and plot contours of maximum principal stress. 

12.S. Plot the mode shapes of the beam in Problem 11.4. For this, you will need to modify 
PLOT2D and interface with INVITR. 

12.6. This problem illustrates the concept of a dediatted finite element program. On1y design re
lated parameters are input to the program, while mesh generation, boundary conditions and 
loading definition, finite element analysis, and postprocessing are automatically performed 

Conade< the flywheel in ~ P12.6. By modifying and inteIfacing programs MESHGEN, 
PLOT2D. AXISYM, BESTFIT, and CONTOUR, develop a dedicated program that re
quires the user to input only the overall dimensions rh, '1' '0' th, and t f and the values of E, 
lI, p, and (d. Your program may consist of independent programs executed through a batch 
or command file or can consist of one single program. Include the following features: 
(a) a printout of aU input data and output displacements and stresses and 
(b) a plot of original and deformed shapes. 
Solve Problem 6.7. Provide contour plots of stress components. 

12.7. Plot shearing-stress contours for the torsion problem P10.18. 

, 

\. '0-------1 
i' ,,-----1 
_ rh -----+j I 

I T r-------il 
: L-------;T 
i ~,. f---------- 1---' R 

i 1 Ir-------' 
9 FIGURE P12.6 



Program Listings 

'. PROGRAM H&SHGBN • 
'* MESH GENERATOR FOR TWO DIMENSIONAL REGIONS * 
'* (e) T.R.CHANDRUPATLA & A.D.BELEGUNDU * 
'************************************************ 
DefInt I-N 
DefSng A-H, O-Z 
Dim NS, NW, NSJ, NSR, NWR, NNS, NNW, NNT, NGN, NODE 
Dim NN, NE, NM, NEN 
Dim IDBLK(), NSD() , NWD(), NGCN(), SR(), WR{), SHO 
Dim X(), XB(), XP(), NOC() , MAT(), MERGO, NNAR() 
Dim Title As String, File1 As String, File2 As String 
Dim Dummy As String 
Private Sub cmdEnd C1ick() 

End -
End Sub 
'===== MAIN ~ ====~~ 
Private Sub cmdStart C1ick() 

Call InputData -
Call GlobalNode 
Call CoordConnect 
Call OUtput 
cmdView.Enabled ~ True 
cmdStart.Enabled - False 

End Sub 

'==~=-----=------~~------~~~~ 

ZNPtJT DATA J'ROM rILE =.s== 

Problems 427 

Private Sub InputData() 
Filel c InputBox("Input File d:\dir\fileName.ext", "Name of File") 
Open Filel For Input As #1 , __ ~_~~c______ READ DATA --*~~~------~:-

Line Input '1, Dummy: Line Input '1, Title 
Line Input '1, Dummy 
Input f1, NEN • NEN - 3 for Triangle 4 for Quad 
If NEN < 3 Then NEN c 3 
If NEN > 4 Then NEN - 4 
'Hints: A region is divided into 4-cornered blocks viewed as a 
, mapping from a Checkerboard pattern of S- and W- Sides 
, S- Side is one with lower number of final divisions 
, Blocks, Corners, S- and W- Sides are labeled 8S shown in Fig. 12.2 
, Make a sketch and identify void blockS and merging sides 
,----- Block nat. -----
'#S-Spans(NS) 'W-Spans(NW) 'PairsOfEdgesMerged(NSJ) 
Line Input '1, Dummy: Line Input 'I, Dummy 
Input #1, NS, NW, NSJ 
NSW c NS * NW: NGN ~ (NS + 1) • (NN + 1): NM - 1 
ReDim IDBLK(NSW), NSD(NS), NWD(NW) , NGCN(NGN), SH(S) 
, _____________ B,paD DiT~.~oa. ---------------

Line Input '1, Dummy 
NNS = 1: NNW ~ 1 
, ___ Number of divisions for each S-Span 

Line Input 'I, Dummy 
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continued 
For KS 1 To NS 

Input f1, N 
Input 11, NSD{N) 
NNS - NNS + NSO{N) 

_t KS 
'---~ ~ cUri.1cra. ~or _all W-Spao 
Line Input n, Ouamy 
For KM' - 1 To NN 

Input 11, N 
Input '1, MWD(N) 
NNW - NNW + lftfD(N) 

Next !Of 

'--- Bloal' HII~1al DIu 
Input 11, Dummy: Input '1, Dummy 
,-------- Bloal' 1'ct.~1er I Jliltariall (De~.a.ltl 1. lJ -------
For I - 1 To NSW: IDBLK(I) - 1: Next I 
00 

Input 11, NTKP 
If NTHP .. 0 Then Exit Do 
Input '1, IDBLK(MTMP) 
If NM < IDBLK(NTMP) Then NM .. IDBLK(NTMP) 

Loop 

,----------------- Bloat COr.Qar Dlt. ---------------
NSR z NS • (NN + 1): NWR .. NW • (NS + 1) 
ReDia XB(NGN, 21, SR(NSR, 2), NR{NWR, 2) 
Input '1, Dummy: Input 11, Dummy 
Do 

Input 11, NTHP 
If NTMP - 0 Then Exit Do 
Input '1, XB(NTMP, 1) 
Input 11, XB(NTMP, 2) 

Loop 

,---------- __ luau K1cf-po1Dta cd 8-81" 
For I - 1 To NM + 1 

ForJ-1ToNS 
IJ - (I - 1) I< NS 
SR{IJ, 1) .. 0.5 I< 

SR(IJ, 2) .. 0.5 • 
Next J 

Next I 

• J 
(XB(IJ 
(XB(IJ 

• I -
• I 

1, 1) 
1, 2) 

+ XB(IJ + I, l)} 
+ XB(IJ + I, 2») 

,---------- ~.lua~. K1cf-po1Dta o~ W-$lcfea ------------
For I .. 1 To NN 

For J .. 1 To NS + 1 
IJ .. (I - 1) I< (NS + 1) + J 
WR(IJ, 1) .. 0.5 + (XB(IJ, 1) + XB(IJ + NS + 1, 1) I 
WR(IJ. 2) - 0.5 ,. (XB(IJ, 2) + XB(IJ + NS + 1, 2» 

Next J 
Next I 

'J' 



Continued 
,------ Hid Points ~~ Side6 tbat are curved 
Line Input 41, Dummy: Line Input 41, Dummy 
'--- S-Sides 
Do 

Input U, NTHP 
If NTHP = 0 Then Exit Do 
Input fl, SR(NTMP, 1) 
Input tl, SR(NTMP, 2J 

Loop 
Line Input '1, Dummy 
'--- \Ii-Sides 
Do 

Input U, NTHP 
If NTHP = 0 Then Exit Do 
Input t1, WR(NTMP, 1) 
Input fl, WR(NTMP, 2) 

Loop 
,---------~ Side. ---------
If NSJ > 0 Then 

Input 41, Dummy: Input 41, Dummy 
ReDim MERG(NSJ, 4) 
For I » 1 To NSJ 

Input U, N 
Input n, Ll 
Input fl, L2 
call SidlllDiv (Ll, L2, IDIVl) 
Input fl, L3 
Input 41, L4 
Call SidllOiv (L3, 1.4, IDIV2) 
If IDIV! <> IDIV2 Then 

or graded --- -

picBox.Print n'Oiv don't match. Check merqe data. w 

End 
End If 
MERG(I, 1) ~ L1: MERG(I, 2) .. L2 
MERG(I, 3) .. L3: MERG{I, 4) .. L4 

Next I 
End If 
Close '1 

End Sub 

Private Sub GlobalNode() 
, _______ Global N~ Loeat1~ oE CQr.Dar Rodas ---------

NTMPI .. 1 
For I ~ 1 To NW + 1 

If I ~ 1 Then IINC - 0 Else IINC - NNS * NWD(I - 1) 
NTMPI _ NTMPI + IINC: NTMPJ z 0 
For J ~ 1 To NS + 1 

IJ _ (NS + 1) * (I - 1) + J 
If J .. 1 Then JINC ~ 0 Else JINC - NSD(J - 1) 
NTMPJ .. NTMPJ + JINC: NGCN(IJ) ~ NTMPI + NTMPJ 

Next J 
Next I 

I 
Problems 429 
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continued 

,--------
NNT - NNS • NNW 
ReDa NNAR (NNT) 
For I - 1 To NHT: NNAR(I) .. -1: Next I 
• --------- Jfaro Noa-~tiDg ~ LocJataoa. ---------
ForKW-lToNN 

For KS ... 1 To NS 
KSW ... NS • tRW - 1) + KS 
If IDBLK(KSW) <- 0 Then 

,-------- qp.rat1oa witb1D aa ~~ Bloat -------
Kl ... (KN - 1) * (NS + II + KS: Nl ... NGCN{Kl) 
N51 - 2: If KS ... 1 Then NSl ... 1 
NWl ... 2: If KW m 1 Then NWl ... 1 
N52 ... NSD(KS) + 1 
If KS < NS Then 

If IOBLK(KSW + 1) > 0 Then H52 ... NSO(KS) 
End If 
NW2 ... NNO (KN) ... 1 
If J(W < NW Then 

If IDBLK(KSN + H5J > 0 Then NW2 ... NWD(KW) 
End If 
For I ... NWl To NN2 

IN1 ... Nl + (I - 1) * NNS 
For J ... N51 To H52 

IJ ... IN1 + J - 1: NNAR(IJ) ... 0 
Next J 

Next I 
ICT ... 0 
If N52 ... NSOCKS) Or NW2 ... NWO(KN) Then lCT ... 1 
If KS ... NS Or KW ... NN Then leT'" 1 
If ICT ... 0 Then 

If IDBLK(KSW + NS + 1) > 0 Then NNAR(IJ) ... -1 
End If 

End If 
Next KS 

Next KW 
• -------- ~ Ict.DtU1.oat:Lcm ~OI: Sl.. ~ -----
If NSJ > 0 Then 

For I ... 1 To RSJ 
11 .. HERG(t, 11: 12 ... MERG(t, 2) 
Call tid.o1.v(Il, 12, IDlY) 
tAL'" NGCNtIl): IA2 ~ NGCN(I2) 
IASTP ~ (IA2 - IA1) I IOIV 
11 - MERG(I, 3): 12 ... MERG(I, 4) 
Call Si..s.Div(I1, n, lD%V) 
IBl ... NGCN(Il): IB2 - NGCN(I2) 
IBSTP - (IB2 - IB1) I IOIV 
1M ~ IAl - IASTP 
For IBB - IBl To IB2 Step IBSTP 

1M - IAA + IASTP 
If IBB ... 1M Then NNAR(IAA) .. -1 Else NNAR{IBB) .. 1M 

Next IBB 
Next I 

End If 



:.....J. 

continued 
, --------- Final Node Numbers in ~ Array --------
NODE - 0 
For I ... 1 To NNT 

If NNAR(I) > 0 Then 
II - NNAR(I): NNAR(I) ... NNAR(II) 

Elseli NNAR(I) < 0 Then 
NODE ~ NODE. 1: NNAR(I) ... NODE 

End If 
Next I 

End Sub 
Private Sub SideDiv(Il, 12, IOrV) 

,--..... '"'~ NuIrber of DirisiClAe for SJde I1,%2 '"'---
IMIN = II: lHAX ... 12 
If IHIN > 12 Then 

nUN = 12 
IMAX ... 11 

End If 
If (IMAX - IHIN) '"' 1 Then 

IDIV = NGCN(IMAX) - NGCN{IMIN) 
Else 

IDIV = (NGCN(IMAX) - NGCN(IMIN») INNS 
End If 

End Sub 

''"'==-------... ---..... ~~ .. '"''"'-------------------'"'-----------------------
'". - COOlU>lNA'rBS AND COlIHZC'l'xvr.rY = .. _--
Private Sub CoordConnect{) 

,------------ Nodal coordiDac.. ---------------
NN m NODE: NELM ... 0 
ReDim X(NN, 2), XP(8, 2), NOC(2 • NNT, NEN), MAT(2 * NNT) 
ForKW-lToNW 

For KS '"' 1 To NS 
KSW - NS • (KW - 1) • KS 
If IDBLK(KSW) <> 0 Then 

,_________ EZtractioa of Block ~ta ---------

NODW ... NGCN{KSW • KW - 1) - NNS - 1 
For JW '"' 1 To NWO(KW) • 1 

ETA'" -1 • 2 • (JW - 1) I NWD(KH) 
NOOW ... NODW • NNS: NODS'" NOOW 
For JS '"' 1 To NSD(KS) • 1 

XI ... -1 + 2 * (JS - 1) / NSD(KS) 
NODS _ NODS + 1: NODE'" NNAR(NODS) 
Ca.l.l BloeltXt (lOt', lt8W) 

Ca.l.l Shape (XI, UA) 
ForJ-lT02 

Cl .. 0 
ForI-IToB 

Cl ... Cl • SH(I) • XP(I, J) 

Next I 
X (NODE, J) - Cl 

Next J 
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continued 

,----------------- ~.tt.r ----------------
If JS <> NSD{KS) + 1 And JW <> NND{KN) + 1 Then 

Nl .. NODE: N2 .. NNAR{NODS + I) 
N4 .. NNAR{NODS + NNS): N3 .. NNAR{NODS + NNS + I) 
NElM: .. NELM + 1 
If NEN .. 3 Then 

,-------------~ a-." ------------
NOC{NELM, I) .. Nl: NOC{NELM, 2) .. N2 
NOC{NELM, 3) .. N3: MAT{NEIM) .. IDBLK{KS") 
HELM .. NELH + 1: NOC{NELM, 1) .. N3: NOC{NElM:, 2) .. N4 
NOC{NEUI, 3) .. 91: MAT{NELM) ·IDBLK(KS1i') 

Else 

,------------- Qaadr11.~ a-.t. ----------
NOC{HELM, 1) .. N1: NOC(NELM, 2) .. N2 
MAT (HELM) .. IDBLK{KSW) 
HOC (NELM, 3) .. H3: NOC(NELM, 4) .. N4 

End If 
End If 

Hext JS 
Next JW 

End If 
Next KS 

Next KW 
HE .. NELM 
If HEN .. 3 Then 

,--------- ~u.~t ~or fr1aagle caaa.ct1Y1t,r ---------
NE2 .. NE I 2 
For I .. 1 To ME2 

II .. 2 • I - 1: Nl .. NOC{Il, 1): N2 .. NOe(II, 2) 
N3 .. NOC{II, 3): N4 .. NOC{2 • I, 2) 
X13 .. X(Nl, I) - X{N3, 1): Yl3 .. X{NI, 2) - X{N3, 2) 
X24 .. X{N2, I) - X(N4, I): Y24 .. X(N2, 2) - X(N4, 2) 
If (X13 • XI3 + YI3 • Y13) > 1.1 • (X24 • X24 + Y24 * Y24) Then 

NOC(Il, 3) .. N4: NOCl2 * I, 3) .. N2 
End If 

Next I 
End If 

End Sub 

Privste Sub BlockXY(KN, KSlI, 
'- ~c.. cd B-Ifodu cd t:Iae Block 
NI .. KSN + Kif - 1 
XP(I, 1) .. XBCNI, 1): XP (1, 2, .. XB(NI, 2, 
XP(3, 1) .. XBtNI + I, 1): XP(3, 2) .. XB{NI + I, 2) 
XP(5, 1) .. XBCNI + NS • 2, 1): XP(5, 2, .. XB{NI • NS • 2, 2) 
XP(7, 1) .. XBCNI + NS + I, 1): XP(7, 2, .. XB(NI • NS • 1, 2, 
XP{2, 1) .. SRIK8W, 1): XP(2, 2, .. SR(KSW, 2, 
XP(6, 1) .. SRIKSW + NS, 1): XP{6, 2, .. SRIKSN + NS, 2, 
XP(8, 1) .. WRINI, I): XP(8, 2, .. WR(Nl, 2, 
XP(4, 1) .. WRIN1 + I, 1): XP(4, 2, .. WRINI + 1, 2, 

End Sui> 



continued 
Private Sub Shape(XI, ETA) 

'======~m _____ ~ Shap. EUnctioa. --_____ ~ _______ _ 

SH(l) '" -(1 - XI) .. (l - ETA) .. (I .. XI .. ETA) I 4 
SH(2) '" (1 - XI * XI) .. (I - ETA) I 2 
SH(3) '" -(1 .. XI) .. (I - ETA) .. (1 - XI .. ETA) 14 
SH(4) = (I - ETA" ETA) .. (1 .. XI) I 2 
SHeS) - -(1 + XI) .. (1 + ETA) .. (l - XI - ETA) 14 
8H(6) '" (1 - XI * XI) .. (I .. ETA) I 2 
SH(7) - -(1 - XI) .. (I" ETA) .. (1" XI - ETA) 14 
SHeS) ~ (1 - ETA" ETA) .. (1 - XI) I 2 

End Sub 

ou:tpo't 
Private Sub Output() 
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, ____ ouqmt £ratII. thi. progr .. :I.. :l.npat :Eor n ~_ dtar _ ~ 

File2 - InputBox("Output File d:\dir\fileName.ext", "Name of File") 
Open File2 For Output As 12 
Print 12. "Program MESHGEN - CHANOROPATLA , BELEGUNOO" 
Print 42, Title 
NDIM - 2: NDN = 2 
Print "'. Print "'. Print "'. Print "'. Print "'. For I - 1 

"NN NE NM NOIM NEN 
NN; NE; NM; NOIM; NEN; 
"NO NL NMPC" 
NO; NL; NMPC 
"Nodel X Y" 
To NN 

Print *2, I; 
For J - 1 To NOIM 

Print 12, XCI, J); 
Ne~t J 
Print 12, 

Next I 

NON" 
NON 

Print 12, "Eleml Nodel Node2 Node3"; 
If NEN ~ 3 Then Print 12, " Material'" 
If NEN - 4 Then Print 12, " Node4 Material'" 
ForI-IToNE 

Print 12, Ii 
For J c 1 To NEN 

Print '2, NOC(I, J); 
Next J 
Print 12, MAT{I) 

Next I 
Close *2 
picBox.Print "Data has been stored in the file "; File2 

End Sub 
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Chapter 12 Preprocessing and Postprocessing 

...,..... PLOT2J) 

PLOTS 20 MESHES - TRIANGLES AND QUADS 
(e) T.R.CHANDPJ1PATLA , A.D.BELEGONDU 

• 
• 
• 

.****** ••••••• ** •••••••••••• * •• ** •• *.**** ••••• **. 

'---~'" Private Sub cmdPlot_Clickl) 
Call InputData 
Call DrawLimits{KMIN, YHIN, XMAX, YHAX) 
Call Draw&lements 
crodPlot.Enabled - False 
cmdOLeft.Enabled - True 
cmdORiqht.Enabled - True 
cmdLLeft.Enabled - True 
cadLRight.Enabled - True 

End Sub '-. -_ ... _-----
Private Sub InputData() 

-.~ 

Filel - InputBox(~Input File d:\dir\fileName R
, RName of File") 

Open File1 For Input As '1 
Line Input t1, Dummy: Input tl, Title 
Line Input '1, Dummy: Input tl, MN, NE, NM, NOIM, NEN, NON 
Line Input '1, Dummy: Input '1, NO, NL, NMPC 
If NOIM <> 2 Then 

picBox. Print "2'81: .P.ROCiIRAN' SUl'POIR'rS !YO DIMIlIt'SZOIUL PLO'rS t»'loY" 
picBox.Print "THE DIMENSION OF THE DATA IS -; NOIM 
End 

End If 
ReDim XINN, NDIMl. NOCINE, NEN) 
,--.. ------ R&D DiD _ .. ______ _ 

Line Input t1, Dummy 
For I - 1 To NN: Input '1, N: For J .. 1 To NOIM 
Input '1, X(N, J): Next J: Next I 
Line Input t1, Dummy 
For I .. 1 To NE: Input t1, N: For J - 1 To NEN 
Input '1, NOC(N, J): Next J: Input fl, NTMP 

For J ~ 1 To 2: Input '1, C: Next J 
Next I 
Close n 

End Sub ... _----_.---------------...... _--------------.... --
'-= =--- DB'1'BNIDIB DRAIf LDlIo:rS 
Private Sub DrawLimits(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX) 

XMAX .. X(l, 1): YMAX ... XU, 2): XMIN - XU, 
For I - 2 To NN 

If XMAX < X (I, l) Then XMAX • XII, l) 
If YMAX < XII, 2) Then YMAX .. XII, 2) 
If XMIN > X (I, l) Then ><MIN - XCI, l) 
If YMIN > X (I, 2) Then YMIN .. XCI, 2) 

Next I 

1): YMIN .. X(l, 2) 



cant i d no. 
XL = (XMAX - )(MIN): YL (yMAX - YMIN) 
A .. XL: If A < YL Then A -YL 
XB - 0.5 • (XMIN • XMAXI 
YB - 0.5 • (YMIN • YMAXI 
XMIN .. XB - 0.55 • A' XMAX . XB • 0.55 • A 
YMIN ... YB - 0.55 • A, YIIl\X - YB • 0.55 • A 
XL .. XMIN: YL -YMIN: XH .. XMAX: YH - YIIl\X 
XOL '" XL: YOL ... YL: XOH = XH: YaH" YH 

End Sub 

,="""--------"' .. "''''=------------
,-,,"- DRAW ETJPIID1"l'S =-== 
Private Sub DrawElements () ,--_ ......... - .or ... &'l...nta' .... _----"'_ .. 

picBox.Scale (XL. YH)-(XH, YLI 
picBox.Cls 
Fo, IE - 1 To NE 

F" II = 1 To NEN 
I2 -II • 1 
If II ... NEN Then I2 -1 
Xl .. X(NOC(1E, II) , 1) : Y1 '" X(NOC(IE, II) , 
X2 .. X{NOC(IE, 12) , 1) : Y2 .. X(NOC(IE, 12) , 
picBox.Line (Xl, Yl)-(X2, 12) , QBColor (1) 
If NEN - 2 Then Exit For 

Next II 
Next " cmdNode.Enabled - True 

End Sub ''''=''' ______________ ~ ____ .. ______ a ______________ .. __ 

, "" .... 
" .. PROGRAM &BS'!'!'!!' 

BEST FIT PROGRAM 
FOR 3-NOOEO TRIANGLES 

,,"""" 
• 
• 

'. T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Belegundu • 

Private Sub cmdStart_Click() 
Call InputOata 
Call Bandwidth 
Call Stiffness 
Call BandSol ver 
Call Output 
cmdView.Enabled .. True 
cmdStart.Enabled .. False 

End Sub 

•• -="' .. _-

2) 
2) 
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',.,--="" 
Private Sub Stiffness() 

a.eim SINQ, HBW). FINO) 
,___ Global Stiffness Matrix 
ForN-lToNE 

Call :r:a.stifr p., 
ForII-lTo) 

._---

NR" NOCIN, II}; FINal - FINRI + FE(II) 
For JJ .. 1 To 3 

Ne ., NOCIN, JJ) - NR + 1 
If Ne > 0 Then 

SIRR, He) - SINR, Ne) + SE(II, JJ) 
End If 

Next JJ 
Next II 

Next N 
p1CBox.Print ·Stiffness Formation compl.ted •.• ~ 

End Sub 
Private Sub ElemStiff(N) 

'--- Element Stiffness Formation 
11" NOCIN, 11: 12 E NOCIN, 2): 13" NOCIN, 3) 
Xl .. XU!, 1): Yl - XIIl, 2) 
X2 .. x(I2, 1): Y2 - X(I2, 2) 
X3 .. X{I3, 1): Y3 .. XII3, 2) 
X2l .. X2 - Xl: X32 .. X3 - X2: Xl3 - xl - X3 
Y12 .. Yl - I2: Y23 - y2 - Y3: Y31 - Y3 - Yl 
OJ .. Xl3 .. Y23 - X32 .. Y31 'DETERMINANT OF JACOBIAN 
AE - Abs(OJ) I 24 
SEll, 1) .. 2 .. AE: SE(l, 21 .. AE: SE(l, 3) - AE 
SE(2, 1) .. AE: SE(2, 2) - 2 .. AE: SE(2, 3) - AE 
SE(3, 1) _ AE: SE(3, 2) E AE: 5E(3, 3) - 2 • AE 
Al ~ FS(N) • Abs(DJ) I 6 
FE(l) - Al: FE(2) - Al: FE(3) - Ai 

End Sub ,---------------------......... ~ ......... . 
'. CONTOOR PLOTTING - CONTOOR LINES • 
•• FOR 20 TRIANGLES AND QUADRILATERALS • 
•• T.R.Chandrupatla and A.D.Be18gundu • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'-... ",,==== 
Private Sub cmdPlot_Click() 

Call InputOata 
Call FindBoundary 
Call OrawLimits(XMIN, YMIN, XMAX, YMAX) 
Call OrawBoundary 
Call OrawContours 

End Sub 



INPUT DATA FROII PILES 
Private Sub InputOata() 

Filel - InputBox("FE Input File", "d:\dir\Name of File") 
File2 ~ InputBox("Contour Data File", wd:\dir\Name of File-) 
Open Filel For Input As 41 
Line Input tl, 0$: Input tl, TitleS 
Line Input tl, 0$: Input '1, NN, NE, HM, NOIM, NEN, NON 
Lina Input '1, 0$: Input '1, NO, NL, NHPC 
If NOIM <> 2 Or NEN < 3 Or NEN > 4 Then 
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pic:BoJ!;,Print "This program supports triangular and quadrilateral" 
pic:BoJ!;,Print nElements only," 
End 

End If 
ReOim X(NN, NOrM), NOC(NE, NEN) , FF(NN), NCON(NE, NEN) 
ReOim XX{3), Y¥(3), U(3), IC(lO), 10(10) 
'_==-=====-00_ COLOR .DIlTA .. ___ ~ .. __ .. 

IC(l) .. 13: IC(2) .. 5: IC(3) ... 9: IC(4) .. 1: ICIS) .. 2 
IC(6) .. 10: IC(7) ~ 14: IC(S) .. 6: IC(9) .. 4: IellO) .. 12 
For I ~ 1 To 10: 10(1) ~ 0: NeJ!;t I 
,---==--.. ----- REaD ~ -------......... -----
,----- Coordinatee 
Line Input 'I, 0$ 
For! .. lToNN 

Input f1, n 
For J .. 1 To NDIM:lnput '1, X(n, J): Next J 

Next I 
,----- Cbaaec:tivi~ 

Line Input 'I, 0$ 
ForI .. 1ToNE 

Input tl, n: For J = 1 To NEN 
Input 'I, NOC(n, J): NeJ!;t J: Input '1, NTMP 
For J .. 1 To 2: Input '1, C: Next J: Next I 
Close t1 
Open File.2 For Input "- '2 
,----- Nodal Valu •• 
Line Input '2, OS 
For I .. 1 To NN 

Input '2, FF(I) 
Next I 
Close '2 

End Sub 

'===== rDm BOCNDARY LZDS 
Private Sub FindBoundary() 
'=====~= __ ........ FiDd ~ ~iQ •• 

---
'Edges defined by nodes in NOC to nodes in NeON 
For IE z 1 To NE 

ForI-lToNEN 
II .. I ~ 1: If II > NEN Then 11 .. 1 
NCON(IE, I) - NOC(IE, 11) 

Next I 
Next IE 
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continued 
For IE 1 To NE 

For I ~ 1 To NEN 
I1 "" NCON(1E, I): 12 '" NOellE, IJ 

INDX - 0 
For JE '" IE + 1 To NE 

For J = 1 To NEN 
If NCONlJE, J) <> 0 Then 

If II = NCON(JE, J) Or II '" NOC(JE, J) Then 
If 12 ~ NeON (JEt J) Or 12 = NOe (JE, J) Then 

NCON(JE, J) = 0: INDX "" INDX + 1 
End If 

End If 
End If 

Next J 
Next JE 
If INDX > 0 Then NCON(IE, I) ~ 0 

Next I 
Next IE 

End Sub 

D:RAW BOtnmARy 
Private Sub DrawBoundary() 

piCBox.Scale (XL, YH)-(XH, YL) 
picBox.Cls 
,~~"'= __ ::_==_ Draw Boun~ ==-~-==-===~=-

For IE '" 1 To NE 
For I = 1 To NEN 

If NCON(IE, 1) > 0 Then 
11 = NCON(IE, I): 12'" NOe(IE, I) 
picBox.Line (X(Il, I), X(Il, 2))-(X(IZ, 1), x(I2, 2)) 

End If 
Next I 

Next IE 

'======"'='" DRAW CONTOUR LINES ====="''''= 
End Sub 

Private Sub DrawContours() 
'=~===~~=~_: Contour Plotting --~====----
For IE ~ 1 To NE 

If HEN - 3 Then 
For lEN ~ 1 To NEN 

lEE - NOC (IE, lEN) 
U(IEN) s Ff(IEE) 
XXnEN) - X(IEE, 1) 
'f'f (lEN) .. X (lEE, 2) 

Next lEN 
Call El ... ntPlot 

Elself HEN = 4 Then 
XB = 0: 'fB = 0: UB ~ 0 
For IT = 1 To NEN 

NIT" NOCtIE, IT) 
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XB = XB + 0.25 " X(NIT, 1) 
YB ~ YB + 0.25 " X(NIT, 2) 
UB = UB + 0.25 " FF(NIT) 

Next IT 
For IT = 1 To NEN 

ITI - IT + 1: If ITI > 4 Then ITI ... 1 
XX(l) ... XB: YY(1) ... YS: U(l) - US 
NIE ~ NOCIIE, IT) 
XX(2) = XINIE, 1): H(2) - X(NIE, 2): (1(2) '"' FF(NIE) 
NIE .. NoellE, ITl) 
XX(3) '"' X(NIE, 1): YY(3) ... X(NIE, 2): U(3) .. FF(NIE) 
cal1 El..."tP1ot 

Next IT 
Else 

Print "NUMBER OF ELEMENT NODES > 4 15 NOT SUPPORT EO" 
End 

End If 
Next IE 

For I c 1 To 10: ID(I) '"' 0: Next I 
End SubPrivate Sub E1ementFlot() 

'THREE POIHm IN ASCENDING 0RtER 
For I .. 1 To 2 

C ~ UtI): II ... I 
For J ~ I + 1 To 3 

If C > U(J) Then 
C ~ U(J): II'" J 

End If 
Next J 
U(II) .. U(I): U(I) ... C 
Cl .. XX(II): XXIII) ... XX(I): XXII) ... Cl 
Cl ... YY(II): Y¥(II) - n(I): H(I) .. Cl 

Next I 
SU" (U(l) - FMIN) I STP 
II ... lnt (SU) 
If II <= SO Then II ~ II + 1 
UT _ FHIN + II " STP 
Do While OT <- U(3) 

leo .. IC(U) 
Xl'" «U(3) - UTI "XXII) + (OT - U(l» "XX(3» I (U(3) - U(l» 
Yl = «U(3) - UTI " YY(I) + (UT U(l»" YY(3» I (U(3) U(lll 
L .. 1: If UT > U(2) Then L ... 3 

End Sub 

X2'"' «U(L) - OT) " XX(2) + (OT 0(2»· XX(L» I (U(Ll 
Y2'" (O(L) - OT) • YY(2) + (OT U(2»" n(L» I (U(L) 
picBox.Line (Xl, Yl)-(X2, Y2), QBC010r{ICO) 
If 10(11) .. a Then 

picBox.Currentx ... Xl: picBox.CurrentY ... Yl 
If (XL < Xl And Xl < XH) And (YL < Yl And Yl < YH) Then 

picBox.Print II 
IO(U) ... 1 

End If 
End If 
OT z UT + STP: II ... II + 1 

Loop 

U(2) ) 
U(2» 
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APPENDIX 

Proof of dA = det J dg d1] 

Consider a mapping of variables fromx,y to "I, "2, given as 

x ~ x(u"u,) (AU) 

We assume that these equations can be reversed to express Ul'~' in terms of x,y and 
that the correspondence is unique. 

If a particle moves from a point P in such a way that ~ is held constant and only 
U1 varies, then a curve in the plane is generated. We call this the Ul curve (Fig. A1.I). 
Similarly. the ~ curve is generated by keeping Ul constant and letting U2 vary. Let 

r=xi+yj (AU) 

represent the vector of a point P where i and J are unit vectors along x and y, respectively. 
Consider the vectors 

T - i!. , - au, (AI.3) 

dA 

y 
do, 

~---"1 curve 

'--_----_x 
AGURE AU 

: ii' 
jl 
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y , 

"----_x 

FIGURE AU 

or, in view of Eq.A1.2, 

(AI.4) 

We can show that T, is a vector tangent to the u, curve and T2 is tangent to the U2 curve 
(Fig. A1.1). To see this, we use the definition 

~= lim ar 
au) IWI-O au, (A1.5) 

where ar = r(ul + au,) - r(u]). In the limit, the chord ar becomes the tangent to the 
u, curve (Fig. A1.2). However, arjau] ( orar/au2) is not a unit vector. To detennine its 
magnitude (length), we write 

ar ar ds, 
~-- (A1.6) 

au] as, du, 

where 5, is the arc length along the Uj curve and ds, is the differential arc length. The mag
nitude of the vector 

is the limiting ratio of the chord length to the arc length, which equals unity. Thus, we coo
clude that the magnitude of the vector ar/au, is dsJdul' We have 

T1 = (:U:}l (A1.7) 

T, ~ (:~), 

= 
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where tl and t z are unit vectors tangent to the U1 and Uz curves, respectively. Using 
Eq.Al.7, we have the following representation of the vectors cis, and ~ whose lengths 
are tis, and tis, (fig. ALl): 

dst = t1 tisl = T1 Jul 

do, = .,ds, = T,du, (A1.B) 

The differential area etA is a vector with magnitude dA and direction normal to the 
element area, which in this case is It. The vector dA in view of Eqs. Al.4 and A1.8 is 
given by the determinant rule 

dA=ds,xcJs, 

= Tl X Tldul dUz 

i j k 

ax ay 0 d d = Ul U2 
aUt iJul 

ax ay o 
auz iIuz 

= (~~ _ ax aY)dU du It 
aU1 a~ aUz aUl 1 z 

We denote the Jacobian matrix as 

J = [::. ::'] ax ay - -
aU, aU, 

The magnitude dA can now be written as 

dA = det J dUl dU2 

(A1.9) 

(ALlO) 

(A1.11) 

which is the desired result. Note that if we work with t- and ."..coordinates instead of 
Ul- and uz-coordinates, as in the text, then 

dA = detJd€d~ 

This relation generalizes to three dimensions as 

dV = detJ d€ d~ d{ 

where the Jacobian determinant det J expresses the ratio of the volume element dx dy dz 
tod€d~d{. 
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Answers to Selected Problems 

(U) 

(1.6) 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

(2.1c) 

(2.2b) 

(2.3) 

(2.8) 

3000 psi. 

(Tn = 24.29 MPa. 

q1 = 1.222 nun and q2 = 1.847 mm. 

u(x]) = 0.5. 

A] = 0.2325'''\2 = 5.665, and A3 = 9.103. 

Matrix is positive definite. 

Yl = [0.172,O.668,O.724]T, 
Y2 = [0.495,0.577, -0.65]T, and 

Y3 == [0.85, -0.47, O.232r 

1, N'N do ~ [1 ~J. 
-1 0 1, 

Q = [2~5 205].c = [-~J. 
A11. 14 - BI1 ,4 and B6•1 ....... AM' 

(3.1) (a> q == 0.023125 in. (b) IE = 0.000625. 

(d) U, = 56.251b-in. 

(3.7) O2 == O.623mmand Q 3 = O.346mm. 

(3.10) Stress in element 1 == 2,691 MPa. 

(3.22) r == :~[4TI - T2 + 27.1' -TI + 4T; + 2T1. 2Tl + 2T2 + 16TJ JT, 

(4.1) f == 0.8. m == 0.6, q' == 1O-2[1.80.4.26J
T in .. 

(T = 14,760 psi, and U, == 381.3 in.-Ib. 

(4.3) Ku == 4.586 X 10', 

(4.4) 0 3 = 219.3 X 10-5 in. 
(4.6) Stress in element 1-3 == -100.0 MPa. 
(4.9) Point R moves horizontally by 3.13 mm. 

.... 
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448 Answers to Selected Problems 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.5) 

(5.9) 

(6.1) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.7) 

(6.14) 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8.8) 

(8.12) 

(9.7) 

(10.1) 
(10.3) 

(lo.t3) 
(10.18) 
(10.21) 

(10.24) 

(11.1) 

(lLl) 

(lL') 

,,= = 0.2 and y =4.2. 

Area = 25.5. 

E" = 5.8f:17 X 10-4. 
x-displ. = 0.000195 mm. 

Use Eo = 3.036E6 psi. 
Outer diameter after deformation = 107.8 mID. 

Contact pressure = 21,120 psi based on 1S-element mesh. 

Peak radial stress ::::: 10,ooopsi and peak hoop stress "'" 54,OOOpsi. 
Hoop stress reduces from about 990 MPa without a shrink ring to 650 MFa with a ring. 

x = 4.5625 and y "" 4.375. 

Value of integral = 3253.8. 

Deflection under the load point = -0.13335 mm. 
Deflection under load = -0.01376 in. 

Deflection at midpoint of BC = -0.417 in. 
Vertical deflection of point D without tie rod = -11.6 in and with tie rod "" -0.87 in. 

Max. vertical disp. = -0.0148 in, based on a fouHlement hexahedral mesh. 

[Tb T2, T3] = [28,12.6, -2.89]°C. (More elements will give better answer.) 

Peak Temperature = 120.6°C. 

Heatf1owoutofcbimney "" 1,190W/m. 
a = 5.263 X 10--6J'/G rad/mm, where Tis in N-nun and G is in MPa. 

Velocity at waist a-a varies from 345 em/s to 281 em/so 

C = 13.5. 

Lowest natural frequency == 2039 Hz (cps). 

Lumped mass results are).1 = 1.4684£ + 08 and'\2 = 6.1395E + OS. 

Stretch mode eigenvalue = 440 Hz. 

(Bending mode natural frequency = 331 Hz.) 



Index 

A 
Acoustics, 343-45, 348 
Area coordinates, 133-34 
Aspect ratio, 154 
Assembly: 

of global stiffness K and load 
vector F, 58---62 

of global stiffness for banded 
solution, 116-17 

of global stiffness for skyline 
solution, 117-18 

of global stiffness for frontal 
solution, 289-91 

Axial vibrations., 345-47 
Axisymmetric elements., 178-207, 354-55 

B 
B matrix, 52, 80, 138, 183,213, 

279,323 
Back-substitution 30 
Bandwidth, 34, 61, 116-17 
Banded matrix, 34, 61,116--17 
Beams, 237 
Beams on elastic supports, 

247-48 
Bending moment, 245 
Bibliography, 18, 443 
Body forces 3,54-55,57,81,141-42,184-85, 

213-14,280 
Boundary Conditions: 

continuum, 4 
elimination approach, 63--66 

C 

heat conduction, 308-336 
multipoint constraints, 63, 74-77, 153, 

193-94,287-88 
natural,315 
penalty approach, 63, 69-74 
scalar field problems, 306--66 

Characteristic equation, 27, 376-78 
Cholesky decomposition, 29, 386 
Composite materials (see orthotropic 

materials) 
Computer programs: 

AXIQUAD,226 
AXISYM, 188, 196, 205-07 
BEAM, 267 
BEAMKM, 391, 404-06 
BESTFIT, 158, 422, 435-36 
BES1FITQ,423 
CHOLESKY,29 
CONTOURA, 158, 421,436-39 
CONTOURB, 158, 421 
CST, 158, 174-77 
CSTKM,391 
CGSOL 40, 44 
FEMID 98-102 
FRAME2D 268-270 
FRAME3D 257,270-74 
GAUSS, 40, 43 
GENEIGEN,391 
HEATID,361-62 
HEAT2D, 330, 363-66 
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Computer programs: (continued) 
IIEllCAJPFl{)I<, 286, 297-305 
II<V111R, 381, 406-10 
JAC{)BI,385 
MESHGEI<, 158,227,419,427-33 
PL{)T2D, 158, 419, 434-35 
QUAD, 227, 233-36 
QUADCG,226 
SKYUNE,38 
TETFlA3D,284 
IDFlSI{)I<,355 
TFlUSS2D, 117,128-29 
TFlUSSKY, 118 

Concentrated force, 3, 52, 58, 59 
Conical (Belleville) Spring, 194-95 
Conjugate gradient method, 39-40, 226 
Constant strain triangle (CST), 133, 174 
Contact, 73 
Contour plotting, 420-24 

D 
D matrix, 6--8,157, 180 
Data handling, 419 
Degenerate quadrilaterals, 219 
Degrees of freedom, 47, 105,114-15,132, 

240,248,253-57 
Displacement vector (see degrees of freedom) 
Ducts, flow in, 341-43 
Dynamic analysis, 367-410 

E 
Eigenvalue·eigenvectors, 27-28, 375-76 
Eight·node quadrilateral element, 222-23 
Electric field problems, 339-41 
Element: 

beam, 237-47 
beam on elastic support, 247-48 
frame: 

planar, 247-53 
3-D,253-57 

hexahedrru,285-86 
one·dimensionallinear. 46-78, 309-20 
one·dimensional quadratic., 78--84 
quadrilateral: 

axisymmetric, 225-26 
four·node, 208-220 

eight·node,222-23 
nine-node, 220-22 

tetrahedral,276-85 
triangle, axisymmetric, 181-85 
triangle, heat, 322 
triangle, CST, 130 
triangle, six·node, 223-24 
truss, 103 

Element connectivity, 47-48 
Element mass matrices: 

axisymmetric triangle, 372 
beam element, 374 
constant strain triangle (CST), 372 
frame element, 374 
one·dimensional bar,370-71 
quadrilateral, four·node, 373 
tetrahedral element, 374--75 
truss, 371 

Element matrices for heat conduction, 
313-14,326-28 

Element stiffness matrices: 
axisymmetric solids, 184 
beam, 243 
beam on elastic supports, 248 
constant strain triangle (CST), 140 
frame, 249-50, 255 
hexahedron, 286 
isoparametric, higher order, 220 
one-dimensional, linear, 54 
one-dimensional, quadratic, 81 
quadrilateral, four-node, 213 
tetrahedron, 279 
trusses, 106, 115 
(see also element matrices for heat 

conduction) 
Elimination approach for handling boundary 

conditions, 63--68 
Equation solving, 29-40 (see also Gaussian 

elimination, 
skyline, conjugate gradient, frontal) 
Equilibrium equations, 4, 9 
Examples of scalar field problems, table, 307 

F 
FIns: 

l-D,316-20 
2-D, 329-30 
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Fixed-end reactions 245 257 
Flow, 306, 336-39' , 
Flywheel, 185, 196,426 
Forces (see body forces, surface traction, 

concentrated forces) 
Fourier's law, 308 
Forward elimination, 36 
Frames: 

planar, 248-53 
3-D, 253--57 

Friction factor in ducts, 341 
Frontal method, 289-91' 
Functional approach, 323 

G 
Galerkin approach, 13-16: 

in elasticity, 14-15,56--58,146--48,187, 
243-44 

for handling boundary conditions, 65, 70 
in scalar field problems, 312-13, 318-19, 

323-26,333-34 
Gaussian elimination, 29-36 

with column reduction, 36-38 (see also 
skyline) 

Gauss points and weights, tables. 216, 224 
Gaussian quadrature, 214-17 
Generalized eigenvalue problem, 370 
Givens rotation, 390 
Global stiffness matrix, assembly, 58-59, 61, 

116-18 
Gram-Schmidt process, 380 
Grid point stresses, 421-23 
Guyan reduction, 392-94 

H 
Half-bandwidth, (see Bandwidth) 
Hamilton's principle, 367 
Heat transfer, 306: 

one-dimensional fins, 316--20 
one-dimensional heat conduction, 309-16 
two-dimensional fins, 329-30 
two-dimensional heat conduction. 320-29 

Helmholtz equation. 306 
Hermite shape functions. 241Hexahedral 

element, 285--87 
Higher-order elements. 220 

Historical background, 1-2. 18 
Householder reflection, 387-389 
Hydraulic potential, 338 

I 
Implicit shift, 386 

Index 451 

Inclined roller, 153 (see also multipoint 
constraints) 

Initial strain (see temperature effects) 
Input data format: 

AX1QUAD,229 
AXISYM.197 
BEAM, 258 
BEAMKM,397 
CST. 160-161 
FEMID.88 
FRAME2D, 259 
FRAME3D, 259 
GENE1GEN,397 
HEATlD,349 
HEATID,350 
HEXAFRON.292 
INVITR,397 
JACOBI 397 
MESHGEN. 161, 330. 425 
QUAD, QUADCG. 228 
TRl,;SS2D. TRUSSKY. 119 

Integration fonnula. tetrahedron. 278 
Inverse iteration. 379-80 
Isoparametric representation: 

one-dimensional,50 
quadrilateral, 210 
three-dimensional,277 
triangle, 13.5 

Isotherm. 308 

J 
Jacobi method, 382--86 
Jacobian. 137.211.278.440 

K 
Kinetic energy. 367 

L 
Lagrangcan.J67-68 
Lagrange shape fundion. 49. 7,1i. 2H5 
Lame's constant.., 19 
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Least square fit, 421-23 
Loads (see body forces" surface tractions, 

concentrated forces) 
LU decomposition, 42 
Lumped (diagonal) mass matrices, 375 

M 
Magnetic field problems, 

339-41 
Mass matrix, derivation, 

368-70: 
matrices (see element 

mass matrices) 
Matrices: 

eigenvalue-eigenvectors. 27-28, 
375-76 

diagonalization, 381-82, 390-91 
tridiagonalization,387Matrix 
adjoint, 26 
Cholesky decomposition, 29 
cofactor, 26 
determinant, 26 
LV decomposition, 42 
positive definite, 28 
singular, 26 
upper triangular, 26, 32 

Matrix algebra, 21 
Matrix fonn, quadratic, 27 
Mesh generation, 411-18 
Mesh preparation with tetrahedra, 281-83 
Modeling: 

axisymmetric solids, 191-95 
three-dimensional problems, 287-88 
two-dimensional problems in 

elasticity, 152-54 
(see also boundary conditions) 

Mode shapes (see eigenvalue-eigenvectors) 
Multipoint constraints, 74-75,153,193-94, 

287-88 

N 
Natural coordinates, 48,133-35, 208--09, 277, 

285-86 
Natural frequencies (see eigenvalue

eigenvectors) 
Nine-node quadrilateral element, 220-22 

Nonlineatity,I94-95 
Numerical integration, 214-18 

o 
One-dimensional problem: 

elasticity,45 
fin, 316-20 
heat conduction, 309-16 

Orthogonal space, 380 
Orthotropic material~ 154-57 

p 

Penalty approach, 69-75 
sommary,70 

Plane strain, 8 
Plane stress, 7-8 
Plotting, 418 
Potential energy, 52, 139, 179-80, 238 

(see also functional approach) 
Potential flow, 336-37 
Preprocessing and 

Postprocessing, 411 
Press fit, 192-94 
Principal stresse~ 28()-81 
Principles: 

Galerkin, 13 
Hamilton's, 372 
Minimum potential energy, 9 
Saint Venant, 16 
VIrtual work, 15 

Q 

QRstep,390 
Quadratic shape functions, 79 
Quadratic triangle, 223 
Quadrilateral elements 

(see element) 

R 
Rayleigh Ritz method, 11-13 
Rayleigh quotient, 379 
Reaction force, 66, 70, 75 
Reynolds number,342 
Rigid body mod~ 394-96 
Row operations, 30 



S 
Saint Venant's principle, 16 
Scalar field problems, 306 
Seepage, 338--39 
Serendipity elements, 222-23, 415-16 
Shape functions: 

axisymmetric, 181 
beam, 240-41 
constant strain triangle (CST), 133-35 
hexahedron, 285 
linear one-dimensional, 49-50 
quadratic one-dimensional, 78--79 
quadrilateral: 

four-node, 208 
eight-node, 222 
nine-node, 220 

tetrahedron, 277 
triangle, six-node, 223 

Shear force, 245 
Shifting, 379 
Shrink fit, (see Press fit) 
Six-node triangular element, 223-24 
Skyline: 

stiffness assembly for, 117-18 
theory (38-39) (see also computer 

programs SKYLINE, TRUSSKY) 
Stiffness matrix (see element stiffness 

matrices, global stiffness matrix) 
Strain-displacement relations, 4 
Stream function, 336-37 
Stress computations, 6-8, 53, 86, 107, 148, 

190,218,280 
Stress extrapolation, 196 
Stress function, 331 
Stress.strain relation, 6-8 (see also D matrix) 
Stress tensor, component representation, 3-4 

Contents 453 

Sub·parametric element, 222 
Summary of the finite element method 

66-67,71 ' 
Surface Traction, 3,55, 81, 142-44, 

185-86,280 

T 
Temperature effects 

axisymmetric solids, 191 
constant strain triangle, 150-51 
initial strain, 8 
one·dimensional problems, 84-88 
trusses, 111-14 

Tetrahedral element, 275 
Three·dimensional problems, 114, 253, 275 
Torsion, 331-36 
Transformation matrix, 105, 156, 

249-50,256 
Triangular element 

linear, 130, 178, 322 
quadratic, 223-24 

Tridiagonalization,386-389 
Trusses, 103 
Two·dimensional problems: 

V 

elasticity, 130, 178 
scalar field problems, 306 
trusses, 103 

Vibration, 367 
Virtual work, principle, 15 
Von Mises stress, 17 

W 
Winkler foundations, 247 
Wilkinson shift, 390 
Wood,154-57 

I 
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TYPICAL PHYStCAL PROPERTIES OF SOME MATERIAlS 

UltirM~Strenath 
Yield Modulm.of Cod. of Th<m" 

"'...., .,. .... Ccmp. strength elasticit), Poisson'~ thtonal expo conductivity 

Material kslmJ Mr, MPa Mr, EGPa ratio lO-6j OC W/rnoC 

Aluminum 201 .... T6 2800 411) 410 12 0,33 23 210 

(alloy) 6061-T6 2800 228 131 11) 0.33 23 210 

8ras5 cold rolled 8470 S40 410 10' 0.35 " 105 

annealed 8470 3JO 100 105 0_35 " lOS 

Bronze Manganese """ "0 170 100 0.34 20 " 
Cast Iron 

Gm, 1200 170 .., " 0.25 12 " 
MaUeable 7200 370 "" 170 0.25 12 " 

Coo=to 
Low strength 2400 2 10 22 0.15 II I 

Medium strength 2400 3 41 32 0.15 II I 

High strength 2400 4 62 40 0.15 II I 

Copper hard-drawn 8900 380 330 120 0.33 17 380 

Glass Silioon 2400 80 400 70 0.17 • .8 

Magnesium 8.5% AI 1800 "0 2'0 " n.3!'i ,. 160 

SIeel 0.2%C HR 78SO 410 '" 200 Il.:>.I1 12 41 

O.2%CCR 78SO 'SO 350 ~~ n . .lo 12 42 

0.6%CHR 7850 "'" 370 200 n . .lo 12 42 

O.8%C HR quenched 78SO K30 .~ ~. lUI) 12 41 

SIainless 302 CR 7920 "'" 
.., 1'14 n.]{) 17 18 

'Titanium 6% A14% V 4460 ~. '" ItO 0.34 
, J4 

Properties vary w.dely dependmg on Cllange. In compos.l.on.lempeTilUre. and Itealmcnl cond,1>on<.. 

CR '" Cold rolled HR ~ HoI rolled 



Quantity 

General 
Acceleration 
MOO 
Density (i) 

(ii) 

Fo= 
Frequency 

length 

Mass (i) 
(ii) 

Moment 
Moment of inertia (area) 

Moment of inertia (mass) (i) 

Power (i) 
(ii) 

Pressure 
Stiffness 
Stress (i) 

(ii) 

lime 
Velocity 
Volume 
Work, energy 

Heat Transfer 
Convection coefficient 
Heat 

Heat flux 
Specific heat 
Temperature (i) 

(ii) 
Thermal conductivity 

Fluid Flow 
Absolute viscosity 
Kinematic viscosity 

Electric and Magnetic Fields 
Capacitance 

Charge 
Electric charge density 
Electric potential 

Inductance 
Penneability 
Permittivity 
Scalar magnetic potential 

(ii) 

Units/Conversion 

1 in./s2 = O.0254mN 
1 in. l = 645.16mm2 

Ilbm/in.~ = 27679.905 kg/m~ 
I slug/ftl == 515.379 kg/mJ 

lib = 4.448N(N = Newton) 

Hz (hertz = cycle/s) 

1 in. == 0.0254 m; 1 it = 0.3048 m 
I1bm = 0.45359 kg 
1 slug = 14.594 kg 

1 in.-Ib = 0.1130 N'm 
1 in.4 = 416231.4 mm' 
I1bm_in.2 = 2.9Z64E-4kg _mz 

I sIug.iD.I '" 0.009415 kg·m2 

I in.-lb/5 '" O.l130W (wan'" J/s) 
1 hp '" 0.746 kW (1 bp '" 550 ft-Ib) 
1 psi = 6894.8 Pa (psi = pounds/in.2; Pa = N/ml) 

lib/in. = 175.1 N/m 
1 psi -= 6894.8 Pa 
I ksi '" 6.8948 MPa; 1 MPa '" 145.04 psi 

(ksi = lOOOpsi;MPa -= lWPa) 

s (second) 

1 in./s '" 0.0254 m/s 
1 in.) '" 16.3871E-6 m3 

1 in.-Ib == 0.1130J(joule = N-m) 

1 Btu/h - ftl. of = 5.6783 W /m2 _ °C 

1 Btu = 1055.06J (1 Btu = 778.17ft-Ib) 
1 Btu/h' ft2 = 3.1546 W /m2 

1 Btuj"F '" 1899.IOBJ;oC 
T of = [(9/5)T + 32]"C 
T oK = T"C + 273.15 (K = kelvin) 
1 Btu/b·f!_oF = 1.7307W/m-oC 

1 lb· s/ft2 == 478.803 P (poise == g/cm' s) 
1 fe/s = 929.03 5t (stoke = em'/s) 

F (farad) 

C (coulomb) 

C/m3 

V (volt) 

H (henry) 

Him 
F/m 
A (ampere) 
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